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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this study is to propose a lexical analysis of 

inflection and cliticization in Spanish within the framework of cate

gorial Grarrunar, and to show how morphology and syntax interplay with 

one another in this language. 

I postulate that inflectional suffixes and clitics are syntactic 

expressions in their own right; inflectional suffixes are the instanti

ation of the grarrunatical relation, subject, whereas certain clitics, 

i.e. DAT and ACC clitics, are of the object. In this regard, inflec

tion and cliticization can be conceived as functions from one set of 

syntactic expressions into another. 

I assume that inflectional suffixes and clitics are stored in 

the lexicon assigned to categories which specify their syntactic (and 

semantic) properties. These elements are combined to form complex 

expressions by two kinds of operations: 1. Function/argument applica-

tion, and 2. Functional Composition. Three lexical rules are proposed 

in order to account for the distribution of the morphological properties 

at issue: 1. Inflection, 2. Cliticization, and 3. Complex Verb Forma-

tion. These rules make an explicit statement of what syntactic proces-

ses take place as morphologically complex expressions are formed. 

One consequence of my analysis is the redefinition of nominals 

corrmonly referred to as "subject NP II and "object NP" (doubled by a 

ix 

/.~, 



clitic) as elements which mark a referential contrast. 

x 

This way, the 

formal variation as to the presence or absence of these nominals in 

Spanish sentences has a coherent explanation. Two rules of nominal 

adjunction are proposed in order to account for "clitic doubling" and 

"subject doubling". These two rules apply under certain conditions. 

With a lexical treatment of inflection and cliticization pro

posed, al1 the word formation processes in the Spanish language are now 

relegated to one single component, the lexicon. Morphology in Spanish, 

thus, has a clearly delineated domain of its own as an integral part of 

the lexicon. Furthermore, inflection and cli ticization are morpho-

logical processes which, at the same time, construct syntactically 

complex expressions. This direct interplay between morphology and 

syntax is what uniquely characterizes the so-cal1ed "pro-drop" 

languages, of which Spanish is one, and distinguishes them from the 

"non-pro-drop" languages. 



CHAPTER I 

INTORDUCTION 

The place of morphology in grammar and the relationship between 

it and other components of grammar have been the topic of much current 

discussion. The purpose of this study is to propose a lexical analysis 

of inflection and cliticization in Spanish as verb formation processes 

and to characterize what roles these processes play in the syntax of 

Spanish sentences. However, there is a another goal, more general in 

nature, which I attempt to achieve at the same time. The analysis of ~'>No 

inflection and and cliticization here proposed embodies a notion of the 

structure of Spanish sentences which is different from what has been 

traditionally conceived. My ultimate goal rests on proposing an analy-

sis of inflection and cliticization in such a way that it captures the 

most coherent picture of how sentences are put together in Spanish, and 

characterize the structural properties particular to this language. 

In nKKlern linguistic theories, as well as in traditional gram

mar, the structure of the sentence has been invariably analyzed as be

ing bipartite. For example, in generative grammar, t~e sentence is 

first generated, by vlay of P (hrase) S (tructure) Rules, as S --) NP 

AUX! INFL VP. Further, VP is expanded as a V (disregarding here the X-

bar notation) and its complements. In such an analysis, the gramma-

tical relations are defined as nominal phrasal categories which occupy 

1 
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particular configurational positions. The subject is defined as the NP 

which is directly dominated by the S node, i.e. [NP, S], while the ob

ject is defined as the NP which is directly dominated by the V, i.e. 

[NP, V]. Th:i.s concept of the sentence structure has been basically 

maintained for the analysis of Spanish sentences. Various accounts have 

been given of "surface" phenomena where Spanish sentences do not conform 

to the structural "pattern" of the sentence stipulated by PS rules. One 

such phenomenon involves the formal variation Spanish sentences manifest 

in terms of the presence or the absence of the element defined as "sub-

ject NP". Another involves the variation evidenced as regards to the 

distribution of the NP defined as the "object". 

below illustrate these phenomena. 

The sentences given 

(1) a. El/ella habla espafiol. 'He/she speaks Spanish' 

b. habla espafiol. 'He/she speaks Spanish' 

(2) a. I.e golpearon a ella ella. 'They hit him/her' 

b. Le golpearon 'They hit him/her' 

In (lb), the "subject NP" is "missing", and in (2b) f the "object NP" is 

"missing". In the earlier generative-transformational grammar, these 

sentences 2re accounted for as a consequence of a syntactic operation 

which deletes an NP, whereas, in the more recent theory, it is postu

lated that there is a phonologically null element occupying the subject 

(in (lb)) and the object (in (2b)) positions. 

One fW1danx.;ontal question to be addressed here is: Why do Spanish 

sentences vary as in (1) and (2)? Clearly, proposing a syntactic opera

tion which "drops" an NP, or postulating for an empty category, though 
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may it provide a mechanism which accounts for how this formal varia-

tion is produced, does not provide an explanation as to ,why it happens. 

This constitutes my principal motivation for reexamining altogether, the 

structure of Spanish sentences as has been traditionally analyzed. Two 

morphological properties bear a direct relevance to the syntax of the 

sentence in Spanish, inflection and cliticization. An answer to the 

question addressed above regarding the formal variation Spanish sentences 

manifest hinges crucially on an adequate definition and characterization 

of these properties. 

In the analysis based on phrase structure, inflectional suf-

fixes are thought of as a phonological realization of "agreement", a 

morpho syntactic relationship between the "subject NP" and the verb (or 

some other element which takes an inflectional suffix), stated in terms 

of a strict lnatch in grammatical features. My alternative gives a to-

tally different treatment of the inflectional properties at issue. In 

Spanish, not every sentence has a nominal expression which is tradition-

ally defined as the "subject NP". However, every sentence in Spanish 

has value for person/number marked on the verb, and may have, in addi-

tion, a value for gender/number marked on some other word. 

shown in (3) below. 

(3) Esta 
(3, sg) 

dormida. 
(fern, sg) 

'She is asleep' 

This is 

I postulate that the inflectional properties marking values for person 

and number and for gender and number are themselves the instantiation of 

the grammatical construct, subject. Inflection is not merely a phono-

logical realization of a grammatical "agreement", but has a syntactic 



(as well as serrentic) consequence. 
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In (3) above, the two sets of val-

ues, one marked in the verb and the other in the adjective, identify the 

subjet, that is, 1st person, plual and feminine. From this, I define 

subject in Spanish as a set of values comprised of person, nwriber and 

gender, which is, in fact, a unification of inflectional properties dis

tributed throughout the sentence. 

(Jne consequence of my analysis of inflectional properties is 

that the nominal traditionally referred to as the "subject NP" is rede

fined as an "adjunct", whose function is to mark a refer-entia I contrast. 

When, in a langu3ge, ti1e grammatical relation, subject, is expressed in 

the morphological ~roperties of the sentence, the nominal, or the pre

sence or the absence of the nominal has a specialized discourse function 

assigned to it. This explains why the formal variation as evidenced in 

(la) and (b) above occurs. Also, the reason why certain types of sen

tences, such as weather sentences whose subject argument is nonreferen

tial, can never have a nominal adjunct is naturally explained. 

Turning to clitics, although all previous analyses agree on 

generating them in syntax, there is no uniform characterization of these 

elements as to what role they play in the syntax of Spanish sentences. 

In some, a description of how clitics are related to the formation of 

syntactic expressions has been completely omitted. In others, though 

may there be some characterization of these elements, they are not given 

any vital role in the description of sentence structure. Clitics con

stitute an intergral part of Spanish sentences in that the attachment of 

these elements to inflected verbs yields expressions with particular 

-------'---________________ ~ ___ ~ __ .. c~ ••• ~ 
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syntactic (as well as semantic) properties. Take, for example, accusa-

tive and dative clitics. These clitics, analogous to inflectional suf-

fixes, instantiate the grarranatical function, the object, as shown in (4) 

and (5) below. 

(4) Lo vemos todos los d:!as. 
ACC-3,"sg,masc 

'We see him/it every day' 

(5) Le golpean todos los dfas. 
DAT-3, sg 

'They hit him/her every day' 

There is no other element in the string instantiating the object argu-

ment, and, furthermore, by altering clitic forms, we obtain different 

interpretations for the object argument. It is well-justified to as-

sume that the clitics in these sentences mark the object argument for 

which the verb is subcategorized. Other types of clitics, namely, the 

so-called "benefactive dative", "inherent-se", "exclusionary-se" and 

"impersonal-se", also have specific functions assigned to them. 

The post-verbal nominal which ocurrs with accusative and dative 

(which include "benefactive" dative) clitics is also reanalyzed as an 

element which marks a referential contrast. Thus, the fonnal vari-

ation as evidenced in (2a) and (b) is explained in conjunction with such 

a discourse function assigned to nominals. Although the subject and 

the object pattern in an analogous way, there is a difference between 

them. WhIle the subject in Spanish is always instantiated in morpho-

logical properties, the object may be instantiated in a lexical expres-

sion, as shown in (6) and (7) below. 

(6) Vemos a Juan todos los dfas. 'We see John every day' 
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(7) Golpean a Juan 'They hit John every day' 

In brief, where my analysis of morphological properties crucial

ly differs is in the way the role of morphology in relation to syntax is 

defined. Inflectional suffixes and clitics have specific syntactic 

functions associated with them. As we attach an inflectional suffix to 

a verb, or attach a clitic/clitics to an inflected verb, we ere not 

simply constructing morphologically complex expressions, but, at each 

process, we are also forming syntactically (and semantically) complex 

expressions. Inflection and cliticization play, therefore, playa 

primary role in the syntax of Spanish sentences. 

With the fundamental assumptions set forth, I propose a lexical 

analysis of inflection and cliticization in order to account for the 

distribution of these morphological properties. There have been seve

ral works proposed, such as Lieber (1980), of inflectional morphology 

as a lexical process. However, the inflectional morphology which is 

syntactically relevant in Spanish is most commonly treated in syntax 

(and later in phonology). As for cliticization, there has been no lexi

cal analysis proposed to date. In all the previous analyses, clitics 

are generated in syntax, thus, the expression composed of a verb and a 

clitic/clitics is syntactically formed. A syntactic analysis of in

flection and cliticization runs into certain difficulties for which a 

simple solution is not avail::lble. One such instance involves the dis-

tribution of clitics commonly known as "clitic climbing". My alterna

tive analysis is precisely an attempt to resolve the problems inherent 

to a syntactic analysis, and, as we shall see in Chapter IV, a lexical 



analysis offeres a more adequate and elegant account of the morpholo

gical properties at issue. 
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In order to account for the distribution of inflectional suf

fixes and clitics, I propose three lexical rule which form IIverbs ll in 

Spanish: 1. Inflection, 2. Cliticization and 3. Complex Verb Formation. 

The Rule of Inflection combines an inflectional suffix with a bare verb, 

while the Rule of Cliticization combines a clitic or a sequence of cli

tics with an inflected verb. It is assumed that, when several clitics 

in sequence are attached to a verb, the clitic sequence is first formed 

by the Rules of Cli tic Sequence Formation, which combine two CLs toge

ther, CL being a single clitic or several clitics, and, at the next step, 

the whole sequence is combined with an inflected verb. Any clitic se

quence formed by the Rules of clitic Sequence Formation must comply with 

certain well-forrnedness conditions which are based on morphologically 

defined constraints. The distribution of clitics commonly defined as 

instances of IIc litic climbingll is accounted for by three rules. First 

by the Rule of Complex Verb Formation, which combines a IIclitic climb

ingll verb (uninflected) with another in the infinitive or the gerundive; 

the Rules of Inflection and Cliticization apply successively to the com

plex verb, yielding strings with clitics having IIclimbed ll • 

For the purpose of my analysis, I will adopt the framework of 

categorial grammar. There are two IIcomponentsll which constitute the 

nucleus of categorial grammar. The first component is the categorial 

lexicon where linguistic expressions and elements are assigned to cclte

gories f which at one and the same time determine their syntactic and 

semantic properties. There are two types of categories: 1. Basic 
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categories, and 2. complex (or functor) categories. The second type 

of categories are defined in terms of simpler categories in a way which 

specifies what cateogories they can be combined with and what the re-

suIting categories are. The second component of categorial grammar con-

sists of a set of combination rules which construct complex expressions. 

There are two types: 1. Function/Argument Application, and 2. Functional 

Composition, which are illustrated in (8) and (9), respectively, below. 

(8) 

(9) 

X/Y 

X/Y 

Y ---> X 

Z/X ---> z/y1 

(Function/Argument Application) 

(Functional Composition) 

X, Y, Z and Ware variables which match some category. In my analysis, 

all the elements involved in the processes of inflection and cliticiza

tion are assigned to categories in accordance with their syntactic prop-

erties. The lexical rules which combine these elements to form complex 

expressions are based on the operations shown in (8) and (9) above. The 

advantage of adopting categorial grammar in the analysis of inflection 

and cliticization in Spanish is evident. It enables us to make an ex-

plicit statement of what syntactic processes take place as morphologi-

cally complex expressions are formed by inflection and cliticization. 

A lexical analysis of inflection and cliticization within the framework 

of categorial grammar captures most adequately and precisely the nature 

of the interplay between morphology and syntax in the Spanish language. 

1. These rules are defined over syntactic categories. How
ever, these syntactic rules have a functional correspondence with rules 
of semantic interpretation. Nevertheless, I will remain, throughout 
this study, uncomi tted as to how the rules of interpretaion are to be 
represented, as this thesis focuses on the syntactic aspect of the pro
cesses of inflection and cliticization. 
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In order to account for the distribution of the nominal so

called "subject NP" and "object NP", two rules of nominal adjunction are 

proposed. There is a well-formedness condition which hold across the 

nominal and the string to which it is adjoined: They must be compatible 

in values for certain morphological (and semantic) features. A series 

of mechanisms are propoed to evaluate the compatibility between two ex-

pressions, or more specifically, two sets of feature values. They con-

sist basically, of a function which project certain feature values, and 

another function which matches up two sets of values based on the notion 

of compatibility. 

The content of this study is as follows. In Chapter II, I will 

review previous analyses of sentences focusing on the defintion of the 

subject and the analysis of syntactically relevant inflectional proper

ties. In view of their inadequacy in providing explanation for certain 

facts, I will propose an alternative analysis of Spanish sentences, where 

inflectional properties and the "subject NP" are redefined as outlined 

above. In Chapter III, I will review various analyses of clitics, as 

problems inherent in them are made explicit and the data to be accounted 

for is defined. In Chapter IV, I will propose a lexical analysis of in

flection and cliticization, and provide evidence that a lexical analysis 

is an improvement on a syntactic analysis. In Chapters V, I will give 

an account of how the nominal so-called "subject NP" or "object NP" 

(doubled by a clitic) becomes incorporated into a string. Also I will 

propose the mechanisms which evaluate the compatibility be~en the 

nominal and the string to which it is adjoined. Chapter VI is divided 

into three sections. In the first section, we will look closely at 
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nominals in Spanish: What type of nominals there are, what feature 

values are assigned to them, and how they are assigned. In the second 

sectiont, I will difine what constitutes compatibility, Le. "agree

ment", between two sets of values. In the last section of this chap

ter, we will look at certain facts of "disagreement", and try to give 

an explanation of these facts. Chapter VII recapitulateR all the pre

vious chapters and discusses some consequences and implications of my 

proposal. 

The data for this thesis was collected from Spanish speakers of 

various countries, which include Spain, Mexico, Dominican Republic, 

Argentina (partially), Chile and Bolivia. 



CP..APTER II 

SENTENCE, SUBJECT AND INFLECTIONAL PROPERTIES 

This chapter investigates syntactically relevant inflectional 

properties of Spanish sentences: Their distributions and the role 

they play in the syntax of Spanish sentences. The Inflectional prop-

erties at issue have been traditionally defined as instances of "agree-

ment" between the so-called "subject NP" and some element of the predi-

cate, such as the verb. This characterization of the properties at 

issue is based on the analysis of sentences as having a bipartite struc-

ture, an NP and a VP. An analysis of Spanish sentences based on phrase 

structure is, as we shall see in detail below, inadequate in that it 

does not provide a coherent explanation for certain vital facts involv-

ing sentence structure. I will propose an alternative analysis of Spa-

nish sentence structure, where inflectional properties are given a cru-

cially different defintion. Before I present my proposal, I will review 

previous analyses and indicate t.he inadequacies inherent in them in order 

to make clear my motivation for an alternative analysis. 

2.1. Sentence, Subject and Inflectional Properties: 
Previous Analyses 

2.1.1. Traditional Grammar 

In traditional grammar, the sentence is analyzed as having a bi-

partite structure, and the grarrunatical relation, subject is defined on 

11 
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the basis of this sentence structure. Andres Bello (1977) states the 

following in this regard. 

Let us take any simple sentence which makes complete sense: el 
nino aprende 'the boy learns', los arboles crecen 'the treesgrow'. 
We can recognize, in each of these sentences, two distinct phrases: 
The first phrase signifies a thing or a portion of things, el nino 
'the boy' ,los arboles '(the) trees'; the second part makes known 
that which we think about the first one, aprende 'learns', crecen 
'grow'. The first phrase is called SUBu~T or SUPPOSITION, and 
the second ATTRIBUTE. The subject and the attribute combined 
form the proposition. (translation mine) 

(1977: 8) 

Real Academia Espanola (1975), Gili Gaya (1961) as well as Pons (1960) 

give similar definitions of the subject. In addition to analyzing a 

sentence in two parts, Subject and Attribute/Predicate, traditional 

grammarians presuppose an "agreement" between the subject and the verb, 

the nucleus of the predicate. Real Academia states the following in 

this respect. "The elements of which the sentential unity is composed 

hold among them internal relationships which are manifested ••• in agree-

ment ••• The agreement is, in our language, the equality of gender and 

number between adjective or article and noun, and the equality of number 

and person between the verb and the subject." (translation mine) (1975: 

386) Thus, the underlined element in the sentences (1) through (6) be-

low is considered to be the subject, and all the different endings on 

the verb are considered to be the instantiation of the "internal rela-

tionship" between the verb and the subject, Le. "agreement". 

(1) Yo habl-o espanol. 'I speak Spanish' 

(2) TO habl-as espanol. , You (sg) speak Spanish' 

(3) El/ella habl-a espanol. 'He/she speaks Spa~ish' 

(4) Nosotros/nosotras habl-amos espanol. 'We (rnasc/fem) speak' 

--- ----------------------------------------------------
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(5) Vosotros/vosotras habl-ais espafiol. 

(6) Ellos/ellas habl-an espafiol. 

'You (pI. rnasc/fern) speak 
Spanish. 

'They (rnasc/ fern) speak 
Spanish,l 

2.1. 2 0 Generative-Transformational Grammar (Aspect Model) 

Modern linguistic theories, in particular, of Generative Gram-

mar have consistently rnaintained the traditional view of the sentence 

structure as being bipartite (based on which the definition of the sub-

ject is given), and the notion of "agreement" as an equality in person 

and number between the subject and the verb (affix). According to the 

earlier version of generative grarranar, namely, in Chomsky (1965), a 

sentence is first generated via Phrase Structure Rules: S ---) NP AUX 

VP, VP ---) V (NP), etc. The syntactic structure of a sentence is re-

presented in a hierarchical tree diagram, in conjunction with which the 

grarrnnatical functions, subject and object, are defined. The subject has 

been defined as the leftmost NP which is directly dominated by the S 

node, i.e. [NP, S], \<Jhile the object is defined as the NP directly domi-

nated by the VP node, i.e. [NP, VP]. For example, the deep structure 

of the sentence yo hablo espafiol 'I speak Spanish' looks like the fol-

lowing: 

1. Vd./Vds., the formal 'you' (sg/pl), which are treated gram
matically as third person, are excluded from the list. 



(7) 

NP 

yo 'I' 
[ +I,-PL] 

S 

AUX 
I 

[+present] 

VP 

~ 
V NP 

I I 
habl- espanol 

Yo 'I', which occupies the node [NP, S], is the subject, and espanol 

'Spanish' is the object of tBis sentence. 
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The distribution of the verb inflectional suffix is accounted for 

by a series of operations. First, a feature copying transformation, 

namely f "Subject-Verb Agreement" (SVA), applies to this deep structure. 

This syntactic operation is formulated by Quicoli (1976) as in (8) 

below. 

(8) NP AUX V 

~~personJ 
~ number 

Thus, the application of this 

copies the features [+1, -PL] 

yielding 

(9) 

(9) below. 

NP 

yo 'I' 
[+I,-PL] 

(NP) --_ •. > NP AUX V 

~~person ] f3 number 
b~person] 
(3 number 

transformation to the structure in (7) 

of the subj ect, ~ 'I', onto the verb, 

S 

AUX VP 

I 
[ +present] \ 

V 

I 
habl- 'speak' 

[+I,-PL] 

(NP) 
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Next, the tense [+present] hops to the right of hablo- 'speak' by ano-

ther transformation, namely, "Affix-hopping". Finally, a readjustment 

rule interprets habl-[+present] specified as [+1, -PL] as hablo in 

phonological component, and the surface string yo hablo espanol 'I 

speak Spanish' results. 

There is another type of "agreement" observed in Spanish sen-

tences as illustrated below. 

(10) a. EI nino esta dorrnido. 'The boy is asleep' 

b. Los ninos estan dormidos. 'The boys/children are asleep' 

c. La nina esta dormida. 'The girl is asleep' 

d. Las ninas estan dormidas. 'The girls are asleep' 

In these sentences, in addition to the verb, the predicate adjective has 

inflectional suffixes marking various values for gender and number. In 

order to account for this particular inflectional property, another fea-

ture-copying transformation is proposed, namely I "Gender Number Agree-

ment", which Quicoli (ibid.) formulates as in (11) below. 

(11) SD: x 

1 

SC: 

NP (Copula) ••• Predicate ••• Y 

r O(gender] 
L(3 number 

2 

1 

3 

2 3 

4 

4 5 

[
0< gender] 
i3 number 

where predicate is expanded as follows: 

{ 

pr~ic~te NOminal] 
Predicate Ad]ectlve 

Participle 

5 ---> 
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Spanish permits sentences such as the following, which do not 

have lexical expressions representing [NP,S]. 

(12) Hablo espanol. 'I-speak Spanish' 

(13) Hablas espanol. 'You(sg)-speak Spanish' 

(14) Habla. espanol. 'He/she-speaks Spanish' 

(15) Hablamos espanol. 'We-speak Spanish' 

(16) Habl&is espanol. 'You(pl)-speak Spanish' 

(17) Hablan. espanol. 'They-speak Spanish' 

These "subjectless" sentences are accounted for as a product of another 

transformation, namely, "Pro-drop Transformation", which applies ~ 

tionallyafter "Subject-Verb Agreement".2 Viewing sentences such as 

(12) through (17) as "subjectless" naturally follows from analyzing the 

Spanish sentence in two major parts, i.e. an NP and a VP. 

The following summarizes the assumptions held by standard trans-

formationalists, who worked with the "Aspect" rTKXlel, regarding sentence 

structure, the subject and inflectional properties. 

1. The sentence can be analyzed in terms of phrase structure, i.e. 

an NP and a VP. 

2. The subject is a phrasal constituent of the sentence, i.e. an NP. 

3. The subject occurs in a particular hierarchical position of the 

tree structure, i.e. [NP, S]. 

2. Noting that the use of a pronoun has an emphatic value, 
Hadlich (1971) proposes that the pronouns be marked either [+emphatic] 
or [-emphatic] in deep structure. If a pj~onoun has the feature [
emphat.ic] in its feature matrix, then it triggers "pro-drop" trans
formation, and the pronoun gets deleted. 
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4. Inflectional properties of the sentence are instances of morpho-

syntactic relationship, Le. "agreement", between the "subject NP" and 

some element of the VP, such as V, predicate Adj, etc. 

5. When a sentence does not have a lexical expression instantiating 

the "subject NP", it has been dropped. 

2 .1. 3. Government and Binding Theory 

The most recent version of generative grammar, Government and 

Binding theory (GB theory, henceforth) holds basically the same assump-

tions as stated above, although with certain observable differences 

which involve "agreement" and "subjectless" sentences. As concerns 

"agreement", there is no feature-copying transformamation in GB theory. 

Instead, all the inflectional properties involving "agreement" are re-

presented in D-structure in terms of a feature matrix, as a constituent 

of the sentences, namely, AGR. The morphosyntacetic relationship, i.e. 

"agreement", between the "subject NP" and AGR is indicated by coindexing 

(superscripted, in order to distinguish it from anaphorical coindexing) 

these two constituents. 3 AGR along with Tense constitute INFL, i.e. 

the inflectional element. Thus, the sentence ~ hablo' I speak' can 

be represented in D-structure, as follows (ignoring certain irrelevant 

details) : 

3. The condition which holds across AGR and the "subject NP" is 
stated partially through Case assignment. Chomsky (1980) explains that 
Nominative Case is assigned to the "subject NP" in "pro-drop" languages 
by AGR under goverrunent and strict feature matching ("agreement"). 



(18) 

NP 

yoi 

S 

INFL 

/'"" . 
[ +Tense , AGRl 

present] [+ I J 
-PL 

18 

VP 

/\ 
V NP 

I I 
habl- espanol 

[~~L] 
, speak' Spanish 

The constituent INFL moves to the right of V and gets attached to it. 4 

Phonological Form (PF) interprets this string as hablo. 

As for "subjectless" sentences such as (12) through (17), 

Chomsky (1981 and 1982) postulates that there is a phonologically null 

pronoun, namely, empty category pro which stands for the "subject NP", 

. 5 In D-structure. This follows from the Extended Projection Principle, 

which stipulates that every clause must have a subject. Therefore, 

sentences such as (12) through (17) have an empty category holding the 

node [NP, S] in the underlying structure as shown in (19) through (24) 

below. It is assumed that the abstract pronoun, pro, is also specified 

for person and number (and possibly gender) and is coindexed with AGR 

to show "agreement". 

4. Chomsky (1981) talks about two possible places where the 
movemeilt of INFL may occur in "pro-drop" languages: in syntax and in 
PF. This issue will be disregarded here, as it is not relevant to our 
present discussion. 

5. In Chomsky (1982), there is a distinction made between PRO 
and pro. Prior to this, PRO represents both categories. 
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(19) pro hablo espafiol. 'I-speak Spanish' 

[ ~~L] 
(20) pro hablas espafiol. 'you(sg)-speak Spanish' 

[ +II] -PL 

(21) pro habla espafiol. 'He/she-speaks Spanish' 

[=ir] 
-PL 

(22) pro hablamos espafiol. 'we-speak Spanish' 

[:~] 
;' 

(23) pro hablais espafiol. 'You(pl)-speak Spanish' 

[+II] +PL 

(24) pro hablan espafiol. 'They-speak Spanish' 

[=ir] +PL 

2.1.4. Problems 

There are several problems with the type of analyses outlined 

above. The major problem concerns the account given for "subjectless" 

sentences. It is generally assumed that the "subject" of a Spanish 

sentence can be "missing" because there is an "agreement" between the 

"subject NP" and the verbal inflection, thus, the "missing" element is 

recoverable. Chomsky (1982), for example, claims that it is a para-

meter of "pro-drop" languages that the "subject" of a finite clause can 
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be "missing", and states the following to characterize the differences 

between "pro-drop" languages such as Spanish and Italian, on the one 

hand, and "non-pro-drop" languages such as English and French, on the 

other. 

Suppose that a pronoun is simply the 'spelling' out of a pronoun 
without Case, i.e. pro. In other words at S-structure we insert 
the appropriate phonological matrix for pure pronominal EC wi th
out Case. In the non-pro-drop languages, it is always necessary 
to add this phonological matrix at S-structure, otherwise the con-
tent of the EC will not be properly determined. In a pro-drop 
languages, pro with Case can be left in subject position governed 
by AGR, since its content will be determined by AGR with Case, 
i.e. the pro. 

(1982: 86) 

Sentences such as those given in (25) through (28), which all depict 

natural phenomena, immediately pose a problem to the "pro-drop" 

account of "subjectless" sentences. 

(25) Llueve poco en Tucson. 'It rains little in Tucson' 

(26) Nev6 ayer. 'It snowed yesterday' 

(27) Relampagueaba y tronaba cuando el avi6n se despeg6. 
'It was lightening and thundering when the airplane took off' 

(28) a. Hace frfo. 'It is cold' 

b. Hace calor. 'It is hot' 

c. Hace sol. 'It is sunny' 

d. Hace viento. 'It is windy' 

e. Hace buen tiempo. 'It is a fine weather' 

f. Hace mal tiempo. 'It is a bad weather' 

If, in fact, the "subject" had been "dropped" in these sentences, as 

transformationalists hypothesize, it should be possible to "recover" 

what has been "dropped". However, there is no expression, an 
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independent pronoun or a lexical expression, which can stand for the 

"subject" of these sentences. The occurrence of a nominal which would 

match in feature with the verb suffix yields ungraITlITatical strings, as 

shown in (29) below. 

(29) * {EI Ella 'he' ) llueve poco en Tucson. 

Ello 
Juter 

'she' 
'it' 

I Jupiter , 

In all the sentences in (25) through (28), the verb inflection marks 

third person, singular, yet, they are not to be interpreted the same way 

as sentence (14) habla '(s)he speaks'. Thus, AGR does Nor determine 

the (referential) content of the "missing" argument, since the subject 

argument in weather sentences is non-referential. Chomsky (1980 and 

1982) argues that there are two types of phonologically null pronouns 

which can occupy the subject position of a finite clause in "pro-drop" 

languages: pro with reference and pro without reference. The empty 

category posited as the "subject" of weather sentences such as (25) 

through (28) is the latter type, an analogue to the pleonastic it in 

English or il in French as exemplified in (30) and (31) below, respec-

tively. 

(30) It rains. 

(31) !l pleut. 'It rains' 

Aoun (1981) elaborates further on this point, and makes a 

classification of nominal elements, as shown in (32), into four 

categories, using the features [+referential] and [~phonetic]. 

(32) I a. 
b. 

+referential, 
+referential, 

-phonetic 
+phonetic 

PRO 
lexical names and pronouns 



2 a. 
b. 

-referential, 
-referential, 

+phonetic 
-phonetic 

Expletive (it, there) 
"Expletive PRO" 
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It is the "Expletive PRO" specified as [-referential, -phonetic] that 

stands for the "subj ect" in the D-structure of weather sentences, and it 

is the feature [-referential], which pro is specified for, that enables 

the "subject" to be interpreted as non-referential. 

Sufier (1982 and 1983) proposes even another type of pro: pro 

with an arbitrary reference. Sentences such as (33), (34), (35) and 

(36) below illustrate cases in which, Sufier claims the "subject" 

position is occupied by this special type of empty category, proarb • 

(33) Se habla dos idiomas en este pais. 
'They /people speak two languages in this country/Two languages are 

spoken in this country' 

(34) Se premia a los incompetentes. 
'They (unspecified) reward the incompetent' 

(35) Tocan a la puerta. 
'Somebody is knocking at the door' 

(36) Juan, te hablan por tel~fono. 
'John y somebody is on the phone for you' 

Noting that sentences such as (33) and (34), which have the so-called 

"impersonal-se" and a verb in 3rd person singular, and sentences such 

as (35) and (36), which have a verb in 3rd person plural, are interpret

ed as having an unspecified human subject. 6 Sufier proposes that there 

is a phonologically null pronoun specified as (+human, -definite] hold-

ing the subject position in these sentences. These sentences can have 

6. Sentences such as (35) and (36), where the verb is in 3rd 
person, plural, are ambiguous. The subject argwnent can be somespe
cific party 'they', or an unspecified party, depending on the cor,text. 
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neither an independent pronoun nor a lexical expression to stand for the 

"subject NP". 

By proposing such abstract elements as PRO, pro and pro b' we ar 

may reconcile such data as (25) through (28) and (33) through (36) with 

the hypothesis that sentences have an NP - VP structure. The necessity 

of postul ting such elements, however, can hardly be construed as an ad-

vantage of the NP - VP hypothesis. There is, in addition, a fundamental 

problem with the analysis based on the empty category pro. Recall that 

in all the sentences (25) through (28) and (33) through (36), no lexical 

expression can appear to stand for "subject NP". The occurence of a 

nominal which stands as the "subject NP" will simply yield ungrarrunatical 

strings. It is mandatory that these sentences remain "subjectless". 

One important question to be addressed here is: Why, in Spanish, can 

certain sentences have a nominal instantiating the "subject NP", while 

other.s cannot? In more general terms, why is it the case that Spanish 

sentences manifest a formal variation in terms of the presence or ab-

sence of a nominal, commonly defined as "subject NP? Simply positing 

EC pro to a "subjectless" sentence, and elaborating the classification 

of all the subtypes of pro provides no explanation for this vital ques-

tion. 

Another area where analyses within the framework of generative 

grammar are fpund inadequate is the description of the so-called "agree-

ment". In them, it is assumed that 1. the "subject NP" has inherent 

specifications in terms of person, number and gender; 2. The "agreeing" 

constituents must contain identical grammatical features. Of the 

first point, Chomsky state~, "At the level of execution, we might assume 

-- ----------------------
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that tIle lexical rules insert the features person, number and gender in 

the context [NP [N -]], and mayor may not insert phonetic matrix as 

well". (1981: 193). In regard to the second point, he says, " ••• assum-

ing the agreement involves identity of grarrrrnatical features... II (1982: 

86) The "agreement" theory works in cases where a particular nominal 

can only occur with a single inflectional value as exemplified in the 

following • 

. - -(37) Yo voy 
[l,sg} 

*vas 
(2,sg) 

*va 
(3,sg) 

*vamos 
(l,plJ 

*vais 
(2,plJ 

*van 
(3,pl) 

al concierto. 'I go to the concert' 

However, there are instances in which a particular expression "agrees" 

with a variety of inflectional values. 

vides an example of such instances. 

(38) Las mujeres 

'The women 

tenemos 
(l,pl) 

teneis 
(2,plJ 

tienen 
(3,plJ 

{ 

wG-have 
you (pl)-have 

they-have 

The following sentence pro-

esperanza. 

hope' 

----------------------------------------------------------------------.----------------
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If we were to hold that the nominal has ~erent features assigned to 

it, and there is an "agreement'l involving a strict match in grarnnatical 

features between the nominal and the verbal inflection, the variation 

observed in (38) should not be permitted; only one form of the verb 

should be grammatical, while others should be ruled out on the basis of 

"disagreement". As we shall see more in detail in Chapter VI, this 

phenomenon of "disagreement" is extremely common in Spanish. These 

facts of "disagreement" attest to the fact that the phenomenon of 

"agreement" involves more than a simple "strict match in grarnnatical 

features" between two elements. Clearly the postulation of "grarnnati

cal agreement" is based on the concept that the so-called "subject NF" 

and the verb hold a grarnnatical relationship. Theories which advocate 

such assumptions cannot easily and adequately accomodate facts of 

"agreement" alternatives as shown in (38). 

To recapitulate, we have looked at previous analyses of Spanish 

sentences, and discussed some inadequacies inherent in these analyses. 

The principal and tI1e most serious concern the "subjectless" sentences. 

They cannot provide an explanation for the fundamental questions: Why 

Spanish sentences manifest a formal variation in terms of the presence 

or the absence of the nominal commonly defined as the "subject NF"? 

Why can certain types of sentences in Spanish never have this nominal? 

Clearly this problem sterns from the basic assumption that the sentence 

has a bipartite structure. This leads us to question the validity of 

anlyzing sentences in terms of phrase structure and defining grarnnatical 

relations based on this structure. A more adequate characterization 

of sentence structure must be sought. I will now propose an alternative 



analysis of Spanish sentences, where the treatment of inflectional 

properties are crucially different from previous analyses. 

2. 2 • Sentence 
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When a language has an option to include sentences both with 

and without an expression which has been traditionally defined as the 

"subject NP", there are, conceptually, two poistions one can take to 

account for this linguistic phenomenon. The first is to assume that 

sentences without a nominal are "missing" an argument, i.e. the "sub

ject". This follows from analyzing the sentence in two major parts, 

an NP and a VP, the NP being defined as the "subject". As we have 

already seen, such an analysis cannot provide a coherent explanation 

for why Spanish sentences manifest the formal variation in question. 

Naturally, an alternative is to abandon the bipartite analysis of sen

tence structure, and to assume that so-called "subjectless" sentences 

are syntactically complete. Consequently, when sentences do have a 

nominal, this element would be analyzed as an "adjunct" to the sentence, 

which fulfills a discourse function. This position requires a new 

defintion of the subject. In this section, I will present an alterna-

tive analysis of Spanish sentences, focusing, in particular, on the fol

lowing two questions: 1. What are the syntactic elements which consti

tute Spanish sentences? 2. How do we define the subject in Spanish? 

For the description of sentence structure here proposed, I rely exten

sivelyon Steele (1983,1987 and forthcoming). 

2.2.1. Spanish Sentences: Syntactic Elements 

I assume (with Steele and others) that a sentence models a 
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situation; that is, a sentence has a propositional part and a part 

which provides a (speaker's) judgement about the propositional part. 

The syntactic object which renders t~e judgement, I will term (with 

Steele) Sentence-Defining Element (SDE, henceforth). Steele considers 

the SDE as a function from propostions into sentences, and she schema-

tizes this relationship as follows. 

(39) Sentence-Defining Element: proposition ---) Sentence 

Sandoval (1984) claims that the elements composing an SDE in Spanish 

sentences can be: 1. Particular intonation patterns; 2. Certain in-

fletional endings. For example, the particular intonation pattern 

assigned to the string distinguishes a statement from a question, as 

evidenced in (40) and (41) below. 

(40) No comes carne ~ 

(41) No comes carne}' 

'You (sg) do not eat meat' (statement) 

'Do you (sg) not eat meat?' (question) 

The particular inflectional verb ending may signal that the sentence is 

a command, as shown in (42) • 

(42) • Ii No com-as carne! 'Do not eat meat! ' (command) 

Further discussion of the elements composing an SDE in Spanish goes 

beyond the scope of this chapter; for finer detail, see Sandoval (ibid.) 

and also (1986). 

Let us now turn to the propositional part and look at its com-

position. The propositional part is thought of most easily as an idea 

about which the judgement is made, i.e. a predicate and the arguments 

which it controls. ~e syntactic object which performs the predication-

al function, I will term (with Steele) the Argument-Categorizing Element 

(ACE, henceforth). Each ACE has an argument structure (minimally) 
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associated with it, specifying the type of arguments it controls. The 

element Which comprises an ACE in Spanish sentences is a member of the 

category traditionally called "verbs". The formal property of verbs 

is that they can take a suffix which indicates "tense". 7 I assume 

that in the lexicon are specified how many arguments and What type of 

arguments each verb takes. 8 In Spanish, if a semantic predicate con-

troIs n-arguments, its corresponding ACE controls (n-l) argu-ments. The 

argument which ACE does not directly control, I call the subject. The 

arguments controlled by the ACE are instantiated by some lexical expres-

sions or clitics, as we shall see in later chapters. I will call the 

combination of an ACE and the complements it controls the VP. 

The Proposition has elements other than a VP, a combination of 

an ACE and its complements. The proposition is associated with certain 

7. Here, I am not making a distinction between the so-called 
"main verbs" and "auxiliary verbs", since both types share the property 
of taking a suffix marking temporal properties. 

8. Some ACEs may have several argument structures associated 
with them. Examine, by way of examples, Ie (er) 'read', which can be 
used both as a transitive or intransitive verb • 

. 
(1) Clees en el avi6n? 'You-read on the airplane?' (Intransitive) 

. 
(2) Glees estas revistas? 'You-read these magazines? (Transitive) 

9. Based on Steele et al. (1981), Sandoval (1984) claims that 
sentences in the lndicative are [+tense], Whereas those in the subjunc
tive, the imperative and the infinitive are [-tense]. Note that her 
definition of [+tense] does not coincide with the definition tradition
ally given to this dichotomy, i.e. finite vs. infinite in that the sub
junctive is given the property [-tense]. For the argument that the 
subjunctive is atemporal, see Sandoval (1984 and 1986). For the rest 
of my thesis, I will adopt her analysis of temporal properties. 



temporal properties which include a specification for [~tense],9 and 

these properties are marked in the inflectional suffix attached to an 

ACE, i.e. verb. Furthennore, every suffix which specifies temporal 

properties there is a set of values for person and number associated 

with them. Observe the sentence in (43) below. 

(43) Estamos 
be (ACE)-ind/pres-lst/pl 
'We are tired' 

cansadas. 
tired(Arg)-fem/pl 

The inflectional suffix contained in the verb, estamos, marks "tense" 
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(and "mood"), i.e. present (indicative), as well as person and number, 

i.e. 1st person, plural. In addition to these properties, the sen-

tence (43) has others marked in the inflectional suffix of the argument 

to the ACE, that is, values for gender and number. I postulate that the 

values for person, number and those for gender and number marked in the 

inflecional properties of the sentence in Spanish are the instantiation 

of the argument external to ACE, the subject. 

In sum, a sentence first can be broken down into two parts, an 

SDE and a Proposition. A Proposition contains a VP, which is a combi-

nation of ACE and the arguments it controls, and in addition, temporal 

properties and the subject, both marked in the inflectional properties 

of the sentence. This list exhausts the syntactic elements composing 

Spanish sentences. 

In the section to follow, we will look more closely at the 

inflectional properties which identify the subject argument in order to 

give a more formal and precise definition of the subject in Spanish. 
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2.2.2. Inflectional Properties 

2.2.2.1. Person and Number. As we have seen in the previous section, 

there is always a set of values for person and number associated with 

the suffix which attaches to the verb, and this set of values identifies 

the subject. Let us examine the specific suffixes and see what set of 

values each suffix marks. The traditional conjugational paradigm will 

be used for the purpose of listing suffixes. Following Sandoval. (1984) , 

the so-called "indicative" has thirteen sets of conjugational paradigms, 

as shown below, excluding the irregular ones. 

( 44) Present 

1st Conjugation 

-0 -amos 
-as -ais 
-a -an 

(45) Imperfect 

1st Conjugation 

-aba -abamos 
-abas -abais 
-aba -aban 

(46) Preterite 

1st Conjugation 

-e -emos 
-aste -asteis 
-6 -aron 

2nd Conjugation 3rd Conjugation 10 

-0 

-es 
-e 

-emos -0 

-eis -es 
-en -e 

2nd and 3rd Connjugation 

-:f.a -:!amos 
-!as -{ais 
-fa -fan 

2nd ffi1d 3rd Conjugation 

-f -imos 
-iste -isteis 
-i6 -ieron 

-imos 
-is 
-en 

10. The distinction among 1st, 2nd and 3rd conjugation is based 
on whether the verb has -ar, -er or -ir ending in the infinitive. 



(47) Future 

1st Conjugation 

-are -aremos 
-arAs -areis 
-arA -aran 

(48) Conditional 

1st Conjugation 

-aria -ar!amos 
-arfas -arfais 
-arfa -arfan 

2nd Conjugation 

-ere -eremos 
-erAs -ereis 
-erA -erc!n 

2nd Conjugation 

-er{a -er{amos 
-erias -erfais 
-eria -erfan 

3rd Conjugation 

-ire -iremos 
-irAs -ireis 
-irA -irAn 

3rd Conjugation 

-iria -ir{amos 
-irias -ir:t:ais 
-iria -irian 

The subjunctive has four sets of conjugational paradigms as 

shown below. 

(49) Subjunctive/Present 

1st Conjugation 2nd and 3rd Conjugation 

-e -emos -a -amos 
-es -eis -as -Ais 
-e -en -a -an 

(50) Subjunctive/lmperfect11 

1st Conjugation 2nd and 3rd Conjugation 

-ara -Aramos -iera -ieramos 
-aras -arais -ieras -ieran 
-ara -aran -iera -ieran 
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As we shall see in Chapter IV, I assume that all these inflec-

tional suffixes are stored in the lexicon with their specifications in 

11. The subjunctive/imperfect has another set of inflectional 
endings, which are mostly used in Spain, as shown below. 

1st Conjugation 2nd and 3rd Conjugation 

-ase -Asemos -iese -iesemos 
-ases -aseis -ieses -ieseis 
-ase -asen -iese -iesen 
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person and number along with their categorial assignments. In the in-

dicative present, preterite and future of the indicative, we have, in 

each conjugational paradigm, a set of six formally distinct suffixes. 

Here below are listed the suffixes which correspond to these three 

"tenses", with the values for person and number associated with them. 

Present Preterite 

-0 -e/-1. 
-as/-es -astse/-iste 
-a/-e -6/-i6 
-amos/-emos/-imos -amos/-imos 
-ais/-eis/-is -asteis/-isteis 
-an/-en -aron/-ieron 

Future 

-are/-ere/-ire 
-aras/-eraas/-iraas 
-ara/-era/-ira 
-aremos/-eremos/-iremos 
-areis/-ereis/-ire 
-aran/-eran/-iran 

Person/Nwnber 

1st sg 
2nd sg 
3rd sg 
1st pI 

2nd pI 
3rd pI 

In contrast, for imperfect and conditional of the indicative and 

present and imperfect of the subjucntive, there are only five suffixes 

(which are formally distinct) in each conjugational paradigm. Consider 

the sentences in (51) through (54). 

(51) Habl-aba espafiol. (Indicative/imperfect) 
'He/she/I used to speak Spanish' 

(52) Viv-iria en Espafia. (Indicative/conditional) 
'He/she/I would live in Spain' 

(53) Ojala habl-e espafiol. 
'Hopefully -he/she speaks Spanish. 

(Subjunctive/present) 

I speak 

(54) Quis-iera hablar espafiol. (Subjunctive/imperfect) 
'He/she/I would like to speak Spanish' 

As the English translation indicates, the suffixes underlined in the 

above sentences are associated with either set of values, (lst,sg) or 

(3rd,sg). From this we assign the set of values (Non-2,sg) to the 

suffixes which are ambiguous. In (55) and (56) below are listed the 

suffixes which correspond to imperfect and conditional of the indica-

tive, and present and imperfect of the subjunctive, respectively, with 



the values for person and number associated with them. 

(55) Indicative/Imperfect 

-aba/-fa 

Conditional 

-ar1a/-er!a/-ir{a 
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Person/Number 

Non-2 sg 
-abas/-!as 
-abamos/-!'amos 
-abais/-[an 

-ar!as/-erfas/-ir!as 
-ar!amos/-er1amos/-ir!amos 
-ar!ais/-erlais/-ir{ais 

2nd sg 
1st pI 

-aban/-!an 

(56) Subjunctive/Present 

-e/-a 
-es/-as 
-emos/-amos 
-eis/-c!iis 
-en/-an 

-arlan/-er1an/-ir[an 

Subjunctive/Imperfect 

-ara/-iera 
-aras/-ieras 
-aramos/-ieramos 
-arais/-ierais 
-aran/-ieran 

2nd pI 
3rd pI 

Person/Number 

Non-2 sg 
2nd sg 
1st pI 
2nd pI 
3rd pI 

The so-called "imperative" has three sets of paradigms, and each 

paradigm has only two forms, as shown in (57) below. 

(57) Imperative 

1st Conjugation 2nd Conjugation 3rd Conjugation 

-a -ad -e -ed -e -id 

The values associated with these suffixes are the following. 

(58) Imperative 

-a/-e 
-ad/-ed/-id 

Person/Number 

2nd sg 
2nd pI 

There are three suffixes for the infinitive and two for the gerundive, 

as shown in (59) below. 

(59) Infinitive Gerundive 

-ar/-er/-ir -ando/-iendo 
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The values for person and number associated with these suffixes are' 

open; a nominal with any values for person and number can be added to 

sentences with an infinitive or a gerund, as shawn in (60) through (63) 

below. 

(60) c... Yo, correr en la manana? 
, I, run in the morning? 

(61) ~Ellos, llegar a tiempo? 
, They, arrive on time? 

(Ni hablar) 
(No way) , 

(No es posible) 
(It's not possible) 

(62) Los hombres, en la guerra; las mujeres, trabajando. 
'Men, in the war; women, working' 

(63) 1 Corriendo, vosotros! 
'Run, you (all)!' 

The value for person and number which is open will be represented as P 

N, as in the following. 

(64) Infinitive Gerundive Person/Number 

-ar/-er/-ir -ando/-iendo P N 

To summarize, the suffixes which mark temporal properties 

specify the following sets of values for person and number. 

(65) a. (1st, sg) 
b. (2nd, sg) 
c. (3rd, sg) 
d. (Non-2, sg) 
e. (lst, pI) 
f. (2nd, pI) 
g. (3rd, pl) 
h. (P, N) 

2. 2 • 2. 2 • Gender and Number. There may be, in Spanish sentences, an 

expression which marks values for gender and number, which pertains to 

the subject argument. The sentences such as (66) through (69) illus-

trate such capes. 
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(66) Est~ cans ado 'He is tired' 
be-ind/pres-3/sg tired 

(67) Es~ cansada 'She is tired' 
be-ind/pres-3/sg tired 

(68) Estan cansados 'They (masc) are tired' 
be-ind/pres-3/pl tired 

(69) Estan cansadas 'They (fern) are tired 
be-ind/pres-3/pl tired 

These sentences have a predicate with two arguments. 12 One is 

controlled by the ACE est(ar) 'be' and instantiated by the word cans ado/ 

cansada/cansados/cansadas 'tired'. The other is external to ACE and is 

instantiated by the inflectional suffix attached to the ACE; in (66) 

12. I have defined the ACE as an element that can take a tense 
suffix, thus, I do not make a distinction between "auxiliary" verbs such 
as est(ar) 'be', s(er) 'be', hab(er) 'have', ~(er) 'can', deb (er) 
'should/ must', etc. and "main" verbs. Therefore, in sentences such as 
esta cansada 'she is tired', I am analyzing the "copula" est(a) 'be' 
as the ACE and cansad (a) 'tired' as its argument. Thus, the verb 
est(ar) 'be' is subcategorized for taking an adjective/participle as 
well as a gerund as its argument. See below for examples. 

(1) 

(2) 

Es~n 
be (ACE)-ind/pres-3/pl 
'They are clean' 

Estamos 
be (ACE)-ind/pres-l/pl 
'We are eating' 

lirnpios. 
clean (Arg)-masc/pl 

corniendo. 
eating (Arg) 

Sentences with other "auxiliary" verbs will be analyzed in an analogous 
fashion, as shown below. 

(3) 

( 4) 

Han 
have (ACE)-ind/pres-3/pl 
'They have eaten' 

Pueden 
can (ACE)-ind/pres-3/pl 
'They can eat' 

cornido. 
eaten (Arg) 

comer 
eat (Arg) 
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and (67) we have a subject with the set of values (3,sg) whereas in (68) 

and (69) we have a subject with the set of value (3,plJ. Furthermore, we 

know, by the way these sentences are interpreted, that the subject argu

ment also has the values (masc,sg), (fem,sg), (masc,pl) and (fem,pl)13 in 

(66), (67), (68) and (69), respectively. The \~ord instantiating the 

argument directly controlled by the ACE exhibits the alternation -0 ~ 

~ ,..-os ... -as in (66) I (67), (68) and (69), respectively, and it is these 

suffixes that give different values for gender and number. 

In the suffix complex which marks gender/number, the alterna-

tion -0 _ -a marks the distinction between masculine and feminine, and 

the alternation -0 - -s marks the distinction between singular and plu-

ral. Thus, the set of values for gender and number associated with each 

suffix complex is as sh~ in (70) below. 

13. The value (masculine) or (feminine) represents a gender 
distinction, thus, it may represent both sexual and nonsexual distinc
tions. Consider the sentence below. 

(1) Esta limpia. 
clean-fem/sg 

, 'Sh 1 tIt e is clean' 



(70) Suffixes Gender/Number 

-00 masc sg 14 

-a0 fern sg 

-os masc pI 
-as fern pI 

The marking for the gender distinction between masculine and 

feminine is not, however, restricted to the alternation -0 ...... -a. 

Observe the the following strings. 

(71) Es muy 
'He is very 

(72) Es muy 
'She is very 

(73) Son 
'They (masc) 

(74) Son 
'They (fern) 

conservador. 
conservative' 

conservadora. 
conservative' 

muy conservadores 
are very conservative' 

muy conservadoras. 
are very conservative' 
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Here, the al ternation ~'" -a marks the gender c5.istinction between mascu-

line and feminine; the alternation ~~-es marks the number distinction 

between singular and plural. other expressions which show the same 

pattern are espafiol/espafiola/espafioles/espafiolas 'Spanish/Spaniard(s)', 

aleman/ alemana/aleman~s/alemana~ 'German', etc. 

In the sentences considered in (66) through (69) and in (71) 

14. I will not make any distinction 'betvleen "neuter" and mascu
line", as suffixes marking gender/number show only two-way distiction as 
regards to gender. The following examples are illustrative. 

(1) a. Esto ("neuter") es buen-o. 
b. Este ("masculine") es buen-c. 
c. Esta (feminine) es buen-a. 

'This is good' 
'This is good' 
'This is good' 

I will assign only one value to the ending -0, i.e. (masculine), and I 
will use the term masculine to indicatee a value which is non-feminine. 
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through (74) the argument controlled by the ACE marks a set of values 

for gender and number where the value for gender is either masculine or 

feminine and the value for number is singular or plural. 

is one other possibility. Observe the following sentences. 

(75) 

(76) 

Es 
be-ind/pres-3/sg 
'he/she/it is happy' 

Son 
be-ind/pres-3/pl 
'They are happy' 

feliz 
happy-sg 

felices 
happy-pI 

(77) Esta insoportable 
be-i/pres-3/sg unbearable-sg 
'he/she/it is unbearable' 

(78) Estan 
be-ind/pres-3/pl 

insoportables 
unbearable-pI 

But, there 

The expression constituting the argument directly controlled by the ACE 

in these sentences feliz/felices 'happy' or insoportable/insoportables 

'unbearable' does not exhibit an overt marking for gender, but only for 

number, which is expressed in the alternation -(/J - (e) s. I assume that 

expressions such as feliz, etc, which do not have an overt marking for 

gender, still have a value for gender, i.e. open or unspecified, and I 

represent this unspecified value as G. Thus, the set of values associ-

ated with feliz or insoportable is (G, sg}, whereas that associated 

with felices or insoportables is (G, pI}. 

Not all the expressions that constitute arguments to the ACE 

give values for gender and number relevant to the subject, although they 

may be specified for these values. Consider the following sentences. 

(79) Por fin vend! mi 
Finally sell-ind/pret-l/sg my-sg 
'Finally I sold my car yesterday' 

carro 
car(masc)-sg 

ayer. 
yesterday 



(80) 

(81) 

(82) 

Par fin vendi mis carras ayer. 
my-pI 

'Finally I sold my cars yesterday' 
car (masc)-pl 

Es la pluma de 
be-ind/pres-3/sg the (fem)-sg pen (fem)-sg of 
'It is Joseph's pen' 

Son las plumas de 
be-ind/pres-3/pl the (fem)-pl pen (fem)-pl of 
'They are Joseph's pens' 

Jose. 
Joseph 

Jose 
Joseph 
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The underlined words in the above sentences, although each has a set of 

valLes for gender and number associated with it, do not give values for 

gender and number which are pertinent to the subject; "accessible" val-

ues in Steele's term. The difference between the words cansado/cansada/ 

cansados/cansadas 'tired', on the one hand, and the words carro 'car', 

carras 'cars', pluma 'pen' and plumas 'pens', on the other, is evident. 

For the former type of words, the value for gender (as well as for num-

ber) is extracted from their morphological properties, whereas for the 

latter type, the value for gender is inherently marked in them. The ex-

pressions which supply values for gender and number to the subject argu-

ment are only restricted to the former type. 

There are instances where an argument of the ACE does not give 

"accessible" values for gender and number, although its morphological 

properties rnark the value for gender. The sentences in (83) through 

(86) below illus'crate such instances. 

(83) Quiero el huevo bien 
want-ind/pre-l/sg the(rnasc)-sg egg(masc)-sg well 
'I want the egg well boiled' 

cocido. 
cooked-rnasc/sg 

(84) Hara efectivas sus palabras 
make-ind/fut-3/sg effective-fern/pI his/her-pI word(fem)-pl 
'He/she will make his/her words effective' 



(85) Tengo mis anillos guardados en el banco 
have-ind/pres-l/sg my-pI ring (masc) -pI kept-masc/pl in the bank 
'I have my rings kept in the bank' 

(86) Dejaron la puerta abierta 
leave-ind/pret-3/pl the(fem)-sg door(fem)-sg open-fem/sg 
'They left the door open' 
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The underlined word in the above sentences does not mark an "accessible" 

values for gender and number, although it does contain a suffix complex 

which specifies values for gender and number. Each of these words 

which contains a suffix complex marking values for gender and number is 

"bound,,15 with an argument of the ACE: cocido 'boiled' with (el) huevo 

'(the) egg', effectivas 'effective' with (las) palabras, guardados 

'kept' with (mis) ani 110s 'my rings' and abierta ' open' with (la) puerta 

'(the) door' in (83), (84), (85) and (86), respectively. 

I have discussed the possibility that an argument to the ACE can 

supply values for gender and number to the subject argument, and have 

attempted to distinguish those arguments which do not supply such val-

ues. The expression which gives rise to values to the subject argu-

ment, however, is not confined to the ACE or to the arguments which it 

directly controls, but also is found in expressions which have other 

functions in the sentence. The sentences in (87) through (90) illus-

trate such instances. 

(87) Llegaron completamente empapad-os 
arrive-ind/pret-3/pl completely wet-rnasc/pl 
'They arrrive completely soaking wet last night' 

anoche. 
last night 

15. Here, I am not using the term "bound" to indicate anaphoric 
relationships as in GB theory, but to indicate that there is a necessary 
association between items in the string. 

-.- ---_._---------------------------------------



(88) Venia dispuest-a a eclipsar a Cecilia. 
come-ind/imp-(non-2)/sg ready-fern/sg to eclipse to Cecilia 
'She/I was coming prepared to eclipse Cecilia' 
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(89) Asustad-as por el ruido, prendieron 
Frightened-fern/pI by the noise turn-on-ind/pret-3/pl 
'Frightened by the noise, they turned on the light' 

la luz 
the light 

(90) Un poco sorprendid-o, pregunt6. 
a little surprized-masc/sg ask-ind/pret-3/sg 
'A little surprized, he asked' 

Clearly, the underlined expression in each of the above sentences does 

not constitute an argument directly controlled by the ACE. The "acces-

sible" values for gender and number may, furthennore, be marked by an 

expression found in an "embedded" clause, as shown below. 

(91) Deben (haber 
must-ind/pres-3/pl have-inf 

(estado 
be-p.part 

(cansad-os) ) ) 
tired-masc/pl 

'They must have been tired' 

In this sentence, the expression cansados 'tired' contributes the va]-

ues for gender and number to the subject, nevertheless, it is not an 

argument directly controlled by the ACE, i.e. deben 'they-must'. 

To summarize, there may be, in Spanish sentences, an expression 

(or several) which marks values for gender and number pertinent to the 

subject. This expression may constitute an argument controlled by the 

ACE or may have some other function. The possible sets of values for 

gender and number marked by this expression are as listed in (92) below. 

(92) a. (masc, sgJ 
b. (fern, sgJ 
c. (G, sgJ 
d. (rnase, plJ 
e. (fern, plJ 
f. (G, plJ 
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2.2.3. Subject: Definition 

I have proposed that the inflectional properties marking values 

for person and number, or for gender and number are not instances of 

"agreement", but they themselves are an instantiation of the subject, 

and I have made a list of all the possible sets of values for person and 

number as well as for gender and number. Taking these sets of values 

into account I will now elaborate a more formal and precise definition 

of the subject in Spanish. I define the subject in Spanish as a set of 

values comprised of person, number and gender, as shown in (93) below. 

(93) (0( person, $ number, .'6 gender J subject 

where 0( ranges over 1st, 2nd, 3rd, (non-2) and Pi ~ ranges over 
singular, plural and Ni {{ranges over masculine, feminine and G. 

This set of values is not given by any single inflectional suffix, but, 

rather, by the unification of a11 the syntactica11y relevant inflection-

al properties distributed throughtout the sentence. In Chapter V, we 

will look at how several sets of values are unified into a single set 

of values, constituting the subject. 

I stipulate, by defining the subject as in (93) above, that 

every sentence has associated with it a value for gender as we11 as for 

person and number. Recall, however, that not all sentences contain a 

expression marking values for gender and number, thus, not all sentences 

have a specific value forma11y marked for gender. When there is no 

expression formally marking a value for gender (and one for number) in a 

sentence, then, I assume that an open (unspecified) value, represented 

as G, is assigned in such a case. This way, the subject can be repre-

sented in a uniform fashion. 
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2.2.4. Inventory of Subjects in Spanish 

Let us look at what actual value combinations for person, number 

and gender are possible constituting the subject. First, let us list 

the possible range of values for each of the three categories, person, 

number and gender. From the discussion in 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2 above, 

the following set of values is possible for each category. 

(94) person 

1 
2 
3 

Non-2 
p 

number 

sg 
pI 
N 

gender 

rrasc 
fern 
G 

The set of values which constitutes the subject will be a composite of 

one value from each category. Theoretically, there could be 45 

combinations (5x3x3), however, there are several restrictions on the 

combinatory possibilities as follows. 

a. (Non-2J is only compatible with (sgJ, hence the following 

combinations are unacceptable, omitting the value for gender. 

* (Non-2, plJ 

b. When person is specified, i.e. 1, 2, 3 or Non-2, number must 

be specified, i.e. sg or pI, but not vice versa, hence, the 

following combinations are unacceptable, omitting the value 

for gender. 

* (l, NJ 
* (2, NJ 
* (3, NJ 
* (Non-2, NJ 

c. When gender is specified, i.e. rrasc or fern, number must be 



specified, i.e. sg or pI, but not vice versa, hence the fol-

lowing combinations are unacceptable, omitting the value for 

person. 

* (N, femJ 
* (N, mascJ 

These restrictions stem from the fact that the values for person and 
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number and those for gender and number are expressed as single morpho-

logical units. 

Bearing the above restrictions in mind, we have the :collo~di1g 

sets of values for what I have defined as the subject in Spanish. 

(95) I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 
II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

(1, sg, 
(1, sg, 
(1, pI, 
(1, pI, 
(2, sg, 
(2, sg, 
(2, pI 
(2, pI, 
(3, sg, 
(3, sg, 
(3, pI, 
(3, pI, 
(Non-2, 
(Non-2, 

mascJ 
fernJ 
mascJ 
fernJ 
mascJ 
fernJ 
mascJ 
fernJ 
mascJ 
femJ 
mascJ 
femJ 
sg, mascJ 
sg, femJ 

15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 

2.2.5. The Nominal Associated with the Subject 

(P, sg, mascJ 
(P, sg, femJ 
(P, pI, mascJ 
(P, pI, femJ 
(1, sg, GJ 
(1, pI, GJ 
(2, sg, GJ 
(2, pI, GJ 
(3, sg, GJ 
(3, pI, GJ 
(Non-2, sg, GJ 
(P, sg, GJ 
(P, pI, GJ 
[P, N, GJ 

Following the analysis of the sentence outlined above, strings 

such as (96) and (97) below are syntactically complete entities, i.e. 

sentences, as they have all the elements (disregarding here the Sen-

tence-Defining Element) composing a sentence: an ACE and the arguments 

it controls, temporal properties and the subject. 



(96) Lee novelas. 
'He/she-reads novels' 

ACE: Ie- 'read' 
Arg: novelas 'novels' 

Temp.prop: [+t~~se] (indicative/present) 
Subject: [3, sg, G) 

(97) Estuvieron enfermas. 
'They-were sick' 

ACE: est- 'be' 
Arg: en:termas 'sick' 

Temp.prop: [+tense] (indicative/preterite) 
Subject: [3, pI, fern) 
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One consequence of my analysis of Spanish sentences, in particular, of 

the definition of the subject, is that the nominal commonly referred to 

as the "subject NP" must be redefined. First consider the sentences in 

(98) and (99), which have this nominal element. 

(98) 

{ ~~~os } lee novelas 
Mi padre 

(99) 

{ 

Ellas } 
Las nifias 
Silvia y mi hermana 

, {They (fern) } 
The girls 
Sylvia and my sister 

'{-He } She 
Charles 
My father 

estan enfermas. 

are sick' 

reads novels' 

What function is assigned to the nominals in (98) and (99), if they are 

not the "subjects"? Since the strings in (96) and (97) are already syn-

tactically complete without these nominals, it is naturally assumed that 

they have a non syntactic function assigned to them, that is, to mark a 

referential contrast. The sentences in (100) and (101) illustrate this 

specialized discourse function assigned to the nominal. 



. 
(100) a.~Quien lee estas novelas? b. Yo las leo. 

'I read them' 

*c. ~ las leo. 

(101) a. ElIas estan cansadas, pero yo no. 
'They are tired, but nDt me' 

*b....!!.- esUm cansadas, pero yo no. 

The above sentences show that when there is a context which requires 

that a referential contrast be made, the sentence must have an inde-

pendent pronoun marking this function. Sentences without one, such as 

(102b) and (103c) are inappropriate, if not ungrammatical, in these 

particular instances. However, sentences without a nominal are per-
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fectly appropriate when the context does not require that a referential 

contrast be made, as shown below • 
. 

(104) a.6Lees estas novelas? b. sf, 0 las leo. 
'Yes~ I read them' 

(105) 

'Do you read these novels? 

o estan cansadas, pero no tanto. 
'They are tired, but not much' 

In sum, there is, clearly, a particular discourse function as-

sociated with the presence (or absence) of the nominal at issue, thus, 

the distribution of the "subject NP" is, by no means, arbitrary. This 

facr must be incorporated, as an integral part, into the analysis of 

Spanish sentences. Previous analyses of Spanish sentences based on 

phrase structure grammar are all inadequate precisely in this regard. 

When all sentences are analyzed as having a bipartite structure, i.e. an 

NP and a VP, and the subject is defined on the basis of this structure, 

i.e. [NP, S], the analysis of Spanish data inevitably will be focused 

-----_ .. __ .-._----------------------------------------
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on describing how some sentences "surface" with an expression instan

tiating the "subject NP" and others without one. Such an approach to 

data, however, is totally "blind" to the fact that the Spanish language 

makes use of the formal variation in a functional way. Or, rather, 

this topic is never an issue in the description of tl1e Sparlish sentence 

structure. Consequently, no coherent explanation for why Spanish sen

tences manifest the formal variation at issue can be provided. In con

trast, in my analysis, since sentences with a nominal and those without 

one are analyzed as being "compositionally" different, it is correctly 

predicted that the formal variation which Spanish sentences manifest in 

terms of the presence or the absence of a nominal is not arbitrarily 

created, but that there is a specific function associated with such a 

formal variation. Since sentences without a nominal are syntactically 

complete, it is correctly predicted that the formal variation in ques

tion is associated with a particular discourse function, that is, to 

mark a referential contrast. 

My redefinition of the so-called "subject NP" also provides a 

coherent explanation of the question of why certain Spanish sentences 

can never have a nominal. Weather sentences such as (25) repeated 

below are examples of such sentences. 

(25) Llueve poco en Tucson. 'It rains little in Tucson' 

The subject argument of weather sentences is nonreferential; in other 
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words, the "causer" of natural phenomena can never be referred. 16 This 

is the semantic characteristic of weather verbs. If the function of 

the nominal (the so-ca11ed "subject NP") is to mark a referential con-

trast, then, naturally, these sentences cannot have a nominal which as-

sumes such a function. For the very same reason, sentences such as 

those repeated below in (34) and (36) which are interpreted as having an 

"unspecified" human subject, can never have a nominal marking a referen-

tial contrast. 

(34) Se premia a los incompetentes. 
'They (unspecified) reward the incompetent' 

(36) Juan, te hablan per telefono. 
'John, somebody is on the phone for you' 

My analysis of the nominal can also better explain certain facts 

of "disagreement" we have previously examined. The function of the 

nominal is to mark a refrential contrast, more concretely, to relate the 

subject value with a particular semantic domain X for the purpose of a 

contrast with other semantic domains. With the relationship between the 

16. Weather sentences could have a nominal specifying the 
"causer" of the phenomenon. Consider the following. 

Padre, no Ie haga caso a este loco que dice que es Jupiter y que se 
niega a 1 lover. Yo soy Neptuno, el dios de la lluvia, y llovere todo 
10 que me de la gana. 

(Miguel de Cervantes, "El loco de Sevilla") 

Father, do not pay attention to this crazy man who says that he is 
Jupi ter and who refuses to rain. I am Neptune, the god of rain, and I 
will rain a11 I feel like it. 

However, in usual cases, weather sentences do not have the nominal speci
fying the "causer" of natural phenomena. 



nominal and inflectional properties captw:'e,j this way, i.e. nongram

matical, certain facts of "agreement" alternatives can be more easily 

accommodated. 

2.2.6. "Agreement" 
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In my analysis, the nominal element traditionally called "sub

ject NF" does not hold a grammatical relationship \vith the verb. Con

sequently, there is no need for postulating that the phenomenon of 

"agreement" is a consequence of a grammatical relationship between the 

nominal and the verb. In my analysis, the phenomenon of "agreement" 

between the nominal and the subject (defined as a unification of values 

marked in the inflectional properties of the sentence) will be captured 

as a well-formedness condition which any strings containing a "subject 

NP" must satisfy, such that the subject and the nominal associated must 

be compatible in values for certain morphological features. As we shall 

see in Chapter V, the nominal is adjoined to a string which has a fully 

specified subject value. The well-formedness condition at issue here 

constitutes a necessary condition in order for the rule of nominal ad

junction to apply. In Chapter VI, I will define what constitutes com

patibility between two sets of values. As we shall see later, L: is 

much looser than an "agreement" defined as a "strict match in grammati

cal features." 

2.3. Conclusion 

In this chapter, we have sketched an analysis of Spanish sen

tences, and recharacterized syntactically relevant inflectional proper

ties and the nominal commonly defined as the "subject NF". I proposed 

'---- .. _--------------------------------------------------
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that the inflectional properties which are traditionally defined as an 

instance of "agreement" between the "subject NF" and some element of the 

predicate are themselves an instantiation of the grammatical ronstruct, 

the subject. Based on this proposal, I defined the subject as a set of 

values comprised of person, number and gender, which is a unification 

of inflectional properties distributed throughout the sentence. The 

formal definition of the subject is as repeated below in (93). 

(93) (0( person, ~ number, () gender] subj ect 

where 0( ranges over 1, 2, 3, (Non-2) and Pi 
(3 ranges over singular, plural and Ni (f 

ranges over masculine, feminine and G. 

As the subject being defined as a set of values comprised of 

person, number and gender as shown in (93) above, the nominal tra-

ditionally called "subject NF" can now be characterized as an "ad-

propositional" element, whose function is to mark a referential con-

trast. By reanalyzing the nominal this way, the questions as to why 

Spanish sentences manifest a formal varition in terms of the presence 

and the absence of this nominal element, and why certain sentences in 

Spanish can never have a nominal associated with the subject have a 

coherent explanation. 

It may appear that what we have defined as the subject and what 

is termed in GB theory as AGR in INFL have an obvious affinity in that 

both represent syntactically relevant inflectional properties in terms 

of person, number and gender. However, my proposal is crucially dif-

fenrent from GB theory, and most importantly, it offers a more adequate 

account of the distribuiton of the inflectional properties at issue. 
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Let us first look at how Chomsky defines and characterizes INFL and AGR. 

Let us assume that INFL may in principle be a collection of fea
tures [ [+Tense] (AGR)]. 

The "inflectional" element INFL may, in turn, be [+Tense], i.e. 
finite ([+Tense]) or infinite ([-Tense]). If finite, it will 
furthermore, have the features person, gender and number; call 
this complex AGR. 

In surface structure,INFL may appear phonetically as part of the 
verbal affix system, but I will assume here that in S-structure 
the representation is as in (10) ( (10) S --> NP INFL VP). 

(1981:52) 

The basic assumptions held here are: 1. AGR is a constituent which gets 

phonetically realized in the verbal affix; 2. AGR is always phonetically 

realized in the same affix as Tense, i.e. verbal affix. This proposal 

is clearly problematic for Spanish data. In the first place, not all 

the inflectional properties at issue are localized in one word, i.e. 

the verb, but are rather distributed throughout the sentence. Further-

more, while the values for person and number in Spanish are marked in 

the same suffix as Tense is, those for gender and number never appear in 

a single word with Tense. The subject I have proposed is crucially 

different from AGR in that: 1. It is not a constiuent, but it is a uni-

fication of feature values expressed throughout the sentence in terms 

of inflectional suffixes; 2. inflectional properties identifying the 

subject is treated independent of the inflectional properties involving 

tense. Consequently, the problems inherent in AGR are not transferred 

to my analysis. Assumed in my analysis of Spanish sentences is that 

inflection (as well as cliticization), as we shall see in Chapter IV, is 

treated in the lexicon. As expressions are combined to form a sentence 
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(a proposition, in my term) feature values involving person, number and 

gender marked in the fully specified expressions are unified into a 

single set, constituting the subject. The "non-constituent" treatment 

of inflectional properties in Spanish certainly has an advantage in that 

it can account more adequately for the distribuition of these prop

erties. 



CHAPTER III 

CLITICS 

The purpose of this chapter is twofold: 1. To review and cri

tique various analyses proposed of clitics in Spanish (and in Romance in 

general) and, 2. to present data on clitics in Spanish and define the 

problems to be accounted for in this regard. All the previous analyses 

proposed of clitics favor a syntactic treatment of cliticization, in 

other words, expressions comprised of a verb and a clitic/clitics are 

formed syntactically. A syntactic analysis of cliticization present, as 

shall be seen below in detail, a number of problems to which there is 

no simple and straightforward solution. This chapter serves as a pre

liminary to Chapter IV, where I will propose a lexical analysis of cli

tics, and argue that a lexical analysis offers a more adequate account 

of the data involving clitics in Spanish. 

3.1. Generation of Clitics: Evolution of Different Theories 

Within the framework of generative grammar, four major theories 

have been proposed for the generation of clitics in Romance. The first 

one is commonly referred to as "movement or migration" theory, and is 

proposed by Kayne (1968 and 1975) and Quicoli (1980), among others. In 

this theory, clitics are first generated in the post-verbal (object) 

position, later moved to the left of V and adjoined to it. The movement 
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and adjunction of c1itics is executed by a transformation, namely, C1i-

tic Placement (CP) , which is formulated as follows by Kayne. 

(1) C1itic Placement (Obligatory): 

W NP V X Pro Y 
1 2 3 4 5 6 ---> 1 2 5+3 

where W, X, Yare variables, and Pro is either 
[+dative] or [+accusative]. 

4 6 

This theory tries to capture, in an explanatory way, facts of subcate-

gorization such that direct object c1itics can occur with verbs that 

take direct object NP. Sentences such as the following illustrate 

this point. 

(2) Visito e1 museo. 'I visit the museum' 
I-visit the museum 

(3) Lo 
CL-ACC-it/him 

visito. 
I-visit 

'I visit it (ACC) , 

The verb visit(ar) 'visit' is subcategorized to take a direct object, 

and it occurs with a direct object (ACC) clitic.1 

The second theory proposed is similar to the first onE we have 

just looked at in that c1itics have a post-verbal source, The differ-

ence resides in that, the c1itic is generated as a result of a feature-

copying operation. Had1ich (1971) proposes two rules for this purpose: 

1. For some speakers of Spanish, sentences such as the follow
ing are perfectly grammatical, where the verb visit(ar) occurs with a 
DAT ("indirect object") clitic. 

(1) Le visito. 'I visit him/her' 

In this dialect, the DAT c1itic is used for the object which is human 
disregarding whether it is direct or indirect, while, the ACC c1itic is 
used exclusively for a nonhuman direct object. This phenomenon of 
using the DAT c1itic for the human (direct) object is commonly referred 
to as "leismo". 



Conjunctive Direct Object Rule (CDOR) and Conjunctive Indirect Object 

Rule (CIOR). He formulates CDOR as follows. 

(4) Conjunctive Direct Object Rule: 

SD: NP X 

1 2 

[ + V] y 

3 4 

+ N 
oJ. masc 
(3 pI 
.: emph 
t I 
~II 
~ polite 
t fern 
1( refl 

5 

Condition: 4 5 = DO 

SC: 1 2 3 4 5 6 ---) 1 + pro 
ex masc 
~ pI 
"I I 
~II 
~ polite 
, fern 
71. refl 

z 

6 

345 6 

CIOR is stated basically in the same way, except for the condition. 

The two l~les are extrinsically ordered so that they will yield the 

right clitic sequence, DAT ACC. After conjunction pronoun Rule(s) 
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apply, Rule of [+pro] Deletion (optional) deletes the nominal arguement. 

The third theory has been proposed by Strozer (1976), Rivas 

(1977) Jaeggli (1980), etc, as an alternative, specifically, to "move-

ment/migration" theory. In this theory, the clitic is base-generated 

in "clitic position". For example, Rivas (ibid.) proposes the follow-

ing PS rules for the expansion of VP. 

(5) a. PHS: VP ---) V 

-b. PHS: V ---) CL V 
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CL is a superclitic node, and may consist of various clitics, thus, it 

expands as follows. 

- * (6) PHS: CL ---> CL 

The motivation for proposing the "base-generation" theory as an al ter-

native to the "movement" theory is based on several arguments. 2 In 

the first place, it is pointed out that not all clitics have a post-

verbal source, examples of which are so-called "inherent-se" and 

"benefactive" datives, as shown below. 

(5) Se arrepinti6 de haberlo hecho. 
'He/she regretted of having done it l 

(6) Me Ie arruinaron la vida. 
'They ruined his/her life on mel 

(inherent-se) 

(benefactive dative) 

It is argued that, if the inherent-se had been derived from post-verb-

al position, it should be able to alternate with a nominal object. How-

ever, verbs such as arrepentir can never take a nomi..TJ.al (post-verbal) 

object, as shown below. 

(7) *Arrepinti6 a Juan de haberlo hecho. 

Jaeggli (ibid.) points out, in addition, that the transformational 

derivation of the inherent-se raises difficult semantic questions, 

and states the following: "For example, the inherently reflexive verb 

slen prendre bears no simple semantic relation to prendre. It is hard 

to see how this change in meaning can be coded into the effect of a 

2. The "movement/migration" theory is also a "base-generation" 
theory since clitics are generated in the base as well. However, the 
term "base-generation" is used to refer exclusively to the theory where 
clitics are generated in CL position, i.e. preverbal position, and a 
movement operation is not used to place clitics in such a position. 
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transformational operation, without enonnously increasing the function-

al range of structural changes of transfoTInations". (1980: 36) Jaeggli 

(ibid.) argues that neither is it feasible to derive the benefactive 

dative from a post-verbal position, since in sentences such as (6), both 

direct and indirect positions are filled, and there is no position 

(post-verbal) left for the benefactive dative to fill. 

Th~ second argument against the "movement" theory is its inabi-

lity to account for the phenomenon of "clitic doubling" illustrated in 

(8) and (9) below. 

(8) Lo visito { a el. 3} 
*a Juan 

'I visit him' 

(9) Le dieron dinero J a Juan. } 
1. a ell a ella 

'They gave money J to John l' 
1 to him/her J 

It is argued that, if the clitic occupies, in the deep structure, the 

post-verbal position, there cannot be any other expression occupying 

that position. From this, it is concluded that the "movement" theory 

may be adequate for languages such as French and Italian, which do not 

permit "clitic doubling", 4 but not for those such as Spanish and Ruma-

nian, which do permit "clitic doubling". It is claimed that the base-

generation theory does not run into the above mentioned problems as it 

3. This sentence is well-formed in Platense Spanish. Through
out this this dissertaion I will be taking data from the so-called 
"standard" Spanish in which the doubling as shown in the string 10 
visito a Juan is not permitted. 

4. "Clitic doubling" is evidenced in some dialect of Italian. 
(Gabriella Albanese, personal communication) 
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allows clitics to be generated (in the clitic position) independent of 

the NP in the post-verbal position. However, it is still necessary to 

propose a mechanism which would explain precisely how sentences in Spa-

nish sometimes have an object NP without a corresponding clitic, or a 

clitic without a corresponding NP, and other times, have a pair consist-

ing of an NP and a clitic, as illustrated in (10) below. 

(10) a. Veo a Maria todos los dias. 
I-see prep. Mary all the days 
'I see Mary every day' 

b. La veo todos los dias. 
CL-ACC-3,sg,fem I-see all the days 
'I see her/it every day' 

c. La veo a ella 
CL-ACC-3,sg,fem I-see prep. she 
'I see her every day' 

todos los dias. 
all the days 

Rivas (ibid.), Strozer (ibid.) and Jaeggli (ibid.) each provides an ac-

count of the distributions of the object NP, the clitic and the object 

NP/clitic pair in accordance with the theoretical frameworks within 

which they propose their analysis of clitics. We will look at this 

issue in 3.6. 

The fourth theory of clitics is proposed by Borer (1981) and 

supported by Klavans (1984). Borer, for example, views clitics as an 

output of a local rule, namely, "Clitic Spell-out", which "spells-out" 

the verb Case features, by inserting relevant features. Borer formu-

lates "Clitic Spell-out" as follows. 

(11) Clitic Spell-out 

Case] ---) [x X [0( Case, @ gender, )'nurnber, ~ person]] 

X = [+V] in Romance 
X = V, P, N in Semitic. 
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For example, the verb visi t- 'visit' will be repesented as [v visi t- , 

ACC]. By the Rule of Clitic Spell-out, a set of relevant features are 

inserted as follows. 

(12) [v visit- ACC] ---) [v visit- [ACC, rnasc, sg, 3]] 

Later, the PF interprets [ACC, rnasc, sg 3] as 10 'him/it' and the out

put will be the string (3), 1.0 vis ito 'I visit him/it', disregarding 

here how the inflection gets onto-the verb or how the clitic gets placed 

in an appropriate position relative to the verb. Borer claims that the 

feature analysis is preferable to base-generating clitics, because the 

former can obviate an extra mechanism which would be indispensable (on 

her assumptions) to coindex the clitic and its coreferent NP. She 

argues that in the following configuration, where the clitic is a fea-

ture of the verb, the clitic c-commands its corresponding NP argument, 

thus, the two can be coindexed. 

(13) V 

/\ 
[Cli , V] NP. 

1 

On the other hand, in the configuration shown in (14) below (which is 

the corresponding repesentation in her version of the base-generation 

theory), she argues that Cl does not c-command its coreferent NP, thus, 

some special mechanism must be postulated to coindex the clitic and the 

NP. 
V 

(14) ~ 
V NP1 

/\ 
Cl. V 

1 
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Borer only discusses case-marked clitics, i.e. DAT and ACC, and there is 

no reference to other types of clitics such as inherent-se or benefac-

tive datives. 

I have outlined above different theories of the generation of 

clitic. In spite of their differences, they coincide in one aspect: 

the process of cliticization, in other words, the formation of expres-

sions composed of a verb and a CL is executed in syntax. We will now 

look at how a syntactic treatment of this morphological process deals 

with some specific problems involving clitics. The problems we shall 

take up are the following. 

1. Classification (inventory) of clitics. 
2. position of clitics relative to the verb (enclisis vs. proclisis). 
3. Distribution of clitics commonly referred to as "clitic climbing". 
4. Clitic Sequences. 
5. "Clitic Doubling". 

As we review previous analyses, I will make explicit the inadequacies 

and drawbacks inherent in the syntactic analysis, which, in turn, give a 

motivation for an alternative analysis. 

3.2. Classification of Clitics 

3.2.1 Comparison of Various Theories 

Clitics in Spanish are traditionally classified into three dif-

ferent paradigms, as shown below. 

(15) Classification of Clitics in Spanish (tradi tiona 1 ) 

Accusative Dative Reflexive 

me nos me nos me nos 

te os te os te os 

10 (masc) los (masc) Ie les se se 
la (fern) las (fern) 
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Notice that for 1st and 2nd person, the same forms are used in all the 

three paradigms: only for 3rd person, are different forms used. Ac-

cusative clitics of 3rd person mark both number and gender distinction; 

dative clitics of 3rd person mark number distinction but not gender 

distinction. Dative clitics of 3rd person take the form se when fol-

lowed by any accusative clitic of 3rd person, i.e. 10, la, los, las, 

as shown below. 

(16) a. Se 10 vendieron. 'They sold it ot him/her/them' 
b. *Le 10 vendieron. 
c. *Les 10 vendieron. 

Both Strozer (ibid.) and Rivas (ibid.) recognize these three 

basic classes of clitics in their classifications of clitics with some 

terminolology differences. Strozer, for example, defines ACC clitics 

as "direct object pronouns" specifying them with the features [+DIR, 

+PRO] and DAT clitics as "indirect object pronouns" specifying them 

with the features [-DIR, PRO]. Rivas uses the term "nominative" to 

refer to "reflexive" clitics. 

In addition to these three basic classes, Rivas identifies 

another class which he calls "benefactive" clitics, and he gives the 

following examples. 

(17) Diana Ie pint6 la casa. 
, Diane i?ainted the house for him' 

(18) Le 110vi6 finito. 
'It rained sharply on him' (1977: 88) 

"Benefactive" clitics are, as we can see in the above sentences, formal-

ly dative clitics. Rivas (ibid.) defines "benefactive" clitics as fol-

lows. 



Oat CIs in certain situations are not interpreted as 
semantically date In these cases, the function of the dat 
CL is to make the action of the verb to be somehow related to 
the pronoun to which the CL is construed. 

This relationship between the pronouns and the verb var
ies with the verb. It can be such that the action of the verb 
is perfomed in benefit of the pronoun, or on behalf of the pro
noun, or in spite of the pronoun, or in the detriment of the 
pronoun, etc. The exact type of relationship, however, has no 
syntactic consequence. 

(1977: 88) 
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The "benefactive" dative and "true" dative are not, as Rivas points out, 

so clearly distinguishable in certain cases, and a dative clitic can be 

interpreted as a "true" dative or "benefactive" dative, as shown in the 

sentences in (19) and (20) below. 

(19) Le escribiste una carta. 

'You wrote a letterJ to } him/her' 
l for 

(20) Me vendieron la casa. 

'They sold the house J to 1 
t for J 

me' 

Furthermore, sentences may have both a "true" dative and a "benefactive" 

dative clitic, as shown in (21) below. 

(21) me Ie escribieron una carta 
BEN OAT they-wrote a letter 
'They wrote a letter to Mary for me' 

a Maria. 
to Mary 

Rivas proposes some principles according to which (formally) dative 

clitics are interpreted either as a "true" dative or a "benefactive" 

dative. These p~inciples are based on the subcategorization of the verb 

and the configuration of the VP. 

Strozer's analysis of the dative clitics differs from Rivas's. 

First she postulates there are two types of "indirect" objects: IND1, 
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which expresses an "ordinary" Goal, and IND
2

, which expresses an "in-

volved" Goal. The "true" dative clitic is coreferent with the former 

and the "benefactive" c li tic with the latter. The two types of in-

direct objects are contrasted below. 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

Pablo lei {diO . .~ 
ofrec1o 
presto 

'Paul 

{

·gave J 
offered 
lend 

un libro a Juan .• 
IND

1 

1 

a book to John' 

Lola Ie. cornio la rPaIlzana a Pablo .• 
--1 IND 1 

2 

'Lola ate the apple on/for Pablo' 

EI nino se Ie. murio a Lola .• 
--1 IND 1 

2 

'The boy died on Lola' 

Also, what Rivas calls "benefactive" clitics overlap with what Strozer 

calls SPK (=speaker), which she claims "is not related by the sentence 

grammar to either subject NP or an object NP." (1976: 616) Some examples 

of the "SPK" clitic she gives are illustrated in (25) and (26) below. 

(25) Me Ie. dieron un helado (al nino.). 
IThey1gave him (the child) an ic~ cream on/for me' 

(26) Me Ie. enviaron una bomba (a el.). 
-- 1 + 'They sent him a bomb on/for me 

From the data presented above, it is assumed that the difference between 

the IND2 clitic and the SPK clitic is that the former is the dative 

clitic which occurs with the verb that is not subcategorized for IND1 

object whereas tne latter occurs with the verb subcategorized for IND1 • 

The reason why Strozer had to recognize the separate category of cli-

tics, SPK, is evident; a sentence cannot have two indirect objects. 
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As we have just seen, Rivas and Strozer differ in the treatment 

of dative clitics. As the former simply divides them into two sub-

classes, Le. "true" dative and "benefactive" dative clitics, the latter 

into three, i.e. IND1 , IND2 and SPK clitics. Which proposal will be 

more adequate for the description of Spanish data? The clitics which 

Strozer divides into two groups, i.e. I~n2 and SPK, seem to have the 

same function in the string. Is it adequate to postulate two separate 

classes for them? How can these clitics be best characterized? Dowty 

(1982) rejects treating benefactives as verb arguments and defines them 

as modifiers of IV (=VP) along with locatives and instrumentals. He 

gives the following two reasons in order to support his claim: "First, 

one can add a benefactive to virtually any IV whatsoever, regardless of 

whether it is an intransitive verb, or a verb with an object, or a verb 

with other complement (s) ••• Second, the meaning of an IV can be com-

lete without a benefactive {or instrumental or locative) ••• " (1982: 

90) These two properties of benefactives that Dowty mentiones apply 

perfectly to what Strozer calls IND2 and SPK clitics, and what Rivas 

calls "benefactive" clitics. First, "benefactive" clitics can appear 

with any type of VP, as shown below. 

(27) Me Ilovi6 ayer. 
'it rained on me yesterday' 

(28) Me trataron bien a mi hijo. 
'They treated my son well for me' 

(29) Me Ie golpearon a mi hijo. 
"'"i'ifhey struck my son on me' 

(30) Me Ie escribiste una carta a Marfa. 
'You wrote a letter to Mary for me' 
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(31) EI nlno se Ie muri6. 
'The boy died on him/her' 

We have an intransitive verb in (27), a transitive verb in (28) and 

(29), a ditransitive verb in (30) and a verb with "inherent-se" in 

(31) • Second, each of these strings still will be semantically com-

plete without dative clitics in question as shown in (32) through (36) 

below, regardless of whether they are IND2 or SPK clitics according 

to Strozer. 

(32) Llovi6 ayer. 
'It rained yesterday' 

(33) Trataron bien a mi hijo. 
'They treated my son well' 

(34) Le golpearon a mi hijo. 
'They struck my son' 

(35) Le escribiste una carta a Marfa. 
'You wrote a letter to Mary' 

(36) EI nino se muri6. 
'The boy died' 

The data above presents strong evidence in support of the VP 

modifier analysis of the class of clitics which Rivas calls "benefac-

tive" clitics. Thus, there is no valid reason why we must postulate two 

classes, i.e. IND2 and SPK, as Strozer does, of "benefactive" clitics, 

since they all share the same properties, as shown above, and have the 

same function, i.e. a modifing the VP. Consequently, Strozer's pro-

posal of postulating two types of "indirect" objects is inadequate. 

What she calls "IND2 object" is not syntactically related to the verb, 

but to the whole VP (or, rather, to the whole proposition). It is 

inadequate to identify such an argument as an "indirect" object. 
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Both Strozer and Rivas, as mentioned earlier, have a class of 

clitics which they call "reflexive" pronouns and "nominative" pronouns, 

respectively. For both, these include "reflexive" OAT and ACC clitics 

as shown in (37) and (38) below. 

(37) Se ven en el espejo. 
ACC(refl)-him/her/them they-see in the mirror 
'They see themselves in the mirror' 

(38) Se dieron un 
OAT(refl)-him/her/them they-gave a 
'They gave themselves a punishment' 

castigo. 
punishment. 

"Reflexive"/"nominaltive" clitics also include, for both Rivas and 

Strozer, the so-called "inherent-se" and "exclusionary-se". Nei-

ther Rivas nor Strozer makes a special reference to the distinction 

among the three types of "reflexive" clitics. Clearly there are some 

important differences among these three types of "reflexive" clitics. 

Let us see, in detail, how these three differ. 

Consider first some examples of "inherent-se" as shown in 

(39) through (41) below. 

(39) Se arrepinti6 de haberlo hecho. 
'He/she regretted of having done it' 

(40) 6C6mo te atrever{as a decir tal cosa? 
'How would you dare say such a thing?' 

(41) Nos quejabamos de todo; nunca estabamos contentos. 
'We used to complain about everything; we were never happy' 

One important property which distinguishes the "inherent-se" from the 

OAT or ACC "reflexive" clitic is, as has been mentioned earlier, that 

the former cannot alternate with a post-verbal NP or with non-reflexive 

OAT or ACC clitics while the latter can. The contrast is shown in (42) 

and (43) below. 
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(42) a. Se arrepinti6. - 'He/she repented (him/herself)' 
b. * Arrepinti6 a Juan. 

c. *{ ~J arrepinti6. 

(43) a. Se 
b. 

mir6. 
Mir6 a Juan. 

IS/he looked at him/herself' 
'S/he looked at John' 

c. ill mir6. IS/he looked at him/it' 

Verbs such as arrepentir must always be accompanied by "inherent-se" 

in order to be used as a lexical item with full semantic content. Thus, 

the function of "inherent-se" is purely lexical. In contrast, DAT or 

ACC clitics do represent semantic arguments of the verb to which they 

are attached. 

The "exclusionary-se" is proposed by Garcia (1976). Also, 

this class of clitics is always "reflexive", but unlike the "inherent-

se", clitics of this type occur with a verb which can be used by it-

self as a lexical item. Compare the a-sentences below where the verb 

does not have "exclusionary-se" attached to it, and the b-sentences 

where the verb is accompanied by such a clitic. 

(44) a. Voy a la oficina los lunes y los jueves. 
'I go to the office on Mondays and Thursdays' 

b. Me voy de vacaciones a fines de julio. 
If leave for vacation at the end of July' 

(45) a. Muri6 fusilado cl ano pasado. 
'He/she died shot (by firing squad) last year' 

b. Se muri6 de cancer el ano pasado. 
'He/she died of cancer last year' 

(46) a. No como carne. 
'I do not eat meat' 

b. Ya me com! la carne. 
'I already ate up the meat' 



(47) a. Estuvimos en Mexico de vacaciones. 
'We were in Mexico for vacation' 

b. Nos estuvimos en Mexico por dos meses. 
'We were/ stayed in Mexico for two months' 
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As we can see in the above sentences, "exclusionary-se" can occur with 

intransitive verbs such as ir 'to go' and morir 'to die', transitive 

verbs such as comer 'to eat 'and the copula estar 'to be (somewhere)'. 

The function of the "exclusionary-se" is to emphasize that there is 

no outside party or force, but solely the party which stands as the sub-

ject argument, that is involved in the realization of the state of af-

fair expressed in the predicate. The term "exclusionary" derives from 

this. This function is particularly illustrated in the pair of sen~ 

tences in (45). In (45a), fusilado 'shot' implies an outside force 

which caused the death of the subject, thus, the use of "exclusionary-

se" here would yield an ill-formed sentence, as shown below. 

(48) *Se muri6 fusilado. 

Often the use of "exclusionary-se" emphasizes that whoever stands for 

the subject is solely responsible or to be blamed for whatever is ex-

pressed in the predicate, or he has done something with his own voli-

tion. Other times, it "personalizes" the state of affairs expressed in 

the predicate, while sentences without an "exclusionary-se" state 

the event in a neutral or "matter-of-fact" way. The "exclusionary-

se differs also from DAT or ACC "reflexive" 9litics in that it cannot 

alternate with an NP or with a "non-reflexive" DAT or ACC clitic. 

Neither "inherent-se" or "exclusionary-se" can have a coreferent 

nominal, whereas the DAT and ACC clitic may. This is illustrated in 

(49) through (52) below. 
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(49) *Se arrepinti6 a si mismo/misma de haberlo hecho. 

(50) *Me voy a si mismo/misma de vacaciones a fines de julio. (Exc-se) 

(51) Se mir6 a si mismo/misma en el espejo. 
IS/he looked at him/herself in the mirror' 

(ACC) 

(52) Se di6 un castigo a si misnD/misma. 
IS/he gave him/herself a punishment' 

(DAT) 

The addition of the NP, Le. a si mismo/misma, yields an ungrammatical 

string when associated with "inherent-se or "exclusionar-se, whereas 

it yields a grammatical string when associated with an ACC or a DAT cli-

tic. Clearly, the three classes of "reflexive" clitics have different 

syntactic properties, and making a distinction among the three becomes 

very important for the analysis of clitics proposed in Chapter IV. 

There is another type of clitic which both Rivas and Strozer 

classify as a "relfexive" clitic, that is the so-called "impersonal-

se". This classification seems inadequate, for "impersonal-se" ,has 

clearly a different function from that of the "inherent-se", of the 

"exclusionary-se" or of DAT and ACC "reflexive" clitics. First, con-

sider some strings which have the clitic at issue. 

(53) Se entrevista al Presidente en la sala A. 
'They (unspecified) interview the President in the room A' 

(54) En esta escuela, se pega a los muchachos con un palo. 
'In this school, they (unspec.) hit the children/boys .with a stick I 

(55) Ya se Ie ha dado todos los documentos al c6nsul. 
'They (unspec.) have already given all the documents to the consul' 

(56) Se dice que la situaci6n se ha mejorado. 
'They say that the situation has improved' 

Sentences with the "impersonal-se" clitic invariably have the verb in 

3rd person, singular, and are interpreted as having an unspecified human 

subject. Since sentences without this clitic, where the verb inflection 
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marks 3rd person, singular, are always interpreted as having a specified 

subject, i.e. 'he', 'she' or non-pleonastic 'it', the function of the 

"impersonal-se" is to block the subject value expressed in the inflec-

tional properties of the sentence being associated with some specific 

semantic domain. As we have seen in Chapter II, sentences with the 

"impersonal-se" can never have a nominal associated with the subject 

(defined as a set of values in person, number and gender, extracted from 

inflectional properties of the sentence). The "impersonal-se" can 

occur as shown in (53) through (56) with any type of verbs which admit a 

human subject, except with verbs which occur with an "inherent-se" and 

those which occur with an "exclusionary-se. The ungrammatical cases 

are illustrated in (57) and (58) below. 

(57) *Se se arrepinti6 de haberlo hecho. 
(C.f. Se arrepinti6 de haberlo hecho. 'He/she regretted of having 

done it') 
(58) *Se se va de vacaciones a fines de julio. 

(C.f. Se va de vacaciones a fines de julio. 'He/she leaves 5 
for vacation at the end of July) , 

3.2.2 Recapitulation 

We have, so far, looked at how clitics are classified in dif-

ferent theories. Clitics in Spanish are commonly divided into "reflex-

ive" and "nonreflexive" clitics, and the latter are further divided into 

5. The ill-formedness of the sentences (56) and (57) possibly 
derives from the duplication of the clitic se, rather than the incom
patibility between the "impersonal-se" and verbs such as arrepentir, 
etc, which must be accompanied by "inherent-se". Sentences such as 
the following where the duplication of the clitic se occurs also are 
ill-formed. See 3.5 for discussion on clitic sequences. 

(l) *Se se bafia en el rfoo 
(c.f.:Se bafia en el rio. 'He/she bathes himself/herself in the river') 
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DAT clitics and ACC clitics. During our discussion, we have identified 

additional types of clitics, such as "benefactive datives", "inherent-

se", "exclusionary-se" and "impersonal-se". These classes are defined 

on the basis of the different functions they assume. Thus, if we divide 

clitics into classes strictly from a functional point of view, we will 

have a different classification from what we have in (15). 

native classification is given in (59) below. 

This alter-

(59) Classification of Clitics in Spanish (Alternative) 

Class Examples 

ACCUSATIVE (me, te, 10, la, nos, os, los, las, seJ 

DATIVE (me, te, Ie, nos, os, les, seJ 

BENEFACTIVE (me, te, Ie, nos, os, lesJ 

Inh(erent)-se (me, te, nos, os, seJ 

Exc(lusionary)-se (me, te, nos, os, seJ 

Imp (ersonal)-se (seJ 

ACC and DAT clitics can be either "reflexive" or "non-reflexive". Inh-

se and Exc-se are exclusively "reflexive". In this classification, 

clitics are divided into six sets, each of which is related to a parti

cular function as we have looked at in the discussion above. This 

classification based on functions will constitute an important founda

tion of my alternative analysis of clitics proposed in Chapter IV. My 

analysis will provide evidence that the classication stated in (59) is a 

far more coherent one than any others we reviewed above. 

3.3 Clitic Placement: Proclisis and Enclisis 

The position of clitics relative to the verb is sensitive to 
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the type of inflectional suffix contained in the verb. Clitics procli-

ticize when the verb is in the indicative or subjunctive mood as shown 

in (60) and (61) below, respectively. 

(60) Lo veo bien. 'I see him/it well' 

(61) Quieren que yo 10 vea bien. 'They want me to see him/it well,6 

On the other hand, clitics enclitic::'ze when the verb is in the infini-

tive, the gerundive or the imperative mood, as shown in (62), (63) and 

(64) below, respectively. 

(62) Quiero verlo bien. 

(63) Estoy vi~mdolo bien. 

(64) Miralo bien! 

'I want to see him/it well' 

'I am seeing him/it well' 

'Look at him/it well!' 

In order to account for these morphological properties of clitics, 

Strozer (ibid.) proposes a transforITE.tion, namely, "Clitic-verb Inver-

sion Rule", which she formulates as follows. 

(65) Clitic-verb Inversion 

x 

1 

* Pron 

2 

* 

V 
[-tense] 

3 

y 

4 ---) 1 3 2+4 

In the above rule, Pron represents a clitic or a series of clitics, 

which are base-generated to the left of the verb. 

This account of the distribution of clitics is based on the as-

sumption that one position is "underlying" while the other position is 

"derived". In other words, there is a kind of "hierarchy" postulated 

between the two positions. In all the base-generation theories cli tics 

6. In orthography, clitics are written separate from the verb 
when they procliticize. 
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are invariably generated to the left of V, and never to its right. 

Therefore the "proclitic" position is considered "underlying" where the 

"enclitic" position "derived". The question that arises here is whe-

ther this is an adequate and coherent characterization of the alternate 

distribution of clitics. The generalization to be captured concerning 

the distribution of clitics at issue here is that the position of cli-

tics relative to the verb is morphologically constrained; whether they 

procliticize or encliticize depends strictly on the morphological struc-

ture of the verb to which they attach. Thus, by no means can one posi-

tion be considered "underlying" and the other "derived"; both positions 

are "equal" in the sense that neither constitutes the "underlying" posi-

tion from which all clitics must originate. In sum, when one adopts a 

syntactic analysis of clitics, there is no other alternative than to 

confine clitics to a particular syntactic position (=underlying posi-

tion) and move them by a syntactic operation when they do not actually 

"appear" in that position. However, this characterization of the al-

ternate distribution of clitics is untenable, since one position cannot 

be conceptualized more or less "marked". 

3.4. "Clitic Climbing/Promotion" 

3.4.1. Comparison of Different Theories 

Next, we will look at the distribution of clitics commonly known 

as "clitic climbing" or "clitic promotion". 

tences in (66), (67) and (68) below. 

(66) a. Podemos verlo de vez en cuando. 
b. La podemos ver de vez en cuando. 

'We can see him/it now and then' 

First consider the sen-
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(67) a. No debes golpearle. 
b. No Ie debes golpear. 'You should not hit him/her' 

(68) a. Mucho te 10 quisiera dar. 
b. Mucho quisiera dartelo. 

'I would very much like to give it to you' 

Notice that the cli tics in the above sentences are the semantic argu-

ments of the lower verb. Nevertheless, they can appear properly at-

tached to the lower verb as shawn in the a-sentences above, or attached 

to the upper verb, showing the effect of "clitic-climbing", as shawn in 

the b-sentences. Not all the verbs which take a nonfinite clausal com-

plement allow "clitic climbing". In addition, native speakers of Spa-

nish demonstrate varied judgements in regards to which verbs allow "cli-

tic climing" and which do not. The following is a list of "clitic-

climbing" verbs which most Spanish speakers agree on along with example 

sentenceswith clitics "climbed". 

(69) poder Lo puedo visitar. 'I can visit him/it' 
deber Lo debo visitar. 'I should visit him/it' 
soler Lo solia visitar. 'I used to visit him/it' 
tener (que) Lo tengo que visitar. 'I have to visit him/it' 
tratar (de) Lo trato de vi sitar • 'I try to visit him/it' 
procurar Lo procuro visi tar. 'I try to visit him/it' 
lograr Lo logr~ visitar. ' I got to visit him/it' 
acabar (de) Lo acabo de visitar. ' I have just visited him/it/ 
comenzar/ 
empezar (a) Lo comenc~ a visitar. ' I started visiting him/it' 

empec~ 
dejar (de) Lo deje de visitar. ' I stopped visiting him/it' 
volver (a) Lo volv! a visitar. ' I visited him/it again' 
llegar (a) Lo llegue a conocer. ' I came to know him' 
ir (a) La voy a conocer. 'I am going to meet him' 
venir (a) Lo vine a conocer. ' I came to meet him' 
querer Lo quiero conocer. ' I want to meet him' 
pensar Lo pienso hacer. 'I am thinking of doing it' 
saber Lo se hacer. ' I know haw to do it' 
aprender (a) Lo aprend! a hacer. 'I learned how to do it' 

permitir Se 10 permit! usar. 'I permitted him/her/them to 
use it' 



hacer 
ordenar 
oir 
ver 

Me 10 hicieron leer. 
Me 10 ordenaron leer. 
Te la 01 cantar. 
Te la vi pintar. 
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'They made me read it' 
'They ordered me to read it' 
'I heard you sing it' 
'I saw you paint it' 

These verbs all take an infinitival complement. In addition to these, 

there are some verbs which take a gerundive complement and allow "clitic 

climbing", as shown below. 

(70) estar 
seguir 
continuar 
andar 

Lo estoy leyendo. 
Lo segur leyendo. 
Lo continuare estudiando. 
Lo ando bus cando • 

'I am reading it' 
'I kept on reading it' 
'I will continue studying it' 
'I am (walk around) looking 

for him/it' 

Naturally, the "clitic climbing" is not obligatory with all these verbs, 

thus, clitics can "remain" attached to the verb of which they are argu-

ments. However, there is one verb in Spanish with which "clitic climb-

ing" is obligatory. Consider the following. 

(71) a. Lo hemos visitado. 
b. *Hemos visitadolo 

'We have visited him' 

In the above sentences, we have the auxiliary haber 'have'. The cli-

tic 10 'it/him' is the argument of the complement verb (which is in past 

participle) visitado 'visited'. The clitic, in this case, must be at-

tached to the "higher" verb since they cannot be attached to the verb 'in 

the past participle. 

There are various analyses proposed to account for the phenome-

non of "clitic climbing/promotion", al1 of which involve a movement of 

clitics. First, we will look at the analysis by Quicoli (1976). His 

analysis is based on Portuguese data, however, it applies, for the most 

part, to Spanish data also. His analysis is summarized as follows. 

First, he proposes the following movement rule to account for the dis-

tribution of clitics in Portuguese, which is similar to the rule of CP 
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by Kayne as seen in (1) • 7 

(72) Clitic-Movement 

X - V - Y - PRO - Z 

1 2 3 4 5 ---) 1 4+2 3 0 5 

His main claim is that the rule of "clitic-Movement" observes the two 

conditions, i.e. Tensed Sentence Condition (TSC, henceforth) and 

Specified Subject Condition (SSC, henceforth), proposed by Chomsky 

(1973). The two conditions are stated in (73) and (75) below. 

(73) Tensed-S Condition 

No rule can involve X, Y in the structure 
••• X • •• Cl(,[. -=- ·-X ... ] ... 
where ~ is a tensed sentence. (1973: 238 (20)) 

The application of this condition to (72) is stated as follows. 

(74) Clitics cannot be extracted from finite ("tensed") clauses. 

(1976: 203 (10)) 

(75) Specified Subject Condition 

No rule can involve X, Y in the structure 
. . . ! . . . 0( [. -:- • - ~ • • • -t'VYV. • • ] • • • 
where ~ is the specified subject of v::YV in 0(. (1973: 239 (26)) 

The application of this conditon to (72) is stated as follows. 

(76) Clitics cannot be extracted out of a clause over a 
lexically specified subject. (1976: 205 (18)) 

The first set of data that Quicoli looks at is the following. 

(77) a. Marta viu que 0 menino a apanhou. 
Martha saw that the boy It-fern caught 
'Martha saw that the boy caught it' 

7. This movement rule is supposed to account for all the 
distributions of clitics, as Quicoli does not make a distinction 
between instances where "clitic climbing" is evidenced and instances 
where it is not. 



b *Marta a viu que 0 menino apanhou. 
Martha It-fern saw that the boy caught 

(78) a. Marta queria que 0 menino a apanhasse. 
Martha wanted that the boy It-fern caught 
'Martha wanted the boy to catch it' 

b.*Marta 
Marth 

a queria que 0 menino apanhasse. 
It-fern wanted that the boy caught 
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In both (77) and (78) the b-sentences are ill-formed because the clitic 

a 'it' is extracted from a finite clause, thus, it is a violation of 

(74); TSC correctly blocks these sentences. Next, Quicoli turns to 

cases where SSC is involved. Consider the following sentences he gives. 

(79) a. Paulo viu 
Paulo saw 

[nos - examinar - a garota] 
[us examine the gir I] 

b. Paulo nos viu examinar a garota. 
Paulo us see examine the girl. 
'Paulo saw us examine the girl' 

(80) a. Paolo viu [0 especialista - examinar - la] 
Paolo saw [the specialist examine her] 

b.*Paolo a viu 0 especialist examinar. 
Paolo her saw the specialist examine 

(81) a. 0 medico parece [t - ter 
The doctor seems [t - have 

examinado 
examined 

- la] 
her] 

b.*O medico a 
The doctor her 

parece ter examinado. 
seems have examined 

The grammaticality or ungr~maticality of the b-sentences above is ac-

counted for by the SSC. Quicoli explains that in (79a) , nos can be 

extracted from the embedded clause, since it is in the subject position. 

Thus, there is no specified subject to block this extraction. In 

(80a), la cannot be extracted, since there is a specified subject, i.e. 

o especialista, blocking the extraction of the clitic. In (81a), la 

cannot be extracted, since there is a trace in the subject position, 
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blocking the extraction of the clitic. The two conditions, Tse and sse 

account for the data considered so far. However, Quicoli runs into a 

problem as he finds contradictory data as shown in (82) and (83) below. 

(82) a. 0 medico queria 
The doctor wanted 

[PRO - inforrnar 
[PRO - inform 

b. 0 medico a queria exarninar. 
The doctor her wanted to examine 
'The doctor wanted to examine her' 

la] 
- her] 

(83) a. 0 medico prometeu 
The doctor promised 

[PRO - inforrnar -la sobre el resultado] 
[PRO - inform - her about the result] 

b.*O medico a prometeu inforrnar sobre el resultado. 
The doctor her promised to inform about the result 

In (82a) and (83a) , we have PRO in the subject position of the embedded 

clause. PRO is considered to be a specified subject along with lexical 

expressions and trace. Thus, sse predicts that the clitic la in the 

embedded sentence in both (82a) and (83a) cannot be extracted. How-

ever, the clitic la in (82a) can be extracted yielding a well-formed 

string as shown in (82b) , whereas, in (83a) , the extraction of the cli-

tic la yields an ill-formed sentence, as shown in (82b). Quicoli re-

solves this problem by claiming that PRO in (82a) gets deleted by Equi-

NP-Deletion, permitting the clitic to "climb" to to the matrix clause, 

since there is no specified subject blocking the movement, whereas, PRO 

in (83a) never gets deleted, thus, the extraction of a clitic is always 

blocked. How do we determine whether the subject of the embedded 

clause PRO gets deleted or not? Quicoli argues that, with prometer 'to 

promise', etc, the subject of the embedded clause is "obligato::::-ily con-

trolled" by the subject of the matrix in the sense that the former must 

be identical to the latter. In this case, PRO never gets deleted. 
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Quicoli continues that, with querer 'to want' etc, on the other hand, the 

subject of the embedded clause is "optionally controlled" in the sense 

the subject of the complement clause can be identical to or different 

from the subject of the matriz clause. When identical, the embedded 

sentence consists of an infinitival clause and it consists of ~ sub

junctive clause when different, as exemplified below in (84). 

(84) a. 0 medico queria 
'The doctor wanted 

informar-la sobre el resultado. 
to inform her about the result' 

b. 0 medico queria que eu a informasse sobre el resutado. 
The doctor wanted that I her informed about the result 

'The doctor wanted me to inform her about the result' 

When the matriz verb is one of those which "optionally controls" the 

subject of the embedded clause, as is the case with querer, then, PRO 

(subject of an infinitival clause) gets deleted by EQUI-NP-DELETION. 

Strozer (ibid.) argues against Quicoli and claims that sse 

makes a wrong prediction even accepting his explanation of the distinc-

tion between "obligatory" and "optional" control. 

sents in support of her claim is the following. 

(85) a. Yo {eSJ?€ro l visitarla. eVlto 
prefiero 
temo 
deseo 

b. *Yo la espero 
evito 
prefiero 
temo 
deseo 

ver. 

'I {hOpe J avoid 
prefer 
fear 
wish 

The data she pre-

to visit her' 

Strozer argues that verbs such as esperar 'to hope', etc., pattern the 

same way as querer 'to want' in that they "optionally" control the sub-

ject of the complement clause; they take either an infinitival clause or 
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~ subjunctive clause depending on whether the cornplerne.'1t subject is 

the same as the matrix subject or different. However, sentences where 

the clitic has "climbed", as shawn in the b-sentences above, are ill

formed. 8 In the light of data presented in (84b) above, Strozer aban-

dons SSC, and proposes an alternative analysis. First of all, recall 

that Strozer holds, differing from Quicoli, that the clitic is base-

generated in the clitic position, i.e. to the left of the V. However, 

analogous to Quicoli, she claims that the clitics in the a-sentences in 

(66), (67) and (68) (repeated below for clarity) are moved by a trans

formation, namely, CLITIC-c:LIMBING. 9 This transformation is shown in 

(86) below. 

(66) a. Podemos verlo de vez en cuando' 
b. Lo podemos ver de vez en cuando. 

'We can see him/it now and then' 

(67) a. No debes golpearle. J'~ h ld t h't h' /h ' b. No Ie debes golpear. ou s ou no 1 1m er 

8. As Strozer herself notes some of these verbs may be accept
able for certain speakers. Among the speakers I have consulted, almost 
all of them agreed that with esperar 'to hope', temer and evitar 'to 
avoid' , the sentence is bad, while with preferir 'to prefer' and 
desear 'to wish/ desire', the sentence is good. 

9. Note that Quicoli's rule of Clitic-Movement is meant to ac
count for all the distributional patterns of clitics, whereas Strozer's 
rule of CLITIC-CLIMBING is only meant to account for the distribution of 
clitics as illustrated in (66), (67) and (68). In other words, Quicoli 
has one rule to account for sentences where "clitic climbing" is evi
denced as well as those where such a phenomenon is not evidenced, 
Strozer offers two separate accounts for the two patterns of clitic 
distribution. 



(68) a. Mucho te 10 quisiera dar. 
b. Mucho quisiera d,!rtelo. 

'I would very much like to give it to you' 

(86) CLITIC-cLIMBING 

* X - PRON [A] - Y - PRON - Z 

1 2 3 4 5 

---> 1 - 4 3 - C/J 5 

where a) X f PRON [~DIR] 
b) Y ~ PRON 
c) Z f PRON directly dominated by the*V" 

directly dominating PRON 

However, Strozer's anslysis is crucially different from Quicoli's in 

that she claims that sentences to which the rule of CLITIC-cLIMBING 

applies have a different underlying structure, i.e. "Clitic climbing" 
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structure", from those to which this transformation cannot apply. This 

is to say that the infinitival complement of the verb which permits 

"clitic climbing" is a VP, whereas that of the verb which does not per-

mit "clitic climbing" is properly an s. The condition which Strozer 

is proposing on clitic "movement" (CLI'l'IC-cLIMBING) I therefore, is 

simply that clitics cannot "move" across a sentence boundary. 

see some examples. 

(87) a. Quiero [vp 10 ver] 
I-want CL-him/it to see 

b. La quiero ver. 'I want to see him/it' 

(88) a. Evito 
I-avoid 

[s 10 ver] 
CL-him/it to see 

b. *La evito ver. 'I avoid seeing him/it' 

Let us 

Both quer(er) 'want' and evit(ar) 'avoid' take an infinitival comple-

mente Strozer proposes that the infinitival complement of quer(er) , 
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hCfNever, is a VP, as shown in (87a), while that of evit(ar) is an S, as 

shown in (88a). The b-sentences show strings where the clitic 10 has 

"moved" out of the infinitival complement. (87b) is well-formed since 

the clitic has "moved" within an S, while (88b) is ill-formed since the 

clitic has "moved" out of an S. 

An important question that arises at this point is: How does 

Strozer support her claim that the infinitival complement of "clitic 

climbing" verbs is a VP? She tries to justify her analysis by proving 

that the complement of "clitic climbing" verbs is not a sentential NP. 

For this purpose, she uses two syntactic operations which can only apply 

to NPs, namely, passivisation and topicalization. It is assumed that 

if a given infinitival clause is not a sentencial NP, it cannot go 

through these operations. 10 Let us look at the data she presents which 

involves the operations in question. In (89) below, we have five dif-

ferent "clitic climbing" verbs with an infinitival complement. 

(89) 
S610 mana i 
'Only Mama 

quiere } 
salir de noche. 

suele 
va a 
tiene que 
acaba de 

wants to go 
usually goes 
is going 
has to go 
just finished 

. } out at night. 

gOlng 

The infinitival complement in (89), salir de noche 'to go out at night' 

can be neither passivised nor topicalized, as shown in (90a) and (b), 

respectively. 

10. Here Strozer is not suggesting that the applicability of 
these operations necessarily identifies infinitival clauses as NPs. 



(90) a. *Salir de noche es 

{

querido } solido 
ido (a) 
tenido (que) 
acabado (de) 

s610 por rnarr.a. 

b. *Salir de noche 10 { quiere } s610 rnarr.a. suele 
va a 
tiene que 
acaba de 
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On the basis of the data in (90), Strozer concludes that the in-

finitival complement of "clitic climbing" verbs, i.e. salir de noche 

'to go out at night', is not a sentential NP, thus, it is a VP. 

Another test Strozer uses is relating an infinitival clause ana-

phorically to 10 'it'. It is assumed that if a given.~initival clause 

is not a sentential S, it cannot be anaphorically related to 10. The 

string where the infinitival complement of "clitic climbing" verbs is 

anaphorically related to 10, are ill-formed as shown' in (99) below. 

(91) *Yo {quiero } 
suelo 

comer a las 8, y tu 10 
{ 

quiereS} , tambien. 
sueles 

On the basis of the data above, Strozer claims that the infinitival 

complement of "clitic climbing" verbs is not a sentential NF, thus, it 

is a VP. 

Strozer's claim that the infinitival complement of "clitic 

climbing" verbs is not an NP but a VP seems to be well-sustained as far 

as the set of of data she presents is concerned. However, her claim 

starts to falter as we examine more data, which is not included in her 

study. Consider the strings in (92) and (93) below. 

(92) lDgre llegar temprano. 'I got to arrive early' 

(93) Te permito llegar tarde. 'I permit you to arrive late' 
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Both logr (ar) and permit (ir) are "clitic climbing" verbs, as shown in 

(94) and (95) below. 

(94) a. Logre terminarlo temprano. 
b. Lo logre terminar temprano. 'I got to finish it early' 

a. Te permito usarlo. 11 

b. Te 10 permito usar. 'I permit you to use it' (95) 

Following Strozer, the infinitival complement in (92) and (93) is a VP. 

Thus, we expect that such an infinitival complement cannot be topic-

alized or anaphorically related to 10 'it'. However, the strings in 

(96) and (97), which are perfectly well-formed, prove the contrary. 

11. Strozer does not consider the so-called "causative" verbs 
such as permi tir 'to permit', hacer 'to make', etc, as "eli tic-c limb
ing" verb. In order to account for sentences such as (1) and (2) below, 
she proposes a separate rule from CLITIC CLIMBING, i.e. NON-PERSON 
CLITIC MOVEMENT (=NPCM), which is stated in (3) below. 

(1) Me 10 permitieron usar. 

(2) 

(3) 

me it they-permitted to use 
'They permitted me to use it' 

Me la hicieron escribir. 
me it they-made to write 
'They made me write it' 

X - PRON - [ A] - V - PRON 
[-DIR] PRON [-person] 

[ +DIR] +DIR 
1 2 3 4 5 

---> 1 2 5 4 C/J 

- y 

6 

6 

This rule states that the clitic which can be moved is restricted to a 
direct object clitic marked as [-person]. Strozer opts for proposing 
this rule, because, she claims, by doing so, the rule of CLITIC-CLIMBING 
can remain completely general and without such restrictions as those 
mentioned above. I assume that sentences such as (1) and (2) are 
instances in which the phenomenon of "clitic climbing" is evidenced. 
Rivas also assumes the same. As we will see in Chapter IV, the "res
trictions" which Strozer tries to capture by the rule of NPCM will have 
a natural explanation. 
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(96) a. Llegar temprano 10 logre. 'To arrive early I managed. 

b. Llegar tarde no te 10 permito. 
'To arrive late I do not permit you' 

(97) a. Yo logre llegar temprano, y ttl 10 lograste, tambien. 
'I succeeded in arriving early,and you succeeded in it, too. 

b. Yo no te permito llegar tarde, y Juan no te 10 permite, tarnpoco. 
'I do not permit you to arrive late, and Jo~does not permit it 

to you either' 

In (96), we have cases where the infinitival complement of "clitic 

climing" verbs is topicalized; in (97) we have cases where the infini-

tival complement of "clitic climbing" verbs is anaphorically related to 

10 'it'. 

In view of the data presented in (96) and (97), Strozer's VP 

analysis is inadequate in accounting for the condition for clitic "rrove-

ment", thus, it is hardly an improvement on Quicoli's proposal. Both 

Quicoli and Strozer assume that it is possible to define structurally 

the condition (s) under which the clitic "movement" applies (or does not 

apply) • In other words, they hold that the distinction between verbs 

which allow "clitic climbing" and those which do not can be attributed 

to their syntactic properties. Although they take different avenues, 

neither succeeds in characterizing precisely the syntactic properties 

which distinguish one type of verbs from the other. Thus, the "struc-

tural" approach to "clitic climbing" has a limit. Maintaining the 

"movement" rule, Rivas (ibid.) and Rizzi (1978) take a different ap-

proach to the phenomenon of "clitic climbing". In continuation, we 

will look at Rivas's analysis of "clitic climbing" in detail. 

Rivas holds, unlike Strozer, that sentences with an infinitival 

complement invariably have a bisentential structure. For example, 
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sentences such as (98a) and (b) below will be reprensented as (99) below 

in the underlying structure. 

(98) a. Jose quiere besarla. ~ 

b. Jose la qui ere besar. J 'Joe wants to kiss her' 

(99) S 

. NP 

I 1 

Jose 

VP 

/~ 
V

l 
(NP) 

I ~ 

/\ v 

I 
quiere NP2 VP 

I \ 
PRO -V

2 

-~ 
CL V NP 

4 \ 
la besar a ella 

In order to account for sentences such as (98b), where the clitic la 

is attached to the "higher" verb , Rivas proposes two operations: Verb 

Adjunction (V.A.) and Clitic Gliding (C.G). V.A, in brief, is a (op-

tional) restructuring operation which reduces bisentential structure 

to a unisentential structure. Subsequent to this operation, C.G. 

applies (obligatorily) moving the clitics from the lower verb to the 

higher verb, yielding strings with clitics "climbed". V.A. is an op-

tional operation, and if it does not apply; the string represented in 
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(99) surfaces as (98a). Now, V.A. is triggered when we have the so-

called "clitic climbing" verbs in the matrix sentence. For this pur-

pose, Rivas marks these verbs with the feature [+VA]. At this point, 

the major difference between Rivas (and Rizzi), on the one hand, and 

Quicoli and Strozer, on the other other, is evident. Rivas postulates, 

unlike Quicoli and Strozer, that the "clitic climbing" verbs are lexi-

cally marked, implying that they cannot be distiguished from those which 

do not allow "clitic climbing" in terms of their syntactic properties. 

let us look at Rivas's analysis in more detail. 

formulates V.A. as follows. 

(100) Rule of Verb Adjunction 

a. Structurally, 12 

b. Transformationally, 

---> 

---> [vp [v 1 + 2] 3] 

First, he 

The V.A. takes the lower V and Chomsky-adjoins it to the upper V, 

12. The subject NP of the embedded sentence has supposedly been 
deleted by Equi-NP Deletion. 
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removing all the nodes between the upper VP and the lower V, and attach-

ing the complements under the lower VP to the upper VP. This operation 

only applies when there is no node intervening between the two VPs. 

otherwise, ill-formed sentences such as the following will result. 

(101) *Maria 10 quiere evident~nte besar. 

(102) *Maria 10 quiere no besar. 

To the output structure of V.A, C.G. applies, which Rivas 

formulates as follows. 

(103) Clitic Gliding 

a. Structurally, 

V 

~ 
V V 

I /\ 
V CL V

2 

b. Transformationally, 

[v V CLl ---> 2 + 1 0 

1 2 

V 

~ 
---> V V 

/\ / -CL V
1 

V
2 

This rule detaches the CL attached to V2 and attaches it to V1 ' yield-

ing "clitic climbing" sentences such as (94b). Now, the rule of V.A. is 

an optional rule, and if it does not apply,. sentences such as (94a) re-

suIts, where the clitic remains attached to the lower verb. 

So far I have outlined and compared several analyses proposed of 

the distribution of clitics commonly referred to as "clitic climbing". 

All analyses, regardless of their differences, try to account for the 

distribution of clitics at issue by a movement rule. There is a certain 
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set of data which proves to be problematic to such an account. Letus 

now look at it and see how the syntactic anlysis deals with it. 

3.4.2 Problems with the Syntactic Analysis of "Clitic climbing" 

The first set of data which is problematic to the movement 

analysis of clitic climing is presented in (104) and (105). 

(104) a. Me permitieron pegarle. 
'They permitted me to-hit him/her' 

b. *Me Ie permi tieron pegar. 

(105) a. Te hicieron escrib{rmelo. 
'They made you write it to me' 

b. *Te me 10 hicieron esctibir. 

According to Rivas, verbs such as permitir 'to permit' and hacer 'to 

make' are "clitic climbing" verbs. In addition, there is no lexical 

material intervening between the higher clause and the lower clause. 

Thus, the restructuring operation should apply and the clitics of the 

lower clause, i.e. Ie in (104) and me 10 in (105), should be able to 

move to the higher clause and attach to the matrix verb. However, sen-

tences with the clitics "climbed" are ill-formed, as shown in the b-sen-

tences above. The ungrammaticality of these sentences is due to the 

fact that both sentences have a clitic sequence which contains two 

dative clitics ("true" dative clitics, in Rivas's sense). In order to 

block sentences such as these, Rivas places certain conditions on clitic 

movement, which he states as follows. 

(106) A. The acc CL underlyingly attached to the lower V is prefe
rentially attached to the upper V. 

B. A dat CL attached to the lower V cannot be attached to the 
upper V. 
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C. If there are two CLs, acc and dat, attached to the lower V, 
they cannot be attached to the upper V. 

(1977:169) 

Condition (B) blocks sentences such as (104b), Condition (C) blocks 

sentences such, as (10Sb), while Condition (A) allows sentences such as 

(107b) below. 

(107) a. Me permitieron usarlo. 
b. Me 10 permitieron usar. 

'They permitted me to use it' 

However, these conditions on clitic movement transformation, specifical-

ly Condition (A), still yield ungrammatical sentences such as (108b) 

and (109b) below. 

(108) a. Le permitieron visitarme. 
'They permitted him/her-to visit me' 

b. t *Le me} penni tieron visi tar. 
*Me Ie --

(109) a. Me vieron besarte en el parque. 
'They saw me kiss you in the park' 

b. f *Me te} vieron besar en el parque. 
l *Te me 

The clitic me attached to the lower V in the a-sentences in (108) and 

(109) is an accusative clitic, thus, it should be able to "climb" to the 

upper V. However, the result is ungrammatical as shown in the b-sen-

tences above. Neither would the conditions stated in (106) be suffi-

cient to block. sentences such as (110b) or (l1lb) below, where the "re-

flexive" clitic attached to the lower V has "climbed" to the upper V. 

(110) a. Me permiten bafianne en su casa. 
'They permit me to-bathe myself in their house' 

b. *Me me permiten bafiar en su casa. 
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(111) a. No Ie permitieron sentarse con nosotros. 
'They did not permit him/her to seat himself/herself with us' 

b. No {*le se 1 perrnitieron sentar con nosotros. 
*se Ie --

In order to block the ill-formed sentences seen in (108) and (109) Rivas 

could revise Condition (A) by restricting the acc clitic to those with a 

certain feature, i.e. [-I, -II]. In order to block the ill-formed sen-

tences seen in (110) and (111), another condition could be added re-

stricting the rrovement of "reflexive" clitics. 

When one tries to account for the phenomenon of "clitic climb-

ing" by a syntactic operation, Le. clitic movement, naturally one al-

ternative way to rule out ill-formed strings such as seen above is to 

restrict the application of the moverrent rule, so that it does not 

create any undesirable clictic sequneces, by stipulating certain condi-

tions on the rule. 13 • However, this alternative is inadequate on 

several accounts, though may it be possible to enumerate all the in-

stances in which the movement applies and when it does not apply. In 

the first place, as we have seen above, the conditions on the rule could 

be rather numerous if we were to attempt to rule out all the undesirable 

clitic sequences. A rule with so many conditions (thus, exceptions) 

placed on it loses its generality and explanatory power. In the second 

place, the conditions placed on the clitic movement rule themselves can-

not state in a direct and principled way what constitutes well-formed 

clitic sequences. Apparently clitics sequences are subject to certain 

13. Another way of blocking the undesirable cli tic sequences 
which the movement rule may create is by filters. This alternative is 
taken by Perlmutter, which we will look at in the next section. 
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conditions, as we shall see later, thus, there are generalizations to be 

captured of the internal structure of clitics sequences. Accounting 

for the internal structure of clitic sequences in terms of Conditions 

on transfomation is an indirect approach to the problem concerned. In 

addition, they cannot make any general statement of the problem concern-

ed. However, in a transformational approach to "clitic climbing", there 

is no other way (except by filters) to account for the problem at issue. 

Finally, Rivas's proposal fails to offer a unified account of the pro-

blem of clitic sequences, since it forces him to give two separate ac-

counts of clitic sequences: One involving simple sentences and another 

involving comlex sentences where "clitic climbing" is evidenced (and 

the latter instance is handled by conditions on transformation as seen 

above) .14 The conditions by which clitic sequences must abide are the 

same for both instances. For example, sentences such as (104b) and 

(10Sb) are ill-formed because of the two dative clitics in sequence. 

Two (or more) clitics of the same category cannot cooccur in simple sen-

tences, either. Nor are clitics sequences such as those shown in (108b), 

(109b), (110b) and (lllb) allowed in simple sentences. There must be 

a unified account of clitic sequences of all instances concerned, re-

garclless of whether they appear in simple sentences or in "complex" 

14. As we have seen in note 11, Strozer proposes a separate 
rule from CLITIC CLIMBING, namely, Non-Person Clitic Movement (NPCM), 
which only allows a third person accusative clitic marked with the 
feature [-human] to be moved from the lower verb to the higher verb. 
With this rule, she attempts to rule out the ill-formed clitic se
quences as evidenced in the b-sentences in (111), (112), (115), (116), 
(117) and (118). Her analysis also fails to address the general 
problem of clitic sequences. 
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sentences where "clitic climbing" is evidenced. By giving two separate 

(and very different in nature) accounts of the same problem, Rivas (as 

well as Strozer) fails to capture some important generalizations of the 

properties of clitics. 

The second set of data which is problematic to the movement 

account of "clitic climbing" involves sentences such as shown in (112). 

(112) a. 
b. 

Quiero dcktelo. 1 
Te 10 quiero dar. J 

c. *Te quiero darlo. 
d. *Lo quiero darte. 

'I want to give it to you' 

Sentences in (c) and (d) above are ungrammatical because only one of the 

two clitics, i.e. DAT and ACC, has "moved" leaving the other one behind. 

There are two proposals made to account for this "clitic-splitting". 

Strozer (ibid.) summarizes the two proposals as follow. 

Two ways come to mind for handling this. One is to assume 
that there is a clitic node which domintates all PRONs and 
that it is this super clitic node that the clitic-climbing 
rule refers to. Another is to assume that there is a con
vention, perhaps universal, that all clitics of a given se
quence must move together. This can be captured in the 
rule with the asterik notation, where X* means any number 
of Xs. In the absence of any motivation for a super clitic 
other than the fact that all clitics move together to the 
right of a tenseless verb or to a higher verb, I will choose 
the alternative which involves the least amount of structure, 
that is, the X* notation. 

(1976: 339) 

Rivas takes the alternative that Strozer rejects. Recall that Rivas 

proposed the following phrase structure rules. 

(5) a. PHS: VP ---) V NP 2 PP * 
o 

b. PHS: V ---) a V 

- * c. PHS: CL --) CL 

CL is a super-clitic node which may contain one or several clitics, and 
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it is this super-clitic node which "moves" as restructuring occurs. 

Since Strozer does not give any further evidence in support of her 

"convention", nor does Rivas discusse his motivation (in an explicit 

way, at least) for proposing the super-clitic node, there is no basis 

for judging which is a better alternative. However, let us note that, 

whichever alternative we may take, strings with "clitic splitting" must 

be blocked by a stipulation made either for clitic movement rule or for 

phrase structure rules. In other words, the ungrammaticality of such 

strings does not fallout of the rule of clitic movement itself. An 

account by a rule, rati1er than by a stipulation, would naturally be pre-

ferred and more elegant, but with a syntactic analysis of clitics such 

an alternative is not available. As we shall see later, a lexical ana-

lysis of clitics offers a simple and straightforward account, i.e. by 

rules, of "c litic splitting". 

Another general problem pertinent to a syntactic (transforma-

tional) analysis of "clitic climbing" involves the distribution of bene-

factive dative clitics. First consider the following sentences. 

(113) a. Vas a caminarme hoy. l' . t lk f tod' b. me vas a caminar hoy. you are gOlng 0 wa or me ay 

In these strings the clitic me is the so-called "benefactive dative". 

The BEN dative can be attached to the lower verb, as in (113a), or to 

the higher verb as in (b). Although, the b-sentences is preferred to 

the a-sentence, both sentences are perfectly acceptable. Neither Rlv~s 

nor Strozer handles cases such as (113a) and (b).15 In fact, all the 

15. Jaeggli (ibid.) does not deal with the problem of "clitic 
climbing" at all in his work. 
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previous analyses of "clitic climbing" are focused on cases in which DAT 

("true", in Rivas's sense) and ACC clitics are involved. 16 How would 

a syntactic analysis account for sentences such as (113b)? One way of 

analyzing this distribution of BEN clitics is first to generate the BEN 

clitic in the lower clause, and move it by a transformation to the high-

er clause. If the transformation does not apply, since it is optional, 

the underlying structure surfaces as (113a). However, this alternative 

presents a conceptual difficulty. First of all, The transformational 

approach to "clitic-climbing" presupposes that clitics "climbed" are 

"dislocated" from the verb of which they are semantic arguments. As we 

have seen previously, the BEN clitic is not a semantic argument of a 

verb, but rather it is a VP modifier. Therefore, it is lliltenable to con-

ceive that the BEN clitic in (113b) is "dislocated" from the lower verb. 

An alternative account of the distribution of the BEN clitic in 

(113b) is a non-transformational treatment. Since BEN clitics do not 

"belong" to either the lower verb or the higher verb, there is no com-

pelling reason why they must be generated in either clause. Further-

more, the base-generation theory, as it is proposed, allows non-case-

marked clitics to be generated freely in clitic-posion in either clause. 

Thus, the sentences (113a) and (b) need not be related transformational-

ly they can be formed independently from each other .. In (113a) the BEN 

clitic is base-gener~ted in the higher clause, whereas it is base-

generated in the lower clause in (100b). However, this alternative 

16. They include Quicoli (ibid.), Lujan (1980), Aissen and 
Perlmutter (1976), Contreras (1979) and most recently Borer (ibid.). 
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poses a serious problem in cases where a BEN clitic is generated in the 

CL position of the higher VP, poses a serious problem in cases where a 

BEN clitic is generated in the CL position of the higher VP, and also 

some case-marked clitics, i.e. OAT or ACC clitics, are generated in the 

CL position of the lower VP. Take, for example, the structure in (114) 

below, whose representation follows Rivas's PS rules. 

(114) S 

~ 
NP VP1 

-~ V (NP) 

1\ (~) 
CL V ~ 

, NP VP2 
CL 

[BEN] 
V2 Juan me quiere 
~ [+VA] -John me wants CL V 
~ I 

CL CL arruinar 
[OAT] [ACe] 

J , ruin 
les la 

them it 

NP NP 

\ \ 
la vida a ellos 

the life to them 

Since querer 'to want' is a "triggering" verb, i.e. [+VA], "restructur-

ing"can take place, converting the above bisentential structure into a 

unisentential structure. The operation of "clitic climbing" subsequent

ly takes place, yielding the following sentence. 17 

17. Here, the ACe clitic and the OAT NP are deleted. 
for detail, where I will be discussing "clitic doubling". 

See 3.6 

--- ------------------------------------------



(115) Juan me les quiere arruinar la vida. 
'John-Wants to ruin their life on me' 

However, "restructuring" is optional, or it does not apply if there is 

some lexical material intervening between the two VPs. If, for some 

reason, "restructuring" does not apply, thus, the clitics attached to 
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the lower verb do not l'climb" up to the upper verb, ill-formed sentences 

such as the following will result, and there is no way of blocking them, 

assuming the optionality of "clitic-climbing". 

(116) *Juan me quiere arruinarles la vida. 

The ungrarnmaticali ty of this sentence is due to the fact that the BEN 

clitic is separated from the DAT clitic Ie, causing "clitic-splitting". 

3.4.3. Recapitulation 

In this section, we have reviewed previous analyses of the dis-

tribution of clitics corranonly known as "clitic climbing". In spite of 

their differences they all favor for accounting for this linguistic 

phenomenon by a syntactic operation which moves clitics. There are some 

problems which L~e syntactic analysis cannot handle adequately. 'rhey 

include certain clitic sequences which this operation may create and the 

problem of "clitic-splitting" • In order to resolve these problems the 

syntactic analysis is obliged to resort to some stipulations, since an 

account by rules is not available. In this respect, a syntactic treat-

rnent of "clitic climbing" is inadequate. 

3.5. Clitic Sequence 

3.5.1. Comparison of Various Theories 

Another important morphological property of clitics which needs 
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to be accounted for is clitic sequences. First, consider the following 

strings. 

(117) a. Me 10 dieron. - - 'They gave it to me' 
DAT ACC 

b *Lo me dieron. - -Ace DAT 

(118) a. Me Ie pegaron. 'They hit him/her on me' 
BEN DAT 

b.*Le me pegaron. 
DAT BEN 

(119) a. Te me bafiaste? 'Did you bathe yourself for me?' 
Ace BEN 

b.* Me te bafiaste? 
BEN ACC 

(120) a. Se te muri6 el perro. 
Exc-se BEN 

b.*Te 
BEN 

se muri6 el perro. 
Exc-se 

'Your dog died on you' 

The above data shows that clitics in sequence must appear in 

certain orders, since one order is good but the other is not. Perl-

mutter (1970) was the first one to propose an explicit theory of clitic 

sequences. His proposal assumes the first theory of clitic generation, 

i. e. "movement" theory. First, he points out that ill-formed clitic 

sequences may be created, as a consequece of the interaction of trans-

formational rules, and he gives the string (121) below to demonstrate 

this point. 

(121) A mi se me permiti6 dormir toda la tarde, pero a Sarita 

{
*se Ie 10} 't'6 no - - - perITll 1 • *se se 10 ---

'They (unspecified) permitted ME to sleep a11 afternoon, 
*but they did not permit it to her, Sarita' 
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The clitic sequence se Ie 10 or se se 10 must be interpretable as being 

composed of impersonal-se.DAT.ACC, however, these sequences are ill-

formed. Perlmutter's solution to this problem is to propose an output 

condition, in terms of a template, which filters out all the ill-formed 

clitic sequences. This output condition applies after all the transfor-

mations have applied. Perlmutter formulates this template as shown 

below, and claims that all clitic sequences in Spanish must COnfOllm to 

this template. 

(122) OUtput Condition on clitic pronouns: 

se II I III 

In this template, se represents 3rd person "reflexive" pronoun, "imper

sonal-se" as well as "spurious-se,18 (II) represents any clitic of 2nd 

18. The dative of 3rd person takes the form se, instead of Ie or 
les, when followed by any Ace clitic of 3rd person, i.e. 10, la, losor 
las. This is shown below. 

(1) a. Se 
{ 

lolla } dieron. 
losllas J 

'They gave 5 it 1 
t them J 

to him/her/them' 

b. * {Le Les lo/la l 
los/las J 

dieron. 

Perlmutter proposes a "Spurious se" Rule to account for the se dative, 
which is formulated as follows. --

(2) Spurious se Rule: 

[
pro] 
III 
DAT [

pro] III 
ACC 

1 2 ---) se, 2 
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person, i.e. te or os; (I) represents any clitic of first person, i.e. 

me or nos; (III) represents any clitic of 3rd person except se, i.e. 10, 

la, los, las, Ie or lese This template not only discards ill-formed 

clitic sequences such as those shawn in the b-sentences in (117) through 

(120) above, but also those shown in (121), which have two forms from 

the same "slot" of the above template. 

Perlmutter's template, however, is not sufficient to rule out the 

a-sentences in (123) and (124) below. 

(123) a. *Me Ie permitieron pegar. 
b. Me permitieron pegarle. 'They permitted me to hit him/her' 

(124) a. *Te me 10 permitieon dar. 
b. Te permitieron darmelo. 'They permitted you to give it to me' 

According to the output condition proposed in (122), the clitic se-

quences me Ie in (123a) and te me 10 in (124a) must be well-formed, but 

these sentences are ill-formed. The reason for this is that the,:e are 

two DAT clitics in sequence. 19 This set of data shows that clitic se-

quences are subject to conditions based on the composition in terms of 

their classes as well as on the "morphological shape" of the sequence. 

Perlmutter's template is inadequate since it does not make reference to 

the classes of clitics that can form a sequence. 

Let us look at two other accounts of clitic sequences, both of 

which are proposed within the "base-generation" theory of clitics. The 

first one to review is proposed by Strozer. First, she tries to cap-

ture the restriction on the ordering of clitics as part of a PS rule 

19. Recall that Rivas ruled out strings with such clitic se
quences by conditions on the clitic movement transformation. See 
discussion in 3.4.2. 

-_ .... - .-._------------------------------------------
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which expands a projection of V, i.e. V". This PS rule is stated as 

follows. 

(125) V" ---> (NEG) - (PRON) - ( (PRON) 
[+REF] [+SPK] 

PRON) - (PRON) - V' 

[=~~] [~~] 
20 

(1976: 157) 

However, the PS rule above can generate, as Strozer points out, ill-

formed sequences, and she gives the following example to illustrate 

this point. 

(126) a.*Me te rompieron el vestido. 
SPK IND2 

b. Te me rompieron el vestido. 
IND2 SPK 

'They tore the/your dress on you on me' (1976: 164) 

The clitic sequence in (126a) me te should be well-formed according to 

the PS rule stated in (125). However, this sequence is ill-formed, 

while te me in (b) is well-formed. Strozer also notices that the PS 

rule above predicts that a clitic sequence te me in the sentence below 

be interpreted in two ways as shown below. However', only one interpre-

tation is possible. 

(127) a. Te me lavaste. 
DIR(REF) IND2 

'You washed yourself for me/*me for yourself' 
*IND2 DIR 

In order to account for these facts Strozer proposes II-Person Shift, 

which shifts a second person clitic to the left of a first person 

clitic. 

20. [PRON, +REF] includes 
and, in addition, impsersonal-se. 

the so-called "reflexive" pronouns, 
See 3.4.2 for what SPK means. 
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(128) II-Person Shift: 

e - PRON 

[~iI] 
1 - 2 3 ---> 3, 2, C/J (1976: 167) 

There are oti1er clitic sequences which PS rule can generate but which 

are ill-formed. Strozer proposes a series of filters to rule out such 

sequences, and, finally proposes a general principle which, she claims, 

"governs" these filters. For this purpose she proposes General Prece-

dence Relations as follows. 

(129) General Precedence Relations: 21 

i. SUBJ > -SUBJ -SUBJ=non-subjective clitic 

ii. PN > -PN -PN=non-person clitic 

PN precedence relations: 

iii. [-I, +11] > [--I, -+11] 

iv. DIR > -DIR (1976: 222) 

(129i) states that a reflexive clitic must precede a nonreflexive cli-

tic; (ii) states that a first or a second person clitic must precede a 

third person clitic; (iii) states that a second person clitic must pre-

cede a first person clitic; (iv) states that a sequence consisting of a 

second person clitic and a first person clitic must be interpreted as 

DIR. -DIR. Notice that (129i) is already stated by the PS rule in (125), 

while (ii) and (iii) state generalizations which cannot be captured 

21. These precedence relations are only relevant to Spanish 
clitics. Strozer proposes a set of more general precedence relations 
which (she claims) apply to all Romance clitics. See Strozer (ibid.) 
for more details. 
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by the same PS rule. (iv) is a direct violation of the PS rule. 

There are ill-formed clitic sequences which neither General 

Precedence Relations nor PS rule cannot rule out. Such sequences con-

tain two clitics of the same person, as illustrated in (130). 

(l30) 

{ :~ ~~} lavaron 
*Os te - -

'They washed 

{

*YOU 
*you 
*you 
*you 

(sg) for yourself. } 
(pI) for yourselves. 
(sg) for yourselves. 
(pI) for yourself. (1976: 173) 

Strozer blocks these clitic-sequences by another rule of construal, which 

is stated in (139) below. 

(l31) DISJOINT REFERENCE FOR CLITICS 

Assign to a PRON the 'feature [-anaphoric to iJ in a 
structure containing PRON., where both PRONs are im
mediately dominated by th§ same V". If this is not 
possible, assign * (ungrarrunatical) to the string. (1976: 175) 

On the other hand, clitic sequences containing two (or more) se' s are 

blocked by the stipulation that any se is generated tlnder the node 

[PRON, +R] in the PS rule stated in (125) , and there is only one se 

that can be generated under this node. 

There are several problems with Strozer's proposal which at-· 

tempts to capture conditions on clitic sequences. The first problem 

is the redundancy; the rules and principles she proposes overlap in ac-

counting for certain ordering restrictions. For example, both II-person 

Shift stated in (128) and General Precedence Relation (iii) stated in 

(129) refer to the ordering restriction which involves second person and 

first person clitics; General Precedence Relation (i) overlaps with PS 
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Rule stated in (125) in specifying the ordering restriction which in

volves reflexive and nonreflexive clitics. These are just obvious cases 

of overlapping. According to PS Rule, the sequence comprised of [+SPK] 

[-DIR,-REF] is good, thus, strings such as the following are good, since 

they conform to PS rule. 

(132) Me Ie rompieron el vestido. 

[ +SPK] 

This clitic seque~ce is also determined as well-formed according to Gen-

eral Precedence Relation (ii). A natural question that arises here: Do 

we need all the mechanisms/principles which Strozer proposes to account 

for the ordering of clitics in sequence? Can we reduce them to a set of 

few principles for that purpose? General Precedence Relations, as well 

as other rules, such as II-Person Shift, are proposed to account for 

data which do not conform to PS rule. Then, why do we need to propose 

PS rule, in the first place, as a device to account for ordering restric

tions of clitics in sequence? 

Another inadequacy that Strozer's proposal presents is that what 

seems to be the same problem is given two separate accounts, thus, mis

sing a generalization. Recall that Perlmutter's template, as it defines 

the linear order of clitics in sequence, also rules out clitic sequences 

which have two (or more) clitics of the identical form or of identical 

person value. This non-duplicative property of clitic sequences re-

ceives two separate accounts in Strozer's proposal: PS rule, which 

rules out the duplication of se, and DISJOINT REFERENCE FOR CLITICS, 

which rules out the duplication of clitics of the same person value. 
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Another problem which Strozer's analysis presents is shared by 

Perlmutter's also. That is, neither her PS rule nor other mechanims 

give a principled account of what types of clitics can form a sequence 

together. In the PS rule stated in (125), all the clitics appear in 

parethesis, which means that the occurrence of each of the clitics is 

optional. Thus, allY one of ·these "clitic positions" can be filled in

dependently of what other positions are filled (or not filled)22. How 

does Strozer restrict (or permit) certain combinations of clitics? She 

stipulates certain base conditions whose "effect is to filter out as 

ill-formed any base string with direct and/or indirect object clitic or 

a reflexive clitic that does not also contain the corresponding NP 

object or subject, respectively". (1976: 124) However, these base 

conditions are still not sufficient to "filter out" clitic sequences 

such as the following. 

(133) *Maria. se. me. 10k di6 (ello)k (a mi)J'. 
1-1 -J 

REF -DIR +DIR 

This string conforms to the base condition, however, it is ill-formed, 

specifically for the undesirable combination of clitics. Recall that 

Perlmutter's tamplate could also not adequately account for the aspect of 

clitic sequences which concerns the composition in terms of classes. 

Another account of clitic sequences has been given by Rivas 

(ibid.), who proposes a principle that states, "Lines that bind matching 

22. Strozer incorporates one condition into the PS r:ule, which 
dictates the occurrence of one particular type of clitics in relation to 
another type. She states, "The parenthesis around [PRON, +SPK] and 
[PRON, [-DIR] guarantees that the former is chosen only if the latter is 
chosen". (1976: 146) 
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CL/NP pairs cannot cross." (1976: 67) The nom (reflexive) CL makes a 

pair with the nom (subject) NP, the dat CL with the dat NP and the acc 

CL with the ACC NP. 23 The only gcod clitic sequence, according to 

Rivas, is nom dat acc, for only in in this order, lines that bind 

matching CL/NP pairs do not cross, as shown below. 

(134) NP 
nom 
l 

CL 
nom 

I 

CL 
dat 

I 

CL 
acc 

I 

v NP 
acc 

I 

NP 
dat 

1 
(1977: 85) 

In any other order, lines that bind matching CL/NP pairs cross, as shown 

below, yielding an ill-formed clitic sequence. 

(135) a. NP 
nom 

1 

b. NP 
nom 

L 

c. NP 
nom 

d. NP 
nom 

e. NP 
nom 

CL 
nom 

J 

CL 
dat 

I 
CL 

aec 
I 

CL 
dat 

CL 
ace 

I 

CL 
acc 

I 

CL 
nom , 

CL 
nom 

1 

CL 
acc 

I 

CL 
dat 
I 

CL 
dat , 

CL 
acc , 

CL 
dat 
I 

CL 
nom 

I 
CL 

nom , 

v 

v 

v 

v 

v 

NP 
acc , 

NP 
ace , 

NP 
acc 

1 

NP 
ace 

I 

NP 
ace • 

NP 
dat , 

NP 
dat 

l 

NP 
dat 

I 

NP 
dat 

t 
(1977: 86) 

23. As we will see later in 3.6, in order to aceount for the 
"clitic doubling" fact, Rivas postulates that, if the verb is subcate
gorized for a dative or/and an accusative argument, the sentence has, 
in the underlying structure, a CL/NP pair whose members match in ease 
and person, number and gender values. 
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Rivas's analysis of clitic sequences based on the principle of 

binding lines, however, is not sufficient to rule out certain ill-formed 

clitic sequences as shown in (136), (137) and (138) below. 

(136) * Yo 
I 

me 
I 

(137) * 1'0 te 
L-...:::1 

os 
T 

te , (a til 
I 

arrepentiste (a vosotros) 
I 

(138) * Nosotros Ie 10 dieron el libro a Juan 
I I 

In these sentences, the lines that bind matching CL/NP pairs do not 

cross. However, they are still ill-formed. As Perlmutter (with his 

output condition) and Strozer (with some of her precedence relations), 

try to capture, there is a constraint placed on any clitic sequence 

which is based on a purely morphological aspect of clitics: A first 

person clitic cannot precede a second person clitic, etc. Rivas's 

principle does not obviously capture this aspect of clitic sequences. 

Rivas's principle also is inadequate in accounting for clitic sequences 

which contain two types of dative clitics, Le. "true" dative and "bene-

factive" dative. Consider the following configurations. 

(139) a. Ellos me Ie golpearon 
dat dat 

(ben) 

'They struck him on me' 

b.*Ellos Ie me golpearon 
dat dat 

(ben) 
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When the "benefactive" dative clitic coexists with a "true" dative cli-

tic, it does not have a matching NP, since a "clitic doubling" never 

occurs with this clitic in this context,", as shown below. 

(140) *Ellos me. Ie. pegaron a el. a mi. 
-l-J --J --1 

Since the "benefactive" dative clitic never has a matching NP in this 

context, it never gets in the way of the line that binds other pairs of 

CL/NP. Thus, the "benefactive" dative clitic should be able to appear 

to the left or to the right of the "true" dative clit;.ic, as shown in 

(139a) and (b), respectively. However, only the order shown in (a) is 

well-formed. Rivas's principle thus, fails to predict the order of 

"benefactive" dative clitic relative to the "true" dative. 24 In sum, 

the principle of binding line is insufficient since the principle can 

only accollilt for a limited corps of data. 

Both Strozer's and Rivas's accounts of clitic sequences here 

reviewed are only meant to apply to "simple" sentences. As we have 

seen in the previous section, clitic sequences which may be created as a 

consequence of a "movement" rule (in their analyses) receive a separate 

account. For example, Rivas proposes conditions on transformation by 

which he attempts to rule out certain undesirable clitic sequences. As 

24. Rivas stipulates that when the two dative clitics coexist, 
as in (139a), the underlying representation is as in (1) below, and that 
the first dative gets interpreted as "benefactive". 

(1) CL CL V (NP) V has to be subcategorized 
dat dat dat for dat NP. 

I I I 
ben dat. dat. 

1 1 
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we have said, the conditions which clitic sequences must satisfy are the 

same for instances where simple sentences are involved, as well as for 

instances complex sentences with clitics "climbed" are involved. Both 

Strozer's and Rivas's accounts of clitic sequences miss this important 

generalizazation. 

3.5.2 Recapitulation 

As we reviewed various proposals and looked at data, we observed 

that there are several factors involved in determining the well-formed

ness of cli tic sequences. One factor is the "morphological" shape, 

which involves ordering restrictions as well as non-duplicity, of cli

tics in sequence in terms of their forms. Perlmutter's output condi

tion handles this aspect of clitic sequences. Another important factor 

is the constraint placed on the combination of clitics in sequence in 

terms of their classes. For example, two clitics of the same class, 

such as DAT. DAT, cannot coocur in sequence even though they may be mor

phologically we1l-formed. These two factors refer to two different 

aspects of clitic sequences, and both need to be taken into account for 

the adequate description of clitic sequences. 'rhe proposals we have 

reviewed are all inadequate in this respect either for focusing only on 

one of the factors, or failing to identify the two factors at all, or 

not clearly identifying the two factors as two separate properties of 

clitic sequences. Another inadequacy inherent in some analyses in-

volving the description of clitic sequences is that there are two sepa

rate accounts given to clitic sequences, one involving simple sentences 

and the other involving complex sentences (or "clitic climbing). There 
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must be a unified account of instances of clitic sequences, since they 

conform to the same conditions regardless of the environments in which 

they appear. My analysis of clitics proposed in Chapter IV overcome 

the inadequacies inherent in the syntactic analysis in the description 

of clitic sequences. 

3.6 "Clitic Doubling" 

3.6.1 Comparison of Various Theories 

There have been several analyses proposed in an attempt to ac-

count for the phenomenon corrnnonly called "clitic doubling". Here I 

will review, in particular, two analyses, one by Rivas (ibid.) and the 

other by Jaeggli (ibid.), which are proposed within two different 

theoretical frameworks. Of great ll1terest also is a comparison of the 

theories forming the analyses. 

(141) a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 

(142) a. 

b. 
c. 

d. 

e. 

The data to be accounted for is illustrated in the following. 

Veo el mar. 'I see the sea' 
Veo a Juan. ' I see John' 

*Veo a el. --ID veo. , I see him/it' 
*ID veo el mar. 

(*)ID veo a Juan. (Good in Platense Spanish: 'I see John') 
ID veo a el. 'I see him' 

Dieron mucho dinero a Juan. 'They gave a lot of money 
to John' 

*Dieron mucho dinero a el. --Le dieron mucho dinero. 'They gave a lot of money 

Le dieron mucho dinero a 

Le dieron mucho dinero a 

Juan. 

el. 

to him/her' 
'They gave a lot of money 

to John' 
'They gave a lot of money 

to him' 

In (141), we have the verb v(er) 'see', which takes an accusative argu-

mente Verbs such as v (er) can occur with an "object" NP as seen in 
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(141a) and (b); when this NP is [+human], it is accompanied by the pre-

position~, as shown in (b). However, when this NP is pronominal, the 

sentence is ill-formed, as shown in (c). The verb v(er) can occur with 

an accusative c li tic as shown in (d). But the verb cannot have both a 

clitic and an NP when the latter consists of a nonpronominal expression. 

This is shovm in (e) and (f). On the other hand, a clitic and an NP can 

coexist if the latter consists of a pronominal expression as shown in 

(g), yielding a sentence with "clitic doubling". Turning to (142), we 

have the verb d(ar) 'give', which takes a dative arguement as well as 

an accusative argument. Verbs such as d (ar) can occur, as shown in (a), 

with a (dative) object NP, which is always accompanied by the preposi-

tion ~ regardless of whether it is [+human] or not. However, when 

this NP is pronominal, the sentence is ill-formed, as shown in (b). The 

verb d (ar) can occur with a dative clitic attached to it, as shown in 

(c). Different from v(er), however, d(ar) can have both a clitic and 

an NP of any type, pronominal or nonpronominal, yielding a sentence with 

"clitic doubling". This is shown in (d) and (e). 

Rivas postulates that all case-marked object NPs for which the 

verb is subcategorized for, i.e. accusative and dative NPs, must have a 

matching CL in the underlying structure. 25 After a rule of CL/NP 

Agreement checks if CLs and NPs agree in case, person, number and gen-

der, a Rule of CL/NP Deletion applies and deletes either the CL, or the 

25. The reverse does not hold. That is a CL may be base-gene-
rated without a matching NP. Such is the case with the "benefactive" 
clitic which can coexist with a "true" dative clitic. 
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the NP, or none of them. This takes place after all the other syn-

tactic processes have applied. Rivas formulates a Rule of CL/NP 

Deletion as follows. 

(143) Rule of CL/NP Deletion (Rivas) 

Transformationally, 

NP H (/J } ,,<-case --) 2 

[ ~:~·l 
2 

coreferentiality 
condition 1 = 2 

CL 
0( case 

1 2 (1977: 106) 

Rivas claims that whether only the CL, or only the NP remains, or both 

remain in the surface structure, it is sensitive to the case-marking of 

CL/NP pair, to whether the NP is a pronominal or nonpronominal expres-

sion, and in certain situations, to the animacy of the nonpronominal NP. 

Also, Rivas claims that this rule is idiosyncratically language-and-dia-

lect dependent. For standard Spanish , Rivas proposes the following 

rule applications in order to account for data such as that presented 

in (141) and (142). 

(144) a. CL FPron26 ACC, + PRON) 1 + (2) 

b. CL NproNP --) (/J 2 (+ ACC, -PRON) 2 
acc acc 

26. FPron stands for "full pronoun", expressions such as a 
el as seen in (141c) and (g), and (142b) and (e). NproNP stands for 
"nonpronominal NP", expressions such as el mar 'the sea' in (140a), 
a Juan '(to) John' in (141b), and (142a) and (d). 



c. CL 
dat 

NproNP --) 1 
dat 

2 (- ACC, -PRON) 

113 

1 + 227 

(1977: 109) 

For Platense Spanish, in contrast, Rivas proposes the following 

rule application. 

(145) a. CL FPron --) 1 {~] (o(ACC, +PRON) --) 1 + (2) 

b. CL NproNP 
-PRON) acc acc --) (/) 2 (+ ACC, --) 2 

inanim -ANIM 

c. CL NprNP --) 1 2 (+ ACC, -PRON) --) 1 + 2 
acc acc +ANIM 

anim 

d. CL NproNP --) 1 2 (- ACC, -PRON) --) 1 + 2 
dat dat 

(1977: 109) 

Jaeggli (ibid. ) reviews in detail Rivas's analysis of "clitic 

doubling" (among others) • His criticism of Rivas's account is directed 

toward the latter's claim that the rule of CL/NP deletion is idiosyncra-

tically language-and-dialect particular. He argues that if Rivas's 

claims were correct, then, there should be some dialects of Spanish or 

some Romance langllages that would allow sentences such as (141e), re-

peated below, where the nonpronominal NP not preceded by the preposition 

a is "doubled" by a clitic. 

(141) e. *Lo veo el mar. 
(Veo el mar. 'I see the sea') 

27. (144c) will rule out sentences such as (142a) as ungramma
tical. Rivas claim that the dative NP always must be "clitic doubled". 
Though a "clitic doubled" construction is preferred, sentences such as 
(142a), where the dative clitic is not "clitic doubled" are frecuently 
used. Jaeggli holds that with verbs such as dar 'to give', entregar 
'to turn/hand in', etc., whose dative argument expresses the thematic 
role 'goal', "clitic doubling" is not obligatory. 
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However, there is no dialect of Spanish or Romance language that allows 

sentences such as the above. Moreover, Jaeggli points out that Kayne's 

Generalization, stated in (145) below, holds for all the dialects of 

Spanish. 

(145) An object NP may be doubled by a clitic only if the NP is 
preceded by a preposition. 

Jaeggli concludes that Rivas's analysis of "clitic doubling", though may 

it be descriptively adequate, misses Kaynes generalization. As Jaeggli 

proposes an alternative analysis, he defines his goal for a theory of 

Romance clitics as follows: " ••• What is needed is a theory sufficiently 

open to allow for the variet:y found in Romance languages with respect to 

the possibility of clitic doubling. But this theory should also cap--

ture Kayne's generalization, and retain a "special" status for the 

doubling option". (1980: 40) For the purpose of his analysis, Jaeggli 

defines the notion of government, slightly differently from the notion 

of government proposed by Chomsky (1978),28 which he calls s(subcate-

gorization)-government. A verb matrix contains all the subcategoriza-

tion features associated with the verb. An element is said to be s-

governed when it is paired (which is shown by co-indexing) with a sub-

categorization feature of the verb. A clitic (both direct and in-

'direct) absorbs s-govemment, by which Jaeggli means that, "a clitic 

is co-superscripted with a feature +F in a verbal matrix, and this 

28. 0( governs t3 if 0< c-corrnnands ~ and no major category 
boundary appears between ex and ~. 

Jaeggli calls this notion of government c(ategorial)-government in order 
to distinguish it from s-govemment. 
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co-superscripting is unique". (1980: 44) 

Jaeggli proposes two separate accounts of "clitic doubling", one 

involving direct object and the other indirect object, since the distri-

but ion of NPs and CLs is different for cases which involve direct object 

from those which involve indirect object, as contrasted in (141) and 

(142) above. I will first outline his account of "clitic doubling" 

which involves direct object. The data to be accounted for the "clitic 

doubling" of direct object is the following, repeated below for conve-

nience. 

(141) a. Veo el mar. 'I see the sea' 
b. Veo a Juan. ' I see John' 
c. *Veo a el 
d. La veo. 'I see him/it' 
e. * La veo el mar. 
f. (*)La veo a Juan. (Good in Platense Spanish: 'I see John') 
g. La veo a el ') see him' 

The sentences (a) and (b) are grammatical since the complement NP is 

governed and gets Case. The sentences (e) and (f) are ungrammatical 

(in Standard Spanish) since the accusative clitic 10 absorbs govern-

ment, leaving the complement NP ungoverned, and this NP cannot receive 

Case. Recall, however, that, in Platense Spanish, the sentence (f) is 

grammatical. Since the clitic 10 absorbs goverment, leaving the post

verbal position ungoverned, there must be be an extra means to assign 

Case to the complement NP. Jaeggli resolves this problem by postulat-

ing that the preposition a, in this dialect, assigns accusative case 

to the complement NP, yielding a grammatical sentence. From this, 

Jaeggli attributes the dialectal variation regarding the grammaticality 

of the sentences such as (f), to that, while, in Platense Spanish, a is 
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capable of assigning accusative Case to the complement NP, this is not 

so in standard Spanish. He sums up his theoretical postulation stat-

ing, "Cli tic doubling is possible when a language has an extra means of 

assigning case to a lexical NP in object position, aside from the rule 

which depends on government." (1980: 52) Sentences such as (g), are 

accounted for by t..his mechanism of "clitic doubling". The clitic ab-

sorbs govenment, nevertheless, the preposition ~ can assign case to 

the complement NP, 29 allowing a clitic doubling structure. Note that 

this sentence is grammatical in both dialects, however, it is never made 

explicit by Jaeggli why, in this particular case, the preposition ~ can 

be a Case-assigner in both dialects. Sentences such as (c), which are 

ungrammatical in any dialects of Spanish, are ruled out by yet another 

principle, namely "Avoid pronoun", originally proposed by Chomsky 

(1979), and stated as follows. 

(146) Avoid pronoun if PRO is possible. 

Since sentences such as (147) below, where the post-verbal position is 

occupied by PRO, are possible in Spanish, sentences such as (141c) are 

ruled out on the ground that they violate (146). 

(147) Lo veo PRO. 'I see him/it' 

Let us next look at how Jaeggli accounts for the data which in-

volves indirect objects. The data to be accounted for is repeated 

below for convenience. 

29. Jaeggli holds that the preposition a is inserted immedi
ately after the base by a rule stated as follows:-

(/) ---) a / [NF, +accusative] 

-~-------------------------------------
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(142) a. Dieron mucho dinero a Juan. 'They gave a lot of money 
to John' 

b. *Dieron mucho dinero a el. --c. Le dieron mucho dinero. 

d. Le dieron mucho dinero a Juan. 

e. Le dieron mucho dinero a el. --

'They gave a lot of money' 
to him/her' 

'They give a lot of money 
to him, John' 

'They give a lot of money 
to him' 

Differing from direct objects, a lexical indirect object NP can appear 

regardless of the presence or absence of a dative clitic in the string, 

as shown in (a) and (d). Based on this fact, Jaeggli postulates that 

indirect object NPs do not depend on the verb to get Case, differing 

from direct object NPs. He assumes that the verb can assign Case to at 

most one element, and it is always the direct object NP which gets as-

signed Case by the verb. He claims that ~, which precedes dative 

NPs, is a preposition in Spanish, thus, the indirect object NP always 

can receive Case from this preposition, which allows an NP to appear 

independent of whether there is a dative clitic or not, absorbing 

government. There is no reference to sentences such as (b) and (e) 

where there is a pronominal indirect "object NP". Furthermore, it 

is unclear as regards to how (b) is ruled out in his analysis. 

3.6.2 Recapitulation 

We have looked at two analyses of "clitic doubling". While 

Rivas concerns himself with making a descriptive statement of when CL/NP 

pairs (and other possibilities) are allowed to occur, Jaeggli seeks a 

mechanism which licenses the occurence of "object NPs". Their theo-

retical scopes are naturally different since these two analyses are pro-

posed wi thin two different frameworks: Rivas works within "pre-GB" 
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The notion of govern-

ment, which constitutes a nucleus of GB theory, was not yet developed at 

the time Rivas proposed his work on clitics. Rivas's analysis reprents 

the account of "clitic doubling" that was possible within the theoreti

cal framework available at the time. with the surge of GB theory, 

Jaeggli also took a natQr.al direction to describe the same phenomenon. 

There was a parallel theoretical transition, as we have already seen in 

Chapter II, which took place within generative grammar in regards to the 

analysis given to "subjectless" sentences. 

Both studies, in spite of their apparent difference in theo

retical scopes, are focused, nevertheless, on providing mechanisms/ 

principles which describes how varied distribution of NFs and CLs are 

realized in the surface form. What is not explicit in either analysis 

is why some Spanish sentences have an object NF, others a CL and others 

both, showing formal variations. Obviously there is a certain communi

cative function associated with this formal variation. A description 

of how CLs and their coreferent NPs are distributed, no matter how 

elaborate and adequate it may seem, does not provide an explanation for 

why Spanish sentences show formal variations in question. Of course, 

in both Rivas and Jaeggli, it is noted that "clitic doubling" such as 

evidenced in the sentence 10 veo a el 'I see HIM' occurs when there is 

an emphasis placed on the object arguement. However, this fact is not 

explicitly stated in the way the sentence structure is analyzed. A more 

adequate characterization of clitics and "object NPs" is necessary in 
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order to provide a coherent explanation for the formal variation Spanish 

sentences manifest involving clitics and "object NPs". 

3.7. Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have reviewed various theories of clitics of 

Spanish (and of Romance in general), and how they try to account for the 

distribution of clitics. In all previous analyses, an expression which 

consists of a verb and a clitic/clitics are formed in the syntax, regard

less of different positions they take on the generation of clitics. The 

syntactic treatment of the cliticization process leads to postulating a 

series of syntactic operations in order to account for the distribution 

of clitics. One such example is the rule of "Clitic-Verb Inversion" 

proposed by Strozer (ibid.) to account for the alternate positions cli

tics can take relative to the verb they are attached to (enclisis vs. 

proclisis). Another example is a rule of clitic movement coupled with a 

restructuring operation proposed by Rivas (ibid.) etc, for the descrip

tion of the distribution of clitics commonly known as "clitic climbing". 

When clitics are generated in a particular syntactic (configurational) 

position, the proposal of movement rules is a natural consequence in or

der to account for the distribution of clitics. However, as we looked 

at in detail, the transformational analysis to "clitic climbing" runs 

into a number of problems of which it lacks a simple and straightforward 

solution. One such problem is that the movement rule may create ill-

forrred clitic sequences. One example we looked at was strings such as 

*te me 10 permitieron dar, where an ill-formed clitic sequence composed 

of DAT.DAT.ACC has been created as me 10 allegedly have "climbed" from 
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One solution to this problem is 

given by Rivas, who stipulates conditions on the movement rule, res

tricting the movement of certain clitics. However, by giving such a 

solution to the problem, not only does the rule lose generality but al

so certain important geneneralizations to be captured about clitic se

quences are totally missed. Another problematic set of data concerns 

"clitic splitting", where two (or more) clitics (which must occur toge

ther) are separated one from each other; the movement rule could move 

one clitic but not the other (s). In order to block "clitic splitting" 

Strozer stipulates that clitics in sequence must move together. Ano

ther solution to this problem is given by Rivas, who stipulates that 

clitics are generated under a super CL node, and it is this super CL 

node that moves, blocking "clitic splitting". At any rate, the data, 

here again, is accounted for by stipulations and not by rules. To 

recapitulate, in the syntactic analysis of "clitic climbing", the rules 

themselves can account for a very limited set of data; additional meas

ures have to be proposed in order to remedy the inadequacy of the 

rules. 

Clitics in Spanish, without exception, appear attached to a 

verb, and together, they form a word; no lexical item can intervene be

tween the verb and the clitic (s) attached to it. The internal struc-

ture of this word is morphologcally constrained. The place ~1ere a 

clitic or a sequence of clitics can appear relative to the verb is 

sensitive to the type of inflectional suffix attached to the verb, and 

clitics which appear in sequence must conform to some type of "template" 

such as the one proposed by Perlmutter. As we have already seen, these 
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morphologically govern'2d properties of clitics cannot be adequately cap

tured by syntactic measures. Clearly, the alternative analysis of cli

tics in Spanish will be to treat cliticizaion as a lexical (word form

ation) process. One obvious argument in favor of this position is the 

fact that the cliticization of "inherent-se" is a purely lexical pro

cess, and idiosyncratic to the verb to which it attaches. One may 

object to handling cliticization as a lexical process, for accusative 

and dative clitics are syntactically "related" to the verb. It is 

possible to propose an analysis in which the cliticization is treated 

as a word formation process, and yet whatever syntactic "relation" that 

clitics may hold with the verb can be explicitly stated. In the next 

chapter, I will propose an analyisis of inflection and cliticization as 

word (verb) formation processes, and will show that a lexical analysis of 

cliticization offers an account by rules, of the problems which are often 

resolved in a syntactic analysis by some arbitrary stipulations. 

In the final section of this chapter, I reviewed two analyses 

proposed within Generative Grammar, of the so-called phenomenon "clitic 

doubling", one within GB theory, and the other within a "pre-GB" theo

ry. Though may they provide a mechanism which explains how this pheno

menon (or varied distributions of CLs and "object NPs") gets realized, 

neither proposal offers an explanation for why the formal variation 

at issue is evidenced in Spanish. With an exception of f.1igration 

Theory (proposed by Kayne, etc.), in all the theories, it is assumed 

that the grammatical relation, object, is marked by an NP which appears 
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in a particular configurational position, i.e. [NP, VP] in post-verbal 

position. When there is no lexical expression in that position, it is 

assumed that it has been "dropped" or there is an empty category holding 

the position. This analysis of "objectless" sentences is analogous to 

the one given to "subjectless" sentences. As the grammatical relation, 

object, is defined as a nominal phrasal category, clitics (which occur 

with "object NPs") are given a rather obscure characterization, or in 

some analyses there is no clear definition given to these elements. In 

an attermpt to provide an explanation to the the varied distribution of 

CLs and NPs, I propose, analogous to the analysis I gave to inflectional 

properties, that clitics are also syntactic expressions in their own 

right, and there are some specific syntactic functions assigned to them. 

I hold, for example, that OAT and ACC clitics are the instantiation of 

the grammatical relation, object. Thus, sentences such as those shown 

below, which contain ACC or/and OAT clitics but not "object NPs" are 

syntactically complete; there is no argument "missing". 

(143) a. La veo de vez en cuando. 
CL-ACC/3,sg,masc I-see now and then. 
'I see him/it now and then' 

b. Le golpearon con un palo. 
CL-OAT/3,sg,G they-struck with a stick 
'They struck him/her with a stick. 

c. Me los 
CL-OAT/1,sg,G CL-ACC/3,pl,masc 
'They gave them to me yesterday' 

dieron . ayer. 
they-gave yesterday 

Given that clitics in the sentences above instantiate the object argu-

ments which the verb controls, the so-called "object NP" doubled by 

a clitic as shown in sentences in (144) below will be reanalyzed as an 

adjunct whose function is to mark a referential contrast. 



(144) a. Lo veo a el de vez en cuando. 
CL-ACC/3,sg,masc I-see to he now and then. 
'I see him/ it now and then' 

b. Le golpearon a Juan con un palo. 
CL-DAT/3,sg,G they-struck to John with a stick 
'They struck him, John, with a stick. 

c. Me los dieron a m! ayer. 

1·23 

CL-DAT/1,sg,G CL-ACC/3,pl,masc they-gave to me yesterday 
'They gave them to ME yesterday' 

By assigning a more significant syntactic role to clitics, we are able 

to describe Spanish sentence structure more coherently, and, most im-

portantly, we are able to make explicit the correlation between the 

formal variation that Spanish sentences manifest and the discourse 

functions associated with them. In Chapter V, I will elaborate an 

account of "clitic doubling" (as well as of "subject doubling") in con-

junction with the analysis proposed in Chapter IV of inflection and 

cliticization. 



CHAPTER IV 

INFLECTION AND CLITICIZATION: A LEXICAL ANALYSIS 

The purpose of this chapter is to propose an analysis of inflec

tion and cliticization as lexical processes, more specifically, as verb 

formation processes, and show the interplay between morphology and syn

tax in the grammar of Spanish. In Chapter II, we have seen that ana

lyzing the inflectional properties as an instantiation of grammatical 

"agreement" poses some problems. Most crucially, representing the 

inflectional properties of the sentence as a "syntactic" constituent, 

which gets realized as the verb affix, proves to be inadequate, for, in 

Spanish, not all the inflectional properties at issue are localized in 

the verb, but are distributed throughout what is traditionally the VP. 

In my analysis, I have argued that the inflectional properties them

elves are the manisfestation of the grammatical relation, the subject, 

which we have defined as a unification of feature values extracted from 

these inflectional properties. My position presupposes that inflection 

be handled as a lexical process. The advantage of handling inflectional 

morphology in the lexicon as a word formation process is evident: It can 

account for the distribution of the inflectional properties, something 

the syntactic treatment cannot do adequately. Several studies have 

argued, though for a different reason, that inflectional morphology be 

handled in the lexicon, instead of in syntax (and later in phononology) • 

124 
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One such study is proposed by Lieber (1980), who bases her claim on data 

from German and Latin. TUrning to cliticization, there has been no ana

lysis proposed, to date, handling it as a lexical process. This chapter 

will shaN that a lexical analysis of cliticization offers a far more 

adequate and elegant account of the distribution of clitics in Spanish 

than a syntactic analysis. 

Before I propose the analysis, I will summarize the framework, 

namely, categorial grammar. However, I will limit myself to making ex

plicit only those very basic asswnptions and notations which will faci

litate the comprehension of the analysis proposed in this chapter. 

4.1. Framework 

categorial grammar was originally proposed by Ajdukiewicz 

(1967), Bar-Hilllel (1953), Lambek (1961) et aI, as an alternative for

malism for context-free (CF) grammar. The most unique character of the 

theories based on categorial grammar is relating the constituents of a 

composite expression to the mathematical notations, function and argu

ment. There are two basic "components" in categorial grammar. One 

is an "inventory" of expressions where they are assigned to sets indexed 

by categories, which at one and the same time determine their syntactic 

and semantic properties. The other is a set of combinatory operations 

which construct complex expressions. 

4.1.1. Categories 

Every element or vocabulary of a language is assigned to one or 

more categories, and every category is either basic or complex. The 

... --------------------------------------
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second type of categories are defined in a way which specifies what type 

of expressions they can be combined with and what type of expressions 

result. To see some example of complex categories, suppose that we pos-

tulate two basic (syntactic) categories, VP and NP. Then, transi ti ve 

verbs will be defined as a set of expressions which belong to the com-

plex category VP/NP. This simply means that expressions which belong to 

this category take expressions which belong to CAT NP and yield expres-

sions which belong to CAT VP. Ditransitive verbs can be defined as a 

set of expressions which belong to CAT (VP/NP) /NP. This means that ex-

pressions which belong to this category take expressions of CAT NP and 

yields expressions which take expressions of CAT NP and yields expres-

sions of CAT VP. Thus, once we define basic categories for a given 

language, all the other categories can be recursively defined. 

Expressions which belong to complex categories are thought of as 

functions from one set of expressions into another set. For example, 

transitive verbs, i.e VP/NP, are functions from the set of expressions 

of CAT NP into the set of expressions of CAT VP. There are several 

ways in which the notion of function can be understood. Oehrle et al. 

(1987) states the following in this regard. 

In l1lClthel1lCltical contexts, there are a variety of ways in which 
the notion of a function has been explicated ••• Two of these 
stand out. In one, a function is thought of as a procedure, 
operation, or computer program, with a well-defined dOl1lClin (or 
ordered set of n dOl1lClins) of possible arguments, which yields 
a unique result when it is given an argument (or n arguments) 
in the dOl1lClin (s) • In t:('ie other, a function is thought of rrore 
statically as simply a relation between sets (rrore generally, n 
sets) such that given any argument (or sequence of arguments) in 
the first (n-1) set (s) there is a unique member of the second 
(or nth) set in the relation. 

(1987: 3-4) 
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I assume that W1inflected verbs as well as inflectional suffixes 

and clitics are stored in the lexicon where they are assigned to cate-

gories in accordance with their syntactic properties. As we shall see 

in detail, inflectional suffixes as well as clitics are assigned to com

plex categories, as they are defined as fW1ctions from a particular set 

of expressions into another. 

In my analysis I propose categories of the form X/W.Y. This 

simply means that expressions indexed by this category take two argu-

ments, W and Y, and yield expressions of X. In this representation, W 

and Yare W10rdered arguments. Thus, the two categories X/Y.W and X/W.Y 

are interchangeable. An example of expressions which belong to this 

type of category are di transi ti ve verbs, which take a DAT and an ACC 

argument and yield a VP, hence, VP/NPDAT.NPACC. The categories 

X/W.Yand X/Y.W can also be represented as (X/W)/Y and (X/Y)/W, res-

pectively. The two fW1ction sets X/W.Y and (X/W)/Y, or X/Y.W and 

(X/Y)/Ware isomorphic. with the notions of interchange and of iso

morphism, the four categories, i.e. X/W.Y, X/Y.W, (X/W)/Yand (X/Y)/W 

are associated with the same set of entities. 

4.1.2. Combination Rules 

Turning to the operations which construct complex expressions, 

there are two types: 1. Function/argument application, and 2. fW1ctional 

composition, as schematized in (1) and (2), respectively, below. 

(1) 

(2) 

X/Y Y 

X/Y Y/Z 

---) X 

---) X/Z 

(Function/argument Application) 

(Functional Compos~ion) 

X, Y and Z, in these rules, are to be read as variables which represent 
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some category. X, Y and Z may represent basic categories such as NP, 

VP, etc, as well as complex categories such as VP/NP, etc. In both 

rules the leftmost category is called functor and the rightmost argu

ment. The rule in (1) is to be read as "expressions of CAT X/Y take ex

pressions of CAT Y and maps them into expressions of CAT X." The effect 

of the propositional calculus here is the cancellation of the argument 

part of the functor and the argument, i.e. Y. The rule in (2) is to be 

read as "expressions of CAT X/Y take expressions of CAT Y/Z and map them 

into expressions of CAT X/Z." The effect of the propositional calculus 

here is the cancellation of the argument part of the functor and the 

resultant part of the argument, i.e. Y. This operation combines 

two functions, i.e. X/Y and Y/Z, to form a new function i.e. X/Z. The 

lexical rules which I propose to combine various elements involved in 

inflection and cliticization are based on these two operations. How

ever, in my analysis, I assume that the slash notation in these opera

tions does not indicate the direction as to which way the argument ex

ression must be concatenated; the actual linear order of the expressions 

combined will be defined by separate principles governed by various 

properties particular to Spanish. I will state the linear order of the 

elements combined either by proposing a general convention or by incor

porating it into the rule formulation. The operations as stated in 

(1) and (2) above are defined over syntactic categories, such as VP, NP, 

etc. It is asswned that syntactic rules and categories have a func

tional correspondence with rules of semantic interpretation. I will 

remain, however, uncommitted in regard to how the rule of interpretation 

which corresponds to each syntactic rule is represented • 

.. _ .. _----------------------------------------
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4.2. Three Types of Verbs in Spanish 

From the point of view of morphological composition, we can 

identify three different forms, as shown below, which we can call 

"verbs" in Spanish. 

(3) Symbol Composition Examples 

V bare verbs visit- 'visit' 
0 

VI (Vo ' inflectional suffix) visit-o 'I visit' 

V2 (VI' clitic (s) ) 10 visito 
'I visit him/it' 

visitarlo 
'to visit him/it' 

Since, by adding an inflectional suffix to a Vo ' we obtain a VI' and by 

adding a clitic or a clitic sequence to a VI' we obtain a V2, inflec

tion and cliticization can be viewed as functions which map Vo into VI' 

and VI into V2' respectively. Thus, the general schemata for the mor

phological processes, inflection and cliticization, will be as follows. 

(4) a. Verb Formation Rule I : Inflection 

---> 

where (r) is an inflectional suffix. 

b. Verb Formation Rule (2): Cliticization 

(CL): (VI) ---> (V2) 

where (CL) may consist of one clitic or 
a sequence of clitics. 

However, the above schemata do not show the internal structure of the 

output, Vl or V2, that is, the position of the inflectional suffix (r) 
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relative toVo or that of CL relative to V1• Whereas the position of 

(r) relative to V is constant, i.e. to the right of V , the position o 0 

of CL relative to V1 is sensitive to the type of suffix that V
1 

con-

tains. Recall, from Chapter III, that CL attaches to the left of V
1 

if 

it contains an inflectional suffix of either indicative or subjunctive 

mood, while CL attaches to the right of V
2 

if it contains an inflec

tional suffix of either infinitive, gerundive or imperative mood. Thus, 

the V 1 to which CL attaches must be specified for one or the other. 

Let us propose features (+finite) and (-finite); let the former stand 

for indicative and subjunctive mood, the latter for the infinitive, 

gerundive and imperative mood. I will assume that these features are 

carried over from (r) to V1 ' and to V2• Taking this into account, we 

can refine the schemata proposed in (4) as follows. 

(5) a. Verb Formation Rule (1): Inflection 

(r) ---) (V V + r ) 
1 0 

( O(finite) ( o(finite) 

where i. (r) is an inflectional suffix; 
ii. C( ranges over + or -; (+fininte) 

stands for the indicative or the 
subjunctive mood, whereas (-finite) 
stands for the infinitive, the ger
undive or the imperative mood. 

b. Verb Formation Rule (2): Cliticization 

i. (CL) : 

ii. (CL) 

(+finite) 

(V
2

) ---) 

(-finite) 

(+finite) 

(V V1 + CL) 
2 
(-finite) 

Some examples of the above processes are illustrated below. 



(6) (r-o) 

(7) 

(+finite} 

( -ar) 
r 

(-finite} 

(8) (CL 10) 

(9) (CL 10) 

(v visit-) ---) 

0 

(v visit-) ---) 

0 

(V visito) --) 

1 
(+finite} 

(V visitar) ---) 

1 
(-finite} 
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(v visit+o) 'I-visit' 
1 

(+finite} 

(v visit+ar) 'to visit' 
1 

(-finite} 

(V lo+visito) 
2 

'I-visit him/it' 

(V .. 1) 1 VlSltar+ 0 

2 
'to visist him/it' 

Notice that by adding an inflectional suffix to a Vo,and, fur

ther a CL to a V1 , we are not simply building "words" which are morpho

logically more complex, but, at each step, forming an expression with a 

particular syntactic property. Take, for example, inflection. Accord-

ing to Chapter II, the addition of an inflectional suffix to a Vo in-

stantiates the subject by (partially) specifying its value. It also 

gives a temporal value. Turning to cliticization, observe (8) and (9). 

The attachement of the ACC clitic 10 to the verb visito 'I-visit' or 

visitar 'to visit' satisfies its argument structure, for 10 instantiates 

the object argument that visit- 'visit' controls. In the schemata (Sa) 

and (b), however, these "changes" in syntactic property which take place 

along with the morphological processes at issue are not at all cap-

tured. I will further refine Verb Formation Rules I and II in such a 

way that these "changes" in syntactic property will be reflected in the 

rules. 

1. In orthography, the combination of an inflected verb and a 
CL is written as two separate words as in 10 visito when the CL procli
ticizes, whereas it is written as a single word as in visitarlo when it 
encliticizes. 
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4.3. Basic Categories 

I propose three basic categories for the purpose of my analysis 

of inflection and cliticization: P(roposition), VP and NP. Following 

the discussion in Chapter II, I define CAT P as a set of expressions 

which contain the following four elements. 

1. Argument Categorizing Element. 

2. Argument Structure which the ACE is associated with. 

3. Subject, which is defined as a set of values comprised of person, 

number and gender as follows: 

(0( person, ~ number, 'I genderJsubject 

where 0< ranges over 1, 2, 3, (Non-2) and P; 
(3 ranges over singular, plural and N; 
"i ranges over masculine, feminine and G. 

4. Temporal Properties. 

The ACE is instantiated by a bare verb. The Argument Structure may be 

instantiated by lexical expressions or clitics. The subject is a uni-

fication of the values expressed in the inflectional properties in terms 

of person/number as well as gender/number, the latter of which is op-

tional. The temporal properties are marked in the verb suffix. The 

strings below exemplify some expressions of CAT P. 

(10) visito 
visit-ind/pres-1/sg 

ACE: 
Arg: 

Subject: 
Temporal Prop: 

a Maria. 
prep. Mary 

visit- 'visit' 
a Maria '(to) Mary' 
(1, sg, GJ 

'I visit Mary' 

(+tenseJ (indicative/present) 



(11) estar 
be-inf-P/N 

enferrna 
sick-fem/sg 

'being sick' 

ACE: 
Arg: 

Subject: 
Temporal Prop: 

est- 'be' 
en£errna 'sick' 
(P, sg, fern) 
(-tense) (infinitive) 

(12) dame el libro 
give-imp-2/sg CL:DAT-1/sg the book 

ACE: 
Arg: 

Subject: 
Temporal Prop: 

d- 'give' 
me 'me', el libro 'the book' 
(2, sg, G) 
(-tense) (imperative) 
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The second basic category which I propose is VP. VP is defined 

as a set of entities which are comprised of an ACE and the complements it 

controls. 

The-last basic category to be proposed is NP. This category is 

defined as a set of expressions which have a noun as its head. Expres-

sions vmich belong to this category may consist of one single word, such 

as el 'he', Juan 'John', etc., or of a phrase, such as un hombre guapo 

'a hand-some man', etc. 

4.4. Mapping from Vo into V1 : Inflection 

I assume that, in the lexicon, each Vo is specified as to the 

type of argument structure it takes, and this is done by categorial as-

signment. In order to represent the argument structure in a generalized 

term, I will adopt the $ Convention proposed by Steedman (1984), which 

is formulated as follows. 

The $ Convention. Let X and Y be any two categories. Let X$ 
be some member of the set Eo of categories recursively defined as 
the smallest set such that X e z: ,and for all categories 0(' , (3 , 
if 0{ E Z. then (0(/ ~)e Z. • Then for any categories Z ••• Z, 
if X$ = ( ••• (X/Z )! ... )/Zl' then Y$ is the correspondtng n 
category (... (y/2n ) / ..• ) Zl. 

(1984: 532) 
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If VP is a set of entities comprised of an ACE and its complements, as 

we have defined above, then, all Vos can be assigned to categories which 

belong to the set of categories V$. Below are some examples of Vos 

with various values representing $. 

(13) Category Examples 

VP camin- 'walk' (Intransitive Verb) 

VP/NPACC visit- 'visit' 
(Transitive verb) 

VP/NPDAT peg- 'hit,2 

VP/NPDAT·NPACC d- 'give' (Ditransitive Verb) 

The argument NPACC can be instantiated either by a noun phrase such as 

el libro 'the book' or a noun phrase accompanied by preposition a such 

as a Maria '(to) Mary'. The NP is accompanied by ~ only when it is 

[+human]. The argument NPDAT is always instantiated by a noun phrase 

accompanied by the preposition ~ such as a Maria '(to) Mary'or a la 

~ '(to) the table'; the occurrence of a does not depend on whether 

the NP is [+human] or not. I propose that ditransitive verbs are as-

signed to CAT VP/NPDAT.NPACC' This simply means that any expression of 

this category takes two arguments, NPDAT and NPACC ' to yield an expres

sion of CAT VP, and the linear order of the two argments is unspecified. 

The following sentences illustrate the two different linear orders of 

the two arguments. 

(14) a. Juan no da nada a nadie. 
'John does not give anything to anybody' 

2. The verb ~ has another argument structure associated with 
it, that is, VP/NPACC ' In this case, ~ has the meaning 'stick, paste'. 
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b. Juan no da a nadie nada. 
'John does not give (to) anybody anything' 

(15) a. Entregaron los documentos al consul. 
'They handed in the documents to the consul' 

b. Entregaron al consul los documentos. 
'They handed in (to) the consul the documents' 

The noun phrase (which excludes clitics) in Spanish cannot be 

formally distinguished as ACC or DAT. However I assume, as in (13), 

that the noun phrase which constitutes an argument of a verb is marked 

for case, i.e. AOC or DAT. One piece of evidence which supports this 

assumption is that there is one important syntactic distinction to be 

made between an ACC noun phrase and a DAT noun phrase: An ACC argument 

can be passivized while a DAT argument cannot. This is illustrated in 

the sentences below. 

(16) a. Visistaron a mi hermano. 'They-visited my brother I 
ACC 

b. Mi hermano fue visitado. 'My brother was visited' 

(17) a. pegaron a mi hermano. 'They-hit my brother' 
DAT 

b.*Mi hermano fue pegado. 

(18) a. otorgaron el premio Nobel al ministro. 
ACC DAT 

'They granted the Nobel prize to the minister' 

b. El premio Nobel fue otorgado al ministro. 
'The Nobel prize was given to the minister' 

c.*El ministro fue otorgado el premio Nobel. 

The argument structure - the value $ represents - is not re-

stricted to those seen in (13). In (19) are shawn some Vos associ-

ated with other types of argument structure. 

(19) VP/Pinf pod- 'can' 
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VP/Pger est- 'be' 

VP/que Pind cre- 'believe' 

VP/que Psub dud- 'doubt' 

Pinf represents an infinitival complement, while Pger a gerundive corn

plement. 3 Que Pind represents that clause with the verb in the in-

dicative mood, while ~ P sub represents that clause with the verb in 

th ub · . mood 4 e s ]unctlve • Some Vos have several argument structures as-

sociated with them, thus, they can receive multiple categorial assign-

ments. An example of such a case is given below. 

3. Since I do not postulate a bipartite structure, i.e. an NP 
and a VP, for propostions, the control phenomenon would be handled in a 
way different from GB type of analysis. 

4. Some infinitival or ~ complement are accompanied by a 
preposition. The infinitival complement can be accompanied by various 
prepositions such as a, de, ~, etc., as shown below. 

(1) Empezare a estudiar matematicas. 
'I will start studying mathematics' 

(2) Tratare de comunicar a Jaime. 
'I will try to contact James' 

(3) Acabe ~ hacerlo. 
'I ended up doing it' 

The ~ complement can also be accompanied by the preposition ~. 

(4) Me obligaron a que dejara mis estudios. 
'They forced me to leave my studies' 

(5) Estoy esperando a que llegue mi marido. 
'I am waiting for my husband to arrive' 

It is the idiosyncracy of a given verb whether it takes P. or ~ P 
accompanied by a preposition or not. In the discussion ~follow, I 
will use the symbol Pinf or ~ P to refer to an infinitival P or ~ 
P, respectively, both accompanied and unaccompanied by a preposition. 



(20) 

qJler
'want' 

VP/NPACC 

VP/Pinf 

VP/qJle P sub 
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Obviously the argument structures observed in (13) and those in (19) do 

not exhaust all the possible argument structures in Spanish. However, 

such consideration is beyond the scope of the present investigation. 

Turning to Vis (inflected verbs), since they take whatever com

plement (s) they control and yield expressions of P , Vis are assigned 

to categories which belong to the set of categories P$ (for any inter-

pretation of the variable '$'). Therefore, inflectional suffixes which 

map Vos into Vis belong to CAT P$ /VP$. However, there is a condition 

that holds across the value of the two variables: the two $s must be 

identical. In order to capture this condition, I will use another 

variable, i.e. X, to represent the argument structure. Thus, inflec-

tiona I suffixes are assigned to CAT (P/X) / (VP/X) , where X stands for any 

type of argument structure including (/). 

From the above, I propose the general schema for the morphologi-

cal process, inflection, as follows. 

(21) Verb Formation Rule I : Inflection 

(r) (P/X)/(VP/X): (Vo)vp/x ---> (ViVo + r)p/x 

(0<: finite) (0(' finite) 

where i. (r) represents an inflectional suffix; 
ii. 0< ranges over + or - ; (+finite) stands for 

the indicative or subjunctive mood, whereas 
(-finite) stands for the infinitive, gerundive 
and imperative mood; 

iii. X represents any type of argument structure. 

Some examples of this operation are illustrated below. 
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(22) (r -0) (P/X)/(VP/X): (V visit-)vp/NP 
o ACC 

---> ( visit + 0) 
VI P/NPACC 

(+finite) (+finite) 'I-visit' 

(23) (r -ar) (P/X) / (VP/X) : (V visit-)vp/NP ---> ( visit + ar) P/NP 
o ACC VI ACC 

(-finite) (-finite) 'to visit' 

4.5. Mapping from VI into V2: Cliticization 

The purpose of this section is to propose a general schema for 

the cliticization process: Mapping from VI into V2• A V2 may have a 

single clitic or a sequence of clitics attached to it. I postulate 

~at, when several clitics are attached to a VI' the whole sequence is 

combined with the VI in one step, instead of adding one clitic at a 

time. My position requires that clitic sequences be formed separately 

in the lexicon prior to the operation of cliticization. We will first 

look at single clitics; what categories they are assigned to and how 

they are combined with inflected verbs. I will formulate a pair of 

general rules for the cliticization of single clitics. Then, we will 

return to clitic sequences; how they are formed and to what categories 

they are assigned. The cliticization rules will be further refined in 

order to handle all types of CLs,i.e. single clitics as well as clitic 

sequences. From now on, I will abbreviate NPACC and NPOAT simply as ACC 

and OAT, respectively, in the categorial representation. 

4.5.1. Cliticization of Single Clitics 

As we have discussed in Chapter III, we have six types of 

(single) clitics in Spanish, as illustrated in the strings below. 

(24) a. La visito. 

b. I.e pegaron. 

'I visit her/it' 

'They hit him/her' 

(ACC) 

(OAT) 



c. Me 11ovi6. 'It rained on me' 

d. Se arrepinti6. IS/he repented (him/herself)' 

e. Nos comimos la carne' 'We ate (up) the meat' 

(BEN) 

(Inh-se) 

(Exc-se) 

f. Se dice que llovera. 'They (unspec) say it'll rain' (Imp-se) 
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Let us start with ACC clitics. Consider the string (25a) above. This 

string, which is a V2, is an expression of CAT P, since it contains all 

the elements required of an expression of P. Given that la visito 'I 

visit her/it' is of CAT P, and visito 'I visit' is of CAT P/ACC, then, 

the ACC clitic will be assigned to CAT P/(P/ACC). However, the attach-

ment of an ACC clitic to a V1 does not always yield a V2 of P, as shown 

in (26) below. 

(25) a. La dejaron correr. } 'Th 1 t/ 11 ed h t ' 
b. La dejaron que corriera. ey e a ower 0 run 

ACC clitics can take a V1 of P/(ACC.Pinf) to yield a V2 of P/Pinf as in 

(25a), or a V2 of Pique Psub as in (25b). Thus, ACC clitics can be also 

assigned to CAT (P/Pinf)/(P/ACC.Pinf) or (P/que Psub)/(P/Acc.que Psub). 

The generalized category for ACC clitic, therefore, is (P/X)/(P/ACC.X), 

5 where X can be (/J, Pinf , ~ Psub' etc. For the cliticization of ACC 

clitics, I propose the following two rules. 

5. Some verbs of P/ACC.X take an infintival complement or ~ 
complement accompanied by a preposition a, as shown in the examples 
below. -

(1) La forzaron {a caminar. } 'Th f ed h' t lk' a que caminara. ey orc 1m 0 wa 

(2) No me obligueS{a pagar por ti. l'Do t bl' t f ' 
t ' no 0 1ge me 0 payor you a que pagara por 1. 

See Note 4, for Pinf or ~ P accompanied by a preposition. 



(26) Cliticization: ACC Clitics 

a. (CL) (P/X)/(P/ACC.X) : (V1)P/ACC.X ---> (V CL + V1)P/X 
2 

(+finite) 

b. (CL) (P/X)/(P/ACC.X) 

(-finite) 

where X = 0, Pinf or ~ P sub. 

(27a) and (b) below illustrate examples of the above rules. 

(27) a. (CLIo) (P/X)/(P/ACC.X): {V visito)P/ACC---> (V 10 + visito)p 
1 2 

(+finite) 'I visit him/it' 

b. (CLIo) (P/X)/(P/ACC.X): {V visitar)P/ACC---> (V visitar +lo)p 
1 2 
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(-finite) 'to visit him/it' 

Turning to OAT clitics, consider the string (24b) , repeated 

below. 

(24) b. I.e pegaron. 'They hit him/her' 

This string, which is a V2 ' is an expression of P, since it has all the 

elements required for a string to be an expression of P. Given that Ie 

pegaron 'they hit him/her' is an expression of P and pegaron 'They hit' 

is of P/OAT, then, the OAT clitic will be assigned to CAT P/(P/OAT). How-

ever, the attachment of a OAT clitic to a V1 does not always yield a V2 

of P, as shown in (28a) , (b), (c) and (d) below. 

(28) a. I.e doy el libro. 'I give him/her the book' 

b. I.e permito salir. 'I permit him/her to go out' 

c. I.e permito que salga. 'I permit him/her to go out' 

d. Te prometo que no 10 har~. 'I promise you that I won't do it' 

A OAT clitic can take a V1 of P/OAT.ACC and yield a V2 of P/ACC as shown 

in (28a) , or it can take a V1 of P/OAT.Pinf and yield a V2 of P/Pinf 
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as shown in (28b) , or it can take a V1 of P/DAT.~ Psub and yield a V
2 

of P/~ Psub as shown in (28c) , or it can take a VI of P/DAT.~ Pind 

and yield a V2 of P/~ Pind as shown in (28d). Thus, DAT clitics can be 

also assigned to other categories such as (P/ACC)/(P/DAT.ACC), (P/Pinf)/ 

(P/DAT.Pinf ), (P/que Psub)/(P/DAT.que Psub). The generalized category 

for DAT clitics, therefore, is (P/X)/P/DAT.X), where X may be $, ACC, 

6 
Pint' ~ Psub ' and ~ Pind etc. From the above discussion, the 

following two rules can be formulated to attach a DAT clitic to a VI. 

(29) Cliticization: DAT clitics 

(+finite} 

b. (CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) 

(-finite} 

where X = $, ACC, (a) Pinf or que P. 

Examples of the above operations are illustrated below. 

(30) a. i. (CLle ) (P/X) (P/DAT.X): (V
l
pegO)P/DAT---> (v

2
le + pego)p 

(+finite} 'I hit him/her' 

ii. (CLle ) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X): (v
1

dOY)P/DAT.ACC --->(V2le+dOY)p/ACC 

(+finite} 'I give him/her' 

b. i. (CLle ) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X): (v
l
pegar)P/DAT ---> (v

2
pegar + le)p 

(-finite} 'to hit him/her' 

6. Some verbs of P/DAT.X take an infinitival complement accom
panied by the preposition~, as shown below. 

(1) Me ensefiaron a esquiar. 'They taught me how to ski' 

(2) I.es persuadf a llegar temprano. 'I pursuaded them to arrive early' 
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ii. (CLle ) (P/ACC)/(P/OAT.ACC) (V1dar)p/OAT.ACC--~>(V2dar+le)p/ACC 

(-finite) 'to give him/her' 

The so-called "benefactive dative" clitics can occur with both 

intransitive and transitive verbs, as illustrated below. 

(31) Me llovi6 ayer. (intransitive verb) 
'it rained on me yesterday' 

(32) me maltrataron a mi hijo. (transitive verb) 
'They mistreated my son on me' 

The BEN clitic can be combined with a V1 of CAT P as seen in (31), 

i.e. Ilovi6 'it rained' as well as with a V1 of CAT P/ACC as seen in 

(32), i.e. maltrataron 'they mistreated'. Since the combination of a 

BEN plus a V1 of P as in me Ilovi6 is still an expression of P, and 

that of a BEN clitic plus a V1 of CAT P/ACC as in me maltrataron is 

still an eA~ression of P/ACC, the BEN clitic is assigned to the cate-

gory PIP or (P/ACC)/(P/ACC); to generalize, (P/X)/(P/X), where X = 0 

or ACC. 7 

7. Here the variable X cannot be OAT for sentences where a 
BEN clitic alone is attached to a VI of P/OAT are ill-formed, as 
shown in the sentence below. 

(1) *Me pegaron a Juan. 
CL-1,sg they-hit to John 

As we shall see in Chapter V, the ACC clitic is in complementary distri
bution with the (nonpronominal) NP, while the OAT clitic is not. In 
other words, the "doubling" of an ACC cli tic and a lexical NP is not 
allowed, whereas that of a OAT clitic and a lexical NP is. Thus, me in 
(32), which could be interpreted as ACC cannot possibly be associated 

with the nominal a mi hijo '(to) my son', and me can properly be in
terpreted as BEN. On the other hand, in (1) above, since dative clitic 
doubling with a lexical NP is allowed (and it is more· COlTm:::m and pre
ferred), me, which can be interpreted as OAT, gets naturally associ
ated with tl1e nominal. Since me and a Juan are not compatible in 
values, the sentences (1) is uninterpretable. 
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For the cliticization of BEN clitics, I propose the following schemata. 

(33) Cliticization: BEN clitics 

[-l-finite) 

b. (CL) (P/X)/(P/X): (V1)P/X ---> (v Vi + CL)p/x 
2 

[-finite) 

where X=0 or ACC. 

Some examples of the above operations are illustrated below. 

(34) 

a. i. (CLme ) (P/X)/(P/X): (V 11ovi6)p ---> (V me 11ovi6)p 
1 2 

[+finite) lit rained on mel 

ii. (CLme ) (P/X)/(P/X): (V maltrataron)p/ACC ---> (V me maltrataron)p/ACC 
1 2 

[+finite) Ithey mistreated on mel 

b. i. (CLme ) (P/X)/(P/X): (V llover)p ---> (V lloverme)p 
1 2 

[-finite) Ito rain on me I 

ii. (CLme) (P/X)/(P/X): (V maltratar)p/ACC ---> (V maltratarme)p/ACC 
1 2 

[-finite) Ito mistreat on mel 

Let us now look at the so-called "inherent-se". Certain verbs in 

Spanish ~lst be always accompanied by a clitic, i.e. inherent-se, in 

order to be an acceptable expression. Some sentences with this type of 

verb are given below. 

(35) Me arrepintf inmediatamente. 'I repented myself immediately' 

(36) c..por que te quejas todo el tiempo? 'Why do you complain all ~e 
tlrne? 

Since expressions such as me arrepentf and te quejas are of CAT P and 
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those such as arrepent{ and guejas are of CAT p/seinh , inherent-se will 

be assiged to CAT P/ (p/seinh), a function which takes an expression of 

p/seinh and maps it into an expression of P. For the cliticization of 

inherent-se, I propose the following schemata. 

(37) Cliticization: Inherent-se 

a. (CL)p/(p/se
inh

) : (V1)p/se
inh 

---> (v2CL + V1)p 

(+finite} 

(V1)p/se
inh 

---> (V2Vl + CL)p 

(-finite} 

Some examples of the above operations are illustrated below. 

(38) a. (CLme)p/(p/se
inh

): (Vlarrepent!)p/seinh---> (V2me+arrepentf)p 

(+finite} 'I repented myself' 

b. (CLme)p/(p/se
inh

): (Vlarrepentir)p/seinh---> (V2arrepentir+me)p 

(-finite) 'to repent myself' 

The so-called "exclusionary-se" can occur both with intransi-

tive verbs and transitive verbs. However, the transitive verbs which 

can have exclusionary-se attached to them are limited to those which 

take an ACC argument, those which take a DAT argument can never have 

this clitic attached to them. 8 Consider first the following strings. 

(39) a. Voy a la oficina los lunes y los jueves. 
'I go to the office on Mondays and Thursdays' 

b. Me voy de vacaciones a fines de julio. 
'I go/leave for vacation at the end of July. 

8. This statement only applies to a "signle" verb. As we shall 
discuss in 4.6, there are "complex" verbs of category P/ (P/seh1h.DAT) , 
which can have an Inh-se attached to them (along with a DAT cTI1:ic) • 



(40) a. No como carne. 'I do not eat meat' 

b. Ya me comi la comida. Ahora, sfrveme el postre. 
'I already ate up the meal. Now, serve me the dessert' 

Exclusionary-se can also occur with a copula est- 'be (somewhere)' as 

shown below. 

(41) a. Estuve en Mexico de vacaciones. 
'I was in Mexico on vacation' 

b. Me estuve en Mexico por dos meses. 
'1 was/ stayed in Mexico for two weeks' 
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The semantics of exclusionary-se is to emphasize that there is no out-

side party or force, but the party that stands as the subject argument 

that is involved in the realization of the state of affair expressed in 

the predicate. I assign the three representative verbs which can occur 

with exclusionary-se to the following categories. 

(42) Category Item 

vp/seexc i- 'go' 

VP/seexc·ACC com- 'eat' 

VP/seexc·pp est- 'be' 

The inflected forms of the above three verbs, i. e. voy 'I go', comiste 

'you ate' and estuve 'you were', are of CAT P / se ,P / se • ACC and exc exc 

p/seexc.pp, respectively. The attachment of exclusionary-se to these 

verb forms yields expressions of P, P/ACC and P/PP, respectively. Thus, 

exclusionary-se can be assigned to three different categories: P/ 

(p/seexc)' (P/ACC)/(p/seexc.ACC) or (P/PP)/(p/seexc.pp). The gener-

alized CAT for Exc-se, therefore, is (P/X)/(P/se .X), where X=0, ACC, - exc 

PP. For the cliticization of exclusionary-se, I propose the schemata 

in (43). 



(43) C1iticization: Exc1usionary-se 

a. (CL) (P/X)/(p/seexc.X): (V1) (p/seexc.X) ---) (V
2 

CL + V1)P/X 

(+finite} 

b. (CL) (P/X)/(p/seexc.X): (V1) (P/seexc.X) ---) (V
2 

Vi + CL)p/x 

(-finite} 

where X=0, ACC or PP. 

Some examples of the above operations are illustrated below. 

(44) a. (CLme) (P/X)/(p/seexc.X): (V vOY)p/se ---) (v me + vOY)p 
1 exc 2 

(+finite} 'I-leave' 

b. (CLme) (P/X)/(p/seexc.X): (Vlir)p/seexc ---) (V
2 

ir + me)p 

(-finite} 'me to leave I 

The last clitic to consider is the so-called limpersona1-se". 

Sentences with impersona1-se are always interpreted as having an un-
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specified human subject, where the verb inflection invariably shows 3rd 

person, singular. Impersona1-se can be combined with ViS of any cate

gory except for V1s of p/seinh or p/seexc •9 Consider the following 

strings. 

(45) Se vive bien en este pats. 
"'People/they (unspec.) live well in this country I 

(46) Se entrevista al Presidente en 1a sa1a A. 
lifhey (unspec.) interview the President in the room A I 

(47) En esta escue1a se pega a los muchachos con un palo. 
I In this school they (unspec.) hit the children with a stick I 

9. This is due to that the combination of impersona1-se and 
verbs of these categories would create a~ undesirable c1itic sequence 
*se see See Note 12 for more detail. 
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( 48) Se ha entregado todos los documentos al consul. 
'They (unspec.) have turned in all the documents to the consul' 

(49) Se dice que la situaci6n econ6mica se ha mejorado. 
'They (unspec.) say that the economic situation has improved' 

The attachment of Imp-se to a V1 does not yield a V2 of a different 

category; the category of the V2 is the same as that of the V1• Thus, 

Imp-se is assigned to category (P IX) I (PIX), where X represents any type 

of argument structure including (/), except seinh and se • 
- -€Xc 

Notice 

that the BEN clitics and Imp-se share the same syntactic category. 

However, they can be distinguished from one another since their semantic 

properties, thus, representations are different. In addition, the val-

ues that the variable X ranges over are different for BEN and Imp-se. I 

propose the following schemata for the cliticization of Imp-se. 

(50) Cliticization: Impersonal-se 

a. (CL) (PIX) I (PIX) : (V1) (PIX) ---) (v CL + V1)P/X 
2 

b. (CL) (PIX) I (PIX) 

(+finite} 

(-finite} 

where X can be any type of argument structure 
including (/), except se'nh or se • 

1 exc 

Some examples of the above operations are illustrated below. 

(51) a. (CLse) (PIX) I (PIX) : (V1ViVe)p ---) (V
2 

se + vive)p 

(+finite} 'they (unspec.) live' 

10. There is a condition placed on the formal properities of 
~ in order for these rules to apply; the V1 must be (3rd, singular}. 
Tnus, impersonal-se is a "partial function" in the sense that every 
element in its domain does not always yield a result. See Chapter V 
for similar operations. 
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b. (CLse) (P/X)/(P/X) ( vivir) ---> (V vivir + se)p v1 P 2 
[-finite) 'they (unspec.) to live' 

So far, we have identified five different categories for CLs, as 

sho~>Jl1 below. 

(52) 

category Examples 

(P/X) / (P/ACC.X) ACC clitics [me, te, 10, la, nos, as, los, las, se} 

(P/X)/(P/DAT.X) DAT clitics [me, te, Ie, nos, as, les, se} 

(P IX) / (P IX) BEN clitics [me, te, Ie, nos, as, les, se} 

Imp-se [se} 

p/(p/se
inh

) Inh-se [me, te, nos, as, se} 

(P/X)/(p/seexc) Exc-se [me, te, nos, as, se} 

For each type of clitics, I have formulated a pair of cliticization 

rules, which are repeated below for clarity. 

(26) Cliticization: ACC Clitics 

a. (CL) (p/X)/(P/ACC.X) : (V1)P/ACC.X ---> (v CL + V1)P/X 
2 

[+finite) 

b. (CL) (P/X) / (P/ACC.X) 

[-finite} 

where X = C/J, Pinf or ~ P sub· 

(27) Cliticization: DAT clitics 

a. (CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) : (V1)P/DAT.X ---> (v CL + V1)P/X 
2 

[+finite) 

--- ---------------------------------------------



b. (CL) (PIX) I (P/DAT.X) 

(-finite) 

where X = 0, ACC, Pinf or ~ P. 

(33) Cliticization: BEN clitics 

(+finite) 

(-finite) 

where X=0 or ACC. 

(37) Cliticization: Inherent-se 

a. (CL)P/(P/se
inh

) : (V1 )P/se
inh 

---> (v
2
CL + V1)p 

(+finite) 

(Vi) I ---> (V Vi + CL)p P seinh 2 
(-finite) 

(43) Cliticization: Exclusim::uy-se 

a. (CL) (piX) I (P/se .X): (Vi) (P/se .X) ---> (V CL + Vi) piX 
exc exc 2 

(+finite) 

b. (CL) (piX) I (P/seexc.X) : (Vi) (P/se X) (V Vi + CL)P/X 
exc· 2 

(-finite) 

where X=0, ACC or PP. 

(50) Cliticization: Impersonal-se 

a. (CL) (piX) I (PIX) : (Vi) (PIX) ---> (V CL~' Vi) piX 
2 

(+finite) 
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b. (CL) (P/X) / (P/X) 

(-finite) 

where X can be any type of argument structure 
including 0, except se'nh or se • 

1 exc 

It is possible to reduce all the above cliticization processes 

to a pair of general rules by proposing a generalized category for cli-

tks. Let us look again at all the categories proposed for single 

clitics. 

(53) ACC cli tics 

DAT clitics 

(P/X)/(P/ACC.X) where X is 0, Pinf or ~ Psub • 

(P/X)/(P/DAT.X) where X is 0, ACC, Pinf or ~ P. 

Inh-se p/(p/seinh) 

Exc-se (P/X)/(P/se .X) where X is 0 or ACC. exc 

BEN clitics (P/X)/(P/X) where X is 0 or ACC. 

Imp-se (P/X)/(P/X) wher~ X is any type of argument 
structure except se, nh and se • 

-1 ---€xc 

First of all, clitics in Spanish can be divided into two natural class-

es. The first class includes ACC, DAT, Inh-se and Exc-se, all of 

which have P or PIX as a result and P/W or P/W.X, respectively, as an 

argument. Thus, these clitics can be assigned to the generalized cate-

gory (P/X)/(P/W.X), where X is a varialbe ranging over 0, ACC or P, 

and W is a variable ranging over ACC, DAT, se'nh and se • The second 
1 exc 

class includes BEN clitics and Imp-se and the generalized category for 

these is (P/X)/(P/X), where X is a variable ranging over any type of 

argument except se'nh and se • These two generalized categories, 
-1 ---€Xc 

(P/X)/(P/W.X) and (P/X)/(P/X) can be collapsed into (P/X)/(P/W.X) if we 

include 0 as one of the interpretations for the variable W. From 

-- ------ - - ---------------------------------------
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this, clitics belong to the generalized category (P/X)/(P/W.X), where X 

is a variable representing any type of argument structure except seinh 

and ~c' and W is a variable ranging over (/J, ACC, DAT, seinh and 

seexc. Now that all the clitics are assigned to a generalized cate

gory, the rules of cliticization proposed for individual clitics can be 

reduced to the following pair of general rules. 

(54) Verb Formation Rule II: Cliticization (1st approximation) 

(+finite} 

b. (CL) (P/X)/(P/W.X) 

(-finite} 

where X is a variable ranging over any type of argument 
structure except seinh and ~ci W is a variable ranging 
over (/J, ACC, DAT, seinh or se • - --exc 

However, there are conditions which hold across the values of W and X. 

When W represents NP ACC' for example, X has to be either (/J, P inf or 

~ Psub• The following states the dependency between the valu~ which 

W represents and that which X represents. 

(55) Conditions across W and X: 

a. If W = ACC, then X = (/J, Pinf or ~ Psub• 

b. If W = DAT, then X = (/J, ACC, Pinf or ~ P. 

c. i. If W = (/J, then X = (/J or ACC when CL is a BEN clitici 

ii. If W = (/J, then X is any type of argument structure including (/J, 
except seinh and seexc when CL is impersonal-se. 

d. If W = seinh , then X = (/J. 

e. If W = seexc' then X = (/J or ACC. 
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4.5.2. Cliticization of Clitic Sequences 

Thus far, we have looked at what categories single clitics are 

assigned to, and formulated a pair of general rule for the cliticiza-

tion of single clitics. A V2 can have a CL composed of several cli

tics as well as one composed of a single clitic. The following strings 

illustrate some examples of v2s with a clitic sequence attached to them. 

(56) a. Me 10 dieron. 
'They gave it to me' 

b. Me 10 trataron bien. 
'They treated him/it for me well' 

c. Se les muri6 su padre. 
'Their father died on them' 

(OAT.ACC) 

(BEN. ACC) 

(Exc-se. BEN) 

d. Se nos la entrega siempre por la mafiana. (Imp-se.OAT.ACC) 
'They always turn it in to us in the morning' 

We will now look at how clitic sequences are formed, and what cate-

gories they are assigned to, in order to further refine the cliticiza-

tion rules I have proposed in (54). 

So far, we have recognized the following categories for CLs in 

Spanish, repeated below. 

(52) 

Category Compos ion Examples 

(P/X)/(P/ACC.X) ACC clitics (me, te, 10, la, nos, os, los, las, se) 

(p/X)/(P/OAT.X) OAT clitics (me, te, Ie, nos, os, les, se) 

(P IX) / (P IX) BEN clitics (me, te, Ie, nos, os, les) 

Imp-se (se) 
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P/ (p/seinh) 

(P/X)/(p/seexc·X) 

Inh-se (me, te, nos, os, se) 

Exc-se (me, te, nos, os, se) 

Clitic sequences consisting of two clitics can be formed by combining 

two clitics by an operation of functional composition. The following 

schemata shaw haw various CLs composed of two clitics can be formed, and 

to what category they get assigned to. 

(57) Rules of Clitic-sequence Formation 

a. (CL)p/(P/ACC): (CL) (P/ACC)/(P/DAT.ACC)--->(CL)p/(P/DAT.ACC) (ACC.DAT) 

b. (CL)p/p : (CL)p/(P/ACC) ---> (CL)p/(P/ACC) (BEN.ACC) 

c. (CL) (P/X)/(P/X) :(CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X)--->(CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) (BEN.DAT) 

where X=0 or ACC. 

d. (CL) P/ (P/ACC) (CL) (P/ACC)/(P/se • ACC) exc 
--->(CL)p/(p/seexc·ACC) 

e. (CL)p/p: (CL)p/(p/se ) ---> (CL)p/(p/se ) 
exc exc 

g. (CL) (P/X)/(P/X): (CL) (P/X)/(P/ACC.X) 

---> (CL) (P/X)/(P/ACC.X) 

where X=0, P inf or que P sub. 

h. (CL) (P/X)/(P/X): (CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) 

---> (CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) 

where X=0, ACC, Pinf or que P. 

(ACC.Exc-se) 

(BEN. Exc-se) 

(BEN. Inh-se) 

(Imp-se.ACC) 

(Imp-se.DAT) 
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i.(CL) (P/X)/(p/X):(CL) (P/X)/(P/X)--->(CL) (P/X)/(P/X) (Imp-se.BENJ
11

,12 

where X=0 or ACC. 

In these rules, the actual ordering of the two clitics is not specified. 

A separate principle must be stipulated to fix the order of the clitics 

in sequence. I will discuss the linear order of clitics in sequence in 

4.8. 

Turning to the clitic sequence composed of three clitics, the 

possible clitic combinations are DAT.BEN.ACC, Imp-se. DAT.ACC, Imp-se. 

BEN.ACC and Imp-se.BEN.DAT as shown in the following sentences. 

11. There will be, in addition, one more operation, in which a 
DAT clitic is combined with the "Exclusionary-se. It will be discussed 
in 4.6. -

12. The sequence composed of Imp-se and Inh-se or Imp-se and 
Exc-se is not possible in Spanish. Consider the following. 

(1) *Se se arrepinti6. 
(c.f. Se arrepinti6. 'He/she repented him/herself') 

(2) *Se se durrni6. 
(c.f. Se durrni6. 'He/she fell asleep') 

The impossiblity of these sequences is not becuase Imp-se and Inh-se or 
Imp-se and Exc-se are not categorially composable, but because there is 
a constraint in:Spanish that two phonologically identical clitics cannot 
coocur in sequence. In Italian, on the other hand, the equivalents of 
these sentences are permitted, since the impersonal si changes into 
ci when followed by Inh-si or Exc-si, as shown below:-

(3) In questo hotel si mangia bene e ci si dorme meglo. 
'In this hotel they (unspecified)-eat well and they sleep better' 

(4) Primo se pecca e poi ci si pente. 
'First they (unspec.) corrmit sins and later they repent themselves' 

(Data provided by Esilda Corbin) 



(58) A Qu~ sucias estan tus manos! 
Ahori ta mismo te me las lavas. 
'You wash them for me right now' 

'How dirty your hands are!' 
(DAT.BEN.ACC) 

(59) Se me 10 otorg6 como un gran premia. (Imp-se.DAT.ACC) 
'They (Unspecified) granted it to me as a gran prize' 

(60) Se rre 10 trat6 bien. (Imp-se.BEN.ACC) 
'They (Unspecified) treated him/it for me well' 

(61) Se me Ie arruin6 la vida a mi hijo. (Imp-se.BEN.DAT) 
'They (Unspecified) ruined my son's life on me' 
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We do not need separate rules apart from those stated in (57) 

to form CLs composed of three clitics, for they can be formed by a suc-

cessive application of two of the rules we already have. Take, for 

example, the clitic sequence composed of DAT.BEN.ACC. Actually, this 

clitic sequence can be formed in three ways: 1. Combine BEN with DAT by 

rule (b), and combine the result with ACC by rule (a); 2. Combine BEN 

with ACC by rule (b), and combine the result with DAT by rule (a).13 

These two ways of forming the CL DAT.BEN.ACC are illustrated below. 

(62) 

Rule c: (CL) (P/X)/(P/X): (CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) ---) (CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) 

Rule a: (CL)p/(P/ACC) : (CL) (P/ACC)/(P/DAT.ACC) ---) (CL)p/(P/DAT.ACC) 

(63) 

Rule b: (CL)p/p: [CL]p/(P/ACC) ---) (CL)p/(P/ACC) 

Rule a: (CL)p/(P/ACC): (CL) (P/ACC)/(P/DAT.ACC) ---) (CL)p/(P/DAT.ACC) 

Analogously, the sequence composed of Imp-se.DAT.ACC can also be formed in 

13. There is another way of forming this sequence, that is to 
combine ACC with DAT by rule (a), and to combine this result with BEN. 
However, this option requires an additional rule for the latter process, 
which would look like the following. 

(CL)p/p: (CL)p/(P/DAT.ACC) ---) (CL)p/(P/DAT.ACC) 



two ways: 1. Combine Imp-se with DAT by rule (h), and combine the re

sult with ACC by by rule (a); 2. Combine Imp-se with ACC by rule (g), 

and combine the result with DAT by rule a. 14 These two alternatives 

are illustrated below in (64) and (65) below. 

(64) Rule h: (CL) (P/ACC)/(P/ACC): (CL) (P/ACC)/(P/DAT.ACC) 

---> (CL) (P/ACC)/(P/DAT.ACC) 
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Rule a: (CL)p/(P/ACC): (CL) (P/ACC)/(P/DAT.ACC)--->(CL)p/(P/DAT.ACC) 

(65) Rule g: (CL)p/p: (CL)p/(P/ACC) ---> (CL)p/(P/ACC) 

Rule a: (CL)p/(P/ACC): (CL) (P/ACC)/(P/DAT.ACC)--->(CL)p/(P/DAT.ACC) 

Turning to the formation of the sequence composed of Imp-se.BEN. 

ACC, there are three ways: 1. Combine BEN with ACC by rule (b), and com-

bine the result with Imp-se by rule (g); 2. Combine Imp-se with ACC by 

rule (g) and combine the result with BEN by rule (b); 3. Combine Imp-se 

with BEN by rule (i), and combine the result with ACC by rule (b). 

These three ways are illustrated in (66), (67) and (68) below. 

(66) Rule b: (CL) PIp: (CL)p/(P/ACC) ---> (CL) P/ (P/ACC) 

Rule g: (CL) PIp: (CL)p/(P/ACC) ---> (CL) p/ (P/ACC) 

(67) Rule g: (CL) PIp: (CL)p/(P/ACC) ---> (CL) P/ (P/ACC) 

Rule b: (CL) PIp: (CL)p/(P/ACC) ---> (CL) P/ (P/ACC) 

14. There is another way of forming this sequence, that is to 
combine DAT with ACC by rule (a), and then to combine the result with 
Imp-se. However, this alternative would require an additional rule 
~~t~~3form, (CL)p/p: (CL)p/(P/DAT.ACC)---> (CL)p/(P/DAT.ACC)· (See 
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(68) Rule i: (CL)p/p: (CL)p/p ---> (CL)p/p 

Rule b: (CL)p/p: (CL)p/(P/ACC) ---> (CL)p/(P/ACC) 

The sequence composed of Imp-se.BEN.OAT can also be formed in three 

ways: 1. Combine BEN with OAT by rule (c), and combine the result with 

Imp-se by rule (h); 2. Combine Imp-se with OAT by rule (h), and combine 

the result with BEN by rule (c); 3. Combine Imp-se with BEN by rule 

(i), and combine the result with OAT by rule (c). These three ways are 

illustrated in (69), (70) and (71) below. 

(69) Rule c: (CL)p/p: (CL)p/(P/OAT) ---> (CL) P/ (P/OAT) 

Rule h: (CL)p/p: (CL) p/ (P/OAT) ---> (CL)p/(P/OAT) 

(70 Rule h: (CL)p/p: (CL)p/(P/OAT) --> (CL) P / (P /OAT) 

Rule c: (CL)p/p: (CL)p/(P/OAT) --> (CL) P/ (P/OAT) 

(71) Rule i: (CLJp/ p : (CLJp/ p ---> (CLJp/ p 

Rule c: (CLJ p/ p : (CLJp/(P/OAT) --> (CLJP/(P/OAT) 

From the above, the rules in (57) will suffice to form CLs composed of 

two or three clitics 15 In sum, the following illustrates the clitic . 
sequences which result from each of the rules in (57). 

(72) Rule a: (ACC.OAT), (BEN.ACC.OATJ. (Imp-se.ACC.OAT) 

Rule b: (BEN.ACCJ, (Imp-se.BEN.ACCJ 

Rule c: (BEN.DAT), (Imp-se.BEN.OATJ 

15. Logically, sequences composed of four clitics are possible. 
Such sequences are of the composition, Imp-se.BEN.OAT.ACC, which would 
bear category P/(P/OAT.ACC). However, there are no such clitic se
quences used in the actual Spanish. 



Rule d: (Exc-se.AOC) 

Rule e: (BEN.Exc-se) 

Rule f: (BEN.lnh-se) 

Rule g: (Imp-se.AOC), (Imp-se.BEN.ACC) 

Rule h: (Imp-se.DAT), (Imp-se.BEN.DAT) 

Rule i: (Imp-se.BEN) 
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With the rules which form clitic sequences, as proposed in (57) 

we have the following categories for CLs composed of several clitics. 

(73) category Compostion 

P/(P/DAT.AOC) (OAT.ACC) , (BEN. DAT. ACC) , (Imp-se.DAT.ACC) 

(P/X)/(P/DAT.X) (BEN.DAT) , (Imp-se.DAT) , (Imp-se.BEN.DAT) 

(P/X) / (P/ACC.X) (BEN.AOC) , (Imp-se.ACC) , ( Imp-se. BEN • AOC) 

(p/(p/seexc·ACC) (Exc-se.ACC) 

p/(P/seexc) (BEN. Exc-se) 

p/(p/seinh) (BEN. Inh-seJ 

(P IX) / (P IX) (Imp-se.BENJ 

The comparison between the categories for single clitics shown in (52) 

and those for clitic sequences shown (73) reveals that we have two ad

ditional categories now for CLs in Spanish, i.e. P/(P/DAT.ACC) and 

p/(p/seexc.ACC). Thus, altogether, we have seven categories for CLs 

in Spanish. The following shows the seven categories with possible 

compositions and illustrative example sentences. 



(74) category Composition 

(ACC) 

(BEN.ACC) 

(P/X)/(P/ACC.X) (Imp-se.ACC) 

Examples 

La tratar~s muy bien' 
'You will treat him/it well' 
No la deje hablar. 
'I did not let her go out' 

Me 10 tratar~s bien. 
'You will treat him well for me' 
Se 10 tratar~ bien. 
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'They (unspec.) will treat him well' 
No se la dej6 hablar. 
'They (unspec.) did not even let 

her speak' 
(Imp-se.BEN.ACC) Se me 10 tratar~ bien' 

(OAT) 

(P/X)/(P/OAT.X) (BEN. OAT) 

(Imp-se.OAT) 

(OAT.ACC) 

P/(P/OAT.ACC) (BEN.OAT.ACC) 

(Imp-se.OAT.ACC) 

(BEN) 

(p/X)/(P/X) (Imp-se) 

(Imp-se.BEN) 

'They (unspec.) will treat him 
well for me' 

No Ie pegues, par favor. 
'Don't hit him/her, please. 
Les dieron mucho dinero 
'They gave them a lot of money' 

No me Ie pegues, par favor. 
'Don't hit him/her on me, please' 
Se Ie peg6 en la reunion. 
'They (unspec.) hit him/her at the 

meeting' 
Se Ie di6 mucho dinero. 
'They (unspec.) gave him/her 

a lot of money' 

Ya te los has cepillado? 
'Have you brushed them yet?' 

Ya te me los has cepillado? 
'Have you brushed them for me yet' 
Se me 10 otorg6 ayer. 
'They (unspec.) granted it to me 

yesterday' 

Me 1l0vi6 ayer. 
1ft rained on me yesterday' 
Me tratar~s bien a mi hijo' 
'You will treat my son well for me' 
Se habla dos idiomas aqui. 
'They (unspec.) speak two languages 

here' 
Se me trat6 bien a Juan. 
'They (unspec.) treated John well' 



p/(p/seinh) 
Se arrepinti6. 
'He/she repented' 
Se te arrepinti6. 
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{ 

(Inh-se} 

Unh-se.BEN} 
'He/she repented for you' 

(P/X)/(p/seexc·X) 
{ 

[Exc-se} 

[Exc-se.BEN} 

p/(p/seexc·ACC) [Exc-se.ACC} 

Se va en julio. 
'He/she leaves in July' 
Me corni la torta. 
'I ate up the cake' 
Se me fue. 
'He/she left on me' 

Me 10 corni. 
'I ate it up' 

The above exhaust all the possible compositions which constitute CLs in 

Spanish (with the exception of CLs composed of Exc-se.DAT, which we will 

look at later), and the categories assigned to them. One great advan-

tage of a lexical analysis of clitics by way of categorial grammar is 

that the type of verb which is compatible with a particular CL is ex-

plicitly stated in the argument part of the category assigned to the CL. 

For example, a CL of category p/ (P/ACC) is compatible with a verb (Vi) 

of category P / ACC. A CL of category P/ (P/ACC) can be made up of an 

ACC clitic alone, or a sequence of BEN.ACC, Imp-se.ACC, as well as of 

Imp-se.BEN.ACC. Thus, my analysis predicts that a CL of any of these 

compositions may be combined with a Vi of category P/ACC. As shown in 

(74) above, CLs of all these compositions occur with the Vi trataras 

'you will treat', which is P/ACC. None of the syntactic analyses re-

viewed in Chapter III offers a mechanism as simple as mine for evaluat-

ing what type of verbs are compatible with a given CL. In addition, 

since each single clitic is assigned to a particular category, cate-

gorial grammar makes it possible to state which two (or three) clitics 



can be combined to form a sequence. Thus, clitic sequences of unac-

ceptable compositions cannot be formed in my analysis. For example, 

a sequence of two DAT or ACC clitics, both of which are unacceptable, 

cannot be composed to form a sequence, as shown in (75a) and (b), 

respectively below. 16 

(75) a. (p/X) / (P/DAT.X) 

b. (P/X)/(P/ACC.X) 

(P/X)/(P/DAT.X) ---) ? 

(P/X)/(P/ACC.X) ---) ? 

Since we have recognized two additional categories for CLs, 

i.e. P/(P/DAT.ACC) and p/(p/seexc.ACC), we will revise the cliticiza

tion rules proposed in (54), and Dependency Conditions, in order to 

accomodate the newly recognized categories. 

(76) Verb Formation Rule II: Cliticization (2nd approximation) 

[+finite} 

b. (CL) (P/X)/(P/w.X): (V1)P/W.X ---) (V Vi + CL)p/x 
2 

[-finite) 

where X is a variable representing any type 
of argument structure except seinh and se ; 
W is a variable which ranges over f/J, Acc;exc 
DAT, seinh , se ,DAT • ACC or se • ACC. exc exc 
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16. On the other hand, my system still allows to form CLs with 
any number of clitics of the recursive category (P/X) / (P/X) , i.e. BEN 
or Imp-se. (The same type of problem recurrs with the nominal adjunc
tion discussed in Chapter V.) Thus, the occurrence of more than one 
Imp-se or BEN clitic must be blocked in some other way. One alter
native is to restrict the same rule to apply twice to form clitic 
sequences. 

------ -----------------------------------------------
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(77) Dependency Conditions Across W and X 

a. If W=ACC, then X=C!>, Pinf or ~ Psub• 

b. If W=DAT, then XC!>, ACC, P inf or ~ P 

c. i. If W=C!>, then X=C!> or ACC when CL is a BEN clitic. 
ii. If W=C!>, then X is any type of argument structure including C!>, 

except seinh and ~c when CL is Imp-se. 

d. If w=seinh , DAT.ACC, ~c.ACC or ~c.DAT, then X=C!>. 

e. If W=~c' then X=C!> or ACC. 

4.6. "Clitic Climbing": An Alternative Analysis 

In this section, I will propose an account of the distribution 

of clitics corruronly referred as to "clitic climbing". 

accounted for is the following. 

(78) a. La podemos visitar de vez en cuando. 
b. Podemos visitarlo de vez en cuando. 

'We can visit him now and then' 

(79) a. No Ie debes golpear. 
b. No debes golpearle. 

(80) a. 
b. 

'You should not hit him/her' 

Te 10 estoy dando ahora. 
Estoy dAndotelo ahora. 

'I am giving it to you now' 

The data to be 

The clitics which are the arguments of the "lower" verb can ap-

pear attached to the "matrix" verb as shown in the a-sentences above or 

tJley can appear properly attached to the "lower" verb as shown in the 

b-sentences. As we have looked at in Chapter I II, the distribution of 

clitics shawn in the a-sentences are accounted for by way of a trans-

formation, namely "clitic climbing/promotion", in syntactic analyses. In 

-----._-------------------------
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this section will propose a nontransformational account of the dis-

tribution of clitics at issue, in accordance with the analysis proposed 

of inflection and cliticization in the previous sections. I propose 

that strings such as 10 podemos visitar 'we can visit it/him, Ie debes 

golpear 'you should hit him/her' and te 10 estoy dando 'I am giving it to 

you' in the a-sentences above, where clitics have "climbed", are 

formed by the application of three lexical processes: a. Complex Verb 

Formation, b. Inflection and c. Cliticization. One piece of evidence 

strongly supports a lexical analysis of "clitic climbing", in other 

words, forming the "complex verb" by way of a morphological process. As 

has been pointed out, when "clitic climbing" is evidenced, the two verbs 

which form a complex verb cannot be separated by any lexical material. 

Only when "clitic climbing" is not evidenced the two verbs can be sepa-

rated by lexical material. Thib is illustrated in the sentences below. 

(81) a. *1.0 podemos de vez en cuando visi tar. 
b. Podemos de vez en cuando visitarlo. 

(82) a. *Le debes no golpear 
b. Debes no golpearle. 

(83) a. *Te 10 estoy ahora dando. 
b. Estoy ahora dandotelo. 

The above fact suggests that the complex verb forms a "lexical unit", 

which parallels a single verb. Recall that the syntactic account of 

"clitic climbing" postulates a "restructuring" operation, which reduces 

a bisentential structure to a unisentential structure, in order to 

form a complex verb. Such an operation does not apply if there is some 

le-.. dcal material intervening the two S' s. Thus, the a-sentences above 

are blocked by a condition restricting the restructuring operation. 
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However, such an account totally fails to assign the significance to the 

morphological property of the complex verb alluded to above, thus, it 

does not provide an explanation as to why sentences such as (8la), (82a) 

and (83a) are ill-formed. In contrast, the impossibilty of inserting 

lexical material between the two verbs automatically follows from the 

lexical analysis of the complex verb. 

Above all, a lexical analysis is superior to a syntactic analy

sis, for it offers a single account of all the distributional patterns 

of clitics. In other words, one set of rules accounts for the distri

tribution of clitics which involves "clitic climbing" as well for that 

which does not. The syntactic analysis, in contrast, must propose two 

separate accounts for these two distributional patterns of clitics. As 

we shall see below, the syntactic parallelism between the simple verb 

and the complex verb is eminent. The complex verb, as being formed, 

acquires an argument structure of its own, which, in turn, determines 

what CLs it is compatible with. All the clitic sequences that are 

compatible with simple verbs are compatible with complex verbs as well. 

A lexical analysis not only offers a more elegant account of the pheno

menon at issue, but also it makes explicit this parallelism between the 

simple verb and the complex verb. 

In the subsequent pages, I will propose Verb Formation Rule III, 

a morphological process which forms a complex verb, and presents more 

evidence in support of a lexical analysis, as offering a more adequate 

and elegant account of the distribution of clitics commonly referred to 

as "clitic climbing". 
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4.6.1. Complex Verb Formation (1st approximation) 

Consider the a-sentences in (78), (79), and (80) again, repeated 

below, where "clitic climbing" is evidenced. 

(78) a. I.e podemos visi tar de vez en cuando. 
-'We can visit him nOW' and then' 

(79) a. No Ie debes golpear. 
'You should not hit him/her' 

(80) a. Te 10 estoy dando ahora. 
'I am giving it to you now' 

These strings are formed by the application of three lexical rules: a. 

Complex Verb Formation, b. Inflection, and c. Cliticization. This 

derivation, ;vith only morphological information coded, will be schema-

tized as follows. 

(84) a. (Vo ) : (Vi) ---) (V V Vi) 
0 

0 

b. (-r) : (V Vo Vi) ---) (V V +r Vi) 
0 1 0 

c. i. (CL) : ( V +r Vi) ---) (V CL+V +r Vi) Vi 0 2 0 

(+finite) 

ii. (CL): ( V +r V) ---) (V V +r+CL Vi) 
Vi 0 1 2 0 

(-finite) 

As shown in (84a), the Rule of Complex Verb Formation combines a V and 
o 

a Vi' yielding a complex verb whose morphological category is V o' To 

the complex Vo ' Inflection and Cliticization apply successively, yield

ing strings with "clitic climbing" as exemplified in the a-sentences in 

(78), (79) and (80).17 

17. The schemata shown in (84) for inflection and cliticization 
are apparently different fr~m the rules we proposed previously for these 
processes, since those rules only account for cases where "single" verbs 
are involved. I will revise such rules in 4.6.2. belOW' in order to ac
comodate cases where "complex" verbs are involved. 
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Let us now incorporate syntactic information into the schema of Complex 

Verb Formation. Noting that the leftmost verb of the complex verb is 

one which is subcategorized to take an infinitival or gerundive comple-

ment, it is of CAT VP/Pinf or VP/Pger • Looking at the sentence (78), 

(79) and (80), the rightmost verb can be of the following categories. 

(85) Category 

P/ACC 

P/DAT 

P/DAT.ACC 

Example 

visitar 

pegar 

dando 

(as in (78a)) 

(as in (79a)) 

(as in (80a)) 

The rightmost verb is not restricted to the categories listed above as 

the strings below illustrate. 

(86) a. Lo podemos dejar correr de vez en cuando. 
b. Lo podemos dejar que corra de vez en cuando. 

'We can let him run now and then' 

(87) a. No Ie debes permitir correr. 
b. No Ie debes permitir que corra. 

'You should not permit him/her to run' 

(88) No Ie debes decir que viene Juan. 
'You should not tell him/her that John is coming' 

(89) Todav{a se sigue arrepintiendo. 
'she/he continues to repent (her/himself)' 

(90) Te debes ir ya. 
'You must leave now' 

(91) Mama, ya me 10 estoy comiendo. 
'Mom, I am already eating it up' 

From the sentences above, the rightmost verb can· be also of the follO\v-

ing categories. 
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(92) Category Example 

P/ACC.Pinf dejar (as in (86a) ) 

P/ACC.que P sub dejar (as in (86b) ) 

P/OAT.Pinf permitir (as in (87a) ) 

P/OAT.~ Psub perrnitir (as in (87b) ) 

P/OAT.~ Pind decir (as in (88) ) 

P/seinh arrepintiendo (as in (89)) 

P/seexc ir (as in (90) ) 

P/seexc·ACC comiendo (as in (91) ) 

In addition, the rightmost verb can be an intransitive verb. Consider 

the following sentences. 

(93) a. Hi j ita m!a, d. me puedes caminar un poco? 
b. Hijita mia, d puedes caminarme un poco? 

'My little girl, can you walk a little for me? 

These sentences show the two distributional patterns of a BEN clitic me; 

in (93a) , the clitic is attached to the higher verb whereas in (b) it is 

attached to the lower verb. 18 Here, the rightmost verb, caminar 'to 

walk' is an intransitive verb, thus, it belongs to CAT P. With all 

the categories taken into account, we can generalize the rightmost verb 

as piX, where X ranges over 0, Ace, ACC.P, ACC.que P, OAT, OAT.P, OAT. 

que P, OAT.ACC, se'nh' se and se .ACC. 
-1 --exc -€Xc 

Before we formulate tl1e schema for Complex Verb Formation, there 

18. Although both sentences are perfectly well-formed, there is 
a tendency that Spanish speakers prefer strings where the BEN clitic is 
attached to the higher verb. 
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is one more detail to be worked out. Not all the vos that are subcate

gorized to take an infinitival or gerundive P can constitute the functor 

(leftmost member of the complex verb) of the rule, since only certain 

verbs allow the phenomenon of "clitic climbing". From the discussion in 

the previous chapter, I assume (with Rivas, et al.) that those which al-

low "clitic climbing" are lexically marked, thus, must be learned by 

Spanish speakers. 19 The list of "clitic climbing" verbs varies from 

region to region, and from speaker to speaker, a fact which supports 

this assumption. Thus, the left-most member constituting the complex 

verb must be marked in some way. I will use the feature (~J for this 

purpose. 

Now we are ready to propose the first approximate schema for 

Complex Verb Formation. 

(94) Verb Formation Rule III: Complex Verb Formation (1st approximation) 

(Vo)vp/p: (V1)P/X ---> (VoVo V1)vp/X 

where the leftmost V is (~Ji 
P is either infinitival or gerundive; 
X is a variale ranging over (/), ACC, 
ACC.P, ACC.que P, DAT, DAT.P, DAT.que P, 
DAT.ACC, seinh , seexc and seexc.ACC. 

To see some examples of the above operation, observe the following. 

(95) a. (V pod-)vp/p: ( caminar) ---> (V pod- caminar)vp 
o V1 P 0 

(+CVJ 'be able to walk' 

b. (V est-)vp/p: (V viendo)p/ACC---> (V est- viendo)vp/ACC 
010 

(+CVJ 'be seeing' 

19. See Chapter III, Section 4 for the list of verbs which 
allow "clitic climbing". 



c. (V segu-)vp/p: (V golpeando)p/DAT---> (V seg- golpeando)vp/DAT 
010 

(+CVJ 'keep on hitting' 

d. (voquer-)vp/p: (v1dar)p/DAT.ACC--->(voquer- dar)vp/DAT.ACC 

(+CVJ 'want to give' 

4.6.2. Inflection and Cliticization (revisited) 
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To the complex Vo formed by the rule schematized in (94) the 

operations of Inflection and Cliticization are supposed to apply, yield-

ing strings where "clitic-climbing" is evidenced. However, since the 

rules of Inflection and Cliticization proposed previously in (21) and 

(54) can only handle cases where single verbs are involved, they need a 

further refinement in order to handle complex verbs as well. Notice 

tha'c both inflectional suffixes and clitics attach to the leftmost mem-

ber of the complex verb. There are two alternative ways to account for 

this fact. One is to stipulate a morphologicl convention such as the 

following. 

(96) Morphological Convention (tentative) 

Both inflecional suffixes and clitics attach to the left
most member of the V which constitutes their argument. 

Notice that, when the inflectional suffix or CL attaches to a single V, 

the "leftmost" member is the only element that constitutes their argu-

ment, and the inflectional suffix or CL attaches to that element. The 

other alternative is to let the position be part of the rules which in-

volve Inflection and Cliticization. For this purpose we use the paren-

thesis notation as shown below. 

(97) Verb Formation Rule I: Inflection 
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(98) Verb Formation Rule II: Cliticization 

a. (CL) (P/X)/(P/W.X): (V
1 

V1 (V1)) (P/W.X) ---> (V
2 

CL+V1 (V1))P/X 

(+finite] 

b. (CL) (P/X)/(P/W.X): (V
1 

V1 (V1)) (P/W.X) ---> (V
2 

V1+CL (V1))P/X 

(-finite] 

It is difficult, at this point, to determine which alternative is more 

adequate. I will adopt the second alternative for the rest of this 

chapter. 

With the rule of Inflection revised, the following illustrates 

some examples of the inflection process of the complex verb. 

(99) 

a. (r-e ) (P/X)/(VP/X): (V
o

pod- caminar)vp ---> (V
1 

puede caminar)p 

'She/he can walk' 

b·(r-ar) (P/X)/(VP/X): (V est- viendo)vp/ACC-->(V estar viendo)p/ACC 
o 1 

'to be seeing' 

c. (r-e ) (P/X)/(VP/X): (VoSi gu- golpeando)vp/DAT--> (Vlsigue golpeando)p/DAT 

Is/he keeps hitting' 

d·[r-0] (P/X)/(VP/X): [quer- dar]vp/DAT.ACC---> [Vlquiero dar]p/DAT.ACC 

'I want to give' 

To the output of this operation, Verb Formation Rule II (Cliticization) 

applies as shown below. 

(100) 

a. (CLme) (P/X) / (P/X) : (V puede caminar) P---> (V me puede caminar) P 
1 2 

(+finite] 'she/he can walk for me' 

b. (CLIo) (P/X)/(P/ACC.X) :(V estar viendo)p/ACC--->(V estarlo viendo)p 
1 2 

(-finite] 'to be seeing it' 



c. (CLle) (P/X)/{P/DAT.X): {V sigue golpeando)p/DAT 
1 

(+finite) 
---> {V Ie sigue golpeando)p 

2 
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'he/she keeps hitting her/him' 

d. (CLse 10)p/{P/DAT.ACC): (V1quiero dar)p/DAT.ACC 

(+finite) 
---> {V se 10 quiero dar)p 

2 
'I want to give it to him/her/them' 

4.6.3. Recursive Nature of Complex Verb Formation 

A V 1 which is already complex can be the argument to aVo 

in the operation of complex verb formation. Observe the following. 

(101) 1.0 deben procurar usar. 'They should/must try to use it' 

This string is formed by applying Complex Verb Formation, Inflection, 

Complex Verb Formation, Inflection and finally Cliticization. This 

successive application of the rules is illustrated below in (102). 

(102) 

a. {V procur-)vp/p: {V usar)p/ACC-->{V procur- usar)vp/ACC 
010 

(+CV) 'try to use' 

b. (r-ar) (P/X)/{VP/X): {Voprocurar- usar)vp/ACC---> {V1Procurar usr)p/ACC 

'to try to use' 

c. {V deb-)vp/p: {V procurar usar)p/ACC --> {V deb- procurar usar)vp/ACC 
o 1 0 

(+CV) 'must try to use' 

d. (r-en) (P/X)/{VP/X): (V deb- procurar usar) Vp / ACC 
o 

---> {V deben procurar usar)p/ACC 
1 

'they must try to use I 

- - --- --------------------------------------------



(v deben procurar usar)p/ACC 
1 

--->(V 10 deben procurar usar)p 
2 

'they must try to use it' 

Notice that the argument to the Vo in (c) above is a V1 which is al-
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ready complex. The complex verb, thus, can be formed recursively as 

long as the conditions are met. The strings below are some other 

examples in which Complex Verb Formation have recursively applied. 

(103) Lo (voy (a empezar (a querer (necesitar)))). 
'I'm going to start wanting to need it' 

(104) Me (dejaron (de venir (a ver))). 
'They stopped coming to see me' 

I have thus far asswned that a complex verb is formed "leftward". How-

ever, it is also possible to form a complex verb "rightward". The 

derivation of the string in (101) would be as follows. 

(105) 

a. (deb-)vp/P
inf

: (procurar)Pinf/P
inf

---> (deb- procurar)vp/P
inf 

b. (deb- procurar)vp/P
inf

: (usar)P
inf

/
ACC

---> (deb- procurar usar)vp/ACC 

c. (-en) (P/X)/(VP/X): (deb- procurar usar)vp/ACC 

---> (deben procurar usar)p/ACC 

d. (lo)p/(P/ACC): (deben procurar usar)p/ACC---> (10 deben procurar usar)p 

This derivation permits the leftmost member to be a complex verb as 

seen in (b). Since the leftmost member has to be marked with (+CV), 

there must be a mechanism by which this complex verb (which constitutes 

!=he functor) gets marked with feature (+CV). One such mechanism would 

be a "percolation" of the feature (+CV). For example, the feature 

( +CV), which pertains to the functor in (a), i. e. deb-, gets carried 

over to the resultant expression, i. e. deb- procurar. The "leftward" 
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derivation as illustrated in (103), or the other hand, does not need 

such extra mechanism, thus, preferrable. 

4.6.4. Complex Verb Formation (2nd approximation) 

Observe the following sentences. 

(106) a. Me 10 permitieron usar. 
b. Me permitieron usarlo. 

'-They permitted me to use it' 

(107) a. Te la haremos pintar. 
b. Te haremos pintarla. 

'We will make you--panit it' 

(108) a. Se la ordenaron leer. 'They ordered him/her/them to read it' 
b· t ~sj ordenaron leerla. 'They ordered {~~~herl to read it' 

In the sentences above, the DAT clitic is the argument of the higher 

verb, while the ACC clitic is that of the lower verb. Whereas the b-

sentences show cases where each clitic is attached to the verb of which 

it is the complement, the a-sentences show that the clitic sequence 

DAT.ACC is attached to a complex verb. In the latter cases, no lexical 

material can be inserted between the two verbs, thus, it is assumed 

that these strings are formed by Complex Verb Formation followed by the 

process of Inflection and that of Cliticization. Notice that, in these 

cases, the complex verb has a verb as its leftmost me~ber which differs 

from those such as quer- 'want',etc. While verbs such as quer- 'want" 

belong to CAT VP/P, verbs such as permit- 'permit', hac- 'make', and 

orden- 'order' in (106), (107) and (108), respectively, belong to CAT 

VP/DAT.P. In order to account for these "clitic climbing" cases, I 

will generalize the categorial assignment of the leftmost verb of Com-

plex Verb Formation, as VP/W.P, where W is a variable that can be 



interpreted as f/J or DAT, and revise the Rule of Complex Verb Forma-

tion as follows. 

(109) Verb Formation Rule III: Complex Verb Formation (revised) 

20 
(Vo)vp/w.p: (V1)P/Y ---) (V Vo V1)vp/W.Y 

o 
where the leftmost member is (+CVJi 
P is infinitival or gerundivei 
W is a varialbe ranging over f/J or DATi 
Y is a variable ranging over f/J, ACC, 
ACC.P, ACC. que P, DAT, DAT.P, DAT.que P, 
DAT • ACC, seinh , se and se • ACC. exc exc 
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Notice that the newly formed (complex) Vo is of CAT VP/W.Y, which means 

that the argument structure of the complex verb is the amalgamation of 

the non-propositional argument of the leftmost verb and all the argu-

ments of the rightmost verb. With querer-type of verbs, since they 

are not subcategorized to take any non-propositional argument (i.e. 

W=f/J) , the argument structure of the complex verb naturally results 

identical to that of the rightmost verb. 

With the revised schema for Complex Verb Formation, the string 

(106a) is formed as in the following. 

(110) a. (V permit-)VP/DAT P: (V usar)p/ACC 
o • 1 

---) (V permit- usar)vp/DAT.ACC 
o 

b. (r-ieron) (P/X)/(VP/X): (V permit- usar)vp/DAT.ACC 
o 

---) (Vlpermitieron usar)p/DAT.ACC 

c. (CLme lO)p/(P/DAT.ACC): (V1permitieron usar)p/DAT.ACC 

---> (V me 10 permitieron usar)p 
2 

20. With isomorphism presupposed, this operation is the same 
as the following: (VP/W)/P: PlY ---) (VP/W)/Y 
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Consider now the following strings. 

(111) a. *Me Ie permitieron golpear. 
b. Me permitieron golpearle. 

'They permitted me to hit him/her' 

(112) a. *Te me 10 permitieron dar. 
b. Te permitieron dArmelo. 

'They permitted you to give it to me' 

The a-sentences are ill-formed because the DAT clitic or the DAT.ACC 

clitic sequence which are the arguments of the "lower" verb in (111) and 

(112), respectively, are attached to the higher verb. Recall that Rivas 

(ibid.) blocked these strings by stipulating some conditions on the rule 

which moves clitics. Strozer (ibid.), rules out the same strings by 

proposing a rule separate from "Clitic Climbing", which only moves a 

certain type of clitics, i.e. ACC clitics specified as [-human]. My 

lexical analysis of clitics offers a much simpler account; strings such 

as those in question cannot be formed by my rules. Let us look, step by 

step, at how these strings can be blocked in my analysis. The Rule of 

Complex Verb Formation, as is formulated in (109), and Inflection form 

strings such as the following. 

(113) a. (VOpermit-)VP/DAT.P: (V1g01pear)p/DAT 

---> (V permit- golpear)vp/DAT.DAT 
o 
'permit to hit' 

b. (r -ieron) (P/X)/(VP/X): (v permit- golpear)vp/DAT.DAT 
o 

---> (v1permit+ieron golpear)p/DAT.DAT 

'they-permitted to hit' 



(114) a. (VOpermit-)VP/OAT.P: (v
1
dar )P/OAT.ACC 

---) (v
o
permit- dar)vp/OAT.OAT.ACC 

'permit to give' 

b. (r -ieron) (P/X)/(VP/X): (v permit- dar)vp/OAT.OAT.ACC 
o 

---) (v1permit+ieron dar)p/OAT.OAT.ACC 

'they-permitted to give' 
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After Inflection, we have a complex verb of CAT P/OAT.OAT in (113) and a 

complex verb of CAT P/OAT.OAT.ACC in (114). There is no CL in Spanish, 

however, which can take a v1s of either category to yield an expres-

sion of category P. Clitic sequences containing two OAT clitics can 

never be formed, since such sequences cannot be categorially composed. 

Thus, strings such as (llla) and (112a) can never be formed in my ana-

lysis. An acount by way of rules is much preferrable to the one by 

stipulations. 

Above, I assigned permi tir-type of verbs to CAT VP /OAT • P. 

However, for these verbs, the OAT argument is not always instantiated. 

The following sentences illustrate such a case. 

(115) Hacemos costruirla. 
'We make/have (someone) to build it/We will have it built' 

(116) No permitieron pegarle. 
'They did not pertndt (someone) to hit him(her)/They did not 

permit him(her) to be hit' 
(117) Ordenaron otorgartelo. 

'They ordered (someone) to grant it to you/ 
They ordered it to be granted to you' 

In these sentences, the "subject" argument of the lower clause (in other 

words, the "object" argument of the higher clause) is interpreted as an 

unspecified party. All the above setences have a corresponding sen-

tences in which the CL has "climbed", as shown below. 



(118) La hacemos construir. 

(119) Le permi tieron golpear. 

(120) Te 10 ordenaron otorgar. 

I postulate that permitir-type of verbs are associated with another 
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category, that is, VP/P. The complex verbs in (118), (119) and (120) 

are formed as in (121), (122) and (123), respectively, by the Rule of 

Complex Verb Formation. 

(121) 

(122) 

(123) 

(V hac-)vp/p: (V construir)p/ACC ---) (V hac- construir)vp/ACC 
010 

(V permit-)vp/p: (V golpear)p/DAT ---) (V permit- golpear)vp/DAT 
o 1 0 

(VoOrden-)vp/p: (V1otorgar)p/DAT.ACC 

---) (V orden- otrogar)vp/DAT.ACC 
o 

To the newly formed Vos, Verb Formation Rule I (Inflection) applies, as 

shown below. 

(124) a. (r -emos) (P/X)/(VP/X): (V hac- construir)vp/ACC 
o 

---) (V hac+emos construir)p/ACC 
1 

b. (r -ieron) (P/X)/(P/X): (V permit- pegar)vp/DAT 
o 

---) (V permit+ieron pegar)p/DAT 
1 

c. (r -aron) (P/X)/(P/X): (V order- otorgar)vp/DAT.ACC 
o 

---) (V10rden+aron otorgar)p/DAT.ACC 

To the resultant expressions of these operations, Verb Formation Rule II 

(Cliticization) applies, as shown below, and strings (118), (119) and 

(120) result. 

(125) a. (CLla)P/(P/ACC): (V hacemos construir)p/ACC 
1 

---) (V la+hacemos construirJp 
2 



b. (CLle)P/(P/DAT): (V permitieron pegar)p/DAT 
1 

---> (V le+permitieron pegar)p 
2 

c. (CLte 10)p/(P/DAT.AOC): (V10rdenaron otorgar)p/DAT.ACC 

---> ( te lo+ordenaron otorgar) P V2 

4.6.5. Complex Verb Formation (Final) 

Now, consider the following strings. 

(126) a. Me 10 fui comiendo. 
b. Me fui comi~mdolo. 

'I went/left eating it (I ate it as I went) , 

(127) a. Se Ie vino golpeando. 
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b. Se vino golpeandole. 
'S/he came hitting him/her (s/he hit him/her as s/he came' 

In the a-sentences above, we have a different type of complex verbs from 

those seen previously. Here, the complex verbs have, as the leftmost 

member, a verb which is of VP/seexc ' and, as the rightmost member, a 

verb which is of P/ACC and of P/DAT, in (126) and (127), repectively. 

In order to account for the data above, I will revise slightly the Rule 

of Complex Verb Formation proposed above, i.e. by including se as one exc 

of the interpretations for the variable W. 

(128) Verb Formation Rule III: Complex Verb Formation (Final) 

(Vo)vp/w.P : (V1)P/Y ---> (V Vo V1)vp/w.Y 
o 

where i. the leftmost member is (+CV}; 
ii. P is infinitival or gerundive; 

iii. W is a variable ranging over 0, DAT or se ; 
vi. Y is a variable ranging over 0, ACC, ACC.P~c 

ACC.que P, DAT, DAT.P, DAT.que P, DAT.AOC, 
se'nh' se and se .ACC. 

1 exc exc 

With the newly revised rule of Complex Verb Formation, the complex verbs 

in (126) and (127) will be formed as follows. 



(129) a. (V fU-)vp/se .P: (V comiendo)p/ACC 
o exc 1 

---> (V fu- comiendo) VP/ ACC 
o seexc· 

b. (V vin-)vp/se .P: (V pegando)p/DAT 
o exc 1 

.---> (V vin- pegando)vp/se .DAT 
o exc 

To the output, the Rule of Inflection applies, as shown below. 

(130) a. (r -i) (P/X)/(VP/X): (v fu- comiendo)vp/se .ACC 
o exc 

--> (v
1
fUi comiendo) P / se • ACC 

exc 
b. (r -0) (P/X)/(VP/X): (v vin- pegando)VP/se .DAT 

o exc 

--> (v vino pegando)P/se .DAT 
1 exc 

21 
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21. Here it is assumed that verbs which are irregular in a 
given "tense" have a particular form of stem and a set of endings which 
correspond to that "tense". Thus, for example, the verb ir 'to go' has 
the stem v- and the set of endings (-oy, -as, -a, -amos, -ais, an) for 
present and it has the stem fu- and the set of endings (-i, -iste, -e, 
-imos, -isteis, eron) for preterite. However, this type of analysis 
poses a problem to certain verb forms where the stem and the ending can
not be phonologically separated. One good example is se 'I-know' whose 
infinitive is saber. One way to resolve this problem:ls to postu-
late that both verb stems and inflectional suffixes are stored in the 
lexicon in their arquiforms. For the representation of inflectional 
suffixes, we can use the set of forms which correspond to regular end
ings in each "tense". Thus, the process of inflection would look like 
the following. 

(1) (r-o) (P/X)/(VP/X): (v SABER)VP/ACC ---> (v se)p/ACC 
o 1 

Here, it is assumed that there is a set of phonological rules which 
interpret the arquiforms as actual representations of words • 

. Another solution to the problem at issue is suggested in Bach 
(1983). That is, to use a collection of features made up of person, 
number (and tense) instead of an actual form of inflectional suffix, and 
an arquiform for the stem. Thus, the process of inflection would look 
approximately like the following. 

(2) (1, sg, indicative, present} (P/X)/(VP/X) : (SABER)vp --> (se)p 

Whatever alternative I may take, my theoretical claim that inflection is 
a function from VP/$s into PISs will not be altered. I will leave 
this question for future investigation. 
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To the outputs of this operation, a CL composed of Exc-se.ACC or Exc-se. 

OAT gets attached by the Rule of Cliticization. However, the CL corn-

posed of Exc-se.OAT is not found on the list of CLs in (73) above. 

The reason for this is evident. The list of CLs in (73) was made on the 

basis of simple verbs (in constrast to complex ones) • The CLs in (73) 

are all compatible with complex verbs as well as with simple verbs, 

however a CL composed of Exc-se.OAT is only compatible with complex 

verbs of a particular category. This last clitic sequence can easily 

be formed by combining Exc-se and OAT, as shown below. 

(131) (CL)p/(P/OAT) : (CL) (P/OAT)/(P/seexc.OAT) 

---> (CL)p/(p/se
exc

·OAT)22 

We will add the rule in (131) above to the set of rules of clitic se-

quence formation stated in (57), and the resultant clitic sequence to 

the possible CLs shown in (73). 

(132a) and (b) below show how the Rule of Cliticization applies 

to the strings (130a) and (b), and the a-sentences in (126) and (127) 

result. 

(132) a. (CLme lO)p/(p/se .ACC): (v fui comiendo)p/ ACC 
exc 1 seexc' 

(+finiteJ 

---> (v me 10 fui comiendo)p 
2 

'I went/left eating it (I ate it as I went)' 

22. This rule requires that the varaible X in the generalized 
category for Exc-se, i.e. (P/X)/(P/se .X), also be interpreted as OAT 
as we 11 as (/J and ACC. exc 

_ ........ _ ..... _ .. -------------------------------------
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1 

vino pegandO)p/seexc.DAT 

(+finiteJ 

---) (V se Ie vino pegando) P 
2 

IS/he came hitting him/her 
(s/he hit him/her as s/he came) , 

4.6.6. "Clitic Splitting" 
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One advantage of the lexical analysis over the syntactic analy-

sis is, as seen above, is that ill-formed strings which involVE' complex 

verbs containing a permitir-type of verb can be blocked in a straight-

forward way, i. e. by rules. The ill-formedness of strings such as the 

following also falls out of rules in my analysis. Observe. 

(133) a. *Le quiero darlo. 

b. *10 quiero dar Ie. 

c. Se 10 quiero dar. 

d. Quiero darselo. 
} 'I want to give it to him/her/them' 

(133a) is ill-formed because only the OAT clitic has "climbed" leaving 

the ACC cli.tic behind, while (b) is bad because only the ACC clitic has 

"climbed" leaving the OAT clitic behind. These sentences show that 

the OAT and ACC clitics cannot be separated when the two instantiate the 

complements of the same verb. As we have seen in Chapter III, there 

are two proposals made in the syntactic analysis of clitics to block 

these strings. One is made by Strozer, who stipulates a convention 

which states that "clitics in sequence must move together". The other 

is made by Rivas, who stipulates that clitics are generated under a 

--- -----.. -----------------------------------------
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a superclitic node, and that it is this clitic node that "moves". The 

lexical analysis which I propose needs neither the convention which 

Strozer opts for, nor the postulation for the superclitic node. III-

formed strings such as (133a) and (b), where "clitic splitting" is ob-

served will be blocked simply because the rules I have proposed cannot 

form such strings. Let us look at how these strings are blocked in my 

analysis. In the lexical analysis, there are two alternative ways that 

these strings can be formed. Take, for example, the string (133a). 

The first alternative would be to combine guer- and darlo forming a com-

plex verb, apply Inflection, and finally cliticize Ie. The derivation 

would be blocked at the very first step where a complex verb is to be 

formed. The Rule of Complex Verb Formation cannot combine a Vo with a 

The other al ternati ve would be to form the strings 

Ie quiero and darlo separately, and put them together. However, this 

derivation would also be blocked, for the string Ie guiero can never be 

formed in my analysis. The DAT clitic Ie belongs to CAT (PIX) I 

(P/DAT.X), and the verb quiero belongs to CAT p/ACC, P/Pinf or ~ Psub ' 

thus, they cannot categorially be composed, as shown in (134) below. 

(134) a. (Ie) (PIX) I (P/DAT.X) (quiero)P/ACC ---> ? 

b. (Ie) (PIX) I (P/DAT.X) (quiero)P/P ---> ? 

c. (Ie) (PIX) I (P/DAT.X) (quiero) ---> 
Pique P ? 

The string (133b) is blocked in a similar way as (133a) • The 

first alternative does not work because we cannot form a complex verb by 
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combining avo and a V 2. The second al temati ve would be to form the 

strings 10 quiere and darles separately, and put them together. The 

two strings can be formed as shown in (135); however, they carmot be 

combined since they carmot categorially be composed, as shown in (136). 

b. (CLles ) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X): (v
1
dar) (P/ACC)/(P/DAT.ACC) 

---) (v
2
dar + les)p/ACC 

(136) (darle)p/ACC (10 quiero)p ---) ? 

Thus, in my analysis, the ill-formedness of strings such as (133a) and 

(b) fallout of rules, and an account by rules is preferrable to one 

by stipulations. 

The phenomenon of "clitic splitting" is not only restricted to 

argument type of clitics, i.e. DAT and ACC clitics. Observe the fol-

lowing strings. 

(137) a. *Juan me quiere arruinarles la vida. 
b. Juan me les quiere arruinar la vida. 
c. Juan quiere arruinArmeles la vida. 

'John wants to ruin their life (ruin the life to them) on me' 

(138) a. *Me deben tratarlo bien. 
b. Me 10 deben tratar bien. 
c. Deben tratArmelo bien. 

'They must treat him/it well for me' 

(139) a. *Le va a arrepentirse. 
b. Se Ie va a arrepentir. 
c. Va a-arrepentirsele. 

'S/he is going to repent (her/himself)' 
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Recall from Chapter III, that strings such as the a-sentences above, 

where the BEN clitic is separated from the DAT clitic, etc. would pose 

a problem to the movement account. Since the BEN clitic is not a 

complement of the verb, there is a question, in a syntactic treatment of 

clitics, as to where this clitic should be generated; in the lower 

clause or in the "higher" clause. If it happened to be generated in the 

lower clause along with other clitics, and the movement rule does not 

apply, the b-sentence would result; if the clitics happened to be moved 

to the higher clause, the c-sentences would result. However, if the 

BEN clitic happened to be generated in the higher clause, and the rule 

of "clitic climbing" did not move other clitics to the higher clause, 

since such a rule is optional, ill-formed strings such as those in the 

a-sentences would result. 

There are two ways that strings such as the a-sentences could be 

formed in a lexical analysis. Let us look at (138a). The first alter-

native would be ,to combine deb- and tratarlo, apply the Rule of in-

flection, and finally cliticize me. However, this derivation would 

be blocked in the very first step where a complex verb is to be formed. 

The Rule of Complex Verb Formation cannot combine avo with a V 2; 

tratarlo is a V2• The other alternative would be to form me deben 

and tratarlo separately and put the two strings together. This deri-

vation would be blocked, for the string me deben cannot be formed by 

the Rule of Cliticizationi the BEN clitic me and debe cannot be com

posed. Recall that the Rule of Cliticization is an operation of func

tion/argument application schematized as (P/X)/(p/X.W): (P/X.W)---> p/X. 
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The BEN clitic is assigned to the generalized category (P/X) / (P/X) , 

where X is a variable ranging over (/) or ACC; deben is assigned to CAT 

P/Pinf· The two expressions cannot be combined by an operation of 

function/argument application as proposed above, since the variable X 

does not include Pinf as one of its values, thus, the argument part 

of the functor and the argument cannot be "cancelled". See (140) 

below. 

(140) 

In brief, whichever alternative one may take, strings such as the a-sen-

tences in (137), (138) and (139), where the BEN clitic and other types 

of clitics are separated, cannot be formed by the rules I have proposed. 

4.6.7. Recapitulation 

In this section, I have proposed the Rule of Complex Verb Forma-

tion to account for the distribution of clitics corranonly known as "cli-

tic climbing". This rule is an operation of functional composition, 

where aVo marked with a particular feature, i. e. (+CV), is combined 

with an infinitival or gerundive complement, forming a complex verb. 

To the result of this rule, Inflection and Cliticization apply, yielding 

strings with clitics "climbed". I have modified slightly the previously 

proposed Rules of Inflection and Cliticization in order to handle cases 

where complex verbs are involved as well. The lexical treatment of 

23. The two strings could be composed by an operation of func
tional composition since the variable X includes (/) as one of its values. 
However, I defined the Rule of Cliticization as an operation of func
tion/agument application of the form X/Y : Y ---) Y, thus, (140), as an 
operation of function/argument application, does not give a result. 
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"clitic clinibing" is an improvement on the syntactic analysis in that 

it offers an account, by rules, of the set of data which is problematic 

to the syntactic analysis. Such data involve undesirable clitic se-

quences which the "movement" rule may create, as well as "clitic split-

ting" • Overall, my analysis offers a more elegant account of the dis-

tribution of clitics, since a single set of rules, i.e. Verb Formation 

II, handles all instances of cliticization. 

4.7. Rule Ordering 

I have proposed three rules which form the lexical category 

"verb" in Spanish. They are as follO\vs, with some details omitted. 

1. Verb Formation Rule I Inflection 

(r) (P/X) / (VP/X) : (V Vo (V1))vp/x ---> 
0 

(V V +r 
1 0 

(V1))P/X 

2. Verb Formation Rule II : Cliticization 

a. (CL) (P/X)/(P/W.X) : (V
1 

V1 (V1))P/W.X ---> (V CL+V1 (V1))P/X 
2 

(+finite) 

b. (CL) (P/X)/(P/W.X) (V
1 

V1 (V1))P/W.X ---> (V V1+CL (V1))] piX 
2 

(-finite) 

3. Verb Formation Rule III: Complex Verb Formation 

These rules are intrinsically ordered. For example, Cliticization can 

apply to the output of Inflection, but not vice versa. The output of 

Cliticization cannot be the input to Complex Verb Formation. These 

facts are implied in the way the rules are stated, more specifically, in 

the morphological categories "verbs" are identified with, i.e. Vo ' V1 

and V2• Each rule tells explicitly what type of "verb", in terms of 

---~~----- ~--~~-------------------------------------
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morphological category, can be the input to the rule, and what type of 

"verb" can be the output. All these facts being taken into considera-

ration, the following sets of rule applications are possible for the 

fonnation of the lexical category "verb" in Spanish. 

(141) Rules Applied 

a. Inflection 

b. 1. Inflection 
2. Cli ticization 

c. 1. Complex Verb Formation 
2. Inflection 
3 Cliticization 

Result Examples 

(v visitar)P/AOC 
1 

'to visit' 

(v visitarlo)p 
1 
'to visit him/it' 

(V 10 quiere visitar)p 
2 

'he/she wants to visit him/it' 

Above, $ is a variable which can be interpreted as any type of argument 

structure, while X is a variable which can be interpreted as only cer-

tain types of argument structure. Both variables can be C/J. 

4.8. Clitic Sequences: Morphological Constraints 

In 4.5.2. I have proposed a set of rules which form clitic se-

quences. However, these rules only state what the possible combina-

tions of clitics in terms of category and what the resultant category is 

of each combination; but they do not specify the actual linear order of 

the clitic forms composing a given sequence. Consider the following. 

(142) d Te me bafiaste? 

(143) d Me 10 bafiaste? 

'Did you bathe yourself for me? 

'Did you bathe him/it for me? 

In (142) and (143) above, we have sequences composed of an ACC clitic 

and a BEN clitic. This particular clitic sequence is formed as follows. 

--------- - -----------------------------------------
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(144) (CL)p/p: (CL)p/(P/ACC) ---) (CL)p/(P/ACC) 

However, in (142), the order of the two clitics is ACC.BEN, while, in 

(143), the order is BEN.ACC. In each case, if we reverse the order, 

an ill-formed sentence results as shown in (145) and (146) below. 

(145) * Me te bafiaste? 

(146) * Lo me bafiaste? 

This shows that the linear order of clitics in a sequence is constrain-

ed by the actual form of the clitics composing the sequence, and ob-

viously not by the category they are assigned to. The ill-formedness 

of the b-sentences in (142) and (143) derives from the particular or-

dering of two clitic forms, i.e.*me te and *10 me, respectively. In 

addition to the restriction involving the ordering among the actual cli-

tic forms composing a sequence, there is another constraint which any 

well-formed clitic sequence must comply with. Consider the following 

sentences. 

(147) a. *Nos me bafiamos. ----
b. *Me nos bafiamos. ---

(148) a. *Le 10 permitieron usar. 

b. *Lo Ie permitieron usar. 

In the above sentences, it is not the ordering of the two clitics that 

yields ill-formed sentences, since both a-sentences and b-sentences are 

ill-formed. What makes these strings unacceptable is the concurrence 

of particular two clitic forms in sequence, i.e. *nos and me, or *le 

and 10. The two forms in sequence are of the same person value. A 

duplication of identical forms also results in an ill-formed sequence, 

as shown below, in the b-sentences in (149) and (150). 
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(149) a. Se me 10 permiti6 usar. 
""iifhey 1Unspecified) permitted me to use it' 

b. *Se se 10 permi ti6 usar. 

(c.f. Se Ie permiti6 usarlo. 
'They (unspecified) permitted him/her to use it') 

(150) a. Me 10 permitieron lavar. 
""iifhey permitted me to wash it' 

b.*Me me permitieron lavar. 

(c.f. Me permitieron lavarme. 'They permitted me to wash myself') 

Obviously, we need an extra mechanism to restrict ill-formed clitic se-

quences, and we will now discuss how this can be achieved in my analy-

sis. As we have already seen in the previous chapter, Permutter (ibid.) 

proposes a "clitic template" to account for clitic sequences. 24 This 

template is an output condition which applies after all the transforma-

tions have applied and it serves to filter out bad clitic sequences 

which transformations may have created. The "clitic template" is 

24. In order to rule out clitic sequences such as Ie 10, Perl-
mutter proposes the "spurious-se" Rule, in 
dition stated in (146). This rule changes 
se when found in a particular environment. 
as in (1) below. 

(1) Spurious se rule 

[

pro

u III 
DAT 

1 

[
proJ 
III 
ACC 

2 ---> se, 2 

addition to the output con
DAT clitics Ie or les to 

This rule is formulated 

Perlmutter first postulates that this rule is obligabory. However, 
later, he comments that it does not have to be so, since, even if this 
rule does not apply, the output condition will still filter out clitic 
sequences such as Ie 10. 
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is formulated as follows. 

(151) Output condition on clitic pronous 

se II I III 

In the output condition, (II) repres~1ts clitics of 2nd person, (I) 

those of 1st person, and (III) of 3rd person. Thus, the actual clitic 

forms which can occupy each "slot" are the following. 

(152) se II I III 

se te me 10 
os nos los 

la 
las 
Ie 
les 

This template does not mean that each slot must be filled; some can be 

left unfilled. Thus, it simply states the general condition on the 

"morphological shape" of clitic sequences. Perlmutter's terrplate also 

requires that there be only one item from each "slot", blocking the 

occurrence of two items from the same slot. Perlmutter's template 

adequately captures the restrictions placed on the morphological shape 

of clitics in sequence, if not those on the categorial compostion of 

clitic sequences. 

There are several alternative ways in which the well-formedness 

condition on clitic sequences can be integrated into my analysis. Let 

us discuss two of them here. One alternative is to construct a function 

[F], whose principal role is that of a "filter". [F] takes any string 

of CAT V2 (which is categorially well-formed), and checks whether it 

conforms to the well-fomed condition; 1. whether the clitics in sequence 

are in a proper order, and 2. whether there is no "duplication" of forms 
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in sequence. V2s are formed as a result of the Rule of Cliticiza-

tion. Thus, the "filtering" function applies to a11 the resultant 

expressions of this morphological operation. Any V2 wi11 be dis-

carded as ill-formed if the clitic sequence contained in the V2 does 

not satisfy the well-formedness conditions as stated in (151). 

Another alternative will be to propose a convention in accord-

dance with which clitic forms are placed in an appropriate order as 

they are cOillbined by the Rules of Clitic Sequence Formation. The fol-

lowing sketches what this convention would look like. 

(153) Clitic Ordering Convention 

Let a, b and c stand for actual clitic forms, where a~b~c 
such that a, b and c do not coincide in forms or values for 
person. When two of the three or a11 three of them are com
bined by rules of Clitic-sequence Formation, the order among 
them will be determined in accordance with the well-formed 
condition. 

The above statement will place clitics in a correct order and, at the 

sme time, restrict the "duplication" of two (or three) clitic forms 

from the same "slot". 

In the first alternative, we let the Rules of Clitic Sequence 

Formation generate all the clitic sequences that are categorially well-

formed, and let [F] filters out morphologically ill-formed sequences. 

Thus, the Rules of Clitic Sequence Formation are overgenerous. In the 

second alternative, the extra mechanism, Le. "Clitic Ordering Conven-

tion", restricts the same rules to form only the we11-formed clitic 

sequences. Here, I will only limit myself to presenting alternatives, 

leave the question to future investigation. 
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4.9. Clitic Sequences: Other Constraints 

All clitic forms, with the exception of 10, la, los and las, 

which are ACC, can receive multiple categoria1 representations, as 

shown below. 

(154) Clitic Form Interpretation Category 

(Imp-se) (X/P) / (X/P) 

(Inh-se) p/(p/seinh) 

(Exc-se) 
se 

(P/X)/(p/seexc'X) 

(OAT) (P IX) / (P /OAT • X) 

(ACC) (P/X) / (P/ACC.X) 

(BEN) (P IX) / (P IX) 

(OAT) (P/X) / (P/OAT.X) 

(ACC) (P/X) / (P/ACC.X) 

me/nos/te/os (BEN) (P/X) / (P/X) 

(Inh-se) p/(p/seinh) 

(Exc-se) (P/X)/(p/seexc'X) 

10/la/10s/1as (ACC) (P/X) / (P/ACC.X) 

{ [DAT) (P IX) / (P /OAT • X) 
1e/1es 

(BEN) (P/X) / (P/X) 

Recall that c1itic sequences are formed and assigned to appropriate 

categories by the Rules of C1itic Sequence formation. Since most of the 
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(single) clitic forms receive multiple interpretations, thus, categorial 

assignments, a particular sequence of clitic forms also receives multi-

pIe interpretations/categorial assignments. For example, the Rules of 

Clitic Sequence Formation coupled with the Well-formedness Condition we 

looked at in the previous section will form the clitic sequence te me 

with fourteen different interpretations/categorial assignments, as il-

lustrated below. 

(155) CL 

te me 

Interpretation 

ACC.OAT 

OAT.ACC 

ACC.BEN 

BEN.ACC 

OAT. BEN 

BEN. OAT 

Inh-se.BEN 

BEN. Inh-se 

Exc-se.BEN 

BEN. Exc-se 

Exc-se.ACC 

ACC.Exc-se 

Exc-se.OAT 

OAT. Exc-se 

Category 

P/(P/OAT.ACC) 

P/(P/ACC) 

(P/X)/(P/OAT.X) 

p/(p/seexc ) 

Although, according to my analysis, all the above interpretations are 
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possible for' te me, some interpretations are perfectly acceptable, while 

others are either marginal or totally unacceptable. This implies that 

there are other constraints placed on the clitics in sequence other than 

what we have looked at in the previous section. We will take the s~ 

quence te me, in an attempt to describe additional constraints. 

First, we will look at data relevant. to the first two possible interpre-

tations, Le. Ace.OAT and OAT.Ace. Observe the following sentence. 

(156) 
?* . 

Juan te me recornend6, C no? 

The verb recomend- 'recorrmend' is a di transi ti ve verb, thus, it should 

be possible to interpret the clitic sequence te me as ACC.OAT, which 

would yield 'John recommended you to me', or as OAT.ACC, which would 

yield 'John recorranended me to you'. However, this sentence itself is 

extremely marginal. 24 The marginal status of sentence (156) probably 

derives from the fact that both te and me can be interpreted as OAT as 

well as Ace, thus, the sequence creates some ambiguity as to which cli-

tic form should be interpreted as OAT and which as ACC. Sentences such 

as those below, in which "who is being recommended to whom" is unambi-

guated, are corranonly used instead. 

(157) a. Juan me recomend6 a tie 
'John:recommended me to you' 

24. Perlmutter (ibid.) mentions a similar sentence. 

(1) Manuel quer{a recomendarteme. 

According to Permutter, this sentence, though turned down by some speak
ers as unacceptable, must be construed as 'Manuel wants to recorrmend 
you to me', and not as 'Manuel wants to recorranend me to you', in other 
words, the clitic sequence te me receives the interpretation ACC.OAT, 
and not OAT.ACC. --



b. Juan te recornend6 a mi. 
'John recorrunended you to me' 
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Sentences with a clitic sequence which does not evoke the ambiguity are 

perfectly fine, as shawn below. 

(158) a. Juan te 10 recornend6. 'John recommended it/him to you' 

b. Juan me la recornend6. 'John recommended it/her to me' 

c. Juan se los recomend6. 'John recorrunended them to him/her/them' 

Since the clitics 10, la and los, in the above sentences, cannot receive 

any interpretation other than ACC, the clitics te, me and se naturally 

get interpreted as DAT. Clitic sequences such as the following should 

be also unambiguous since the rightmost clitic is c~se-marked, i.e. DAT. 

*? (159) . Juan me Ie recomend6. 

(160) 
*? 

'Juan te les recomend6. 

However, these strings are also marginal. In view of the data pre-

sented above, we can conclude that there is a general tendency to avoid 

particular combinations of two clitic forms for sequences comprised of 

DAT and ACC. Combinations other than those whose rightmost member is 

explicitly marked as ACC, i.e. lo/la/los/las are to be avoided. 

Let us, next, look at the data relevant to the interpretations 

in which one of the clitics is BEN, and the other is either ACC or DAT. 

Consider the following sentences, which should be interpreted in two 

ways as indicated in (a) and (b). 

(161) A Que bueno que te me hayan tratado bien! 
? 

a •. 'How nice that they have treated you well for me' (ACC.BEN) 

b. * 'How nice that they have treated me well for you' (BEN. ACC) 
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(162) cPor que te me habran golpeado? 
? 

a •. 'Why did they hit you on me, I wonder' 

b. * 'Why did they hit me on you, I wonder' 

(OAT. BEN) 

(BEN. OAT) 

In (161) and (162), though marginal, interpreting te me as ACC.BEN and 

OAT.BEN, respectively, is acceptable, whereas interpreting the same 

clitic sequence BEN.ACC and BEN.OAT, respectively, is totally impos-

silbe. This may suggest that there is a constraint such that the 

second clitic in a sequence of two must be interpreted as BEN, if ei-

ther one of the two could be taken as BEN. However, this proves to be 

false given sentences such as the following. 

(163) Me Ie pegaron. 'They hit him/her on me' 

In this sentence, it is the first one of the two clitics that is inter-

preted as BEN. In fact, only the first one can be interpreted as BEN, 

although it should be possible to interpret either one of them as BEN; 

this sentence cannot be interpreted as 'They hit me on him/her'. The 

difficulty of interpreting te (161) and (162), and Ie in (163) as BEN 

seems to derive from the nature of the so-called "benefactive" argument. 

The role assigned to the benefactive is to relate some party with what 

is expressed in the rest of the sentence. The relationship can be of a 

beneficial or detrimental nature for the party. Since establishing the 

relationship often involves some type of subjective judgement or "empa-

thy" on the part of the speaker, naturally, the benefactive in the form 

of first person is the most common to occur. The data so far presented 

show that relating the 1st person as "beneficiary" with some proposition 

which involves 2nd or 3rd person are fine, whereas relating 2nd person 
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or 3rd person as a "beneficiary" with a proposition which involves 1st 

person is difficult. The "interpersonal network" between 2nd and 3rd, 

or between two 3rd parties is no problem, in general, as shown below • 

• (164) (,For que se te fueron todos? 
'Why did they all leave on you?' 

(165) Sus padres se Ie murieron cuando era todav{a muy pequeno. 
'His parents died on him when he was still very small' 

Thus, certain combinations of clitic forms must be also avoided for cli-

tic sequences comprised of BEN and some other types of clitics. 

Next, let us look at the cases in which te me is a combination 

of 1nh-se and BEN. Consider the following sentences. 

(166) a. jNo te me estes quejando de eso! (1nh-se.BEN) 
'Don'tt>e complaining about it t%n me~" 

b. *Yo no te me estoy quejando de eso. (BEN. 1nh-se) 
*'1 am not-Complaining about it t%n you' 

As we can see in the above sentences, while the a-sentences where te me 

is interpreted as 1nh-se.BEN is wll-formed, the b-sentences where the 

same cli tic sequence is interpreted as BEN. 1nh-se is ill-formed. This 

may be attributed to to the nature of the benefactive argument just men-

tioned above, however, there seems to be another factor which blocks the 

interpretation as BEN.1nh-se. Consider the following sentences where 

one of the clitics in sequence te me is taken to be Exc-se. 

(167) a. Te me fuiste. 
'YoU-left on me' 

b. *Te me fui. 
*'1 left on you' 

(Exc-se. BEN) 

(BEN. Exc-se) 
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In (167), the interpretation of te me as Exc-se.BEN is fine, but not as 

BEN. Exc-se. The pattern is the same as in (166). Both Inh-se and 

Exc-se are "reflexive" clitics, and the constraint involved here seems 

to be based on the "reflexivity"., that is, a "reflexive" clitic must 

precede a "non-re-flexive" clitic. The following sentences, where we 

have clitic sequences consisting of ACC plus BEN, and DAT plus BEN, 

where ACC and DAT are anapho-ric to the subject argument, gives further 

evidence of this constraint • 
. 

(168) a. C. Ya te me has bafiado? 
'Have you bathed yourself for me yet? 

b. *s{, ya te me he bafiado. 25 
* 'Yes, Ilhave bathed myself for you' 

(c.f. sf, ya me he bafiado.'Yes, I have already bathed myself') 

(169) a. Ya te me has puesto los zapatos? 
'Haveyou put the shoes on yourself yet for me?' 

b. *S!, ya te me he puesto los zapatos. 
*'Yes, Ilhave already put on my shoes for you' 

(c.f. sf, ya me he puesto los zapatos. 
'Yes, Ilhave already put the shoes on myself') 

(168) and (169) show that the interpretation of te me as reflexive 

and non-reflexive is fine, while the other way round is unacceptable. 

As we have seen above, the Rules of Clitic-sequence Formation 

along with the Well-formedness Condition could form some clitic sequences 

25. The string me te he bafiado, ~mere the reflexive clitic 
precedes the nonreflexive one, is ill-formed, for it violates the "clitic 
template. 
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~nose interpretations turn out to be extremely marginal or totally unac

ceptable. However, this should not be considered a weakness of my ana

lysis of clitics; rather, it implies the existence of some other con

straints involving clitic sequences. One constraint deals with certain 

combinations of clitic forms for sequences comprised of DAT and ACC as 

well as for sequences which contain a BEN clitic. For clitic sequences 

comprised of DAT and ACC, the combinations which create ambiguity must 

generally be avoided. For sequences which contains a BEN clitic, the 

combinations which are "pragmatically" inappropriate must be avoided. 

Another constraint involves the ordering of "reflexive" and "non-reflex

ive" clitics. The "non-reflexive" clitic must follow the "reflexive" 

one. Clitic sequences in Spanish, therefore, must comply with three 

different types of conditions: 1. Well-formedness in terms of categorial 

composition, 2. well-formedness based on their "morphological shapes", 

and 3. other conditions based, in general, on semantico-pragmatic fac

tors. All these conditions correspond to integral and distinct aspects 

of clitic sequences and one cannot replace another to account adequate

ly for the properties of clitic sequence. 

4.10. Summary of Analysis 

In this chapter, I have proposed a lexical analysis of inflec

tion and cliticization in Spanish, as an alternative to a syntactic ana

lysis. I have proposed three lexical rules, namely, Inflection, Cliti

cization and Complex Verb Formation, to account for the distribution of 

the morphological properties at issue. 

-- -- ------ --------------------------------------
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In my analysis, uninflected verbs, inflectional suffixes and 

clitics are stored in the lexicon assigned to categories which specify 

their syntactic (as well as semantic) properties. There are two types 

of operations "which combine these elements: 1. function/argument appli-

cation, and 2. functional compostion. 

I have proposed three basic syntactic categories, P(roposition), 

VP and NP, based on which complex categories are defined. CAT P is a 

set of expressions which have the following four elements: 1. an ACE 

(uninflected verb), 2. arguments controlled by the ACE, 3. temporal 

properties, and 4. the subject, defined as a unification of inflectional 

proproperties distributed throughout the sentence, and represented as a 

set of values comprised of person, number and g51der. CAT VP is a set 

of entities ~vhich are comprised of an ACE and its complements. CATNP 

is a set of expressions whose head is a noun. 

Inflectional suffixes are defined as functions from uninflected 

verbs to inflected verbs, thus, assigned to CAT (P/X)/(VP/X), where X 

represents the argument structure associated with a given verb. The 

following schematizes the process of inflection, mapping from 

uninflected verbs into inflected verbs. 

(170) Verb Formation Rule I: Inflection 

(r) (P/X) / (VP/X): (V 0 (V1 ) )vp/X -) (V
1 

Vo + r (V1» PIX 

(0( finite} (0( finite} 

where i. (r) represents an inflectional suffix; 
ii. 0< ranges over (+} or (-); (+finite} stands 

for the indicative or subjucnti ve roood, whereas 
(-finite} stands for the infintive, gerundive 
and imperative mood; 



iii. X is a variable which represents any type 
of argument structure, including 0. 
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This rule handles inflection of both "single" and "complex" verbs, as it 

allows that the argument of this rule to have an optional element (Vi). 

Clitics are also defined as functions, and we have identified 

five different categories for these elements as listed below along with 

their interpretations and members composing each category. 

(52) Category Interpretation Examples 

(PIX) I (P/ACC.X) ACC clitics (me, te, 10, la, nos, os, los, las, se) 

(PIX) I (P/DAT.X) DAT clitics (me, te, Ie, nos, os, les, se) 

BEN clitics (me, te, Ie, nos, os, les, se) 
(PIX) I (PIX) 

Imp-se (se) 

P/Pinh Inh-se (me, te, nos, os, se) 

(PIX) I (P/seexc.X) Exc-se (me, te, nos, os, se) 

I assume that, when there are several clitics attached to a verb, the 

whole sequence gets attached to the verb in one operation. This re-

quires that clitic sequences be formed in the lexicon separately, pri-

or to Cliticization. The following are the rules which combine various 

clitics listed above to form clitic sequences. These rules are opera-

tions of functional composition. Clitic sequences composed of three 

clitics are formed by a recursive application of these rules. In the 

curly brackets are shawn the possible compositions of clitic sequences 

each rule may forms. 

(171) Rules of Clitic-seguence Formation 

a. (CL)P/(P/ACC): (CL) (P/ACC)I (P/DAT.ACC) ---> (CL)P/(P/DAT.ACC) 

(ACC.DAT, BEN.ACC.DAT, Imp-se.ACC.DAT) 

.---------------------------------------------
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b. (CL)p/p:(CL)p/(P/ACC) ---) (CL)p/(P/ACC) (BEN.ACC, Imp-se.BEN.ACC) 

c. (CL) (P/X)/(P/X): (CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) ---) (CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) 

where X=0 or ACC. (BEN.DAT, Imp-se.BEN) 

d. (CL)p/(P/ACC): (CL) (P/ACC)/(p/seexc.ACC) ---) (CL)p/(p/seexc.ACC) 

(ACC.Exc-se) 

e. (CL)p/p: (CL)p/(p/se ) ---) (CL)p/(p/se ) (BEN.Exc-se) 
exe exc 

f. (CL)p/(P/DAT): (CL) (P/DAT)/(p/seexc.DAT) ---) (CL)p/(p/se .DAT) 
exc 

(DAT.Exc-se) 

(BEN. Inh-se) 

h. (CL) (P/X)/(P/X): (CL) (P/X)/(P/ACC.X) ---) (CL) (P/X)/(P/ACC.X) 

where X=0, P inf or que P sub. (Imp-se. ACC, Imp-se. BEN • ACC) 

i. (CL) (P/X)/(P/X): (CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) ---) (CL) (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) 

where X=0, ACC, Pinf or que P. (Imp-se.DAT, Imp-se.BEN.DAT) 

j. (CL) (P/X)/(P/X): (CL) (P/X)/(P/X) ---) (CL) (P/X)/(P/X) (Imp-se.BEN) 

where X=0 or ACC. 

Taking the list of categories in (52) and the results in (171) into ac-

count, we have the following eight categories for the CL in Spanish, CL 

being a single clitic or a sequence of clitics; the possible compos i-

tions for each category are listed on the right. 

(172) a. (P/X) / (P/ACC.X) 

b. (P/X)/(P/DAT.X) 

c. P/(P/DAT.ACC) 

(ACC),(BEN.ACC), (Imp-se.ACC), (Imp-se.BEN.ACC) 

(DAT),(BEN.DAT),(Imp-se.DAT),(Imp-se.BEN.DAT) 

(ACC.DAT),(BEN.ACC.DAT),(Imp-se.ACC.DAT) 
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d. (P IX) / (P IX) (BEN),(Imp-se),(BEN.Imp-se) 

e. P/ (P/se. ) (Inh-se),(BEN.Inh-se) lnh 

f. (P/X)/(p/seexc·X) (Exc-se),(BEN.Exc-se) 

g. P/(P/se • ACC) exc (Exc-se.ACC) 

h. p/(p/seexc·OAT) (Exc-se.OAT) 

These categories explicitly state what type of verbs each CL can take 

and what type of expressions it yields. Noting that these categories 

belong to either CAT (P/X)/(P/W.X) or CAT (P/X)/(P/X), I proposed the 

generalized category (P/X)/(P/W.X) for clitics, where the variable W can 

be interpreted as f/J. The following schematizes the pair of rules 

proposed for Cliticicization. 

(173) Verb Formation Rule II: cli t:i.ci.zation 

a. (CL) (P/X)/(P/W.X): (V
1 

V1 (V1))P/W.X --. -) (V
2 

CL+V1 (V1))P/X 

(+finite) 

b. (C1~) (P/X)/(P/W.X): (V
1 

V1 (V1))P/W.X ---) (V
2 

V1+CL (V1))P/X 

(-finite) 

where i. X is a variale which ranges over any type of argument 
structure including (/), except seinh and se ; 

- --€Xc 

ii. W is a variable which ranges over f/J, ACC r OAT, seinh , 

--ese xc' OAT.ACC, se .ACC or se .OAT. exc --exc 

There are conditions which hold across the two variables, W and X, as 

shown below. 

(77) Conditions across W and X: 

a. If W=ACC, then X=(/), P inf or que P sub 

b. If W=OAT, then X=(/), ACC, Pinf or que P. 
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c. i. If W=~, then X=~ or ACC, when CL is a BEN clitic. 

ii. If W=~, then X is any type of argument structure except seinh and se ,when CL is Impersonal-se. exc -

d. If w=seinh , OAT.ACC, ~c.ACC or ~c.OAT, then X=~. 

e. If w=seexc' then X=~ or ACC. 

In order to account for the distribution of clitics commonly 

known as "clitic climbing", I have proposed a verb formation rule, 

namely Complex Verb Formation, as schematized below. 

(128) Verb Formation Rule III: Complex Verb Formation 

(V1)P/Y ---) (V Vo V1 )vp/w.Y 
o 

i. the leftmost V is (+CV); 
ii. P is either infinitival or gerundive; 

iii. W is a variable ranging over ~, OAT or se ; 
iv. Y is a variable ranging over ~, ACC, ACC.~c 

ACC.que P, OAT, OAT.P, OAT que P, OAT.ACC, 
se inh ' se exc and se exc. ACC. 

To the output of this operation, Verb Formation Rule I and II succes-

sively apply, yielding strings with clitics "climbed". 

I have proposed three rules which form the lexical category 

"verb" in Spanish. These three rules are intrinsically ordered, and 

the following shows the ordering of rule applications. 

1. Complex Verb Formation 
2. Inflection 
3. Cliticization 

There are some conditions in terms of a "morphological shape" 

with which any "categorially well-composed" clitic sE.""..:fuence must com-

ply Perlmutter tries to capture these with a "template" as schematized 

as follows. 
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(151) OUtput condition on clitic pronous: 

se II I III 

This template requires that there can be only one item from each "slot" 

and that clitic forms in sequence obey a certain linear order. I 

proposed two alternatives in order to incorporate this well-forrnedness 

condition into my analysis. One alternative is to construct a function 

[F] which applies to all V2s and checks if they satisfy the well-form-

edness condition; if they do not they will be discarded. The other 

alternative is to state a general morphological principle which re

stricts "duplication" of clitic forms and specifies the order of 

clitics, as they are combined by the Rules of Clitic sequence For

mation. 

In addition to the "categorial" and "morphological" well

formedness, I discussed other constraints placed on clitic sequences in 

Spanish. They included restrictions in regard to the combination of 

clitic forms for sequences composed of a DAT and an ACC clitic, or 

sequences containing a BEN clitic, and in regard to the ordering of 

"reflexive" and "nonreflexive" clitics. 

In the last section of this Chapter, I will discuss some conse

quences and implications of ~J analysis. 

4.11. Consequences and Implications 

The lexical analysis proposed in this chapter is an improvement, 

in many respects, on the syntactic analysis of inflection and cliticiza

tion previously proposed. Recall that in GB theory, the inflectional 

element is represented as a constituent of the sentence in terms of 

"agreement" features, which later is phonologically realized as a verb 
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affix. The inflectional properties in Spanish are distributed through-

out what is traditionally a "VP", thus, the analysis of inflectional 

properties as a constituent runs into a serious problem in this lan-

guage. In the lexical analysis, since inflection is not taken to be 

the intance of a "grammatical agreement", but a word formation process, 

the distribution of the inflectional properties at issue can be ade-

quately accounted for. 

Turning to cliticization, a lexical analysis also offers an ade-

quate account of problems for which a syntactic analysis fails to pro-

vide simple solution. The crucial data is the phenomenon commonly re-

ferred to as "clitic climbing". Since the syntactic analysis of cli-

tics must postulate a transformation in order to account for this par-

ticular distributional pattern of clitics, it can create some pro-

blems. One such problem concerns ill-formed clitic sequences that 

the movement rule in question may create, as exemplified in the sen-

tences below. 

(111) a. *Me Ie permitieron golpear. 

b. Me permitieron golpearle. 
'They permitted me to hit him/her' 

(112) a.*Te me 10 permitieron dar. 

b. Te permitieron darmelo. 
'They permitted you to give it to me' 

Rivas (ibid), as we have seen, resort to placing certain conditions on 

the movement rule in order to block ill-formed strings such as those 

shown in the a-sentences above, while Strozer opts for proposing a rule 

separate from "Cli tic Climbing". In my analysis, strings such as the a-
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sentences above are never formed, since there is no rule that can 

compose clitic sequences containing two (or more) DAT clitics such as 

me Ie 0 te me 10; such clitic sequences can not categorially be 

composed. Thus, the ill-formedness of strings such as those shown in 

the a-sentences falls automatically from rules. 

Another problem for the transformational analysis is "cli tic 

splitting", as shown in the sentences below. 

(133) a. *Le quiero darlo. 

b. *1.0 quiero darle. 

c. Se 10 quiero dar. 

d. Quiero darse 10. 
} 'I want to give it to him/her/them' 

The a-sentence and b-sentence are ill-formed because the two clitics, 

i. e. DAT and ACC, which are the arguments of the verb dar 'to give' 

are separated from one another. Strozer's solution to this problem 

is to stipulate that "the clitics in sequence must move together", 

whereas Rivas's solution is the stipulation of a superclitic node, which 

allows the whole clitic sequence to move when "clitic climbing" applies. 

In my analysis, neither stipulation is necessary. Ill-formed sentences 

such as (132a) and (b) can never be formed by my rules. Naturally, an 

account by way of rules is preferable to one by way of stipulations. 

Not only does my analysis offer a straightforward account of the 

specific problems we have just looked at, but also it captures the "cli

tic climbing" phenomenon in a more general way. Since the syntactic 

analysis of this phenomenon, i.e. by way of a transformation of "cli-

tic-climbing" , presupposes that a certain distributional pattern of 

.--~-.-.- ----------------------------------------
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clitics is the result of a "dislocation" from the verb to which they are 

complements of, it only focuses on those cases in which verb-argument

type of clitics, i.e. DAT and ACC, are involved; thus, there is an ob

vious omission of other types of clitics which show similar patterns of 

distribution. Take, for example, the BEN clitic, which can appear at

tached to the "lower" verb or to the "higher" verb, showing the same 

distributional patterns as argument types of clitics. It is unsatis

factory to postulate, in the latter case, that the BEN clitic has been 

"dislocated" ("climbed") from the "lowerll clause to the "higher II clause, 

since it does not constitute an argument of either one. My analysis, on 

the other hand, is meant to capture, by postulating the Rule of Complex 

Verb Formation, the two distinct distributional patterns of clitics in 

Spanish. Clitics, regardless of whether they constitute the argument 

of the verb or not, can be combined with a simple verb showing one dis

tributional pattern, and they can be also combined with a complex verb, 

showing another. My analysis captures the phenomenon in question in a 

more general and broader sense. 

Above all, a lexical analysis of cliticization is far more ele

gant, as it offers a single account for the cliticization process. A 

syntactic analysis, on the other hand, requires two separate accounts 

for the same process, one for cases where "clitic climbingll is involved, 

and another for cases where such a phenomenon is not involved. In my 

analysis one rule, namely, Verb Formation Rule I, accounts for all in-

stances of cliticization. The same categorially defined clitic se-

quences are compatible both with single verbs and complex ones (except 

for the sequence composed of of Exc-se.DAT, which can exclusively 
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be combined with complex verbs), and the constraints placed on the mor

phological shape of the clitic sequences are the same for those which 

attach to a single verb and those attach to a complex verb. There is 

no need for accounting for these facts "twice" in the grammar as the 

syntactic analysis does. 

One impotant claim made by my analysis about inflection and 

cliticization is that inflectional suffixes and clitics are syntactic 

expressions in their own right. Inflectional suffixes are not simply 

phonological realization of "agreement" features, a corrmon assumption 

held by previous analyses. In the same way, clitics are not a reali

zation of some property of the verb, i.e. Case features, as proposed in 

some recent works (Borer (ibid.,) etc.). Inflection and Cliticization 

take an active part in the syntx of Spanish sentences. By adding an 

inflectional suffix to a bare verb, the grammatical function, subject, 

is (partially) instantiated in addition to the temporal properties; by 

adding certain types of clitics to an inflected verb the object is in

stantiated. Thus, by applying morphological processes, we are not 

simply constructing expressions which are morphologically complex, but 

at each step, we are forming expressions with parcular syntactic as 

well as semantic properties. The lexical rules based on categorial 

system make an explicit statement of what syntactic processes take 

place as morphologically complex expressions are formed. In this 

respect, categorial grammar is best suited for the description of 

inflection and cliticization in Spanish. 

In sum, ~TIere my analysis most crucially differs from previous 

ones is in the role of morphology in the grammar of Spanish is defined. 
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In my analysis, inflection and cliticization are captured as processes 

which have a direct effect on the synr~ of the Spanish sentence, since 

inflectional suffixes and and clitics themselves constitute expressions 

of a particular syntactic category and not a mere "spell-out" of 

features. Morphology, specifically inflection and cliticization, 

thus, assumes a key role in the syntax of the Spanish sentence because 

of its direct interplay with the syntax. My analysis, consequently, 

embodies an important implication for language typology. Chomsky 

(1981 and 1982) divides languages into two classes, i.e. "pro-drop" 

and "non-pro-drop" languages, and bases their (major) difference on 

whether a given language can have a "missing" argument in a finite 

clause or not. What uniquely characterizes the "pro-drop" languages 

such as Spanish and distinguishes them from the "non-pro-drop" lan

guages such as English, rather, is the very special way morphology and 

syntacx interplay with one another in them. In the "pro-drop" lan

guages such as Spanish, certain morphological properties assume syn

tactic functions such as the subject and the object. A more adequate 

and realistic characterization of the distinction between the two major 

types of languages, therefore, would be the different ways grammatical 

functions, such as the subject and object, are instantiated in the two 

types of languages. A similar approach to morphology is taken by 

Steele (1983, 1987 and forthcoming), Jelinek (1982 and 1984) and 

Martin-Callejo (1984) for the analysis of Luiseno, Walpiri. and Basque, 

respectively, which all shed a new light to the properties that are 

characteristic of the so-called "pro-drop" languages • 

. __ .... _. __ ._---------------------------------------



CHAPI'ER V 

NOMINALS 

I have proposed, in the previous chapter, a lexical analysis of 

inflection and cliticization, and have shown how morphology and syntax 

interplay with one another in Spanish. In my analysis, it is postu-

lated that inflectional suffixes and clitics are expressions associated 

with particular syntactic functions. Inflectional suffixes, for exam-

pIe, are the instantiation of the grammarical relation, the subject, 

whereas certain clitics, i.e. DAT and ACC clitics, are an instatiantion 

of the object. The consequence of my analysis is the redefinition of 

the nominal so-called "subject NP" or the "object NF" doubled by a 

clitic as an adjunct whose presence or absence has a specialized dis-

course function associated with it. The following sentences illus-

trate such a discourse function. 

(1) a. Yo 10 busque por aquf y ella 10 busc6 por all~, 
-- --pero no 10 encontramos en ninguna parte. 
'I looked for it/him around here and she looked for it/him 
around there, but we did' t find it/him anywhere' 

b. * 10 busque por aquf, y 10 busc6 por all~, 
pero no 10 encontramos en:ninguna parte. 

c. 10 busque por aquf, pero no 10 encontre. 
""I looked for it/him around here, but I didn't find it/him' 

(2) a. Obviamente no te gusta a ti, pero ami, s1. 
'Obviously it does not appeal to you, but to me, yes. 

b. *Obviamente no te gusta ____ , pero a m1 sf. 
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c. Obviamente no te gusta , porque no es 10 que buscas. 
'Obviously it does not appeal to you, because it is not what 

you are looking for' 

(3) a. Lo visite a el, no a ella. 
'I visited him, not her' 

b.*Lo visite , no a ella. 

c. Lo visi te , pero no hablarnos mucho. 
'I visited him, but we didn't talk much. 

As the contrast between the a-sentences and the b-sentences show, the 

presence of the nominal associated with the subject or the clitic is 

mandatory, when the context requires that a referential contrast be 

made; when such a constrast is not to be made, the presence of the 

nominal is not required, as the c-sentences show. 

In this chapter, we will look at how the nominal at issue is 

incorporated into a string. Although the general function of the two 

types of nominals, i.e. the so-called "subject NP" and "object NP" 

doubled by a clitic, is similar, the details involved in adjoining 

these two types of nominals are different. First, we will look at how 

the nominal doubled by a cli tic is adjoined to a string, and next we 

will look at how the so-called "subject NP" is adjoined to a string. 

5.1. "Cli tic Doubling": Data 

Verbs formed in the lexicon, i. e • Vi and V 2' can be either ex

pressions of category P by themselves, or expressions which are func-

tions from some category into P. Some examples of the latter type 

are illustrated in (4) below. 



(4) Examples 

vis ita 'he/she visits' 

golpearon 'they hit' 

Ie dieron 'they gave to him/he' 

Verbs of the above categories combine with expressions of NP (ACC or 

OAT) and yield expressions of category P, as shawn below. 

(5) (visita)p/NP 
ACC 

(el museo)NP ---> (visita el museo)p 
ACC 

(6) (golpearon)p/NP : (a Juan) ---> (golpearon a Juan)p 
OAT NPOAT 

(7) (Ie dieron)p/NP 
ACC 

(mucho dinero)NP 
ACC 

---> (Ie dieron mucho dinero)p 
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Some verbs take two arguments and yield expressions of P. Oitranstitive 

verbs, which are of CAT P/(NPOAT.NPACC)' represent one such case. Con

sider the following sentence. 

(8) Oieron mucho dinero a Juan. 
'They gave a lot of money to John' 

(9) Oieron a Juan mucho dinero. 
'They gave John a lot of money' 

The sentences (8) Bnd (9) are formed as shown in (10) and (11), res-

pectively. 

(10) a. (dieron) (P/ (NP ) /NP : (mucho dinero)NP 
OAT ACC ACC 

---> (dieron mucho dinero)p/NP 
OAT 

b. (dieron mucho dinero)p/NP : (a Juan)NP 
OAT OAT 

---> (dieron mucho dinero a Juan)p 

(11) a. (dieron) (P/NP ) /NP : (a Juan)NP 
ACC OAT OAT 

---> (dieron a Juan)p/NP 
ACC 



b. (dieron a Juan)p/NP 
ACC 

(mucho dinero) NP 
ACC 
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---> (dieron a Juan mucho dinero)p 

However, there is yet another type of operation, where a verb 

(V
2

) is combined with_ a nominal. Consider the sentences below. 

(12) La visito a el. 'I visit him/it' 

(13) I.e pegaron a Juan. 'They hit John' 

The above sentences illustrate the phenomenon commonly referred to as 

"clitic doubling". The nominal in these is not the instantiation of 

the object argument of the corresponding verb, in other words, it is not 

an expression of CAT NPACC or NPDAT , for the string without these nomi-

nals being already an expression of CAT P. Thus, strings such as (12) 

and (13) cannot be formed in the same way as illustrated in (5), (6), 

(7), (10) or (11). We will now observe the facts involving "clitic 

doubling" in more detail, and propose an acccount for the phenomenon in 

accordance with the analysis proposed in the previous chapter. 

5.1.1. The ACC Clitic and the Nominal 

The ACC argument can be instantiated by an ACC clitic or a 

lexical expression, as shawn in (14), (15) and (16) below. 

(14) La veo. 'I see him/it' 

(15) Veo a Juan. 'I see John' 

(16) Veo el mar. 'I see the sea' 

However, the coocurrence of the two yields ill-formed strings, as shown 

in (17) and (18) below. 

--------------------------------------------------------
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(17) *Lo veo a Juan. 1 

him/it I-see to John. 

(18) *Lo veo el mar. 
him/it I-see the sea. 

The set of data presented in (14) through (18) above shows that the ACC 

clitic and the lexical expression are in complementary distribution; 

the occurance of one excludes that of the other. 

In contrast, an ACC clitic and a nominal can coocur when the 

latter is what is commonly called a "conjunctive pronoun", as illus-

trated below. 

(19) a. Me visitaron a mi. 'They visited me' 

b. Te visi taron a tie 'They visited you (sg) , 

c. Lo visitaron a ~l. 'They visited him' 

d. la visitaron a ella. 'They visited her' 

e. Nos visitaron S a nosotros:l, 'They visited us (masc/fern)' 
l a nosotras. j 

f. as visitaron {a vosotros.1 'They visited you (pI, masc/fern)' 
a vosotras. } 

1. As has been mentioned in Chapter III, this sentence is well
forTIed in Platense Spanish, in which the nominal doubled by an ACC cli
tic can be nonpronominal if animate. 
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g. Los visitaron a ellos. 

h. Las visitaron a elIas. 

'They visited them (masc) , 

'They visited them (fern) ,2,3 

These "conjunctive" pronouns are exclusively to mark a referential 

contrast, and never to instatiate the object argument. 

lowing sentences are all ill-formed. 

(20) a. *Visitaron a mf. 
b. *Visitaron a tie 

c. *Visitaron a el. 

d. *Visitaron a ella. 

e. *Visitaron a nosotros/a nosotras. 

f. *Visitaron a vosotros/a vosotras 

Thus, the fol-

2. The nominal which can occur with a clitic marking a referen
tial contrast can also be a coordinate expression composed of a pro
nominal expression and a nonpronominal expression, as shown below. 

(1) a. Nos visitaron a mf y a mi hennana. 
'They visited us, me and rT1Y sister' 

b. Los visitaron a el y a su hermana. 
'They visited them, him and his sister' 

We will look at coordinate structures in Chapter VI. 

3. These pronominal phrases are by nature [+animate]. Thus, 
ACC clitics of 3rd person, nt".mely, 10 (masc.sg), la (fem.sg), los 
(masc.pl) or las (fem.pl), cannot have a nominal associated with them, 
if they are to be interpreted as [-animate]. Thus, the sentences 
(19c) , (d), (g) and (h) result pragmatically ill-formed if the ACC cli
tic in these strings refers back to an inanimate antecedent. Moreover, 
some verbs, by their semantic content, cannot have an inanimate ACC 
argument. One such verb is escrib(ir) 'write'. When the ACC argu
ment of this verb is instantiated by an ACC clitic of 3rd person, the 
clitic cannot have a nominal associated with it, as shown below. 

(1) Lo escribieron. 'They wrote it/*him' 

(2) *Lo escribieron a el. 
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g. *Visitaron a ellos. 

h. *Visitaron a elIas. 

The ill-formedness of the sentences above also show that the pronominal 

verb argument must be instantiated exclusively by a clitic. 

In summary, ACC clitics cannot occur with lexical (nonpronomi-

nal) expressions since they are mutually exclusive. Nominals which 

can be associated with ACC clitics are restricted to those which are 

pronominal, i.e. the so-called "conjunctive pronouns". 

5.1.2. The OAT Clitic and "Clitic Doubling" 

The OAT argument can be instBntiated by a OAT clitic or a lexi-

cal expression, as shown below. 

(21) I.e golpearon. 'They hit him/her' 

(22) Golpearon a Juan. 'They hit John' 

However, unlike ACC clitics, DAT clitic are not in complementary 

distribution with lexical expressions. Both a DAT clitic and a lexical 

exression can coocur in the same string as in (23) below. 

(23) a. I.e pegaron a Juan. 
'They hit John' 

b. I.e dieron mucho dinero a Juan. 
'They gave a lot of money to John' 

In fact, most speakers prefer the "clitic-doubled" construction such as 

the strings illustrated in (23) to the "non-clitic-doubled" construction 

shown in (7), (8) and (22) above. Moreover, there are instances in 

which the presence of a clitic is obligatory (but not of a lexical 

expression), as shown below. 



(24) a. Le cortaron el pelo a Juan. 
'They cut the hair to John/They cut John's hair' 

b. * Cortaronn el pelo a Juan. 

c. Le cortaron el pelo. 
'They cut his/her hair' 

(25) a. Le sacaron la muela a mi hermana 
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'They pulled the molar out of my sister/They pulled out 
my sister's molar' 

b.* Sacaron la muela a mi hermana 

c. Le sacaron la muela. 
'They pulled out his/her molar' 

These sentences are commonly called "ina.lienable possession" construc-

tions, where the ACC argument, el pelo 'the hair' or la muela 'the 

molar' must be interpreted as belonging to the party which constitutes 

the OAT argument. In these sentences, the OAT argument must be always 

instantiated by a OAT clitic, and never by a nominal, as strings with-

out a OAT clitic are ill-formed. 

The "conjunctive pronoun" is exclusively to mark a referetial 

contrast for the OAT argument as well, and never to instatiate this 

argument. The strings in (26) and (27) below illustrate this point. 

(26) a. Le pegaron a ~l/a ella. 
'They hit him/her' 

b.*pegaron a ~l/a ella. 

(27) a. Me dieron a mf mucho dinero. 
'They gave a lot of money to me' 

b.*Oieron a mf mucho dinero. 

In summary, the nominal associated with a OAT clit.ic marking a 

referential contrast can be either a pronominal or nonpronominal (lexi-

cal) expression. This means that a lexical expression which occurs with 
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a verb subcategorized to take a DAT argument may be the instantiation of 

this argument or an adjunct marking a referential contrast. In other 

words, it can be assigned to two distinct categories, Le. NPDAT , or 

(P/X)/(P/X), as we shall see later. On the other hand, a lexical ex-

pression which occurs with a verb subcategorized to take an ACC argument 

always instantiates this argument, thus, it is assigned to one single 

category, L e. NP ACC. The so-called "conjunctive pronouns" are exclu-

sively to mark a referential contrast in any occurence. 

5.1.3. Other Types of Clitics and "Clitic Doubling" 

"Clitic-doubling" is not only restricted to ACC and DAT clitics, 

but is also possible with BEN clitics, as shown below. 

(28) J, Por qu~ siempre me llueve a m1 cuando decido salir? 
'Why does it always rain on me when I decide to go out? 

(29) Yo Ie podrfa cuidar la casa a ella mientras est~ en Europa. 
'I could take care of the house for her while she is in Europe.' 

(30) Cargale a tu hermanito los libros. 
'CarrY'the books for you (little) brother' 

(31) Se Ie muri6 a Juan el padre. 
'John's father died on him. 

As shown above, the nominal marking a referential contrast in this case 

can also be either a pronominal or a nonpronominal expression. 

The so-called "reflexive" clitic, if it is either ACC or DAT, can 

be accompanied by a particular nominal phrase which marks a referetial 

contrast, Le. "conjunctive pronoun" plus mismo/a/os/as. Observe the 

following sentences. 

(32) Se mir6 a si mismo/misma en el espejo. 
IS/he looked at himself/herself in the mirror' 



. 
(33) cPor que te estas cosquillando a ti mismo/misma? 

'Why are you tickling yourself?' 
. 

(34) ~No entiendes que nos estaITos lastimando a nosotros mismos/ 
a nosotras mismas? 

'Don't you understand that we are hurting ourselves?,4 
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In contrast, the so-called "inherent-se" or "exclusionary-se, although 

they are traditionally classified as "reflexive pronouns", cannot have a 

nominal associated with it. The addition of a nominal such as a si 

mismo, etc. would yield ungrarmnatical strings, as illustrated below. 

(35) a. Se arrepinti6 de haberlo hecho. ("Inherent-se") 
'She/he repented her/himself of having done it' --

b. *Se arrepinti6 a si mismo/misma de haberlo hecho. 

(36) a. Me voy manana. 
-.-y leave tomorrow' 

( "Exclusionary-se) 

b. *Me voy a mi mismo/misma manana. 

4. Not all "reflexive" ACC or DAT clitics can be accompanied by 
a nominal marking a referential contrast. Observe the following. 

(1) a. *?Primero me pondre los zapatos a mf misma, y despues 
se los pondre a ella. 

b. Primero yo me pondre los zapatos , y despues 
se los pondre a ella. 
'First I put my shoes on, and then I will put hers on her' 

(2) a. *?Acuestate tu a ti mismo antes de acostarlo a el. 
b. Acuestate tu antes de acostarlo~l. 

'You lie down first before laying him down' 

The a-sentences where the "reflexive" DAT or ACC clitic is accompanied 
by a nominal are aWkward. This probably is attributed to the fact that 
in some "reflexive" constructions with a DAT or an ACC "reflexive" cli
tic it is conceptually difficult to single out the object as a semantic 
argument. In this respect, verbs such as ponerse 'to put (something) 
on oneself/to put on (something) ',acostarse 'to lie oneself down/lie 
down' lay oneself down/to lie down', etc. are very similar to verbs such 
as arrepentirse 'to repent oneself/to repent', irme 'to get oneself 
out/to leave', where the expression comprised of a verb plus a clitic 
cannot be analyzed semantically into a verb and its argument. 
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5.1.4. "Clitic Doubling" Hierarchy 

We have seen above that the ACC, OAT and BEN clitic can have a 

nominal associated with them in the sentence, marking a referential con-

trast. However, when there are more than one of these clitics present 

in the sentence, it is not the case that each one of these clitics can 

have a nominal associated with it. In fact, there can be only one 

coocurring clitic/nominal pair in the string. Furthermore, when there 

are several clitics present in the sentence, there is a hierarchy as 

regards to which clitic can have a nominal associated with it. Between 

the clitic which constitutes a verb argument, i.e. OAT or ACC clitic, 

and that which is a "VP" modifier, Le. BEN clitic, it is always the 

former type of clitic that can have a nominal associated with it when 

the two types of clitics coocur. Observe the following sentences. 

(37) a. Me la trataras bien. 
'YoU-will treat her well for me' 

b. Me la trataras bien a ella 
'YoU-will treat her well for me' 

c.*Me la trataras bien a rn! 

(38) a. No me Ie golpees, par favor. 
'Do~t]hit him/her on me, please' 

b. No me Ie golpees a mi hijo, par favor. 
'Don't hit my son on me, please' 

c. *No me Ie peques a rnf, par favor. 

In (37) and (38), the b-sentences where there is a nominal which is corn-

patible in feature values with the ACC clitic or with the OAT clitic are 

well-formed. In contrast, the c-sentences where there is a nominal which 
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is compatible in feature values with the BEN clitic are ill-formed. 

The BEN clitic can have a nominal associated with it only when there is 

no ACC or OAT clitic in the same string. The sentences (28) and (39) 

below illustrate this point. 

(28) b>or que siempre me. llueve a mi cuando decido salir? 
'Why does it always rain when I decide to go out? 

(39) Se Ie muri6 el padre al pobre nifio • 
'The father died on the poor child. 

In view of the data presented above, I conclude that the OAT clitic and 

the ACC clitic are higher in the hierarchy of "clitic doubling" than the 

BEN clitic. 

Between the OAT clitic and the ACC clitic, it appears that only 

the OAT clitic can have a nominal associated with it when the two 

coocur. Observe (40) and (41) • 

(40) a. Me 10 dieron. 'They gave it to me' 

b. Me 10 dieron a mi. 'They gave it to me' 

c.*Me 10 dieron a el. 

(41) a. Nos la vendieron. 'They sold it to us' 

b. Nos la vendieron a nosotros. 'They sold it to us' 

c.*Nos la vendieron a ella. 

As we can see in the c-sentences, an addition of a nominal which is com-

patible in feature values with the ACC clitic yields ill-formed strings. 

However, it is hasty to conclude that the OAT clitic is higher than the 

Ace clitic in the hierarchy of "clitic doubling". The c-sentences are 

ill-formed because the ACC clitic, i.e. 10 or la, is normally inter

preted as [-animate] when it appears with verbs such as d(ar) 'give' 
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'or vend(er) sell', yet, the nominal to mark a referential contrast for 

the ACC argument, i.e. a el or a ella, is [+animate]. If a ditran-

sitive verb allows its ACC argument be interpreted as [+animate] as 

well as [-animate], ti1e ACC clitic attached to such a verb can have a 

nominal associated with it. (42) and (43) below show that the ACC 

clitics as well as the DAT clitic can have a nominal associated with 

it. 

(42) a. Me 10 recomendaron. 'They recommended it/him to me' 

b. Me 10 recomendaron am!... 'They recommended it/him to me' 

c. Me 10 recomendaron a el. 'They recommended him to me' 

(43) a. Te la presentaron. 'They presented/ introduced 
it/her to you. 

b. Te las presentaron a ti. 'They presented/introduced 
it/her to you' 

c. Te la presentaron a ella. 'They presented/introduced 
her to you' 

Whether the ACC argument of ditransitive verbs can be interpreted as 

[+animate] or not depends on the semantics of those verbs, or, rather, 

on a certain pragmatic factor based on the semantics of the verbs 

involved. A human being or a nonhuman object can be "recommended" or 

"introdUCed", but a human being is not normally "given" or "sold". I 

postulate that, strings such as the c-sentences in (40) and (41) must be 

ruled out pragmatically, but not syntactically. Therefore, I conclude 

that, syntactically speaking, there is no hierarchy between the DAT 

clitic and the ACC clitic as to the possiblility of taking a nominal 

which marks a referential contrast; the two types of clitics are equal 

in the hierarchy of "clitic doubling". 
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5.2. "Clitic Doubling": Anlysis 

5.2.1. Schema 

Consider the following strjngs. 

(44) Lo visito a el. 'I visit him' 

(45) I.e pegaron a Juan. 'They hit John' 

(46) Siempre me llueve a mf. 'It rains on me' 

The above strings are all expressions of CAT P. Since I the strings 

without the nominal are equally expressions of CAT P, the nominal in 

the above strings can be assigned to CAT P /P I a functor which takes an 

expression of category p and maps it into another expression of cate-

gory P. Furthermore, the nominal marking a referential contrast here 

must be accompanied by a proposition a, and it appears to the right 

of the expression of P. From this, we can formulate, as follows, the 

first approximation of the schema which adjoins a nominal associated 

with the clitic. 

(47) Rule of Nominal Adjunction (I): "Clitic Doubling" 

(x)P/P: (y)p ---> (y x)p 

where (x) is a nominal accompanied by ~. 

Disregarding some details for the moment, this shcema will account for 

the strings such as (44), (45) and (46). However, this schema turns 

out inadequate as we evidence strings such as the following. 

(48) I.e dieron a Juan mucho dinero. 
'They gave John a lot of lOOney. 

(49) I.e prometieron a Juan venir en la tarde. 
'They promised John to come in the afternoon' 
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In the above strings, the nominal appears to the right of an e..'q)ression 

which still needs an argument to yield an expression of P. For exam-

pIe, in (48) the nominal appears to the right of Ie dieron 'they gave 

him/her', which is an expression of CAT P/ACC; in (49) the nominal ap-

pears to the right of Ie prometieron 'they promised him/her', which is 

an expression of CAT P/Pinf. Thus, the category which constitutes the 

argument of the Rule of Nominal Adjunction can be of P, P/ACC, P/Pinf , 

etc. From this, I will generalize t..~e category of the argument as PIX, 

where X=0, ACC, Pinf' etc. In the same way, the category which consti

tutes the functor can be also generalized as (P/X)/(P/X), where X=0, ACC, 

Pinf' etc. I will restate the Rule of Nominal Adjunction as follows. 

(50) Rule of Nominal Adjunction (I): "Clitic Doubling" (revisited) 

(x) (P/X)/(P/X): (y)P/X ---) (y x)P/X 

where (x) is a nominal accompanied by ~. 

This rule, however, only defines the syntactic aspect of "clitic 

doubling". In this operation, there are certain conditions that must be 

satisfied in order for this rule to combine two expressions and yield a 

result. In the first place, there is a condition as to the type of ex-

pressions which can constitute the argument of the schema in (50); they 

must contain a clitic with which the nominal can be linked. Otherwise, 

the two exprssions cannot be combined. Consider the following strings, 

which are ill-formed. 

(51) *Estoy cans ado a Juan. 
(c.f. Estoy cansado. 'I am tired') 

(52) *Se arrepinti6 a Juan 
(C.f. Se arrepinti6. 'He/she repented himself/herself) 

---- ----- ------------------------------------------
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In (51), there is no clitic with which the nominal can be associated, 

whereas in (52), there is no appropriate clitic with which the nominal 

can be associated. 

In the second place, the nominal and the clitic with which it 

is associated with must be compatible in values. Sentences such as 

the following are ill-formed, as the clitic and the nominal are not 

compatible in values for certain features. 

(53) *Lo visita a ellos. 

(54) *Les pegaron a nosotros. 

(55) *Me dieron mucho dinero a mi hermano 

In addition, there is a restriction as to the type of nominal with which 

the ACC clitic can be associated; the ACC clitic can be associated only 

with a pronominal phrase. The nominal to be associated with the DAT or 

the BEN clitic does not have this restriction. 

Finally, when there are several clitics in the string, i.e. 

ACC, DAT and/or BEN, the nominal can be linked only with a particular 

clitic in conjunction with the hierarchy of "clitic doubling". Thus, 

the nominal must be compatible in feature values with the right clitic 

when there are several clitics in the string. 

In summary, there are three specific problems to be resolved in 

order to account for the facts outlined above. 

1. What is the morphological information we need to obtain for the 
purpose of "clitic doubling" and how do we obtain this morpho
logical information from the two expressions to .. be combined? 

2. How do we evaluate the compatibility between the two expressions 
once we obtain the relevant morphological inf9rmation? 
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3. What constitutes the compatibility? 

We shall see the first two questions in 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 below, respec-

tively. The third question will be looked at in Chapter VI. 

5.2.2. Clitic Features and Projection Functions 

As we have seen in Chapter IV, all the expessions that belong to 

the morphological category V
2 

contain one or more clitics listed in (56). 

(56) ACC 
DAT 
BEN 
Inherent-se 
Exclusional-se 
Impersonal-se 

Each clitic form, whatever type it may be, has associated with it a set 

of values comprised of person, number and gender, as shawn in (57) 

5 below. 

(57) Clitic person/number/gender 

me (1, sg, GJ 
te (2, sg, GJ 
Ie (3, sg, GJ 
10 (3, sg, mascJ 
la (3, sg, fernJ 
nos (1, pI, GJ 
os (2, pI, GJ 
les (3, pI, GJ 
los (3, pI, mascJ 
las (3, pI, fernJ 
se (3, N, GJ 

I assume that, when a CL is attached to a V1 by the operation of Cli

ticization, the result, i.e. V2' gets assigned, as a representation of 

its morphological properties, a set or sets of feature values specifying 

5. One exception of this is impersonal-se, which does not 
have any inherent values for person, number and gender. 

-------------------------------------------------
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the type of clitic as well as for person, number and gender. 6 If there 

are two clitics in the string, the representation of the properties will 

be given in a pair of sets; if there are three, the representation will 

be given in a triplet of sets. The following shows some examples of 

v2s along with their syntactic categories and the representations of 

their morphological properties relevant to CLs. 

(58) 

Expressions (V2) Syn.CAT CL-feature Values 

10 visito P (ACC,3,sg,masc) 
'I visit him/it' 

me les golpearon P «DAT,3,pl,G),(BEN,1,sg,G» 
'they hit them on me' 

se arrepintieron P (inh-se,3,N,G) 
'they repented 

(themse 1 ves) , 

me las comf P «exc-se,1,sg,G),(ACC,3,pl,fem» 
'I ate them up' 

Se Ie otorg6 P/ACC «imp-se,0,0,0),(DAT,3,sg,G» 
'they (unspec) granted 

to him/her' 

Se me 10 mal trat6 
'they mistreated 

him/it on me' 

P «imp-se,0,0,0),(BEN,1,sg,G),(ACC,3,sg,masc» 

As we have seen previously, the expression which constitutes the 

argump~t in the Rule of Nominal Adjunction I, i.e. the expression of 

PIX, must contain an appropriate clitic; otherwise, the two expressions 

6. I assume that the result also is assigned some feature 
values associated with its inflectional properties. We will look at 
such properties and how they are represented in the latter part of this 
chapter. 
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cannot be combined. Furthermore, if the expression of PIX contains an 

appropriate clitic it must be compatible in feature values with the 

nominal; otherwise the two expressions cannot be combined. Thus, we 

need, in the first place, a mechanism which makes available particular 

morphological information for the two expressions to be combined. For 

this purpose, I will construct, following the idea developed in Bach 

(1983), various projection functions. The projection functions here 

proposed are, in the most general sense, mappings from expressoins into 

a set or sets of certain morphological feature values; they take words 

or phrases and project some specific morphological feature values 

sought. In particular to "clitic doubling", there are two pieces 

of morphological information that we need to obtain from expressions 

of PIX: 1. Whether a given expression of PIX contains an appropriate 

clitic, i.e. OA'r, ACC or BEN, and 2. if it does, what their values are 

for person, number and gender. I propose, in order to obtain this spe-

cific information, three functions, namely, [OAT], [ACC] and [BEN]. 

The three functions [OAT], [ACC] and [BEN] take expressions of CAT PIX 

and project the set of feature values of the clitics which match their 

7 names. Thus, each of these functions really is a composite function 

[PERSON NUMBER GENDER] associated with specific types of clitics. 

7. The clitic projection function can be used for purposes 
other than the operation of "clitic doubling". For example, there is a 
condition across inherent-se and the subject; they must be compatible 
in values for person and number. In order to evaluate properly the 
compatibility between the two elements we also need a mechanism which 
will project the values in person and number of inherent-se. 



Now let us see some examples of the application of these functions. 

Consider the following string. 
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(59) Ie golpearon con un palo. 'They struck him/her with a stick' 

This string contains a OAT clitic, i.e. Ie 'him/her'. The applica

tion of the function [OAT] to this string projects the set of feature 

values assigned to the OAT clitic Ie, as shown below. 

(60) [OAT] (f(le pegaron con un palo)) = (OAT,3,sg,G) 

However, the function [ACC] is undefined for the same string, as shawn 

below, since it does not contain an ACC clitic. 

(61) [ACC] (f(le pegaron con un palo)) = (0) 

Now consider the following string. 

(62) I.e visitaron. 'They visited him/it' 

This string contains an ACC clitic, thus, the application of the func

tion [ACC] to this string yields a result, as shown below, projecting 

the feature values associated with the ACC clitic. 

(63) [ACC] (f(lo visitaron)) = (ACC,3,sg,masc) 

Now con:3ider the following string. 

(64) Me llovi6. 'It rained on me' 

This string does not contain a OAT clitic or an ACC clitic, thus, the 

functions [OAT] and [ACC] are undefined. However, this string con

tains a BEN clitic, thus, the application of the function [BEN] yields a 

result, as shown in (65), projecting the set of feature values 

associated with this clitic. 

(65) [BEN] (f(me llovi6)) = (BEN,l,sg,G) 

Consider next the string in (65), which contains none of the three 

clitics. 



(66) Esta cansada. 'She is tired' 

The function [OAT], [ACC] or [BEN] is undefined for this string, as 

shown below. 

(67) a. [OAT] (f(esta cansada)) = (0) 

b. [ACC] (f(esta cansada)) = (0) 

c. [BEN] (f(esta cansada)) = (0) 
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As we have seen previously there is a hierarchical relationship 

among the three types of clitics which can have a nominal associated 

with them. The OAT clitic or the ACC clitic is higher than the BEN 

clitic in the "clitic doubling" hierarchy, while the OAT clitic and the 

ACC clitic are equal in the hierarchy. This means that we cannot arbi

trarily apply anyone of the three functions to a given string and 

simply evaluate the compatibility between the two expressions to be 

combined on the basis of the feature values projected by this particular 

function. To see this point, consider first the following strings. 

(68) a. Me 10 trataron bien. 'They treated him/it well for me.' 

b.*Me 10 trataron bien a m!. 

The string (68a) contains two clitics which permit "doubling", i.e. a 

BEN clitic and an ACC clitic. If we apply the function [BEN] to this 

string, the result will be a set of feature values represented as (BEN, 

1,sg,G). However, the adjunction of the nominal a nU, which has the 

set of values (l,sg,G), results ungrammatical, as shown in (68b) above, 

although this nominal is compatible in feature values with the BEN cli

tic. The ungrammaticality of this string is evidently due to the fact 

that the nominal gets linked with the ACC clitic 10 'him/it', which 

is higher in the "clitic doubling" hierchy than the BEN clitic, yet the 

-------------------------------------_.-- . 
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ACC clitic is not compatible with the nominal in feature values. Next, 

consider the following strings. 

(69) a. Me 10 recomendaron. 'Tney recommended i tlhim to me' 

b. Me 10 recomendaron a ~1. 'They recommended him to me' 

If we apply the function [OAT] to the string (69a) the result will be 

(DAT,l,sg,G). Suppose we are to adjoin the nominal a ~l, which is 

(3,sg,masc), to this string, the compatibility between the two expres

sions will be evaluated on the basis of these two sets of feature val-

ues, i.e. (l,sg,G) and (OAT,3,sg,masc). Since the two sets of the 

feature values are not compatible, the string (69b) should be ill

formed. The adjunction of the nominal a ~l to the string (69a) , how

ever, yields a perfectly gramnatical string, as shown in (69b). Evi

dently the string (69b) is well-formed because the nominal in question 

can be linked with the ACC clitic 10, which is (3,sg,masc), thus, 

compatible with the nominal in values. 

In summary, as we project clitic feature values for an evalu

ation of compatibilty with the nominal, it is inadequate to apply ar

bitrarily anyone of the three functions. In a string there may be a 

clitic higher in the "clitic doubling" hierarchy, or there may be 

another clitic equally eligible to have a nominal associated with it. 

One way to resolve this problem is to propose a mechanism which will 

project the feature values of all the clitics in the string that can 

take a nominal associated with them. For this purpose, I construct a 

composite function [OAT ACC BEN]. The application of this composite 

function to an expression of PIX gives a triplet of sets of feature 
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values, each specifying the type of clitic and values for person, num-

ber and gender. However, One, two, or a11 of the three sets can be 

null. Let us see some examples of the application of this composite 

function. 

(70) a. [DAT ACC BEN] (f(te me las lavas» 
'you wash them for me' 

8 =«DAT,2,sg,G),(ACC,3,pl,fem),(BEN,1,sg,G) 

b. [DAT Ace BEN] (f(me 10 trataron bien» 
'they treated him/it we11 for me' 

=«~), (ACC,3,sg,masc), (BEN,l,sg,G) 

c. [DAT Ace BEN] (f (me Ie golpearon» 
'they struck him/her on me' 

=«DAT,3,sg,G), (~), (BEN,l,sg,G) 

d. [DAT ACC BEN] (f (me 10 recomendaron) 
'they recorrmended him/ it to me' 

=«DAT,l,sg,G), (Ace,3,sg,masc), (0) 

e. [DAT Ace BEN] (f(me 110vi6»=«0), (~), (BEN,l,sg,G) 
'it rained on me' 

f. [DAT ACC BEN] (f(esta cansada)=«~), (0), (0) 
'she is tired' 

Turning to nominals, I assume that they also have values for 

person, number and gender. Furthermore, we assume that each nominal 

8. The only time when the composite function may give three 
sets of non-null feature values is restricted to cases in which the DAT 
clitic is "reflexive" (coreferent with the subject) and the ACC clitic 
represents some "inalienable ll object, as shown in (70 a), repeated 
below. 

(70) a.i Te me las lavas! 'You wash them (e.g. hands) for me!' 
DAT BEN ACC 

In strings such as the above neither DAT clitic nor the ACC clitic can 
take a nominal associated with them. 
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crucial when the nominal is to be linked with the ACC clitic. Recall 

that the nominal associated with the ACC clitic must be pronominal, 

whereas the nominal associated with the DAT clitic or the BEN clitic 

does not have such a restriction. In order to obtain relevant rrorpho-

logical information from nominals, I construct, borrowing from Bach 

(ibid.), the function [WT]. This function takes a term phrase and 

projects the relevant feature values associated with a term phrase. 

For the purpose of my anlysis, I assume such features values incluede 

those for pronominali ty, person, number and gender. Thus, the function 

[WT] is actually a composite function [PRO, PER, NO, GEN] defined for 

term phrases. The following are some exemples of the application of the 

function [WT] to nominals. 

(71) [WT] (f(a el)) = [+PRO,3,sg,rrasc» 

(72) [WT] (f(a las maestras)) = [-PRO,3,pl,fem) 

5.2.3. Evaluation of Compatibility 

Above I have outlined a mechanism by which we obtain rrorpholo-

gical information from expressions. Now, the two expressions which 

are to be combined by the Rule of Nominal Adjunction in (50) must be 

compatible with each other in values. This is a well-formedness 

condition with which any string containing a nominal (marking a refe-

rential contrast) must comply with. If the two expressions are not 

9. In Chapter VI, we will look in detail at how particular 
feature values are assigned to the nominal. 

---- - -----------------------------------------
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compatible in values, the well-formedness condition is violated; the 

two expressions cannot be combined. Let us look at how the evaluation 

procedure for well-formedness can be executed. First, the two pro-

jection functions apply to the two expressions to be combined and pro-

ject the relevant oorphological information, as shown in (73) below. 

(73) a. ["t-JT] (f(x)) = (.:!:.PRO'o(l'~l,il) 

b. [OAT ACC BEN] (f (y) ) 

= «OAT, 0(2' ~2' '(3),(ACC,O<3'~3''f 3),(BEN, 4' 4' 4» 

In order to evaluate whether these expressions are compatible, I will 

construct a function [MATCH]CL. 10 This operation basically con

sists of matching up the set of values (.:,:. PRO, 0( 1,01' Y 1) (result 

in (a)) with one of the sets in the triplet (result in (b)). I will 

schematize such an operation as follows. 

(74) [MATCH]CL(f((.:!:.PRO,CX1'~1' '/1)' 

< (OAT,o( 2' r 2' Y 2) , (ACe, 0{ 3' ~ 3' i 3) ,(BEN, 0( 4' ~ 4' (4) » ) 

= «.:!:.PRO'~l'~l' 11)i,(CLa,cXb'@b,ib)i> 

(where a=OAT, Ace or BEN; 2<b<4) 
The function [MATCH]CL takes two sets, i.e. the set associated with the 

expression (x) and the triplet, and matches up the former with one of 

the set in the triplet that is compatible. 11 The result of the 

application of this function is a pair of coindexed sets. However, 

10. I will propose another matching operation, which is for the 
purpose of the adjunction of the nominal associated with the subjcet. 
The two matching operations are basically the same in principle, how
ever, there are certain differences in the way they are defined. Thus, 
I will use the subscripts CL and SUB in order to distinguish them. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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the set associated with the expression (x) cannot be matched up arbi-

trarily with any set in the triplet that may be compatible in values 

for person, number and gender. There are two other factors which must 

be taken into account in defining the matching operation: 1. The speci-

fication for pronominality ([ +PRO]) of the expression (x), and 2. the 

hierarchy of "clitic doubling". Taking into these factors into account, 

I define the function [MATCH] as the the following matching procedures. 

(75) Matching Procedures for "clitic doubling": [MATCH]CL 

(A) When one or both of the first two sets of the triplet are specified, 

i. match up (o(l'~l')'l) with (o(2'~2' '12 ) or with (cX3'~3,'13) 
whichever is compatible with it, if the first set is marked 

ii. 

(PRO). 

match up (0<'1' ~ l' -y 1) with (0( 2' ~2' Y 2) if the two sets are 

compatible, and the first set is marked (-PRO). 

(B) When the first two sets of the triplet are null, but the third set 

is specified, match up (£X1'~ l' "1) with (lX 4'0 4' '1 4) if they 

are compatible. 

Following these procedures, the application of the function [MATCH] 

yields one of the following results. 

(76) [MATCH] (f((':'PRO'<X1'~1' '( 1)' 

< (eX 2' ~ 2' '( 2) , (0{ 3' @ 3' )' 3) , (£X 4' ~ 4' "4) » ) 

= «':'PRO'C\l'~ l' y 1)i'(o(2'~ 2' Y2)i> (Match 1) 

11. We will look in Chapter IV at what constitutes the compati-
bility. 
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OR = «+PRO'o(l'~l'" 1)i'(cX 3' ~3'" 3)i> (Match 2) 

OR = «.:!:.PRO'~l'~l' '(1)i'(O<4'~4' '14)i> (Match 3) 

The matching procedure (A i) gives Match 1 or 2 in (75); (A ii) gives 

Match 2; (B) gives Match 3. When the set associated with the nominal 

does not match up with any set in the triplet, or all the sets in the 

triplet are null, the function [MATCH]CL is undefined. 

Let us see some examples of the application of the function 

[MATCH] • Observe once again the following string. 

(42) a. Me 10 recomendaron. 'They recommended it/him to me' 

Suppose we are to adjoin the nominal a el 'to him' to this string, it 

will proceed as follows. First, the morphological information rele-

vant to "clitic doubling" will be projected, as shawn in (77) below. 

(77) a.[wT] (f(a ell) = (+PRO,3,sg,masc) 

b. [DAT ACC BEN] (f(me 10 recomendaron))=«1,sg,G),(3,sg,masc),(0» 

The function [MATCH] takes the set of values associated with the nomi-

nal and (result in (a)) and the triplet of sets (result in (b)), and 

matches up the former with one of the sets in the triplet in accordance 

with the procedures in (75). Follav.ring the procedure (A i), the ap-

plication of the function [MATCH]CL gives, in this particular case, 

the result shown in (78) below. 

(78) [MATCH] (f((+PRO,3,sg,mas),«DAT,1,sg,G),(ACC,3,sg,masc),(0»)) 

= «+PRO,3,sg,masc)i,(ACC,3,sg,masc)i> 

Since the function [MATCH]CL gives a result, the well-formedness con

dition for the nominal adjuction is satisfied, thus, the two expressions 

a el and me 10 recomendaron can be combined as shawn in (79) below. 
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(79) (a el) (P/X)/(p/X) : (me 10 recomendaron)p 

---> (me 10 recomendaron a el)p 'they recorrrnended him to me' 

Next, consider the following string. 

(80) Se 10 presentaron. 'They introduced him/it to him/her/them' 

Suppose we are to adjoin the nominal al chico 'to the boy' to this 

string, it will be done as follows. First, the relevant morpho-

logical information will be projected as in (81) below. 

(81) a.[wT] (f(al chico)) = (-PRO,3,sg mascJ 

b. [DAT ACC BEN] (f(se 10 presentaron)) 

=«DAT,3,P,GJ,(ACC,3,sg,mascJ,(0J> 

The function [MATCH]CL takes the set of values associated with the 

nominal and the triplet, and matches up the former with one of the sets 

in the triplet in accordance with the procedures in (75). Following 

the procedure (A ii) in (75) above, the application of the function 

[MATCH] gives the result shown in (82) below. 

(82) [MATCH]CL(f((-PRO,3,sg,mascJ,«DAT,3,P,G},(ACC,3,sg,mascJ,(0J» 

12 = «-PRO,3,sg,masc}.,(DAT,3,P,GJ.> 
1 1 

Since the application of the function [MATCH]CL gives a result, the 

well-formedness condition for the nominal adjunction is satisfied, thus, 

the nominal al chico can be adjoined to the string se 10 presentaron as 

shown in (83) below. 

(83) (al chico) (P/X) / (P/X) (se 10 presentaron)p 

---> (se 10 presentaron al chico)p 

12. Notice that the values for person, number and gender are 
identical between the nominal and the ACC clitic. However, the two 
sets cannot be matched up since the first set is marked (-PROJ. 
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Next, consider the following sentence. 

(84) Se Ie fueron. 'They left on him/her' 

Suppose that we are to adjoin the nominal a ella '(to) her' to this 

string, it will be done as follows. First, the relevant morphological 

information will be projected as in (85). 

(85) a. [W
T

] (f (a ella)) = (+PRO,3,sg,fem) 

b. [DAT ACC BEN] (f(se Ie fueron) = «0),(0),(BEN,3,sg,G» 

The function [MATCH]CL takes the set associated with the nominal and 

the triplet, and mathces the former with one of the sets in the triplet 

in accourdance with the procedures stated in (75). Following the 

procedure (B), the app1.icntionof-the function [MATCH]CL gives the 

result shown in (86) below. 

(86) [MATCH] CL (f (( +PRO,3 ,sg ,fern) ,«0), (0), (BEN, 3 ,sg ,G) » ) 

= «+PRO,3,sg,fem)i' (BEN,3,sg,G)i> 

Since the application of the function [MATCH] is well-defined, the well

formedness condition for the nominal adjunction is satisfied, thus, the 

two expressions a ella and se Ie fueron can be combined as shown in 

(87) below. 

(87) (a ella) (P/X)/(P/X): (se Ie fueron)p--->(se Ie fueron a ella)p 

'they left on her' 

Next consider again the following string 

(62) Lo visitaron. 'They visited him/it' 

If we try to adjoin the nominal a ellos to this string, first, the rele

vant information will be projected as in (88) below. 

(88) a. [WT] (f(a ellos)) = (+PRO,3,pl,masc) 

b. [DAT ACC BEN] (f(lo visitaron)) = «0),(ACC,3,sg,masc),(0» 
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The function [MATCH]CL takes the set associated withe the nominal and 

the triplet, and tries to match up the former with one of the sets in 

the triplet. However, the application of the function [MATCH]CL does 

not give a result, as shown in (89) belaw, since there is no set in the 

triplet which is compatible with the set associated with the nominal. 

(89) [MATCH] (f (( +PRO, 3 ,pl,masc),< (0), (ACC,3 ,sg ,masc), (1M») = (0) 

Since the function [MATCH] results undefined, the well-formedness 

condition for the nominal adjunction is not satisfied, thus, the two 

expressions a ellos and 10 visitaron cannot be combined. Finally, 

consider the following string • 

. , ~g.o) . Esta cansada. 'She is tired' 

If we try to adjoin the nominal a ella, it will proceed as follows. 

First, the relevant morphological information will be projected as in 

(91) below. 

(91) a. [W
T

] (f(a ella)) = (+PRO,3,sg,fem) 

b. [DAT ACC BEN] (f(esta cansada)) = «0),(0),(0» 

The function [MATCH]CL takes the set associated with the nominal and 

the triplet and tries to match up the former with one of the sets in 

the triplet. However, all the sets in the triplet are null, thus, the 

application of the function [MATCH] CL in this parcular case does not 

give any result, as shown in (92) below. 

(92) [MATCH] (f((+PRO,1,sg,G),«0),(0),(0»)) = (0) 

Since the function [MATCH]CL is undefined, the well-formedness con

dition for the nominal adjunction is not satisfied, thus, the nominal 

a ella cannot be adjoined to the string esta cansada • 

... - .... __ . __ ._---------------------------------------
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5.2.4. Recapitulation 

We have, thus far, looked at how the nominal associated with the 

cJ.itic is adjoined to a string. First, I proposed a schema for the 

nominal adjunction as repeated below. 

(50) Rule of Nominal Adjunction: "Clitic Doubling" 

(x) (P/X)/(P/X) : (y)P/X ---) (y x)P/X 

where (x) is a nominal accompanied by a. 

In order for this rule to yield a result, there are certain well-formed

ness conditions to be satisfied: 1. The expression (y) must contain a 

clitic with which the expression (x) can be linked; 2. the expression 

(x) must be compatible in certain feature values with the clitic con-

tained in the expression (y). When these conditions are satisfied, 

the two expressions (x) of CAT (P/X)/(P/X) and (y) of CAT PIX can be 

combined to yield the expression (y x) of CAT PIX. In order to account 

for these morphological properties involved in the operation of "clitic 

doubling" I proposed two mechanisms: 1. Projection functions, which map 

expressions into a set or sets of feature values, and 2. an evaluation 

function, which matches up two sets of feature values on the basis of 

compatibility. 

We will now turn our discussion to how the nominal associated 

with the subject is adjoined to a string. The mechanisms proposed to 

account for the adjunction of the nominal associated with the subject 

are analogous to those proposed for "clitic doubling". However, there 

are some differences in the specific properties of the mechanisms 

between the two operations of nominal adjunction. 
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5.3. Unification of Feature Values for the Subject 

In Chapter II, I defined the subject in Spanish as a set of 

values comprised of person, number and gencer, which is a unification 

of inflectional properties of what is traditionally the "VP". Since 

every sentence in Spanish must have an ACE and whatever argument(s) it 

controls, and there is a value for person/number and optionally a value 

for gender/ number manifested in the combination of the ACE and its 

argument structure, every sentence in Spanish must have a subject. 

Consider the following. 

(93) Est-an furios-as. 
be-ind/pres-l/pl furious-fern/pI 

'They are furious i 

In the above sentence, the subject is (3, pI, fern), which is a unifica-

tion of two sets of values: one expressed in the inflectional suffix of 

the verb in terms of person and number, i. e. (3, pI), and the other ex-

ressed in the inflectional suffix of the adjective in terms of gender 

and number, i.e. (fern, pI). There may be, in the sentence, a nominal 

which is associated with the subject marking a referential contrast, as 

shown below. 

(94) Todas las mujeres estan 
all the women they-were 
'They women were furious' 

furiosas. 
furious 

I will now propose a set of mechanisms for the adjunction of the nomi-

nal associated with the subject. However, before I formulate a 

schema for the adjunction of such a nominal, I will first describe how 
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inflectional properties are unified and tile subject value is assigned 

to expressions. 

All expressions of CAT P, as I stipulated in Chapter IV, must 

have associated with them a set of feature values comprised of person, 

number and gender, i.e. the subject. Expressions of CAT P may consist 

of one verb, i.e. Vi or V2• Some examples of such expressions are 

shown below with their corresponding subject values. 

(95) Item Category Subject 

camino (V1)p [1, sg, GJ 
'I walk' 

10 visitaron (V2)p (3, pI, GJ 
'they visited him' 

darselo (V2)p (P, N, GJ 
'to give it to 

him/her/them' 

As we can see in the above examples, when the expression of P consists 

of one verb, the value for gender is consistently G, as the verb never 

marks gender in Spanish. The values for person and number are assign-

ed in accordance with the conjugational paradigm presented in Chapter 

II. As we have already seen in that chapter, the value for person 

ranges over 1, 2, 3, (Non-2) or P, while that for number ranges over 

singular, plural and N. 

Expressions of CAT P can also be "complex" in the sense that 

they have some other expressions in addition to a verb. Such expres-

sions are formed by function/argument application, and some examples of 

this operation are illustrated below. 

(96) a. (Ie diste)p/NP 
ACC 

(flores) ---> (Ie diste flores)p NPACC 
'You (sg) gave him/he flowers' 
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b. (estoy) P/ADJ (cansada)ADJ ---> (estoy cansada)p 

'I am tired' 

c. (quieren)p/P
inf

: (estudiarIO)P
inf

---> (quieren estudiarlo)p 

'They want to study it' 

I assume that when a verb-and some other expression are combined to 

form an expression of P as shown above, the subject is assigned to the 

resultant expression by unifying/amalgamating the relevant feature 

values of the two expressions being combined. (96a) , (b) and (c) 

above represent three different ways in which feature values are 

unified and the subject value is assigned to "complex" expressions of 

P. Let us look how this is done in each case. First of all, I \-rill 

assume that a verb (Vi and V2) of a fractional category of P, i.e. 

P/ACC, P/ADJ, P/Pinf , etc, is associated with it a set of feature 

values comprised of person and number, which is extracted from the 

inflectional suffix contained in the verb. Thus, the expressions 

which constitute the functor in (94a) , (b) and (c) above are assigned 

the following feature values for person and number in accordance with 

the conjugational paradigms presented in Chapter II. 

(97) Item Category (person, number) 

Ie diste (V2)P/ACC (2, sg) 
'you (sg) gave him/her' 

estoy (Vi) P/ADJ (1, sg) 
'I am' 

quieren (Vi)P/P
inf 

(3, pl) 
'they want' 

Let us now look at (96a). The expression constituting the functor is 

assigned the set of feature values (2,sg) as shown in (97). Turning to 
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the argument, it has a set of morphological values associated with it, 

. (3 f pl)!3. l..e. , em, However, this set of feature values is irrele-

vant to the assignment of the subject. As we have already discussed in 

Chapter II, the feature values which constitute the subject are only 

those extracted from a suffix attached to the verb, which marks person 

and number, or a suffix (complex) attached to the adjective or the pre-

dicate nominal, which marks both gender and number. With common nouns 

such as flores, the inflectional suffix -es only marks number; the 

value for gender is "inherently" assigned. Thus, the expression con-

stituting the argument in (96a) does contribute to the subject value of 

the resultant expression; the inflectional properties of the argument in 

this case are represented as a null set, i.e. (0). The unification of 

the two sets (2,sg) and (0) yields (2,sg), and this constitutes the 

values for person and number of the resultant expression. However, the 

resultant expression is a P, thus, it must have a value for gender. 

Since there is no expression marking a specific value for gender in the 

two expressions combined, the unspecified value G is assigned. The 

13. We will look at how feature values are assigned to NPs in 
Chapter N. 
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14 subject of the resultant expression is, therefore, (2,sg,G). (98) 

below schematizes the first case of unification of inflectional prop-

erties. 

(98) Unification of Inflectional Properties: CASE ONE 

(~,~) + (0) = (o<,~}15 
where ol. ranges over 1, 2, 3, Non-2 or P; 
~ ranges over sg, pI or N. 

Let us now look at how the resultant expression in (96b) gets 

assigned a subject value. The expression constituting the functor is 

assigned the set of values (l,sg) as shown in (97). Expressions of CAT 

ADJ are assigned a set of values comprised of gender and number, where 

14. If the resultant exprssion is not a P, but is a fractional 
category of P, it will have a set of feature values for person and num
ber only. An example of such a case is illustrated below. 

(1) (dieron) (P/DAT)/ACC: (dinero)ACC ---) (dieron dinero)p/DAT 

'they gave money' 

Here the functor is assigned the set of values (3,pl); the argument does 
not contain relevant inflectional properties, thus, it is assigned a 
null set. The unification of the two sets is (3,pl}, and this con
stitutes the feature values of the resultant expression. There will be 
no value for gender assigned to this expression, since it belongs to a 
fractional category of P, i. e. P /DAT • When this string is combined 
with an expression of NPDAT yielding an expr~ssion of P, then, the 
value for gender is assigned to the resultant expression as well as for 
person and number, i.e. (3,pl,G). 

15. The operation of unification itself does not assign the 
unpecified gender value (G) to expressions of P, when there is no ex
pression marking a value for gender. The assignment of (G) in such a 
case is done by the stipulation that all expressions of P must have val
ues for gender as well as for person and number. 
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number ranges over singular and plural, and gender ranges over mascu-

1 ine, feminine and G. These feature values are assigned in accordance 

with the inflectional properties of the adjective, as shown below. 

(99) Item (gender ,number} 

cansad-o (rnasc, sg} 
cans ad-a . (fern, sg} 
cansad-os (rnasc, pI} 
cansad-as (fern, pI} 

insoportable (G, sg} 
insoportable (G, pI} 

Following the paradigm above, the expression constituting the argument 

in (96b) is assigned the set of values (fem,sg}. As the two expres-

sions, i.e. esta and caI:sada, are combined, the two sets of values, 

i.e. (l,sg} and (fern,sg}, are unified into a single set, i.e. (l,sg, 

fern}, and this constitutes the subject of the resultant expression. 

However, not any two sets, one comprised of person and number and the 

other of gender and number can be unified into one single set comprised 

of person, number and gemder. Consider the following strings. 

(100) a. *Estamos cansado. 

b. *Estoy cansadas. 

The ill-formedness of these strings is due to the fact that the number 

value of the verb and that of the adjective are contradictory. In 

(100a) the verb marks plural while the adjective marks singular; in (b) 

the verb marks singular while the adjective plural. Therefore, when 

the two sets of feature values, one marking person and number and the 

other marking gender and number, contradict in number value, they 
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cannot be unified into a single set. In such a case, the two expres-

sions cannot be combined. The contradictory number values are (sg) and 

(pI); other pairs are noncontradictory. Excluding the ununifiable sets, 

the following illustrates all the possible two sets that can be unified 

into a single set and thier corresponding results. 

(101) Unification of Inflectiona Properties: CASE 'IWO 

i. fO( ,@) + (~,)') = fo(,@,'() 

where ~ ranges over 1, 2, 3 or Non-2; 
@ ranges over sg or pI; f ranges over 

rnasc, fern or G. 

ii. (P,N) + (~r '1) = (p,~,i) 

where @ ranges over sg or pI; "( ra.'1ges over 
rnasc, fern or G. 

When two sets of values, one comprised of person and number and the 

other of gender and number, are unified, the value for person associated 

with the functor and that for gender associated with the argument are 

carried up to constitute the values for person and gender of the result-

ant expression. As for number, there are two general cases observed: 

1. The values for number in both sets are identical, as shown in (lOli), 

and 2. the value for number in the first set is unspecified, i.e. N, and 

that in the second set is specifed (sg. or pl.), as shown in (lOlii). 

In the first case, the same value found in two sets is carried up, 

whereas in the second case, the specified value is carried up and it 

constitutes the value for number of the result. Another type of unifi-

cation of two sets of feature values occurs when an expression of CAT 

P/P'nf or Pip gets combined with an expression of CAT P'nf or P , 
1 ger 1 ger 
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respectively, yielding an expression of CAT P. Strings such as the 

following, in addition to (96c), illustrate some examples. 

(102) Debo estar contento. 'l (masc) want to be happy' 

(103) Estaba bailando. 'He/she/l was/were dancing' 

(104) Prometieron quedarse calladas. 'They promised to remain silent' 

These strings are formed, as we have seen already, by combining two 

expressions, one of CAT P /P and the other of CAT P, by an operation of 

function/ argument application; the resultant expression is a P. Here, 

the functor ("matrix" clause) is assigned a set of feature values 

compLised of person and number, since it is an expression of a 

fractional category of P, i.e. P/Pinf or PIP • Thus, the functors ger 

in (96c), (102), (103) and (104) are assigned the following sets of 

values. 

(105) Expression Category (person,numberJ 

quieren P/Pinf (3,plJ 

debo P/Pinf (l,sgJ 

estaba P/Pger (Non-2, sgJ 

prometieron P/Pinf (3,plJ 

The argument ("embedded" clause) is assigned, a set of values comrised of 

person, number and gender, since it is an expression of CAT P. The feature 

values associated with the arguments in (96c), (102), (103) and (104) are 

shown below. 

-_ ... _-.-_._. -------------------------------
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(106) Expression Category (person,number,genderJ 

estudiarlo P (P,N,GJ 

estar contento P (P,sg,mascJ 

bailando P (P,N,GJ 

quedarse calladas P (p,pl,femJ 

The two sets of feature values, the set associated with the expression 

of CAT PIP and the other associated with the expression of CAT P, are 

unified into a single set comprised of person, number and gender. 

Take, for example, the string (102). In this string, the two sets 

to be unified are (l,sgJ and (P,sg,mascJ. The unification of the two 

sets results in (l,sg, mascJ, and this set of values constitutes the 

subject of the resultant expression. However, not any two sets, one 

comprised of person and number and the other of person, number and 

gender, can be unified into a single set. 

strings. 

(107) a. *Debemos 
(l,pl) 

b. *Prometi6 
[3,sg) 

estar contento. 
[P,sg,masc) 

quedarse calladas. 
[P,pl,fem) 

Consider the following 

The ill-formedness of these strings derives from the fact that the 

value for number marked in the verb suffix and that marked in the 

adjective suffix are contradictory to each other, i.e. singular in 

one and plural in the other. Thus, when two sets of values are 

contradictory in number, they cannot be unified into a single set. 

In such a case, the two expressions cannot be combined. Excluding 

the ununifiable sets, the following illustrates all the possible 
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two sets that can be unified into a single set and their corresponding 

results for the case in question. 

(108) Unification of Inflectional Properties: CASE THREE 

i. fO(, ~} + (P, @ , l} = f(X'@' i } 

ii. 

where eX ranges over 1, 2, 
~ ranges over sg and pI i 

rnasc, fern or G. 

3 and Non-2j 
-{ ranges over 

(P,N) + (P,@,y) = (P,~, j) 

where ~ ranges over sg or pI i 
rnasc, fern or G 

-{ ranges over 

iii. 10( ,0} + (P,N,G} = (0{, ~ ,G) 

where 0{ ranges over 1, 2, 3, Non-2 or P i ~ 
ranges over sg, pI or N. 

When two sets, one comprised of person and number and the other 

comprised of person, number and gender, are unified, the value for gen-

der specified in the second set is carried up to constitute the value 

for gender of the result. Now both sets have a value for person. The 

value in the second set is always P (unspecified), whereas that in the 

first set can be either specified or unspecified. If P in both sets, 

the value for person of the result is P. If specified in the first 

set, naturally, this specified value is carried up to constitute the 

value for person of the result. Also as for number, both sets have a 

value. The values in the two sets can be identical, or different in the 

sense that one of them is specified, i.e. sg or pI, while the other 

unspecified, i.e. N. When different;' the speci'fied one is carried up 

to constitute the value for number of the result. 

-----------------------------------------------------
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We have, so far, looked at three ways in which the feature 

values based on the inflectional properties are unified into a single 

set, and the subject is assigned to expressions of CAT P. Let us now 

try to make a more general statement of the unification of feature 

values and the subject assignment. First, the three cases of unifi-

cation are as repeated below. 

(98) Unification: CASE ONE 

[0(, @) + (0) = [0< '@) 
where ~ ranges over 1, 2, 3, Non-2 or Pi 
@ ranges over sg, pI or N. 

(101) Unification: CASE TWO 

i. fo(, ~) + [~, 1) = [o{'@' -( ) 

ii. [P,N) 

where 0( ranges over 1, 2, 3 or Non-2i 
@ ranges over sg or pI i i ranges over 

rnasc, fern or G. 

+ [@' 'I) = [P, ~, i) 

where ~ ranges over sg or pI i -( ranges 
over rnasc, fern or G. 

(108) Unification: CASE THREE 

i. [oL @) + [P, ~ , 1) = [~, ~, t ) 

ii. 

where 0< ranges over 1, 2, 3 and Non-2 i 
B ranges over sg and pI i "'I ranges over 
~sc, fern or G. 

[P,N) + [P,@, 'I) = [P,~,,.) 

where (3 ranges over sg or pI i '( ranges over 
rnasc, fern or G 



iii. Co{,~} + [P,N,G} = (0< ,~,G) 

where 0<. ranges over 1, 2, 3, Non-2 or P; 
@ ranges over sg, pI or N; '( ranges 

over rnasc, fern or G. 
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All the instances of unification above can be reduced to two general 

cases. The first case involves instances where the unification is the 

union of two sets, and (98) and (101i) above represent such instances. 

The union of two sets is a set which includes a11 the elements included 

in either set, as is defined (109) below. 

(109) If A and B are sets, the union of A and B is the 
set A U B given by 

A L1 B = [x J x E': A or x c B) 

The second case involves instances where the unification cannot be 

defined simply as the union of two sets, and (107ii), (108i), (ii) and 

(iii) above represent such instances. In these instances, fo11owing 

the definition given in (109), the union of two sets would yield the 

sets shown in (110) below. 

(110) a. [P,N} U (~, l) = (P,N, @,"), } (101ii) 

b. [~ , ~} U (P, @' '() = (P ,0< ' ~ , '{ } (108i) 

c. [P,N} U (P, @' )() = [P,N,@, 'I} (108ii) 

d. b( '~} U (P,N,G) = [P,q,N,~ ,G} (108iii) 

In each instance, the resultant set includes two values for person 

or/and number; one specified while the other unspecified. As we unify 

two sets, we would like to pick out only the specified value when one 

set marks a specified value and the other an unspecified value for the 
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same feature. In sum, the following makes a general statement of how 

two sets of values are unified into a single set. 

(111) Unification of Inflectional Properties 

Unification is the union of two sets minus 
the unspecified value if there are two values 
for the feature fa' one specified and the other 
unspecified. 

The subject is assigned to expressions of CAT P by the unification of 

the inflectional properties as defined in (112) above along with the 

stipulation that all expression of P must have assigned to them a set 

of values comprised of person, number and gender. In some cases, the 

subject is assigned by the unification alone, in others by the stipu-

lation alone, and in others by both. We have looked in detail at all 

three cases. 

5.4. "Subject Doubling": Analysis 

5.4.1. Schema 

Now that we have outlined how the subject is assigned to ex-

pression of CAT P, I will propose a rule by which the nominal associ-

ated with the subject is adjoined to a string. 

(93) and (94) again, repeated below. 

(93) Estan 
be-ind/pres-3/pl 
'They are furious' 

furiosas 
furious-fern/pI 

(94) Todas las mujeres estan 
all the women be-ind/pres-3/pl 
'They, all the women, are furious' 

Consider the sentences 

furiosas 
furious-fern/pI 

Since the string without a nominal as in (93) is an expression 

of CAT P, and the string with a nominal adjoined to it as in (94) is 
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of CAT P, the nominal associated with the subject belongs to CAT Pip. 

Thus, the string (94) is formed in the following way. 

(112) a. (estan)p/ADJ : (cansadas)ADJ ---) (estan cansadas)p 

b. (las mujeres)p/p: (estan cansadas)p 

---> (las mujeres estan cansadas)p 

There is, however, another way of deriving the same string, which is 

illustrated below. 

(113) a. (las mujeres) (P/X)/(P/X) (estan)p/ADJ 

---> (las rnujeres estan)p/ADJ 

b. (las mujeres estan)p/ADJ: (cansadas)ADJ 

---> (las rnujeres estan cansadas)p 

However, I postulate that only the derivation in (112) is correct. 

As we discussed previously, the subject and the nominal associated with 

it must be compatible in certain feature values. The compatibility can 

be evaluated only when the subject is fully specified, i.e. in person, 

number and gender, and the subject is fully specified only at the point 

where an expression of CAT P is formed. In (112), since the nominal is 

combined with an expression of P, the compatibility can be evaluated, 

whereas in (113), the compatibility cannot be evaluated, since the 

nominal is combined with an expression which still needs an argument, 

i.e. P/ADJ, and, at this point, the value for gender is not available. 

Therefore, I postulate that the nominal associated with the subject is 

always adjoined to a proposition, and not to a "verb" unless the "verb" 

by itself constitutes an expression of CAT P. Thus, the rule for the 

adjunction of the nominal associated with the subject will be schernatized 

as follows. 
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(114) Rule of Nominal Adjunction II: "Subject-doubling" 

(x)P/P 

where (x) is a nominal; 
(z) is a combination of (x) and (y).16 

This rule, however, defines only the syntactic aspect of the 

nominal adjunction in question. There is a condition across the 

expressions (x) and (y): the expression (x) rrrust be compatible with 

the subject, defined as the unification of the inflectional properties 

of the expression (y). This is a well-formedness condition with which 

any string containing a nominal so-called "subjet NP" must comply. If 

this condition is not satisfied, the two expressions (x) and (y) cannot 

be combined. Consider, for example, the following strings. 

(115) *Las rrru jeres 
the women 

esta cansado 
is tired-masc/sg 

In this string, the nominal and the subject contradict each other in 

values for number and gender, thus, the string is ill-formed. I will 

now outline how the compatibility between the subject and the nominal 

associated with it can be evaluated. 

5.4.2. Subject Features and Projection Function 

The evaluation of compatibility for "subject doubling" is exe-

cuted in an analogous fashion to that for "clitic doubling". First of 

all, we need a mechanism which projects relevant morphological informa-

tion for evaluation. I have stipulated that all expressions of CAT P 

16. This rule does not determine the linear order of the two 
expressions, (x) and (y); (z) is not a simple concatenation of (x) and 
(y). See the discussion in 5.4.5. below for this matter • 

. -_ ... __ .- _ ... _----------------------------------------
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must have a subject, a set of values for person, number and gender, 

which is extracted from their inflectional properties. (Expression of 

CAT P may have other rrorphological properties, i.e. properties related to 

clitics. ) For the purpose of "subject doubling", we need a function 

which takes expressions of CAT P and projects a set of values comprised 

of person, number and gender, which are pertinent to inflectional prop-

erties. I shall call such a function [SUBJECT]. Let us see some 

examples of the application of this function. 

(116) a. [SUBJECT] (f(estan cansados)) = (3,pl,fem) 

'they are tired' 

b. [SUBJECT] (f(estudiar espanol) = (P,N,G) 

'to study Spansh' 
I 

Turning to the nominal, we can obtain its morphological values 

by applying the previously proposed function [WT]. The application of 

this function to a nominal projects a set of values comprised of proni

nali ty, person, number and gender. 17 Let us look at some examples of 

the application of this function. 

(117) a. [WT] (f(las mujeres)) = (-PRO,3,pl,fem) 

'the women' 

b. [W
T

] (f (el) = (+PRO,l,sg,masc) 

'he' 

17. For the adjunction of the nominal associated with the 
subject the feature pronominality is irrelevant. 

------------------------------------------- . 
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5.4.3. Evaluation of Compatibility 

We will now turn our discussion to how the compatibility between 

the two sets of values is evaluated for the purpose of "subject doubling" 

First, the two projection functions, i.e. [WT] and [SUl3.IEX:T] , project, 

as in (118) below, the relevant morphological information of the two 

expressions to be combined. 

(118) a. [WT] (f(x)) = (+PRO'0\1'@1'Y1) 

b. [SUBJECT] (f(y)) = (o(2'~ 2' '1 2 ) 

Now that we have projected the relevant morphological information, the 

compatibility between the two expressions can be evaluated. For this 

purpose, I construct the function [MATCH] SUB' defined slightly differ

ently from [MATCH]CL. The function [MATCH]SUB takes two sets of val

ues, i.e. the set associated with the expression (x) and the set associ-

ated with (y), and matches up (coindexes) the two if compatible. The 

application of the function [MATCH] is schematized in (119), and the pro-

cedure involved in this operation is defined in (120). 

(119) [MATCH]SUB(f((+PRO'o{l'~1,'11)'(o{2'~2' 12))) 

= «.:!:.PRO'o(l' ~1' 11)i' (o(2'@2' i 2)i> 

(120) Macthing Procedure for "Subject Doubling": [MATCH] SUB 

Match ';lP (+PRO'o{l'~ l' Y 1) with fo( 2' il. 2 ' '( 2 ) if 
compatible. t' ~ 

If the two sets of values are not compatible, the function [MATCH] SUB 

is undefined, and the two expressions (x) and (y) cannot be combined. 

Let us look at some examples of the application of the function 

[MATCH] SUB. Consider again the following string. 
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(121) Estan cansadas. 'They are tired' 

If we are to adjoin the nominal las rnujeres 'the women' to this 

string, first the relevant morphological infonnation will be projected 

as in (122) below. 

(122) a. [WT] (f(las rnujeres)) = . (-PRO,3,pl,fem] 

b. ,[SUBJEX:::T] (f(estan cansadas)) = (3,pl,fem] 

The function [MATCH] SUB takes the two sets and matches them up if com

patible. The function is well-defined for these two sets, and gives a 

result as shown in (123) below. 

(123) [MATCH] (f«(-PRO,3,pl,fem],(3,pl,fem])) 

= «-PRO,3,pl,fem]i,(3,pl,fem]i) 

Since the two sets are matched up, the well-fornedness condition for the 

nominal adjunction is satisfied. Thus, the two expressions las 

rnujeres and estan cansad~.~ can be combined as in (124). 

(124) (las rnujeres)p/p : (estan cansadas)p 

---) (las mujeres estan cansadas)p 

SUppose now that we are to adjoin the nominal la mujer 'the 

woman' to the string (121), it will proceed as follows. First, the 

relevant morphological infonnation is projected as shown in (125) below. 

(125) a. [WT] (f(la mujer)) = (-PRO, 3,sg,fem] 

[SUBJEX:::T] (f(estan cansadas)) = (3,pl,fem] 

The function [MATCH] SUB takes the two sets of values, and matches them 

up if compatible. However, the function is undefined in this case, 

since the two sets are not compatible. 

(126) [MATCH]SUB(f«(-PRO,3,sg,fem],(3,pl,fem])) = (0) 
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Since the two sets of values cannot be matched up, the well-formedness 

condition for the nominal adjunction is not satisfied. Thus, the two 

expressions la mujer andestcm cansadas cannot be combined. 

5.4.4. Linear Order of the Nominal Associated with the Subject 

We have not, so far, mentioned anything about the linear order 

of the nominal associated with the subject. This nominal can occur in 

various places in the sentence. Let us first consider the following 

sentences where we have a transitive verb which takes one argument. 

(127) a. Juan visita a Manuel. 
. 

b. C. Visi ta Juan a Manuel? 

c. ~ Visi ta a Manuel Juan?18 

'John visits Manuel(?) , 

(128) a. Juan peg6 al chico. 

b. d Peg6 Juan al chico? 

c. C Peg6 al chico Juan? 

'John hit the boy(?) , 

As we can see in the a-sentences and c-sentences above, the nominal 

associated with the subject can appear in the periphery, i.e. at the 

beginning or at the end of the sentence. It can also appear, as seen 

in the b-sentences, between the verb (V1) and its nominal argument. 

18. The word order in (b) and (c) is not necessarily related 
to a question; however, sentences with a nominal adjunct in a post
verbal position, as in (b) and (c), sound more natural as questions. 



Next, consider the following sentences. 

(129) a. Juan la visita a ella. 

b. t La visita Juan a ella? 

c. cL La visita a ella Juan? 

'He/she visit her(?) , 

(130) a. Juan Ie golpe6 al chico • 
. 

b. C Le golpe6 Juan al chico? 

c. d. Le golpe6 al chico Juan? 

'John hit the boy(?) , 
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These sentences have a verb with a clitic attached to it and a nominal 

associated with that clitic. The nominal associated with the subject 

can appear in the periphery of the sentence, as seen in the a-sentences 

and the c-sentences. It can also appear between the verb (V2) and the 

nominal associated with the clitic, as shown in the b-sentences. 

Let us, now, look at sentences with a ditransitive verb where 

the two arguments are instantiated by lexical expressions. 

(131) a. 

b. 

EI chico di6 mucho dinero a Manuel. 

EI chico di6 a Manuel mucho dinero. 

c. ~Di6 el chico mucho dinero a Manuel? 

d. d Di6 el chico a Manuel mucho dinero? 

e. d Di6 mucho dinero el chico a Manuel? 

f. d. Di6 a Manuel el chico mucho dinero? 

g. d Di6 mucho dinero a Manuel el chico? 

h. d Di6 a Manuel mucho dinero el chico? 

'The boy gave the money to Manuel (?) , 
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As we can see in (a), (b), (g) and (h), the nominal associated with the 

subject can appear at the periphery of the sentence. Sentences (c) and 

(d) show that it can also be adjoined between the verb (Vi) and the 

two nominal arguments. As seen in (d) and (e), it can also appear 

between the two nominal arguments. 

Consider now the following sentences with a ditransitive verb, 

where we have both a nominal associated with the subject (Juan) and 

one with the DAT clitic (al chico). 

(132) a. 

b 

Juan Ie di6 mucho dinero al chico. 

Juan Ie di6 al chico mucho dinero. 

c. ~ Le di6 Juan mucho dinero al chico? 

d. ~ Le di6 Juan al chico mucho dinero? 

e. d Le di6 mucho dinero Juan al chico? 
. 

f. C Le di6 al chico Juan mucho dinero? 

g. do Le di6 mucho dinero al chico Juan? 

h. C Le di6 al chico mucho dinero Juan? 

, John gives a lot of money to the boy (?) , 

The above sentences show all the possible positions where the nominal 

associated with the subject could be adjoined. All the sentences are 

fine although some require a break/breaks in intonation contour for the 

clarity of the meaning. 

In summary, (133) schematizes the possible positions in which the 

nominal assoicated with the subject can be adjoined relative to other 

constituents of the sentence, which include the verb (Vi and V2), its 

nominal argument (s) and, in addition, the nominal assoicated with the 
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clitic. The verb is specified for its morphological category as well 

as its syntactic category. ACC and DAT represent nominal arguments 

while Y the nominal associated with the clitic. X represents the 

nominal associated with the subject. 

(133) 

a. X (V1)p or X (V2)p 

b. (V1)p X or (V2)p X 

c. X (V1)P/ACC ACC or X (V2)P/ACC ACe 

d. (VI) P/ACC ACC X or (V2)P/ACC ACC X 

e. (V1)P/ACC X ACC or (V2)P/ACC X ACC 

f. X (V1)P/DAT DAT 

g. (V1)P/DAT DAT X 

h. (V1)P/DAT X DAT 

i. X (V2)p y 

j. (V2)p y X 

k. (V2) P X y 

l. X (VI) P / (DAT • ACC) ACC DAT or X (V1)P/(DAT.ACC) DAT ACC 

o. (V1)P/(DAT.ACC) ACC DAT X or (V1)P/(DAT.ACC) DAT ACC X 

p. (V1)P/(DAT.ACC) X ACC DAT or (V1)P/(DAT.ACC) X DAT ACC 

q. (V1)P/(DAT.ACC) ACC X DAT or (V1)P/(DAT.ACC) DAT X ACC 

r. X (V2)P/ACC Y ACC or X (V2)P/ACC ACC Y 

s. (V2)P/ACC y ACC X or (V2)P/ACC ACC Y X 

t. (V2)P/ACC X Y ACC or (V2)P/ACC X ACC Y 

u. (V2)P/ACC y X ACC or (V2)P/ACC ACC X Y 

As we can see above, the nominal associated with the verb can appear 

---------------------------------------------
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both pre-verbally and post-verbally. Moreover, when it appears in a 

post-verbal position and there are other elements following the verb, 

such as a DAT argument, an ACC argument and a nominal associated with 

the CL, it can go in various positions in relation to these elements. 

Clearly some order patterns sound more "natural" or require less breaks 

in the intonation contour than others. There is a general tendency 

that the sentence sounds more "natural it when the nominal X is found 

adjacent to the verb (Vi or V2) than when there is other element 

intervening the verb and the nominal. Thus, between the order in (t) 

and that in (s) or (u), for example, the former sounds more "natural", 

and requires less breaks in the intonation contour. It is possible to 

elaborate a more precise correlation between the order patterns and the 

intonational patterns. Furthermore, expressions of P may contain other 

types of expressions other than a verb and nominal expressions. Thus, 

an examination of more complex data is necessary in order to provide a 

full account of the linear order of the nominal associated with the 

subject in relation to other constituents of the sentence. However, I 

will leave such a task for future investigation as it is beyond the 

scope of the present study. For the meantime, the generalizations 

stated in (133) above hold for the data we have examined. 

5.5. "Clitic Doubling" and "Subject Doubling" 

We have, thus far 1 looked at "clitic doubling" and "subject 

doubling" separately. There are strings which contain both types of 

norninals. In this section, I will illustrate how such strings are 

formed. I have assumed that all expressions of fractional categories of 

--.---- --------------------------------------
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P must have a set of values for person and number associated with them, 

and all expressions of CAT P must have a set of values for person, num-

ber and gender associated with them. Expressions of P$ may, in addi-

tion j have associated with them clitic features values specifying types 

of clitics and their valu~s for person, number and gender. The fea-

ture values relevant to inflectional properties and those relevant to 

clitics are, I assume, represented as an ordered pair of sets, the 

first of which pertains to inflectional properties, and the second to 

clitics. The following illustrates some examples of strings with all 

the relevant morphological properties represented. 

(134) Expression CAT Feature Values 

Ie di6 P/ACC «3,sg), (DAT,3,sg,G» 
Is/he gave (to) her/him' 

Ie di6 muchos libros P 
IS/he gave him/her a lot 

«3,sg,G),«DAT,3,N,G), 19 
(ACC,3,sg,masc),(0»> 

of books' 

Consider, now, the following string. 

(135) Maria Ie di6 a Juan muchos libros. 
Mary CL-DAT-3/sg give-ind/pret-3/sg to John many books 
'Mary gave John a lot of books' 

This string has a nominal associated with the subject, Marfa, as well as 

one associated with the clitic, a Juan. This string would be formed 

first by combining the verb Ie di6 and the nominal a Juan by the Rule 

of Nominal Adjunction I. The Rule of Nominal Adjunction II cannot com

bine Ie di6 and the nominal Marfa, since the former is not an expression 

19. Inflectional properties also include temporal properties. 
I assume that such property is also repesented as a set of values form
ing a pair with the set of values pertaining to the subject. Thus, the 
whole representation of the morphological properties of this expression 
would be «(+tense,pret),(3,sg,G»,«DAT,3,N,G),(ACC,3,sg,masc»>. 
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of CAT P, thus, the subject value is not fully specified. As Ie di6 

and a Juan being combined, the comaptibility of the two expressions is 

evaluated as follows. 

(136) a. [WT(f(a Juan)) = (-PRO, 3, sg, masc) 

b. [DAT ACC BEN] (f(le di6)) = «DAT, 3,sg,G), (0), (0» 

c. [MATCH] CL (f «(-PRO, 3, sg, masc), «DAT, 3,sg,G), (0), (0)>> 

= «-PRO, 3, sg, masc)i' (DAT, 3, sg, G)i> 

Since the two expressions are compatible, they can be combined as fol

lows. 

(137) (a Juan) (P/X)/(P/X): (Ie di6)p/ACC ---> (Ie di6 a Juan)P/ACC 

The result is next combined with the expression muchos libros as shown in 

(138) below. The nominal to be associated with the subject Maria cannot 

be adjoined to the result in (137) since it is still ml expression of a 

fractional category of P, i.e. P/ACC. 

(138) (Ie da a Juan)p/ACC: (rnuchos libros)ACC 

---> (Ie dieron a Juan muchos libros)p 

Since the result here is an expression of CAT P, a nominal to be associ-

ated with the subject can be adjoined to this string. As the two ex

pressions being combined, they are evaluated for compatibility as in 

(139) • 

(139) a. [SUB] (f(le di6 a Juan muchos libros)) = (3, sg, G) 

b. [WT] (f(Marfa) = (-PRO, 3, sg, fern) 

c. [MATCH]SUB(f((-PRO, 3, sg, fern), (-PRO, 3, sg, fern))) 

= <:-PRO, 3, sg, fern)i' (-PRO, 3, sg, fern)i> 

Since the two expressions are compatible in values they can be combined 

as in (140) and yields the string in (134). 



(140) (Mar{a)p/p: (Ie da a Juan muchos libros)p 

---) (Maria Ie da a Juan muchos libros) p 

Now, consider the following strings. 

(141) Marfa Ie di6 muchos libros a Juan. 
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Mary CL-DAT-3/sg give-ind/pret-3/sg many books to John. 
'Mary gave a lot of books to John' 

This string would be formed first by combining Ie di6 and muchos libros 

as in (142) below. 

(142) (Ie di6)p/ACC: (muchos libros)ACC ---) (Ie di6 muchos libros)p 

The result is an expression of CAT P. At this point, either type of nomi-

nal, a Juan 0 Maria, can be adjoined to the string. If a Juan is 

adjoined first, the adjuction of Maria will follow, as illustrated in 

(143) below. 

(143) a. (a Juan) (P/X)/(P/X): (Ie da muchos libros)p 

---) (Ie da muchos libros a Juan)p 

b. (Mar{a)p/p: (Ie da muchos libros a Juan)p 

---) (Maria Ie da muchos libros a Juan) p 

If, on the other hand, Maria is adjoined first, the adjunction of 

a Juan will follow, as illustrated in (144) below. 

(144) a. (Marfa)p/p: (Ie da muchos libros)p 

---) (Maria Ie da muchos libros)p 

b. (a Juan) (P/X)/(P/X): (Maria Ie da muchos libros)p 

---) (Maria Ie da muchos libros a Juan)p 

Notice that the nominal associated with the CL a Juan can be 

adjoined to a string before the nominal associated with the subject 

Marfa is adjoined, as shown in (137) and (143), or after as shown in 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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(144). This means that the two rules of nominal adjunction need not be 

ordered, and they can apply independently from each other. The dif-

ference between the two types of nominal adjunction is that the nominal 

associated with the CL can be adjoined to an expression of a fractional 

category of P, as shown in (137), as well as of P, as shown in (143a) 

and (144b), whereas the nominal associated with the subject can be only 

adjoined to expressions of CAT P as shown in (140), (143b) and (144a). 

5.6. Recapitulation 

In this chapter I outlined the mechanisms of adjoining the 

nominal associated with the clitic and that associated with the subject. 

I proposed two rules for adjoining such nominals to a string. 

(50) Rule of Nominal Adjucntion I: "Clitic Doubling" 

(x) (P/X)/(P/X): (y)P/X ---) (y x)P/X 

where (x) is a nominal accompanied by a. 

(113) Rule of Nominal Adjunction II: "Subject Doubling" 

(x)P/P : (y)p ---) (z)p 

where (x) is a nominal; 
(z) is a combination of (x) and (y). 

In both rules, the nominal is a function, i.e. (P/X)/(P/X) or PIP, which 

takes a set of expressions and map them into another set of expressions 

of the same category 0 20 

20. Notice that, since the nominal in both rules belong to the 
category of the form X/X, the rules of nominal adjunction could apply 
recursively adjoining more than one nominal associated with the clitic 
or with the subject. However, only one nominal associated with the 
clitic or with the subject is permitted. Thus, we must stipulate that 
each of these rules of nominal adjunction can apply only once. 

-------- ---------------------------------------------- --
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There are certain conditions to be satisfied in order for these 

rules to combine tvlO expressions to yield well-formed strings. For 

Nominal Adjunction I, the expression (y) must contain particular types 

of clitics, and in addition, the clitic and the nominal must be com-

patible in certain feature values. For Nominal Adjunction II, the 

nominal must be compatible with the inflectional properties of the ex-

pression (y), the subject. To evaluate if these conditions are satis-

fied, I proposed two types of operations: 1. Functions which take ex-

pressions, i.e. words or phrases, and project particular morphological 

information in terms of a set or sets of feature values, and 2. Func-

tions which take a set of sets of feature values and match up two sets 

that are compatible. Although the basic procedures involved in these 

operations are the same for the two types of nominal adjunction, the 

specific properties of the operations are different. For "clitic 

climbing" the projection function [DAT ACC BEN] is constructed in order 

to obtain relevant morphological information from the expression (y) 

in (50). In order to obtain relevant rrorphological information from 

the nominal, the projection function [WT] is constJ:-uct.ed. The ap-

plication of the two functions to their corresponding domains is illus-

trated in (145) below. 

(145) a. [WT] (f(x)) = (.:!:.PRO'0{1'~1,11) 

b. [DAT ACC BEN] (f (y) ) 

= <(DAT'o{2'~2')' 2),(ACC,o( 3' ~3' Y3 J,(BEN,OC 4 , @4' y 4) 

Here, 0<, ~ and ""( specify values for person, number and gender, 

respectively. One, two or all three sets in the triplet can be null. 



The function [MATCH]CL takes the set associated with the expression 

(x) and the triplet of sets associated with (y) and maps them into a 

pair of co indexed sets. This operation is schematized in (141) and 

defined in (75) below. 

(141) [MATCH]CL(f((+PRO,O(l'~ 1,1 1), 

< (DAT, ot 2' ~ 2' "( 2) , (ACC, ol3' @ 3' "( 3) , (BEN, 0( 4' ~ 4' "( 4) > 

= < (+PRO,O< l' @1' '( 1)i,(CLa '0(l;-f @b''O b)i> 

where (i) CLa can be OAT, ACC or BEN. 

(ii) 2<b<4. 

(75) Mathcing procedures: [MATCH]CL 

(A) When one or both of the first tow sets of the triplet are 

specified, 
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i • match (0( 1 ,~ l' 11 ) with (0( 2' ~ 2' t 2) or (0{ 3' ~ 3' '( 3) which

ever is compatible with it, if the first set is marked (+PRO)i 

ii. match (0< l' ~ l' '1 1 ) with (0( 2' ~ 2' t 2) if the two expressions 

are compatible and the first set is marked (-PRO). 

(B) When the first two sets of the triplet are null, but the third 

ser is specified, match (o(l'~l,t 1) with (o(4'~4' 14) if 

the two sets are compatible. 

If the function [MATCH]CL is well-defined, thus, matches up two sets 

following the procedures stated in (75) above, then, the well-formedness 

condition for the nominal adjucntion is satisfied. The nominal can be 

adjoined to a string as in (50) above, yielding "clitic doubling". 

For Nominal Adjunction II, the function [SUBJECT] is construct-

ed in order to project the set of values comprised of person, number 
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and gender, which pertains to the subject. The function [WT] is used 

here also to project the feature values associated with the nominal. 

The application of these two functions to their corresponding domains 

is illustrated in (118) below. 

(118) a. [WT] (f(x)) = (+PRQ,o<.l'@l''{l) 

b. [SUBJECT] (f(y)p) = fo<.2'~2'-{2) 

Since all expressions of CAT P must have, by definition, a subject, the 

set of feature values associated with the expression (y) is never null. 

The function [MATCH] SUB takes these two sets and matches them up if 

compatible. This operation is shematized in (118) and defined in (119). 

(118) [MATCH]SUB(f((.!.PRO'o{l'Q1''( 1)'(o(2'~2' 't2)i)) 

= «.!.PRO,D{ l'G l' Y 1)i'(o(2'@ 2' '(2)i> 

(119) Matching Procedure: [MATCH] SUBJECT 

Match up (0< l' @1' '( 1) with (0{ 2' ~2' t 2) if compatible. 

If the function [MATCH] is well-defined, thus, matches up the two sets 

following the procedure stated above, then, the well-formedness condi-

tion for the nominal adjunction is satisfied. The nominal can be ad-

joined to a string by the Rule of Nominal Adjunction as in (113) yield-

ing "subject doubling". 

In this chapter, I have outlined how the phenomenon of "agree-

ment" will be treated in my anslysis. I have defined such a phenomenon 

as a well-formedness condition with which any string containing a nomi-

nal ("subject NP" or "object NP" doubled by a clitic) must corrply with. 

I have opted for considering such a well-formedness condition as a nece-

ssary condition for the Rules of Nominal Adjunction to apply. However, 
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there is another alternative one may take. One can let the adjunction 

rules to apply freely and overgenerate, and let the well-formedness 

condition in question filter out ill-formed strings. Then, the series 

of functions we have proposed would be used for the purpose of filter-

ing instead. Which alternative would be emprically more adequate? 

To answer this question would require a more thorough and careful 

study. 

In this chapter, I have assumed the notion of compatibility, but 

have not said anything about what constitutes compatibility between two 

sets of values. In the next chapter, we will look at this matter and 

define the notion of compatibility. 



CHAPrER VI 

CONDITIONS OF COMPATIBILITY 

"AGREEMENT" 

In the last chapter I proposed two rules of nominal adjunction: 

one for "clitic doubling" and the other for "subject doubling". There 

is a condition which must be satisfied for these rules to apply: The 

two expressions to be combined must be compatible in values based on 

certain rrorphological features. The purpose of this chapter is to 

formally define what constitutes compatibility between two expressions, 

more specifically, between two sets of feature values. We looked, in 

the previous chapter, at what feature values are assigned to strings to 

which the nominal is to be adjoined, and how they are assigned. In 

this chapter, we will, first, look in detail at what type of nominal 

expressions there are in Spanish, what specific feature values are 

assigned to them and how they are assigned to them. Then, I will 

define what constitutes compatible sets of values. Finally, I will 

also attempt, in this chapter, to give an account of certain facts of 

"dissagreement" mentioned in Chapter II. 

6.1. Nominals and Feature Values 

I assume that all nominals in Spanish are assigned values for 
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person, number and gender, and the specification for (+PRO) or (-PRO), 

and these properties are represented as a set of feature values, i.e. 

(+PRO, 01..., ~, -(). Nominals can be of coordinate or non-coordinate con

struction, and they will be looked at separately, since the feature val-

ues are assigned in different ways. We will look first at how feature 

values are assigned to nominals of non-coordinate construction. 

6.1.1 Nominals of Non-coordinate Construction 

Nominals of non-coordinate construction can be divided into two 

classes: Nominals composed of one wo.:-d and those which are phrases. 

Expressions such as ellos 'they', flor 'flower' are examples of the 

first class and expressions such as las flores 'the floweres', un 

vestido azul 'a blue dress' are examples of the second class. I as-

sume that nominals which consist of a single word in Spanish are inher-

ently assigned values for person, number and gender, whereas those which 

are phrases are assigned such feature values by a unification of the 

feature values associated with the expressions composing the phrase. 

Nominals which consist of a single word can be divided into two groups: 

Those which are NP by themselves and those which are N, categorially 

speaking. The former includes personal pronouns, demonstrative pro-

nouns and quantifiers (the so-called "indefinite pronouns") • Spanish 

has 15 forms of demonstrative pronouns: 6 "masculine" forms (sg and pI) , 

6 "feminine" forms (sg and pI) and 3 "neuter" forms. The following is 

the list of demonstrative pronouns with their corresponding values for 
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person, number and gender. 1 

(1) este 'this' (3, sg, mascJ esta 'this' (3, sg, fernJ 
ese 'that' (3, sg, mascJ esa 'that' (3, sg, fernJ 
aquel 'that' (3, sg, mascJ aquella 'that' (3, sg, fernJ 

estos 'these' (3, pI, mascJ estas 'these' (3, pI, fernJ 
esos 'those' (3, pI, mascJ esas 'those' (3, pI, fernJ 
aquellos 'those' (3, pI, mascJ aquellas 'those' (3, pI, fernJ 

esto 'this' (3, sg, mascJ 
eso 'that' (3, sg, mascJ 2 aqllello/ 'that' (3, s9, mascJ 

(ello) 

There are 10 forms for personal pronouns in Spanish, which are 

listed below with their corresponding feature values. 

(2) Y9 'I' (1, sg, GJ nosotros 'we' (1, pI, mascJ 
nosotras 'we' (1, pI, fernJ 

to. 'you' (2, sg, GJ vosotros 'you' (2, pI, mascJ 
vosotras 'you' (2, pI, fernJ 

1. I will consider the "demonstrative pronouns" and "demon
strative adjectives" as homophonous. "Demonstrative pronouns", in or
thography, carry an accent mark, however, it does not have a phono
logical consequence. 

2. I will assign the gender value (masculineJ to the "neuter" 
pronouns and let this feature to be understood as (-ferninineJ. As we 
mentioned in note 14, Chapter II, the inflectional ending mark gender/ 
number shows only two-way distinction, thus, there is no need to postu
late the 3rd gender value. The distinction between the "masculine" 
demonstrative pronouns and "neuter" demonstrative pronouns is, in Spa
nish, mainly consists of what they refer back in the discourse. The 
former refers back to something that can be expressed in terms of a 
noun, the latter refer back to something that cannot be expressed in a 
single word, i.e. a statement, a fact, an idea, etc. The following 
sentences illustrate the contrast. 

(1) d,cual te gusta mas, esta 0 esa? 
'Which one appeals to you more, this one or that one? 

(2) Estoy un poco cansada, pero eso no me molesta. 
'I am a little tired, but that does not bother me' 

Esta. 
This one' 

--~~.~ -----------------------------
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el 'he' (3, sg, masc) 
ella 'she' (3, sg, fern) 

ellos 
ellas 

'they' 
'they' 

(3, pI, masc) 
(3, pI, fern) 

The pronominals associated with the clitic, the so-called "conjunctive 

pronouns" take different forms for 1st person and second person, both 

singular. 

(3) am:l (1, sg, G) 

a ti (2, sg, G) 

In Spanish, all independent pronouns (except demnonstrative pronouns) 

are personal3• 

The last class of words which are NPs consists of quantifiers, 

or so-called "indefinite pronouns", which are shown below with their 

corresponding feature values. 

(4) todo 'everything' (3, sg, masc) 
nada 'nothing' (3, sg, masc) 
algo ' something' (3, sg, masc) 
nadie 'nobody' (3, sg, masc) 
alguien 'somebody' (3, sg, masc) 

Turning to norninals which are of category N (oun) , the value for 

person is invariably 3rd, except for certain types of expressions,4 and 

3. The 3rd person pronouns can refer back to nouns that are 
not animate when they occur with prepositions such as con ; wi th " sin 
'without', etc., as shown below. 

(1) Me compre esos libros ayer, y con ellos puedo estudiar espafiol. 
'I bought those books yesterday, and with them I can study Spanish' 

(2) Juan ernpez6 a fumar coca!na hace poco, pero ahora no puede vi vir 
sin ella. 
'John started smoking cocaine a little while ago, but now he can't 
live without it' 

4. Certain types of lexical expressions may receive an unspec
fied value for person. See 6.3. for such possibilities. 
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for number and gender it varies. Below are listed some examples with 

their corresponding feature values. 

(5) carro 'car' (3, sg, masc) 

flor 'flower' (3, sg, fern) 

zapatos 'shoes' (3, pI, masc) 

sillas 'chairs' (3, pI, fern) 

Of all the types of nominals we have looked at so far, only the 

personal pronouns are specified as (+PRO) while the rest (-PRO). 

Turning to nominals which are made up with phrases, feature 

values will be assigned by unifying the values of the expressions com-

posing the phrase. Let us take an example. Consider the nominal el 

carro azul 'the blue car'. First of all, this expression is formed by 

combination rules as illustrated in (6) below. 

(6) a. (azul)N/N : (carro)N ---> (carro azul)N 

b. (el)NP/N : (carro azul)N ---> (el carro azul)N 

Each word that constitutes this phrasal expression has associated with 

it a set of feature values, as shown in (7) below. 

(7) Item 

el 'the' 

carro 'car' 

azul 'blue' 

Category 

NP/N 

N 

N/N 

Feature Values 

(rnasc, sg] 

(3, sg, masc) 

(sg,G) 

As two expressions are combined as in (6a) and (b), their feature values 

are unified. For the purpose of unification here, we can adopt the 

same procedure proposed for the unification of inflectional properties 

in Chapter V, which is repeated in (8) below. 



(8) Unification is the union of two sets minus the unspecified 
value if there are two values for the feature f , one 
specified and the other unspecified. a 
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Following (8), the two sets (3,sg,masc) and (sg,G) are unified, yield-

ing (3, sg~ masc) as two expressions are combined as in (6a). In 

(6b), the two sets of values, one associated with el, i.e. (masc,sg], 

and the other associated with carro azul, i.e. (3,sg,masc), are uni-

fied, yielding (3,sg, masc). 

If the two sets are contradictory to each other, they cannot 

be unified into a single set, thus, the two expressions cannot be com-

bined. Here, the two sets can be contradictory in values for number 

or/and gender. As for number, sigular and plural are contradictory 

and masculine and feminine are contradictory as for gender. Hence, 

strings such as the following cannot be formed, since expressions 

composing them contradict each other in values for number and gender. 

(9) a. *el 
b. *la 

carros azul 
carro azules 

c. *los carro azul 

Nominals that are phrasal are assigned (-PRO). 

From the discussion above, the following shows all the possible 

sets of values associated with nominals that are non-coordinate expres-

sions. 

(10) a. (1, sg, G) d. (2, sg, G) g. (3, sg, masc) 
b. (1, pI, masc) e. (2, pI, masc) h. (3, sg, fern) 
c. (1, pI, fern) f. (2, pI, fern) i. (3, pI, masc) 

j. (3, pI, fern) 

6.1.2 Nominal of Coordinate Construction 

The nominal associated with the subject or with the clitic can 

consist of a coordination of several nominals. Some examples are 



illustrated below. 

(ll) 

(12) 

a. Mis hermanos y yo somos muy unidos. 
'My brothers (and sisters) and I are very 

b. Nos gusta a mi y a mis hermanos esquiar. 
'It appeals to us, to me and my brothers, 

a. El y su mujer son de Francia. 
'He and his wife are from France' 

b. Los veo a el y a su mujer todos los dias. 
'I see them, him and his wife, every day' 
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close' 

to ski. 

The feature values of a coordinate expression cannot be obtained simply 

by unifying the two sets of feature values into one. Take for example, 

the nominal mis hermanos y yo 'my sisters and I' in (lOa). This se-

quence consists of a nominal whose feature values are (3,pl,fem) and 

another whose feature values are (l,sg,G). Clearly, we need special 

principles which determine how nominals of coordinate construction are 

assigned a single set of feature values. Below, I will elaborate three 

principles of summation, one for person, another for number and another 

for gender, the combination of which assigns feature values to coordi-

nate expressions. 

I will represent the nominal which is a coordinate construction 

as (xn), where X stands for a nominal expression (of category NP or N), 

and n stands for the number of expressions conjoined, n varying between 

2 and ~ , hence, 2<n< C1Q • Each of the expressions contained in (Xn) 

has its own value for person, number and gender. However, (xD) as a 

unit must have a single set of values, which will be determined by prin-

ciples of (feature) summation. As for persop., the following principles 

hold. 



(13) Principles of Summation for Person 

I. If Of) contains some X which is 1st person, then [~) is 
1st person. 
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II. If (~) contains some X which is 2nd person, then (~) is 
2nd person, provided that (~) does not contain any X which 
is 1st person. 

III. If all the members of [~) are 3rd person, then [~) is 
3rd person. 

Some examples are illustrated below. 

(14) a. 3rd + 1st ---> 1st (PI) 

b. 2nd + 1st ---> 1st (PI) 

c. 2nd + 2nd ---> 2nd (PII) 

d. 2nd + 3rd ---> 2nd (PII) 

Carlos y yo 
'Charles and II 
a Carlos y a mi 
I (To) Charles and (to) mel 

tu y yo 
Iyou (sg) and I I 
a ti y a mi 
I (to) you and (to) mel 

tu y tu 
Iyou (sg) and you (sg) I 
a ti y a ti 
I (to) you and (to) you I 

tu y Carlos 
Iyou and Charles ' 
a ti y a Carlos 
I (to) you and (to) Charles I 

e. 3rd + 3rd ---> 3rd (PIlI) Carlos y Silvia 
'Charles and Sylvia I 
a Carlos y a Silvia 
I (to) Charles and (to) Sylvia I 

As for gender, the following principles of summation hold. 

(15) Principles of Summation for Gender 

I. If [~) contains some X which is masculine, then, 
[~) is masculine. 

II. If [~) contains some X which is G, then, [tl) is G, 
provided that it contains no X which is masculine. 

III. If [~) contains no X which is either masculine or G, 
then, [~) is feminine. 
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The following illustrates some examples of the above principles. 

(16) a. fern + masc ---> masc (PI) las flores y el florero 
'the flowers and the flower vase' 

a rni tia y a mi padre 
'(to) my father and (to) my aunt' 

b. G + masc ---> masc (PI) tu y tu hermano 
'you (sg) and your brother' 

a mi y a mis amigos 
'(to) me and (to) my friends 

c. fern + G ---> G (PIll mi hermana y yo 
'my sister and I' 

a ti y a tu tia 
'(to) you (sg) and (to) aunt' 

d. fern + fern ---> fern (PIlI) mi hermana y su perra 
'my sister and her (female) dog' 

a tu hija y a tu hermana '(to) 
your daughter and (to) your sister' 

As for number, the situation is rn:Jre complex. In certain 

cases, a coordination of several nominals denotes plurality, thus, it is 

only compatible with a subject whose value for number is plural, as 

shown below. 

(17) 

(18) 

Doralina y Carlos {van Jen este carro. 
(3,plJ 

*va 
(3,sg) 

'Doralina and Charles { go 1in this car' 
*goes) 

Esta silla y esa 

{

van ") al cuarto de Juan. 
(3,pl) ~ 

*va j 
(3, sg] 

'This chair and that J go } to John's room' 
l*goes 



(19) El Y YO{' (~~:;~ 1 en este coche. 

*voy 
(l,sgJ 

'He and going in this car' 
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In these cases, the coordinate expression denotes plurality since it is 

composed of nominals, each of which clearly denotes a physically dis-

crete unit. However, a coodination of several nominals does not nece-

ssarily yield the value plural. There are cases in which the same 

nominal can be compatible with a subject whose number value is plural 

as well as singular, as shown below in (20) and (21). 

(21) 

(20) a. La sencillez y franqueza del anlliicio me { conmovieron. } 
(3,plJ 

conmovi6. 
(3,sgJ 

'The simplicity and frankness of the announcement moved me' 

b. La ascenci6n y el descenso del mercuriO{indiCan 1 
(3,plJ 

indica 
(3,sgJ 

las variaciones de la atm6sfera. 

'The ascension and the descent indicates/indicate the 
variations of the atmosphere' 

Esto Y 10 que se 

(Examples by Kato, 1981: 77) 

temia {preCiPitaron ) el proceso. 
(3,plJ 

precipit6 
(3,sgJ 

'This and that which they feared precipitated the process' 
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Kato (1981) argues that the speaker captures certain coordinate con-

structions as expressions of a single (unitary) notion instead of 

plural notions, and proposes that coordinate constructions be marked 

either as [+plural] or [+set] ([+conjunto]). Kato's observations is 

basically correct • In all the sentences above, the (coordinate) 

. nominal expression can be construed as plural notions or a single 

notion. And whether they mean one way or other depends on the 

speaker's int2nt. 'I'here are other cases where a (coordinate) nominal 

is ambiguous as to number, and only from the context it can be rilade 

clear whether it is meant to be singular or plural. The sentence in 

(22) below illustrates such cases. 

(22) El director del centro y la cabeza del comite {prOPUSieron ) 
(3,pl) 

propuso 
(3,sg) 

que se Ie otorgara la beca al Sr. Garc!a. 

'The director of the center and the head of the corrmi ttee 
proposed the scholarship be granted to Mr. Garc.!a' 

There may be two individuals or only one (holding both titles) involved 

in proposing; this can only be disambiguated from the context. I 

postulate, different from Kato, that nominals which can be compatible 

with both inflectional values, singular and plural, are unspecified 

for number; their value for number is represented as N. For being 

unspecified, such nominals can occw: with subjects which are singular 

and plural. I will propose the following principle for assigning a 

number value to a coordinate nominal expression. 



(23) Principle of Summation for Number 

I. Assign (plural) to (Xn), if it intrinsically represents 
plural notions. 

II. Otherwise, assi.gn fN} to of). 
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Taking all the principles of summation into account, we have 

the following sets of feature values associated '"'lith coordinate nominal 

expressions. 

(24) a. (1, pI, masc) e. (3, pI, masc) 
b. (1, pI, G) f. (3, pI, fern) 
c. (2, pI, masc) g. (3, N, masc) 
d. (2, pI, G) h. (3, N, fern) 

Recall that I assumed that all nominals are specified as to (+PRO). 

Nominals of coordinate construction are also specified for pronominal-

ity. I stipulate that nominals which contain a pronominal expression 

are assigned (+PRO) and those which do not are assigned (-PRO). Some 

examples of the former type are to. y tus herrnanos 'you and your bro-

thers', a nosotros ni a los ninos' 'neither us nor the children', 

etc.; some eXcmples of the latter type are los j6venes y los viejos 'the 

young and the old people', a losestudiantes y a los profesores '(to) 

the students and the professors', e~c. 

In recapitulation, the non-coordinate expression and the eo-

ordinate expression combined, the following constitutes all the pos-

sible arrays of value for the nominal associated with the subject or 

the clitic. 

(25) a. (1, sg, G) e. (2, sg, G) i. (3, sg, masc) 
b. (1, pI, masc) f. (2, pI, mase) j. (3, sg, fern) 
c. (1, pI, fern) g. (2, pI, fern) k. (3, pI, masc) 
d. (1, pI, G) h. (2, pI, G) 1. (3, pI, fern) 

m. (3, N, masc) 
n. (3, N, fern) 
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6.2. Compatibility 

Now that we have a complete set of feature values for the 

subject and the clitic as well as for nominals, we are able to state 

what constitutes the compatibility between two sets of values. 

6.2.1. The Subject and the Nominal 

As we looked at in Chapter II, we have the following 28 set.s 

of values which constitutes the subject in Spanish. 

(26) 1. (1, sg, masc) 7. (2, sg, masc) 13. (3, sg, masc) 
2. (1, sg, fern) 8. (2, sg, fern) 14. (3, sg, fern) 
3. (1, sg, G) 9. (2, sg, G) 15. (3, sg, G) 
4. (1, pI, masc) 10. (2, pI, masc) 16. (3, pI, masc) 
5. (1, pI, fern) 11. (2, pI, fern) 17. (3, pI, fern) 
6. (1, pI, G) 12. (2, pI, G) 18. (3, pI, G) 

19. (Non-2, sg, masc) 22. (P, sg, masc) 
20. (Non-2, sg, fern) 23. (P, sg, fern) 
2l. (Non-2, sg, G) 24. (P, sg, G) 

25. (P, pI, masc) 
26. (P, pI, fern] 
27. (P, pI, G) 
28. (P, N, G) 

The sets of values assigned to norninals are listed in (25). 

As a general principle, two sets of values are compatible when they 

are not contradictory with each other in any feature values. For exam-

pIe, as for person, any two of 1, 2 and 3 are contradictory to each 

other; as for number, sg and pI are contradictory to each other; as 

for gender, masc and and fern are contradictory to each other. Ex-

cluding the contradictory pairs of values, the diagram'in (27) summa

rizes all the pairs of values that are compatible for each category be-

tween the values assigned to the nominal and those to the subject. 

----~-------------------------------
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(27) N0minal Subject 

Person 1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

1 } 
3 

(Non-2) 

1 } 2 
3 

P 

Number sg sg 

pI pI 

Sg} 
pI 

N 

N 
{ 

sg 

pI 

Gender masc masc 

fern fern 

G G 

masc 
G 

fern 

G 
{ 

masc 

fern 

Let us define formally the notion of compatibility based on the para-

digms in (27). Here, the two values compatible with each other are 

either identical, or one is specified while the other is unspecified. 

---------------------------------------------- -
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In order to define what constitutes compatibility, I will use the con-

cept "containment" following Steele (1983). Containment defined for 

two values can be either unilateral or bilateral ("reflexive"). If 

unilateral, containment defines the degree of specifiedness of values 

pertinent to a particular feature. If Value x contains Value y, then, 

Vx is less well-specified than Vy • Thus, as for number, P contains 2nd 

and (Non-2), and (Non-2) contains 1st and 3rd; as for number, N con-

tains sigular and plural; as for gender, G contains masculine and ferni-

nine. Containment, if bilateral, defines the identity of two values. 

In other words, if Value x contains Value y, and Value y contains Value 

x, then V = V. Based on these two notions of containment, I dex y 

fine compatibility as follows. 

(28) Compatibility: Definition 

Given two sets of values comprised of person, number and 
gender, they are compatible iff one of the following 
conditions is satisfied for all the features. 

i. The value for a given feature in one set is contained 
by the value for the same feature in the other set. 

ii. The values for a given feature in two sets are mutually 
contained. 

(28i) defines the unilateral and (ii) the bilateral containment between 

two values. The statement above accounts for all the compatible pairs 

illustrated in (27). 

Based on the compatibility defined in (28), the f01±owing 
, 
• 

exhausts all the possible combinations of the subject and the nominal 

associated with it in terms of person, number and gender. 
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(28) Nominal Subject 

(1, sg, G) (1, sg, G) (1, sg, mase) (1, sg, fern) 
[Non-2, sg, G) [Non-2, sg, mase) [Non-2, sg, G) 
[P, sg, G) [P, sg, mase) [P, sg, fern) 
[P, N, G) 

(1, pI, mase) (1, pI, G) [1, pI, mase) 
(P, pI, G) [P, pI, mase) 
[P, N, G) 

(1, pI, fern) (1, pI, G) (1, pI, fern) 
[P, pI, G) [p, pI, fern) 
(P, N, G) 

(1, pI, G) [1, pI, G) (1, pI, mase) [1, pI, fern) 
[P, pI, G) [P, pI, mase) [P, pI, fern) 
[P, N, G) 

[2, sg, G) [2, sg, G) [2, sg, mase) [2, sg, fern) 
[P, sg, G) [P, sg, mase) (P, sg, fern) 
[P, N, G) 

[2, pI, mase) [2, pI, G) [2, pI, mase) 
(P, pI, G) (P, pI, mase) 
[P, N, G) 

[2, pI, fern) [2, pI, G) [2, pI, fern) 
[P, pI, G) (P, pI, fern) 
[P, N, G) 

[2, pI, G) [2, pI, G) (2, pI, mase) [2, pI, fern) 
[P, pI, G) [P, pI, mase) [P, pI, fern) 
[P, N, G) 

[3, sg, mase) [3, sg, G) [3, sg, mase) 
[Non-2, sg, G) [Non-2, sg, mase) 
(P, sg, G) [P, sg, mase) 
[P, N, G) 

[3, sg, fern) (3, sg, G) [3, sg, fern) 
[Non-2, sg, G) [Non-2, sg, fern) 
[P, sg, G) (P, sg, fern) 
(P, N, G) 

[3, pI, mase) [3, pI, G) [3, pI, mase) 
[P, pI, G) (P, pI, mase) 
[P, N, G) 
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(3, pI, fernJ (3, pI, GJ (3, pI, fernJ 
(3, pI, GJ (3, pI, fernJ 
(P, N, GJ 

(3, N, fernJ (3, sg, fernJ (3, sg, GJ 
(3, pI, fernJ (3, pI, GJ 
(Non-2 f sg, fernJ (Non-2, sg, GJ 
(P, sg, fernJ (P, sg, GJ 
(P, pI, fernJ (P, pI, GJ 
CP, N, GJ 

(3, N, mascJ (3, sg, mascJ (3, sg, GJ 
(3, pI, mascJ (3, pI, GJ 
(Non-2, sg, mascJ (Non-2, sg, GJ 
(P, sg, mascJ (P, sg, GJ 
(P, pI, mascJ (P, pI, G) 
(P, N, GJ 

6.2.2 The Clitic and the Nominal 

Let us now look at the compatibility between the clitic and 

the nominal associated with it. Here below is repeated the list of 

sets of values assigned to clitics. 

(30) Clitic person/number/gender 

me (1, sg, GJ 
nos (1, pI, GJ 
te (2, sg, GJ 
os (2, pI, GJ 
10 (3, sg, mascJ 
la (3, sg, fernJ 
Ie (3, sg, GJ 
se (3, N, GJ 
los (3, pI, mascJ 
las (3, pI, fernJ 
les (3, pI, GJ 

The sets of values assigned to the nominal associated with the clitic 

are the same as those of the nominal associated with the subject as 

listed in (25) above. The following paradigm summarizes the possible 

pairs of compatible values for each category, person, number or gender, 

between the nominal and the clitic. 
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(31) Nominal Clitic 

person 1 I 
2 2 
3 3 

number sg sg 
pI pI 

Sg} 
pI N 

N { sg 
pI 

gender masc masc 
fern fern 
G G 

masc J 
fern G 

The above shows that the two compatible values are either a pair of 

identical values, or of a specified value and an unspecified value. 

Therefore, the conditions of compatibility we have stated in (28) 

above also applies to determine the compatibility between the clitic 

and the nominal associated with it. 

Based on the compatibility defined in (28) the following 

exhausts all the possible combinations, in feature values, of the 

clitic and the nominal associated with it. 

(32) Clitic Nominal 

(1, sg, G) (1, sg, G) 

(1, pI, G) (1, pI, masc) (1, pI, fern) (1, pI, G) 

(2, sg, G) (2, sg, G) 

(2, pI, G) (2, pI, masc) (2, pI, fern) (2, pI, G) 

(3, sg, masc) (3, sg, masc) (3, N, masc) 

(3, sg, fern) (3, sg, fern) (3, N, fern) 
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(3, sg, G) (3, sg, masc) (3, sg, fern) 
(3, N, masc) (3, N, fern) 

(3, N, G) (3, sg, masc) (3, sg, fern) 
(3, pI, masc) (3, pI, fern) 
(3, N, masc) (3, N, fern) 

(3, pI, rnasc) (3, pI, masc) (3, N, masc) 

D, pI, fern) (3, pI, fern) (3, N, fern) 

(3, pI, G) (3, pI, masc) (3, pI, fern) 
(3, N, IT'aSC) (3, N, fern) 

6.3 "Disagreement" 

As we have seen already in Chapter II, in certain cases, the 

same nominal expression can be adjoined to expressions with different 

inflectional properties. 

"agreement" alternatives. 

(33) Toda la gente 

(33) and (34) illustrate some examples of 

{ 

quiere ""j. entrar 
(3, sg) 

quieren 
(3, pI) 

al rnismo tiempo. 

I All the people want to come in at the same time I 

(34) Las mujeres tenemos 
(1, pI) 

teneis 
(2, pI) 

tienen 
(3, pl) 

esperanza. 

I (The) women have hopei 

A similar phenomenon is also observed between the clitic and the 

nominal associated with it. Consider the following sentences. 



(35) Le 
(3, sg) 

Les 
(3, pI) 

) gust6 1a rrnlsica a toda la gente. 

'The music appealed to all the ~oople' 

(36) Les otorgaron un premio a todas las mujeres. 
(3, pI) 

Nos 
(1, pI) 

Os 
(2, pI) 

'They granted a prize to all the women' 

In this section, I will try to give an explanation of how these 

"agreement" alternatives are allowed in Spanish. 
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The variation as evidenced in the above sentences occur when we 

have a nominal with particular semantic properties. Take, for example, 

nominals which allow a variation in number, such as (toda la) gente 

'(all the) people' in (33) and (35). Nominals such as (la) gente are 

corranonly called "colective nouns". Other examples include (la) muche-

dumbre '(the)' crowd', (el) pUblico '(the) public/audience', etc. 

Since "collective nouns" are formally singular, they are compatible with 

a subject or a clitic marked (singular). However, since they are seman-

tically plural, they can also be compatible with a subject or a clitic 

ITarked (plural). Nominals which refer to some type of organization 

(socio-economico-cultural) such as (la) familia '(the) family', (el) 

department '(the) department', (el) pueblo '(the) village/country' 

(el) comite '(the) committee', etc. have a similar characteristic. 
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With these terms one can refer to the organization itself, or one can 

refer to the members who compose the organization since an organization 

implies membership .. Thus, these terms are always compatilile with 

(singulr) as well as (plural), as illustrated in the sentences below. 

(37) Toda la familia { esta }bien. 
(3, sg) 

estan 
(3, pI) 

'All the family is/are well' 

(38) 
ya{ Ie } he 

informado a todo el comite sobre el resultado. 
(3, sg) 

les 
(3, pI) 

'I have already informed it/them, the whole committee, about the result' 

Organizational terms such as (la) familia '(the) family' are also com-

patilile with any person value, i.e. 1st, 2nd or 3rd, and with either 

gender value, i.e. masuculine or feminine. 

(39) Toda la familia estamos 
(l,pl) 

estais 
(2, pI) 

estan 
(3, pl) 

Consider the following. 

contentos. 
(masc,pl) 

contentas. 
(fern, pl) 

'All the familY,f~~U (Pl)}are happy' 
" they 

When referred to the members, then, the speaker (1st person) or the 

hearer (2nd person) mayor may not be included among the members. For 

this reason, the variation in person is possible. The reason why the 

alternation between masculine and feminine is possilile is evident. The 
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members of an organization are human, and this semantic property allows 

that a sexual composition of the group be made explicit. 

From the observations made above, I propose that organization-

aI/collective nouns have two distinct meanings: one refering to the 

organization/group itself and the other to the members composing it. 

Thus, they can be assigned to two sets of values depending on which 

meaning they denote. In the former case, such nouns are assigned the 

valu.e (3, sg, '( J, where y can be masculine or feminine, depending on 

the value inherently assigned to them. In the latter case, they are 

invariably assigned (P, pI, GJ. T'ne values for person and gender are 

unspecified, i.e. P and G, respectively. For example, familia can 

be assigned the two sets of feature values as shown in (38) below. 

(40) 
familia 

{ 

(3, sg, fernJ 

(P, pI, GJ 

Therefore, taking the definition of compatibility into account, a 

nominal which contains this noun is compatible with any of the subject 

values listed in (41a) belOVl and with any (DAT) clitics of the values 

listed in (b) below. 

(41) a. (3, sg, fernJ b. (3, sg, GJ 
(3, sg, GJ (1, pI, GJ 
(1, pI, mascJ (2, pI, GJ 
(1, pI, fernJ (3, pI, GJ 
(1, pI, GJ 
(2, pI, mascJ 
(2, pI, fernJ 
(2, pI, GJ 
(3, pI, mascJ 
(3, pI, fernJ 
(3, pI, GJ 

Turning to nominals such as mujeres 'women' in (33) and 
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(34), these also have distinct semantic properties. They are [+human) 

and [+pluralJ. When a nominal denot~s humanity and, in addition, plu-

rality, as is the case with (las) mujeres '(the) women' in (34) and 

(36), then, there always exists the possibility of including or exclud-

ing speaker (lst person) or/and hearer (2nd person) in or from the group 

referred to by the nominal. Thus, the nominal which denotes some type 

of generic classification pertinent to humanity, such as (las) mujeres 

'(the) women', always has this flexibility of being compatible with 

1st, 2nd and 3rd person as long as it is plural formally.4 Some 

other examples of this type of nominal are illustrated in (42) and (43) 

below. 

(42) Los espafioles nunca 

'(The) Spaniards never 

dicen 
[3, pI) 

decimos 
[1, plJ 

dec{s 
[2, pI) 

SAY 

sf ni s610 una vez. 

yes not even once' 

4. A singular form is also used in Spanish as a generic term. 
However, a singular nominal can only be compatible with 3rd person, 
singular, as shown below. 

La mujer tiene 
[3, sg} 

*tenemos 
[1, pI) 

*teneis 
[2, pI) 

*tienen 
(3, pI) 

esperanza. 'The woman has/*have hope' 
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les gusta a los estudiantes tener tantos exAmemes. 
(3,pl) 

nos 
(1,pl) 

os 
(2,pl) 

'It does not appeal 
{

them} to us students, to have 
you 

so many exams. 

I propose that nouns such as mujeres 'women', which denote humanity 

and are formally plural, are assigned the value (P, pI, i), where the 

value for person is unspecified and Y is masculine, feminine or G 

depending on the word. S For example, mujeres will be assigned the 

value (P, pI, fern), thus, compatible, in accordance with the definition 

of compatibility, with any of the subject values listed in (44a) below 

and any of the (DAT) clitics of the values listed in (b) below. 

(44) a. (1, pI, fern) b. (1, pI, G) 
(1, pI, G) (2, pI, G) 
(2, pI, fern) (3, pI, G) 
(2, pI, G) 
(3, pI, fern) 
(3, pI, G) 
(P, pI, fern) 
(P, pI, G) 
[P, N, G) 

To sum up, we have looked at Uvo cases of "disagreement". In 

the first case, "agreement" al ternati ves occur because a nominal can be 

assigned to two sets of values since it can be construed in two ways. 

This case involves the organizational or collective term which can be 

5. Nouns whose value for gender is G include estudiantes 
"students', j6venes 'young ones', etc., which do not inherently mark 
any specified gender value. 
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construed as a unit (singular) or as human members composing it (plu

ral) • This semantic duality opens the possibility for "agreement" al-

ternatives. The second case involves nominals with pa~ticular prop-

erties which they may be intrinsically or extrinsically assigned, i.e. 

the values (+human) and (+plural). These properties open the possi

bility of the nominal being construed in various different ways with 

respect to person and, in certain cases, to gender. This, in tern, 

restricts them from having a specified value assigned to them. And, it 

is this lack of specifiedness in certain feature values that allows 

various "agreement" alternatives. 

As shown above, the phenomenon of "agreement" cannot be simply 

captured as a "strict match match in grammatical featues" between the 

"subject NP" and the verbal affix as has been postulated in previous 

analyses. There are other factors, often based on our knowledge of the 

world, that must be taken into consideration when accounting for the 

correlation between the two associated elements. Clearly, the data we 

have considered is far from complete to describe all the facts involv

ing the phenomenon of "agreement" alternatives. An exhaustive study 

on this topic, however, is beyond the scope of the present work, and 

here, I will limit myself to referring to some of the factors, as 

stated above, which contribute to the variations that Spanish la~guage 

manifests involving the "agreement" phenomenon. I will leave a 

further elaboration on this topic for a future research. 
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6.4 Recapitulation 

In this chapter we first looked at what feature values are 

assigned to nominals and how these values are assigned. For coor-

dinate and noncoordinate constructions combined I have identified 14 

sets of values in total associated with norninals, as shown in (26) , 

repeated below. 

(26) a. (1, sg, G) 
b. (1, pI, masc) 
c. (1, pI, fern) 
d. (1, pI, G) 
e. [2, sg, G) 
f. [2, pI, masc) 
g. [2, pI, fern) 
h. [2, pI, G) 
i. [3, sg, masc) 
j. [3, sg, fern) 
k. [3, pI, masc) 
1. [3, pI, fern) 
rn. [3, N, masc) 
n. [3, N, fern) 

As we made a complete list of possible sets of values pertinent to 

norninals, and to the subject and clitics, we defined what constitutes 

the compatibility between two sets, as shown in (28). 

(28) Compatibility: Definition 

Given two sets of values comprised of person, number and 
gender, they are compatible iff one of the following 
conditions is satisfied for all the fearures. 

i. The value for a given feature in one set is contained 
by the value for the same feature in the other set. 

ii. The values for a given feature in two set are rnuturally 
contained. 
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Finally we looked at some facts of "agreement!! alternatives 

and sketched how these facts can be accounted for. There are a 

variety of factors which contribute to "agreement" variations, and we 

specifically looked at two such factors. The first factor is semantic 

ambiguity, due to the fact that the same lexical expression is assigned 

two sets of values. Organizational or collective nouns, which can be 

construed as an inanimate organizational unit or members composing it, 

fall into this category. The other factor is unspecifiedness of 

certain feature values. For example, expressions such as (los) 

estudiantes, '(the) students' are unspecified for person, and it is 

this lack of specifiedness that allows various "agreemet" variations. 

----- ------------------------------------------



CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, I will summarize the analysis proposed in this 

thesis and discuss some consequences and implications. This thesis 

investigated two morphological properties in Spanish, inflection and 

cliticization. It dealt with two important theoretical issues involved 

in the description of these properties: In what component of grammar can 

they best be treated, and what role do they play in the syntax of Spa-

nish sentences? Traditionally, inflection (for the most part) and 

cliticization (exclusively) in Spanish have been given a syntactic 

treatment. In other words, the word formation which involves inflection 

and cliticization is executed in syntax. In a syntactic analysis, in

flectional suffixes and clitics are represented as "constituents" (par

ticularly, in GB theroy) and, furthermore, they are confined to a par

ticular configurational position in a tree representation of sentences. 

For this reason, the syntactic analysis runs into a number of diffi-

culties for which it fails to offer a simple solution. In view of the 

inadequacies inherent to a syntactic analysis, I opted for a lexical 

analysis of these properties, and proposed a set of lexical rules in 

order to account for the distribution of the morphological properties 

at issue. However, where my analysis crucially differs from any others 
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previously proposed is in the way the role of inflection and cliticiza

tion in the syntax of Spanish sentences is defined. I assumed that in

flectional suffixes and clitics are syntactic expressions in their own 

right. By attaching an inflectional suffix to an inflected verb, or a 

clitic/clitics to an inflected verb, we are forming expressions not only 

morphologically but also syntactically complex. For example, the at

tachment of an inflectional suffix to an uninflected verb instantiates 

the subject argument in addition to the temporal properties, whereas 

the attachment of certain types of clitics, i.e. DAT and ACC clitics, 

instantiates the object argument of the verb. The lexical rules 

propos9d in my analysis are formulated in a way which captures this 

direct interplay between morphology and syntax in Spanish. 

I adopted categorial grammar as the framework for my analysis of 

inflection and cliticization. In categorial grammar, all the elements 

or expressions are assigned to sets indexed by categories which at one 

and the same time determine their syntactic and semantic properties; 

elements and expressions are combined by rules which are defined over 

these categories. Categorial grammar is best suited for the descrip

tion of the morphological properties at issue, for it can make a precise 

and explicit statement of what roles these properties play in the com

position of syntactic expressions, sentences. A capacity with which 

theories based on CF grammar are not equipped. A lexical analysis of 

inflection and cliticization within categorial grammar consists of, 

first, identifying the morphological elements involved in these pro

cesses, second, assigning these elements to categories which define 
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their synta~tic properties, and, finally, propose rules \vhich combine 

these elements where the syntactic as well as morphological aspect of 

these processes are stated. 

The first step of my analysis is to identify morphological units 

involved in the formation of "verbs" in Spanish. I identified three 

types of "verbs" defined in terms of their morphological composition. 

Morphological CAT Composition Example 

V uninflected V 
0 

visit- 'visit' 

Vi (r, Vi) visit-o 'I-visit' 

V2 (CL, Vi) 10 visit-o 'I-visit him/it' 

Vis are inflected verbs, where (r) represents an inflectional suffix; 

V 2s are combinations of an inflected verb and a CL, where CL repesents 

a single clitic or a sequences of clitics. 

Turning to syntactic categories, there are two types postulated in 

categorial grammar: 1. basic categories, and 2. complex categories. The 

second type of categories are defined in terms of simpler categories in 

a way which specifies what categories they can be combined with ~ld what 

categories result. The second type of categories are thought of as 

functions, which map a set of expressions into another. For the pur-

pose of my analysis I proposed three basic categories, i.e. NF, VP and 

P, and the last two playa crucial role for defining inflectional suf-

fixes and clitics. CAT VP is a set of entities comprised of an un-

inflected verb and its complements. CAT P is a set of expressions 

which have a VP, temporal propperties and the subject. With these 

basic categories proposed, unininflected verbs, and inflected verbs 
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are assigned to CAT VP/X and PIX, respectively, where X is a variable 

representing the argument structure including ~. Inflectional 

suffixes are defined as functions from uninflected verbs to inflected 

verbs, thus, they belong to CA~ (P/X)/(VP/X). Clitics are also defined 

as functions, which take inflected verbs and map them into another type 

of "verbs" of various categories. They are assigned to the general

ized CAT (P/X)/(P/W.X), where X and Ware variables whose interpreta

tion includes ~. 

In addition to operations of function/argument application, 

categorial grammar makes use of another type of operation, namely, 

functional composition to construct complex expressions. This last 

type combines two functions and yield a new function. The two types of 

operations are schematized as follows. 

(1) X/Y Y ---> X (function/argument) 

(2) X/Y Y/Z ---> X/Z (functional composition) 

Here, X and Yare variables which represent simple categories as well 

as complex ones. I proposed three lexical rules which form "verbs" in 

Spanish: 1. Inflection, 2. Cliticization, and 3. Complex Verb Formation. 

The first rule combines an inflectional suffix, and an uninflected verb 

(single or complex), and yields an inflected verb. The second rule 

combines a CL (single or complex) with an inflected verb and yields a 

verb with a CL attached to it. Both rules are operations of function/ 

argument application as shawn in (3) and (4) below. 
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. (3). Rule of Verb Formation I: Infl-ectionl 

(4) Rules of Verb Formation II: Cliticization 

i. (CL) (P/X)/(P/W.X) : (V
l 

Vl (Vl )) (P/W.X) ---) (V
2 

CL+Vl (Vl))P/X 

(+finiteJ 

ii. (CL) (P/X)/(P/W.X) 

The Rule of Complex Verb Formation combines an uninflected verb marked 

with a special feature and a verb in the infinitive or gerundive and 

yields a complex verb. This rule is an operation of functional com-

position as show in (5) below. 

(5) Rule of Verb Formation III: Complex Verb Formation 

(Vo)vp/W.P : (Vl)P/Y ---) (V
l 

Vo Vl)vp/w.y 

To the output of this rule, the rules of Inflection and Cliticization 

apply and yield strings with CLs "climbed". All three rules are 

defined over both syntactic and morphological categories, specifyirlg 

what type of expressions, in terms of their syntactic and morphological 

categories, can be combined and what the results are. The assignment 

of morpholosgical categories is crucial, for it serves to determine 

the order of rule application, and also to block a given rule to re-

apply to expression to which it has already applied. 

1. Recall that the argument of the Rules of Inflectiona as 
well as of Cliticization can be a complex verb. The Vl in paren
thesis in (3) and (4) is an optional element, and is POSlted to handle 
cases where complex verbs are involved. 
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Clitic sequences are formed by a set of rules which combine two 

CLs (CL being simple or complex) by an operation of functional compos i-

tion. For example, clitic sequences composed of ACC and DAT clitics 

are formed as follows. 

(6) (CL)p/(P/ACC) : (CL) (P/ACC)/(P/DAT.ACC) ---> (CL)p/(P/DAT.ACC) 

The Rules of Clitic Sequence Formation do not, unlike the three rules 

above, specify the order in which the two CLs are concatenated. This 

will be determined by a separate principle, namely, well-formedness 

condition, which constrains the morphological "shape" of clitic se-

quences, similar to Permutter's "template". 

One consequence of my analysis of inflectional suffixes and 

clitics as syntactic expressions is that it requires the nominal com-

monly known as the "subject NP" and "the object NP" (doubled by a cli-

tic) reanalyzed as an adjunct, whose function is to mark a referential 

contrast. I proposed two rules of nominal adjunction in order to ac-

conunt for the distribution of these nominals. 

(7) Rule of Nominal Adjunction I "Cli tic Doubl ing" 

(x) (P/X)/(P/X) : (y)P/X ---> (x y)P/X 

where (x) is a nominal accompanied by the preposition ~. 

(8) Rule of Nominal Adjunction II: "Subject Doubling" 

(x)P/P : (y)p ---> (z)p 

where (z) is a combination of (x) and (y). 
" 

The nominal adjuncts are functions which take a set of expressions of a 

particular category and map them into another set of the same category. 

However, these nominals are "partial functions", since the application 
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of these functions to their arguments do not always give a result. 

There are certain conditions across the expressions (x) and (y). In 

(8), (y) must contain an appropriate clitic and the nominal must be 

compatible in certain feature values with this clitic. In (9), the 

nominal must be compatible with the subject, defined as a unification 

of syntactically relevant inflectional properties distributed through-

out the sentence. I constructed two types of functions for evaluating 

the compatibility. The first function takes expressions and project 

whatever morphological information sought in terms of a set or a set of 

sets of feature values; the second function takes two sets of feature 

values and match them up if compatible. If two sets of feature values 

are not compatible, the rules in (8) and (9) cannot combine two expres-

sions. Thus, the phenomenon of "agreement" in my analysis is viewed 

as a well-formedness condition with which any string containing a nomi-

nal adjunct (associated with the subject or with the clitic) must com-

ply. I defined the compatibility between two sets as in (9) below. 

(9) Compatibility: Definition 

Given two sets of values comprised of person, number and 
gender, they are compatible iff one of the following 
conditions is satisfied for all the features. 

i. The value for a given feature in one set is contained 
by the value for the same featur9 in the other set. 

ii. The values for a given feature in two sets are muturally 
contained. 

The lexical analysis of inflection and cliticization here pro-

posed is an improvement on the syntactic analysis in that it offers a 

more adequate and elegant account of the linguistic data involved. In 
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the first place, only three rules suffice, in my analysis, to account 

for all the distribution of the morphological properties at issue. In 

the second place, certain data \vhich often forced the syntactic analysis 

to resort to ad-hoc stipulations can be accounted for, in my analysis, 

by TIlles. Clearly, the adequacy and elegance achieved in my analysis 

provides strong evidence that inflection and cliticization in Spanish 

are best treated as lexical processes, i.e. verb formation rules. My 

proposal has an important implication for the study of morphology in 

relation to linguistic theories at large. Since Chomsky's (1970) 

"Remarks on Nominalization", followed by others2, there is a consensus 

in the linguisitc community that derivational morphology as well as 

compounding belong to the domain of lexicon. A number of studies have 

appeared \vhich advocate extending the lexicalist hypothesis to inflec

tional morphology as well. 3 However, the syntactic treatment of in-

flectional morphology still constitutes the mainstream within the gene-

rative grammar, particularly with the surge of GB theory; two types of 

affixational morphology are divided into two components of grammar. 

Turning to cliticization, all the previous analyses of Spanish or any 

other Romance languages invariably have treated this morphological pro-

cess as a syntactic phenomenon. In this thesis, I have argued that 

2. Some of these works include Halle (1973), Jackendoff 
(1974), Siegel (1974) and Aronoff (1976). 

3. Some of the Strong Lexica list Hypothesis supporters are 
Halle (1973), Lapointe (1978), Lieber (1981) and Scalise (1980.and 
(1986), among others • 

. -- -_ ... ----------------------------
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inflection and cliticization in Spanish are most adequately treated as 

lexical processes. The consequence of my proposal is that all the word 

formation processes in this language, i.e. inflection and cliticization 

as well as compounding and derivation, are now relegated to one single 

component of grammar, lexicon. Morphology in Spanish has a well-

delineated domain of its own as an integral part of the lexicon. 

There is another important implication made by my thesis, which 

concerns language typology. In GB theory, languages are divided into 

two types, "pro-drop" languages and "non-pro-drop" languages. This 

bifurcation is based on whether a given language has an option to have 

"missing" arguments or not in a finite clause. Spanish is an example, 

among others, of the "pro-drop" languages. This theory exploits phono

logically-null pronouns, for the description of sentences which "super

ficially" do not have lexical expression instantiating the "subject NP" 

or the "object NP". However, this type of analysis, though may it 

provide a mechanism of how some sentences "surface" with an overt 

pronominal while others do not, fails to provide an explanation for 

why this variation is evidenced in languages such as Spanish. In an 

attempt to offer an explanation, I alternatively analyzed inflectional 

propeties aDd certain types of clitics, as an instantiation of the 

grammatical relations, subject and object, respectively. Consequent-

ly, the nominal commonly defined as the "subject NP" or "object NP" 

(doubled by a clitic) are redefined as elements with a spe-cialized 

discourse function assigned to them; the formal variation in terms of 

the presense and the absense has a coherent explanation. Implied in 
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my analysis is that the distinction between the "pro-drop" and "non

pro-drop" languages must be captured, rather, in the different ways 

syntactic functions, such as the subject and the object, are instru"'1-

tiated in these two types of languages. What uniquely characterizes 

the so-called "pro-drop" languages and, at the same time, distinguishes 

them from those called "non-pro-drop" languages is the particular syn

tactic function that they assign to morphological properties such as 

inflection and cliticization for the construction of sentences. 
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